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Editorial

The first article in the issue by Vijay Kumar deals with rock paintings of Chitrakoot, Uttar Pradesh.
The word Chitrakoot literally means the painted hills. During this survey it was found that almost
every prominent hill with a spring in it had a painted rock shelter in the vicinity. The phenomena of
rock paintings is an enigma in the field of archaeology. To understand this completely it has been
probed from different angles. The result is an insightful article. The second article is the detailed
report of ceramics potteries discovered during Eran excavation by U. V. Singh. The potteries
discovered are typical chalcolithic ones found in central India.

The third article deals with

archaeological explorations along river Suket a tributary of river Mahanadi, Odisha. It gives insight
in to the settlement pattern along rivers of this region of India. The fourth article is about science
involved in the theory of carbon dating. It will be interest to the people who deal with the subjects of
archaeology and history. The fifth article is about the Water bodies of Rajasthan by K.P. Singh. This
article underlines the various techniques of conservation of water in the drier part of India. The
seventh article by Husam Haider gives the description of Mughal bridge, baoli and tank located near
Sarai Ekdil, District Etawah, UP. This article gives the details of the civil engineering of such
structures made during medieval period.

Vijay Kumar
Chief Editor

ii
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Rock Paintings of Chitrakoot
Chapter- 1
Introduction
The Beginning: The survey of rock paintings was started by author in 1995. It first resulted in
the form of an article in 1996 in Pragdhara No. 6, a journal of U.P. State Archaeological
Department. The quest for the new rock paintings still continues. The rock paintings I could locate
till date are the subject matter of this article. This work is dedicated to Late Shri. Riyaz of Banda.
His energetic and jovial personality always kept the team laughing and active. He was a
dedicated explorer. The places he visited involved great risk from anti-social elements as well as
wild animals. He was fearless in this life. I am sure he will be the same fearless, adventurous and
jovial person in the other world also. This is the first detailed account of the rock paintings of
Chitrakoot.

General: Before 6th May 1997, the old district of Banda contained the territories of the present day
districts of the same name and the new district of Chitrakoot. Banda became the headquarters of
Chitrakoot Dham commissionary consisting of the above mentioned districts, Mahoba and
Hamirpur. Banda town supposedly got its name from Rishi Bamdeo, whose hermitage is located
near the hill called Bambesur Pahari. The present day Banda district lies between Lat 25°17' N and
Lat 25°38' N and Long 80°30' E and Long 80°29' E. It is bounded in the north by the district of
Fatehpur, in the east by the district of Chitrakoot, in the south by the districts of Ajaygarh and Satna
and in the west by the district of Chhattarpur. The Chitrakoot district lies between Lat 24°48' N and
Lat 25°12' N and Long 80°58' E and Long 81°34' E. It is bounded in the north by the district of
Kaushambi and Allahabad, in the east by the district of Allahabad, in the south by the districts of
Rewa and Satna and in the west by the district of Banda. Areas of the Banda and Chitrakoot districts
are 4413 sq kms and 3216 sq kms respectively. The populations of the districts are 17, 99, 541
(census 2011) and 9, 90, 626 (census 2011) respectively. The district Banda is divided into 4 tahsils
namely Banda, Naraini, Baberu and Atarra. The Police stations in the district are Kotwali City,
Kotwali Dehat, Mataundh, Tindwari, Pailani, Chilla, Naraini, Atarra, Girwa, Kalinjar, Badausa, Bisanda,
Baberu, Kamasin, Fatehganj, Jaspura and Marka. The district of Chitrakoot is divided into two tahsils
namely Karwi and Mau. There are nine police stations in the district of Chitrakoot namely
Bahilpurwa, Bargarh, Karwi, Manikpur, Markundi, Mau, Pahari, Raipura and Rajapur.
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Topography: The two districts largely consist of irregular uplands with out crops of rock
intermingling with marshy lowlands, frequently under water in the rainy season. The river
Baghain traverse the district Banda from south west to north-east. The tract lying to the east of the
river is intersected by numerous smaller rivers and nalas, but to the west it is a flat expense. Most
part of mar and kabar soils have been eroded and converted into ravines along the banks of the Ken
and the Yamuna rivers and to a lesser extent, the river Baghain and the Garra nala. The northern
parts of the two districts consists of plains of old Banda alluvium. This plain appears as we move
in the east direction near Mau opposite old town of Kaushambi, the southern upland called Patha
touches the river Yamuna which forms the northern boundary of the two districts. The southern
parts of the two disricts consist of upland separated from the northern plains by steep scarp called
Badi Medi in the local language. The sporadic stony outcrops can be seen from Badi Medi to the
river Yamuna throughout the northern plains.
The general slope of the districts is from south-west to north-east. This is shown by the course of
river Baghain in district Banda. In the south of Girwan (district Banda) the recorded level near
Kartal, is 146.6 m above sea level falling to 102.72m at Chilla (district Banda). To the east of river
Baghain the recorded height at Rasin (district. Banda) is 146.91 m, at Oran (district. Banda) it is 122.5
m and at Augasi (district. Banda) on the Yamuna, it is 111.34 m. At Karwi (district Chitrakoot), it is
121.92 m, at Rajapur (district Banda), it is 103.63 m and at Mau (district Chitrakoot), it is 100.58 m
(above msl). The trans Ken portion of district Banda lies higher than the cis Ken portion and the
level gradually rises from 116.42 m near Bhurendi (district Banda) on the to 143.25 m along the road
from Kabrai (district Mahoba) to Hamirpur (district Hamirpur lies in the extreme west). The district
Chitrakoot is divided in two sharply defined portions. One is upland called Patha, situated on the
Vindhyan plateau in the south of Mau and Karwi tahsils and the other low lands of alluvium. Banda
district is mostly low land with isolated outcrops of hills and southern scarp of the tableland
situated in Madhya Pradesh.
Patha consists of the villages of the Karwi and Mau (both falling in district Chitrakoot) lying south
and east of the scarp marking the beginning of Vindhyan hills. The soil is entirely disintegrated
sandstone overlying a substratum of rock and is never very deep. The southern boundary of the
district runs usually along the scarp from which numerous streams flow down scouring the
surface soil on all sides. The tract is largely covered with forests and sparsely populated. The
cultivated lands usually exist in the neighborhood of hamlets where even small application of
manure renders cultivation profitable. Water is very scarce, and not available unless it has been
conserved in tanks. The inhabitants often have to go to long distances for their supplies. Outside
the forests and scrub jungles there is a considerable area covered with grass. Occasionally below
the scarp and between the hills, valleys are found in which the growth of vegetation and trees are
much more luxuriant than above, but in no place is the soil deep enough to support trees of large
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girth. The low lands of the two districts are divided into three tracts, east of Baghain, between
Baghain and Ken and west of Ken. The first part falls in both the districts. Rest of the two parts fall
in the district Banda only. The hills of the district consist of the part of Vindhyan plateau, which
lies in the extreme southern portion of Tahsil Mau and Karwi (district Chitrakoot). Numerous
isolated hills, which appear like out crop of the main body, become increasingly frequent as one
approaces the main range. The northern flank of the Vindhyas known as Vindhyachal range start
near the Yamuna in the extreme east of tahsil Mau (district. Chitrakoot). It recedes from the Yamuna
in a south-western direction through Tahsils Mau and Karwi, gradually rising in elevation, and
leaves the district Chitrakoot near the sacred hill of Sati Ansuiya to appear again at Gordhrampur
(district Banda). From this point westward to Kalinjar (district Banda) the hills form the border of
the district with the districts of Satna and Panna both lying in Madhya Pradesh. In the south of
Karwi (district Chitrakoot) the Panna range of the Vindhyas is touched, and here the average
elevation is about 250 m above the sea level. The Vindhyachal range consists of Kaimur sandstone,
while Panna range consists of overlying upper Rewa sand stone. The lower Rewah group, an
intermediate between the Kaimur and the upper Rewa group, occupies the greatest part of the
longitudinal valley that separates the two ranges and consists of two shaly subdivisions, the lower
one known as Panna shales and the upper one as the Jhiri shales. The intermediate block is known
as the lower Rewah sandstone. The gneiss which under lies the whole is visible only in the raised
ground in the immediate neighborhood of the Ken River down to Banda. Sometimes as at Kalinjar
hill the Kaimur sand stone rests directly on Archaean gneiss, but elsewhere, as near Taraunha
(district Chitrakoot), there intervenes a group of sand stones, shales and limestone, known as the
lower Vindhyan series. The outlying rocky hills are generally of gneiss and granite. Some have
disintegrated into large masses by the weather, and present to the eye a confused heap of
boulders.

River Systems and Water resources: The Rivers of the two districts belong to the Yamuna
system and consist of the Ken, the Baghain, the Paisuni and their numerous tributaries. The course
of all the streams is from south to north with the exception of the Baghain, which flows obliquely
across the district Banda. From south-west to northeast. They have cut the area into well-marked
sections and the intermediate watersheds between them are well defined, especially in the Trans
Baghain tract. For eight months in the year these rivers run is attenuated channels, which are in
most places fordable but occasionally they become so swollen by heavy rains as to be impassable
except with the help of boats. Yamuna touches district Banda in the North-West. Then it runs along
the northern boundary of the district flowing towards east. As its moves ahead, it makes the
northern boundary of district Chitrakoot. River Ken is next only to the Yamuna in importance,
rising in district Damoh (Madhya Pradesh). It first touches district Banda at the village Belharka (tahsil
Naraini). Along its course before joining the river Yamuna for some distance it separates district
Banda from district Chhattarpur (M.P), than it enters district Banda. After some distance, it again
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separates the district from district Hamirpur. It again enters the district before joining the river
Yamuna. The stream Chandrawal is the largest affluent of the Ken. It rises near a lake called
Chandrawal in district Hamirpur and flows through the Trans Ken portion of district Banda. It joins
Ken before Pailani Khas. Other tributaries of the Ken are Bawas, Dewar, Kaith and Baink on the left
bank, and Kopra and Bearma of the right bank, with a large number of smaller drainage channels
which have a continuous stream only in the rainy season. The river Baghain is next in importance
to the Ken among perennial rivers. It issues from a hill near Kohari in district Panna. The important
tributaries of the Baghain are Ranj, Madrar, Barar, Karehli, Banganga and Barua. Paisuni in the main
river of dist Chitrakoot. It rises is Satna district of Madhya Pradesh and enters the district near Itwa
Dundaila. From this point to Sati Anusuiya it forms the boundary between the district Chitrakoot
and Satna, before it enters district Satna. It re-enters the district Chitrakoot near Chitrakoot. It
traverses through this district from Sitapur to Kankata before joining the river Yamuna. Its
important tributaries are Sarbhanga Nala, Kali Barah Nadi, Mado Nadi and Ohan Nadi. The other
important triburaties of Yamuna flowing through this district are Ganta nadi, Kharsaha nadi and
Barera nala. It flows through the district Banda. The river Garara is a very small tributary of
Yamuna. The river Bardaha flows into Chitrakoot from the high lands of Rewa. It flows eastward in
the district before it again enters the district Rewa.

Geology: The southern most portion of this area is up land called Patha has noticed earlier,
which is composed of disintegrated rocks. North of this hilly tract lies a long strech of alluvium up
to the Yamuna. Then the land scape presents a general gradient from south to north, which is
steep, in the hilly tract and gentle near Yamuna. As a result all the river flow south-west to northeast. This area forms an important geological complex in which the rock exposures of almost all
noteworthy periods are represented. The history of Quaternary period is attested to by the alluvial
deposits, some time also noticed in the form of river section. The archeans gneiss is visible at
Kalinjar only where Kaimur sand stone lies directly over it. In fact the Archean formation under
lies all the subsequent deposits through out the region. They are supposed to be pre Dharwarian
and are slightly later than or even contemporaneons with the oldest Arawali Schist1. The Vindhyan
system forms a series of posing escarpments of massive sand stone and lime stone in the area
lying south of Karwi in Chitrakoot. Almost all the painted rock shelters are in the sand stone
deposits of the Vindhyan system in the area under study. These are located near the stop of the
scarp. There are large scale alluvial deposits in the northern part of the two districts, they are of
fluvial and sub-aerial formations of sand, silt and clay is varying proportion. Most of the deposits
of the hilly tract are generally coarse and deficient in clay particles but the texture becomes more
and more refined as one proceeds northwards, in the south, the alluvium is strewn with the rocky
waste of the hills.
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Minerals: Glass sand is found near Bargarh district Chitrakoot. Dolomite is found from village
Khoh to Devangana ghati and Hanuman Dhara. The deposit of clay and ochre occurs Lakhanpur, close
to Tikariya railway station (district Chitrakoot). The red and yellow varieties of the yellow ochre are
found is the area. It occurs on the top of the Vindhyan sandstones and in the form of deposits.
Large clay deposits are located in the Majhpura hills about 3.2 kms south of Kusmi (district
Chitrakoot), the bauxite deposits occurs in the laterite capping over the vindhyan sand stones in
Rajhaunha. The Agate pebbles are found associated with gravels of river Ken. These are used in
lapidary industry.

Flora: The flora of the districts with the exception of a small sal belt in the Maraiyyan forest block,
is characterized by northern tropical dry deciduous vegetative growths and the species are
capable of sustaining on low rainfall. The forests are generally confined to the two Tahsils of Mau
and Karwi in district Chitrakoot and the two Tahsils of Atarra and Naraini in district Banda
particularly along the southern hills. The thinness of soil is not conducive to the growth of trees
either of great height or of large girth.

Trees: The trees found in the two districts are aam (Magnifera indica), achar (Chironji) (Buchanania
lanzan), addhi, padal (Stereospernum suaveoens), ajavain, paakar (Ficus retusa), akola (Alangium
salviifolium), amaltas (Cassia fistula), anjana ( Ailanthus excelsa), aonla (Embelica officeinalis), arjun
(Terminalia arjuna), asna (Terminalia alata), babul (Acacia arabica), bahera (Terminalia belerica),
banmasooria (Antideema diandrum), barbeda (Krioleana hookeriaba), bargad (Ficus bengalensis), bel (Aegle
marmelos), ber (Zizuphus mauritiana), bhander (Randia uliginosa), bheri (Casearia tomentosa), bansha
(Albizzia odoratissima), bhurkul (Nymenodictyon excelsum), bijaisal (Pterocarpus marsupium), bilaiti
(Cassia siamea), chheonkara (Prosopis spicigera), chheola (Butea monosperma), chilla (Casearia tomentosa),
dhamin (Grewia tiliaefolia), dhau (Anogeissus latifolia), dhovin (Dalbergia paniculata), duddhi (Holarrhena
antidyssentrica), gabdi (Cochlospermum religiosum), ghanta (Schrebera sweitenoldes), ghont (Zizyphus
xylopyrus), goolar (Ficus glomerata), gulkhair (Althea officinalis), gurja (Lannea coromandelica), harua
(Erythrina suberosa), imli (Tamarindus indica), ingua (Balanites aegyptiaca), jachair (Dolichandrone
falcate), jamrasi (Blaeodendron glancum), jamun (Syzygium cumini), kaitha (Feronia limonia), kaima
(Mitragyna parvifolia), kali (Acacia farnesicera), kamela (Mallotus phillipensis), kanji (Pongamia pinnata),
kanju (Holoptelea integrifolia), kapsia (Kydia calycina), kardhai (Anogeissus pendula), karam (Adina
cordifolia), kari (Miliusa tomantosa), kasai (Bridelia retusa), katai (Flacourtia indiaca), kathjamun
(Syzygium cumini), kathbar (Ficus tomentosa), kath peepal (Ficus arnottiana), khanhar (Gmelina argorea),
kharhar (Gardenia turgida), kharpat (Garuga pinnata), khair (Acacia catechu), khinni (Manilkara
hexandra), khujha (Ixora arborea), koilar (Bauhinia varjegata), kullu (Sterculia urens), kumani (Careya
arborea), kusum (Schleichera trijuga), lasoda (Cordia dichotoma), mahua (Madhuca indica), mahuli
(Bauhinia racemosa), mamri (Elaeodendron
7|Page
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(Eriolaena hookerjana), neem (Azadirachta indica), paddal (Stereospermum suaveolens), pakar (Ficus locor
or Ficus infactoria), papar (Gardenia latifolia), pinda (Randia uliginosa), putjeev (Putranjiva roxburghii),
reonja (Acacia leucophloea), rohini (Malotus phillipensis), sainjana (Moringa aleifera), saindh (Euphorbia
nivulia), sakhoo (Shorea rousta), salai (Boswellia serrata), sandan (Tugenia oojeinensis), semal (Salmalia
malabarica), shareefa (Annona squamosa), sheesham (Dalbergia sissoo), siharoo (Nyctanthes arbortristis),
sirki (Securinega virosa), teak (Tectoma grandis), thuar (Euphorbia nivulia), tinsa (Ougenia delbergioides).

Herbs and shrubs: Herbs and shrubs found in this area are aak (Calotropis procera), ainthi
(Helictres isora), ased (Solanum verbscifolium), avaram (Cassia auriculata), basook (Adhatoda vasica), beli
(Hesperethusa crenulata), bhatkattaiya (Solanum indicum), bilaikand (Urginea indica), chakunda (Cassia
occidentalis), chakori (Securinega virosa), dhawai (Woodforddia fruticosa), gangarus (Grewia flavescens),
ghivpatti (Desmodium pulchellum), gokhru (Echinops echinatus), gurshkari (Grewia hirsuta), inni
(Clerodendron), janglipiyaz (Urginea indica), jharberi (Zizyphus nummularia), kala bansha (Colebrookea
oppositifolia), kariyari (Capparis zeylanica), kareel (Capparis decidua), karaunda (Carissa opaca), kasraul
(Moghania chappar), kattaiya (Flacourtia indica), kori (Urginea indica), lantana (Lantana camara),
mainphali (Randia dumetorum), nagdu (Vitex negundo), neel (Indigofera hirsuta), sarphonk (Tephrosia
purpurea), siyari (Nyctanthes arbotristis).

Climbers: The climbers found in this area are ail (Mimosa himalayana), amarbel (Cuscutareflexa),
badrasin (Butea superba), chharenhta (Cocculus hirsutus), ghunghthi (Abrus precatorius), gaaj (Milletia
auriculata), gurich (Tinospora malabarica), hurnghhi (Ichnocarpus frutescens), kewanch (Nucuma prurita),
kewati (Ventilago calycnlats), makoi (Zizyphus oenoplia), malkanni (Calastrus paniculata), maurain
(Bauhiniavahlai), panibel (Cissus repanda), phaang (Rivea hypocrateriformis), puraina (Cissampelos
pareira), ratti (Abrusprecatorius), ramdatun (Smilax prolifera).

Grasses: Grasses found in this area are barru (Sorghum halepense), bhodhi (Themeda quadrivalvis),
chhota (Aristida hystrix), chikna (Chrysopogon fulvus), chichura (Eragrostis tenell), donda (Dichanthium
annulatum), doob (Cynodon dactylon), gangarua (Antropogon pumilus), gonchi (Eulatia trignicata), gurer
(Themeda quadrivalyis), kans (Saccharum spontaneus), khas (Vetiveria Zizepioides), moonj (Erianthus
munj), murol (Iseilema laxum), parwa (Heteropogon contortus), phaleria (Bothriochloa pertusa), pipatwan
(Apluda mutica), raathar (Cymbopogon martini), sain (Sehima narvosum), sanghoor (Bothriochloa
pertusa). The wood of the babul is useful for making ploughs and other agricultural implements
and the scrub affords excellent grazing ground for the goats. The growth of stock in the shape of
sheep and goat is very remarkable and leaves an impression that stock raising of this description
has become a regular business of the people. The chheol or dhak grow in great profusion especially
on kabar soil and covers extensive areas in the Baberu (district. Banda) where it appears to be part
of a jungle. In many other places in the more uneven tracts near the rivers and streams, the forests
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are dense. The black soil villages have large area, always fellow or kans-grown. These form fair
grazing grounds for cattle. There are two pasture grounds on the hills of Kalinjar and Marfa
(district Banda). The grass growing in the Markundi range as else where in the district on better
class soil is the best quality, principally the sweet scented species of anthisteria called mussel
(Iseilema laxum) which springs up in the rains and is ready by October. It is highly prized as
fodder. Every where on wasteland particularly on light soil, the jharber (Zyzyphus rummularia)
grows in great profusion. The berries are eaten by the people either off the bush or dried and
preserved, and form a subsidiary food of some value. The bushes are cut when green and given as
food to cattle. The only tree that really grows sufficiently well to yield timber of any size is the
mahuwa, but owing to the value of its flowers and fruits is rarely cut down.

Fauna: The common antelope (Antilopa cervicapra) still abounds in the plains of the back cotton
soil. The nilgai is found in the forests as well as cultivated area. The gazelle or chinkara (Gazella
Bennete) is common through out the ravine tract. The tiger was once fairly common but is not
found now. The panther or leopard called tendua is still common in the rocky hills. The sloth bear
(Melursus ursinus, Ursus Cabiatus) is not un-common in the forests. The caracal or Indian lynx is
found but rarely and there are several specimen of jungle cats and civets. The wolf is rare in the
district. The fox (lomuri), the gidar or jackal, the boar (jangli suar) and striped hyena is found in the
jungle. Sambar (Axis aristotelis, cervus unicolor) and Cheetal are found in lesser numbers. There
are a few foure horned deer. Snakes and Scorpions are extremely numerous. Wild dogs are found
in the jungle. Hares are found in the jungle. Hares, porcupines and monkeys are abundant. The
river Yamuna has turtles and porpoises.

Birds: The birds found is this district are peacock, sand grouse, quail, rock pigeon, green pigeon,
parrot, crows, dove, sparrow, saras, plover, curlew, lapwing, white mademoiselle crane, coot,
stork and heron, combduck, common sheldrakes and Brahmini duck.

Fishes: In the upper reaches of the larger rivers the fishes found are mahasheer, Indian trout,
bachua, nainior mirgala, baikri, rohu, goonch, kalabans (locally called karonchi), tengra, saur, gevali,
fresh water shark (wallguattu), baji parhin, anwari and chilwa. The eel (Bam) and prawn (jhinga) are
also found.

Agriculture: As observed earlier the districts can be divided into two portion. The elevated
plateu in the south called Patha of Mau and Karwi Tahsil of district Chitrakoot and the low land of
alluvium in the north. The former is largely covered with jungle and water is scarce. Apart from
the forest and scrub jungle considerable portion is covered with grass. Thus it is generally more
pastoral than agricultural. The lowland tract stretches up to the range of hills marking the
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commencement of the plateau. The alluvium increases in thickness as one moves towards the
Yamuna.

Soils: The soil of the lowland consists partly of the Gangetic alluvium and partly of the detritus
of Deccan trap. The latter are the well known soils mar, kabar, padua and rakar, much of the last
named being only deteriorated black soil. Mar is a rich dark coloured friable soil easily
recognizable from the large number of minute kankar nodules in its texture. It contains a high
proportion of organic matter, which enables it to be cropped continuously without manure. It is
extraordinarily retentive of moisture while it is suitable for growing good crops with moderate
rains, in seasons of heavy rainfall it becomes waterlogged and difficult to work. Kabar is stiff
tenacious soil, with a large percentage of clay, and marked with deficiency of sand. It presents
extremely hard surface to plough, drying very quickly and caking into hard blocks, and in periods
of heavy rainfall becomes too tenacious and miry to be worked at all. Padua is a light sandy soil,
at its best a fair kind of loam and at its worst extremely dry and sandy and in every case
depending more on the care and labour with which it is worked than on any natural fertility.
Rakar is usually found on the edges of ravines or where there is slope in the ground. It is
commonly divided into moti and patli, the former being deteriorated mar or kabar, and the latter
deteriorated lighter soil. Of the alluvial soils the two recognized varieties are kachhar and tari. The
latter practically means all land that is liable to fertilizing deposits from the river, however small,
and not only the pure alluvium, which is deposited along the river's edge. Kachhar, on the other
hand, is land lying higher up the shelving banks which slope down to the water, and while it does
not receive so much silt, is less liable to be cut away by the river.
Two more soils, the kachhwara and goind or khirwa need mention. The former is restricted to
garden crops and is almost always irrigated the latter comprises the land immediately
surrounding the villages. In black soil tracts, situated in the immediate vicinity to the villages, it is
not much valued because the soil is productive enough without manure, but where it requires
organic fertilization, particularly in padua and rakar, this circumstance is more valued, and the
general use of manure and village refuse renders the goind more fertile.
The agricultural year is divided into the three generally recognized portions by the
harvests which go by the usual names of Kharif, Rabi, and Zaid. The last is of very little importance
in the district and consists of vegetables, spices, tobacco, maize, legumes and host of low grade
cereals. The Kharif crops are sown in Asadh-Sravana and reaped in Aswin-Kartika after the cessation
of the rains, usually well before the preparation of the fields for Rabi (spring) sowings which begin
in Kartika-Agahana and are harevested is Chaitra, Vaisakha or Jyestha. Among the various crops, the
most important is rice. Some thirty different local varieties of rice are grown in the district. Some
of the important varities are kala sheodas, anokhi, barla, dudhi, jarhan, ajan, manki, shakarchini and
agahni. Most of the rice grown in the district is of late (jarhan or agahni) or more aptly called
transplanted variety. It is sown after the start of the rains. Jowar occupied important place among
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the Kharif crops in the district till the sixties of the present century. In black cotton soil it is usually
grown alone, but in lighter soils it is generally mixed with cotton, moong, rice or kodon. The
common local varieties are dudnagar, dugdi and gugli. It also serves as a staple fodder crops. Bajra
is also a notable crop of the Kharif. It is extensively grown in lighter and unirrigated soils. Usually
it is sown in combination with aarhar. The rest of the Kharif area is taken up for the most part, by
the smaller and coarse millets like sawan, kodon, kakun and kutki. These are grown in all parts of
district. Among the pulses in this season urd and moong are sown to some extent. They are usually
sown mixed with jowar. The chief characteristic of the Rabi harvest in the district is that gram leads
all other cereals in this season. It flourishes well in the black soil and owing to its ability to resist
drought it is much planted also on high soil and occupies the second place among the Rabi cereals.
In the district, the general practice here is to sow wheat in combination with gram, pea or
mustard. Barley is not a favorable crop in the district. Among pulses Arhar and Masur occupies
sizeable area in the district. Arhar is sown with the main Kharif crops and harvested after most of
the Rabi crops. The notable indigenous varieties are balandha or ahara, chitkonia, chagri and
ramimunyan. Oil seeds like linseed, til, mustard and castor, san (hemp), tobacco and vegetables are
the main non-food crops of the district. Oil seeds were favourite crops in the district till the
beginning of the present century and covered a sizeable area. In 1901 cotton covered more than
26,300 hectares but by the seventies, it disappeared from the district altogether.

The Climate: The climate of the district is characterized by a hot summer, pleasant monsoon
and cold seasons. The year may be divided into four seasons. The cold season from about the
middle of November to February followed by the hot season from March to about the middle of
June. The south-west monsoon season commence by about June and continues up to about the
end of September. October and the first half of November constitute the post monsoon transition
season. The average annual rainfall in both the districts is 946.2 mm. The rainfall in the districts in
general increases from the northwest towards southeast, except in the region around Badausa and
Kamasin which has comparatively lower rainfall than the surrounding areas. The rainfall varies
from 805.6 mm at Pailani (district Banda) to 1031.8 mm at Karwi (district Chitrakoot). About 90
percent of the annual rainfall in the district is received during the south-west monsoon season.
August being the rainiest month. The variation in the annual rainfall from year to year is
appreciable. In the 50 year period from 1901 to 1950 the highest annual rainfall amounting to 140
percent of the normal occurred in 1919. In the year 1918 the two districts received lowest annual
rainfall which was 52 percent of the normal. On an average there are 44 rainy days in a year in the
districts. This number varies from 39 at Pailani to 49 at Girwan.

Humidity: The relative humidity is high during the south-west monsoon season, generally
exceeding 70 percent. There after the humidity decreases progressively and by the hot season the
air becomes very dry with the relative humidity in the afternoon going down to 25 percent or less.
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Cloudiness- During the monsoon season the skies are generally heavily clouded or overcast.
Cloudy skies also prevail for brief spells of a day or two in associaton with passing western
disturbances in the cold season. In the rest of the Year, the skies are mostly clear or lightly
clouded.
Winds- Winds are generally light with some increase in force during summer and the southwest
monsoon season in the afternoon. In the period from November to May, winds are mostly from
the west. With the advent of April strong and scorching winds locally called loo, continue to blow
till replaced by the rain bearing winds is the south west monsoon season. The evening winds in
May are predominantly between southwest and northwest.
In the southwest monsoon season winds are variable, winds from directions between
southwest and north-west are predominant in June. In July, August and September, the wind is
much more variable with west being a little favoured direction. The period October to January is
characterized by calm winds.

Temperature: After February there is a rapid increase in temperature. May is the hottest month
with the mean daily maximum temperature at 420C and the mean daily minimum at 280C. In the
summer season, the maximum temperature sometimes goes above 450C. With the advance of the
monsoon into the district by about the middle of June there is appreciable drop in the temperature
and the weather becomes more bearable. During breaks in the monsoon in September, day
temperature increases slightly. By October while day temperature remains as in September, the
night temperature decrease rapidly till January which is generally the coldest month. The mean
daily maximum temperature in January is 23.70C, and the mean daily minimum is 9.60C. The cold
season is associated with passing western disturbances. The cold wave effects the ditrict and the
minimum temperature some times drops down to about freezing point.

Prehistory of Chitrakoot:
Lower Paleolithic Age: The early man has inhabited this land from lower Paleolithic age. Stone
Age implements have been reported from time to time from different parts of the two districts.
The Pebble tools were reported from Belharka a small village situated on the right bank of the river
Ken, tahsil Naraini, District Banda. The pebble tools were found near the village. There are only five
specimens, among them, four are chopper and one chopping tool. Three of the choppers are
convex and one roughly straight. Besides the above one flake cleaver and a flakes including a
Levallois were also picked up from the gravel spread of the river Ken (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Belharka

The Acheulian industry was reported from Gopipur, situated about ten kilimetres south-east of
Manikpur (district-Chitrakoot). The river Bardaha flows nearly one kilometer south of the
village.The tool were found in the boulder cobble deposit and the boulder spread of the river and
also in the near by fields (Fig. 2-5).
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Fig. 2: Lower Paleolithic tools from Gopipur
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Fig. 3: Lower Paleolithic tools from Gopipur
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Fig. 4: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Gopipur

Fig. 5: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Gopipur
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All the four specimens are made on flakes. Like hand axes all the cleavers are also made on
flakes. Only three Choppers out of the seven are made on pebbles. Among the rest two are flat
nodules and two thick flakes. But all have broad convex working edge, recalling the typical
Lahchura chopper. Though there are only ten side scrapers, all made on flakes, yet they represent
as many as four types. Single and double side scrapper form the dominant type. It is interesting to
note that out of twenty four flakes only two are unretouched while all the others have been
converted into tools. The fourteen cores of the industry give an idea about the blank detaching
techniques of preparation of the core which was a normal practice. But it was not always done
perfectly and in the Levallois fashion. Five levallois cores including one disc core indicate the
advancement achieved in the field of detaching flakes.
There is marked uniformily in the size of the artefacts of Gopipura. A large majority
of them falls in the range of 80-139 mm. length wise. One the other hand only four specimens
measure less than 80 mm in length and only six fall in the higher measurement range. Similarly
also width wise majority of the artefacts belong to the measurement range of 70-129 mm.
Tools of this industry were also found from village Nihi (district. Chitrakoot) in the
boulder graved deposit and the bed of river Bardaha from where the village is nearly three
kilometers west (Fig. 6-9).
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Fig. 6: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Nihi
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Fig. 7: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Nihi
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Fig. 8: Lower Paleolithic pebble tools from Nihi
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Fig. 9: Lower Paleolithic tools from Nihi

Only two out of fifty eight artefacts were found in Nihi from the cemented boulder deposits,
forming the lower strata of the section. Backed hand axe forms an important feature of this
industry. One of them contains deep, big, irregular sears and thus from the point of view of
working may be termed as Abbevillian. The remaining two are in fact partial hand axes since the
working on the under surface is not complete. Among the two cleavers one is made on flake and
the other on nodule. The flake cleaver has parallelogramatic cross section due to alternate
working on sides. The other specimen is partly bifacial. The six chopper-chopping tools of the
industry are made on pebbles (two), thick flakes (two), nodule (one), and core (one). The limited
number of side scrappers presents a large variety. One of them is made on core. The core and
flake types of industry does not stand in perfect agreement. While the levallois and Para Levallois
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cores constitutes fifty percent of the total, there are only three Levallois flakes out of the total
fourteen. But among the side scrapers five are Levallois flakes. There is no corresponding flake of
the Para Levallois cores. The tendency of the artefacts to be massive is not only evidenced by
flakes and cores, but also by hand axes which lie in the length range of 140 to 199 mm.
Ramachandra Hill is situated near Naraini (district. Banda). The L.P. tools were collected
from the periphery of pond surrounded by tiny hills hand axe, chopper and a solitary cleaver
along with flakes constitute the lithic assemblage. The tools are made on pebbles, cores and flakes,
and epidiorite has been used a raw material Majority of tools are in fresh condition. The
assemblage betrays a crude workmanship2.

Middle Paleolithic: Siddhapur, this site is a triangular shaped valley of Bankesiddh, closed by
two hill ranges from three sides with an opening towards the north-east. The eroded undulating
surface of the valley is littered with hundreds of thousands of artefacts. Unfortunately in spite of
the site being so rich in artefacts, the collection from it can hardly be used for detailed technotypoliogical analysis, since the Middle Paleolithic tools are generally found mixed with the upper
paleolothic ones on the surface. However, the potentialities of the site are obvious, and extensive
excavations may reveal a separate horizon of the Middle paleolithic industry. It appears that the
artefacts of this phase are associated with the gravel deposit revealed by the cliff-sections of the
nalas. A small scraping at the site indicated that the gravel-sheet covered almost the entire valley.
This site is a factory site. But the industry breaks the monotony of the coarse rock like
quartize and sandstone, and all the artefacts at this site are made of finer stones of the quartz
group like chert, chalcedony, opal and agate. As in the case generally with the factory sites, a large
majority of the artefacts is comprised of simple flakes, chips, flaked nodules and finished and
semi-finished cores.
As mentioned earlier, it is a mixed industry and hence it is not considered desirable to give
stastical details of its techno-typological characterstics. It must be emphasized however that
typologically it does not differ basically from the middle Paleolithic industries of the Belan region.
Among the tool types, a large variety of simple and double side scrapers, as well as numerous
denticulates and notched tools, embellish this industry also. In fact, some of the best examples of
denticulates can be seen in the industry (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10: Middle Paleolithic tools from Siddhpur

These implements contain Clactonian notches, as well as notches made by fine retouch. The
specimen bearing micro-denticulations are also not wanting. Some examples of end scrapers,
burins and knives are also present. The last named type of this industry is particularly
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noteworthy. The thicker side of this implement is either the result of a particular manner of core
prepration or formed by natural surface of the nodule. It appears that the cores were particularly
prepared for the purpose of detaching such flakes as would have one thick side and the other a
sharp one. The cross section of these flakes is usually like a scalene triangle. Since the material
used for manufacturing the implements is fine grained, the retouch on them is neater and better.
It is difficult to give exact proportions of the various blank-detaching techiques used in the
industry. It may be mentioned that all the core and blank types, noticed in the middle Paleolithic
industries of the Belan region, are present in this industry also. But must of the cores and blanks
belong to the category of unprepared, partially preprared and prepared non-Levallios. It does not
mean that the Levallios technique was unknown to the middle Paleolithic man of this region.
Some classical levallios cores, both the flakes and points and corresponding blanks, have been
discovered from this valley. It appears that this complex blank-detaching technique was used
rather sparingly. Incidently the evidence confirms the tentative suggestion of Jayaswal that the
Levallios technique was more extensively used in those middle Paleolithic industries which
adopted coarse-grained material like quartize for manufacturing implements than in those in
which the raw material was fine grained.
The site of Siddhapur was also visited earlier by G. R. Sharma [IAR 1955-56 p.4] and Bridget
Allchin, Siddhapur and Barkachha3. The latter collected 266 artefacts, which included cores for
flakes, blades and blade-flakes and thier corresponding products. She did not attempt any
detailed typological screening of the material. Among the finished tool-types, she mentioned
backed blades, scalene traingles and convex and hollow scrapers.
Barchaa (district. Banda) is another MP site situated on the confluences of the Baghain and
Ranja about 64 km from Naraini. The assemblage consists of side scrapers, and scrapers, burin cum
side scrapers points, flakes, parallel sided flakes and cores. The Barchha industry contains
Levallois elements also. Majority of implements are made on faceted platform and detached from
prepared core.
The Lokhari (district Chitrakoot) is a MP site. In the south of the village there are two
hillocks. On the summit of the eastern hillock, there are elegant sculptures of mother goddess
while the western one is crowned with a fort. The tools were found on the south-western side of
the western hillock. The assemblage consists of scraps and flakes fashioned on fine grained
quartzite4.
Among the three terraces at Bariyari, on a small tributary of the Yamuna, G. R. Sharma
claimed to have a found a mixed industry in the terrace. Some of the artefacts are said to be
‚flakes and flake tools of the Levallios industry‛.
Middle Paleolithic artefacts were found at Bankat and Sitapur located on the bank of river
Paisuni and Durendi located on the bank of river Ken. Similar tools were also picked up also from
the loose gravel bed of the river Baghain near Kalinjar in the same district. It is interesting to note
that the artefacts found in the gravel spread or the in situ gravels are in majority of the cases made
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of fine grained crypto-crystalline silica. Though it is not easy to determine the exact typological
nature of the specimens due to heavy rolling and thick patina, it may be generally said that they
show affinity with the Nevasian of the peninsular India.

Upper Palaeolithic: Siddhapur, as referred to earlier at this site in the Karwi tehsil of the Banda
district, the tools of both the Middle and the Upper Paleolithic phases are found from the surface.
With a view of ascertaining whether there are any separate stratigraphical horizons of the two, a
small area was selected in the middle of the valley for exploratory sounding. They occur in a fairly
large quantity in the first five centimetres and the number gradually diminishes as one goes
deeper finally coming to an end at the depth of about 30 cms.
The raw material used in the industry is crypto-crystalline silica, the same which was used
for the Middle Paleolithic artefacts. A typological screening of the finished and the semi-finished
tools is given below.
The most striking typological feature of the industry is once again a sizeable quantity of
notched tools and denticulates made on flakes, blade and bladelets. Among the notched tools,
there are some blades and bladelets which have notches just near the base. Several similar
specimens were found from the surface also. It is important to note that the number of all the
types of backed blades and bladelets is comparatively smaller in this industry, although seven
flakes have also been abruptly retouched on the longer sides. Lunates and backed bladelets are
the microlithic types. Burins are fairly well represented and are of various types. Typical borers
are only two. There are definite examples of end scrapers, but their proportion is not high.
The factory nature of the industry is sufficiently attested to the occurrence of a large
number of chips, various retouched and unretouched blank-types and a good quantity of cores.
Bladelets clearly outnumber the blades and flakes but their larger proportion is left unretouched.
Among the blade-bladelet cores, the prismatic form is the most common. It needs to be
emphasized that the angle between the prepared striking platform and the surface from which the
blade-bladelets have been removed is comparatively low among the cores ranging between 60 0
and 850. Besides, the striking-platforms of the blades and bladelets in most of the cases are very
small. It appears that indirect percussion with the help of a suitable pointed tool was the usual
practice adopted by the Upper Paleolithic man for removing blades and bladelets.
It may be mentioned that the table does not include broken specimen. As in the previous
industry most of the blades and flakes are short in this one also. The bladelets on the other hand
are generally of the medium size. Unfortunately majority of the specimen is broken and
consequently no clear picture about their size can be obtained (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11: Upper Paleolithic tool from Siddhpur

The village Ainchwara is situated on the bank of a small river named Ohan on the KarwiManikpur road. It is nearly eleven kilometres south-east of Karwi and about nine kms north-east of
Manikpur in the Banda district. The exact site is located on the slope of a hillock on the left blank of
the river, about one kilometer south of the village. It is indeed a factory site littered with
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thousands of artefacts of various sizes. They are found in the form of small clusters. Each cluster
contains finished tools, core-dressing flakes, cores and numerous chips. The site is so rich that in
less than an hour we could as many as two thousand six hundred and twenty-three artefacts
which are made of chert and other stones of quartz group (Fig. 12 & 13).

Fig. 12: Upper Paleolithic tools from Ainchwara
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Fig. 13: Upper Paleolithic tools from Ainchwara
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It is evident that as many as five hundred and thirty-four specimens have been converted
into finished tools, while a sizeable number contains marks of partial retouch.
The various tools are made on flakes, blades, bladelets, nodules and chips. It is important
to note that the largest number of tools is made on different flakes followed by blades, chips,
bladelets and nodules. Thus the picture that emerges from this classification is not the usual one,
since in most of the upper Paleolithic industries of the world, flake and bladelet tools appear in
small proportions.
Among the various finished tool types, a small number including lunates, backed bladelets
and truncated bladelets may be put under the head microlith. Two typical microliths formstriangle and trapeze are absent. It needs to be emphasized that the denticulates made on blades,
flakes and bladelets, as well as the various tools appear in a large proportion in this industry. This
may be regarded as one of the important typological feature of this industry. Though the number
of burins is not very large, there are various types in this group. All the types of offset burins form
the majority. The diiferent type of side scrapers also occur in a considerable proportion. Among
them, the simple convex side scraper occupies also occur in dominant position. It is difficult to
classify further the seventy-two retouched chips and yet the sheer number of these specimens
prompts us to regard them as a significant typological feature. A good number of blades and
bladelets contain marks of marginal retouch at a low angle. The resultant edges are straight,
concave, concavo-convex and convex. The end scrapers both typical and a typical are made on
flakes, blades and bladelets. Among them those made on bladelets with small convex working
edge are quite interesting. It may be mentioned that a few end scrapers made on flakes and blades
are of ogival type. The blank detaching techniques employed in this industry are reflected by the
numerous cores and blanks.
There are a sizeable number of flakes but the other table dealing with the core type shows
only two flake-cores. This apparent anomaly clearly leads us to the conclusion that almost all the
flakes have been detached during the process of core-dressing. This also explains the appearance
of a sizeable number of primary and prepared flakes. Thus it may be safely held that it is
essentially a blade-bladelet industry, in spite of the presence of a large number of flakes and flake
tools in it.
Majority of the blade/ bladelet cores contains only one striking platform, generally made by
careful working. But more than one hundred specimens contain two platforms, one on each end
and as many as fifteen cores have more than two platforms. Obviously, when it was not possible
to detach any more blades/ bladelets from the regular platform, attempts were made to remove
blades from other directions by preparing more platforms. The practice of preparing a ridge along
the longer axis of the core for detaching the required blades and bladelets was known to the
Upper paleolothic inhabitant of Ainchwara. But it needs to be emphasized that this process was not
adopted in all the cases. There are some cores in the industry, which do not show ant prepared
ridge. There is evidence to suggest that either an attempt was made to make use of natural ridges
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of the raw material, or strokes were given right away on the prepared striking platforms
following the usual trial and error method. In the latter case, there was no natural or artificial
ridge of the core.
The number of conical cores is very small in this industry. It is noteworthy that in several
cases, blades/ bladelets were removed from one of the surfaces only, and the ventral surface was
intentionally made flat. But the largest number of cores is prismatic in form with flutings all
around. It is also important to note that, as at Siddhapur the angle between the striking platform
and the surface from which blades/ bladelets have been detached is acute in the majority of the
cases, suggesting thereby that the indirect percussion method was adopted for the purpose. The
angle ranges mostly between 650 and 850.
Since the industry contains a sizeable number of artefacts, their measurement has been
taken under three different heads viz. blades, flakes and bladelets. The width of the bladelets has
not been included because it always measures less than 12 mm.
Among the blades, a large number measures between 20 and 29 mm in length and there are
only seven specimens which was more than 49 mm. Thus the blades of the industry are generally
short as in other industries. But the same cannot be said about the bladelets of the industry. More
than 63 percent of them fall in the measurement range of 20-29 mm and a few measures even
more. Looking at their narrow width, these specimens are considerable long.
Most of the bladelets are less than 9 mm and as many as 32.57 percent measure upto 4 mm
only. Surprisingly the flakes of the industry are also generallyu short and with refrence to their
length, they can be favourably compared with the blades. A large majority of the specimen
measures less than 39 mm and none of them exceeds 59 mm in length. Similarly most of the flakes
are not very broad, since nearly 90% of them fall within the wide range of 10-29 mm. They are also
generally thin.
Kalinjar, situated at a distance of about twenty three kilometers south of Naraini and
nearly sixty kilometers from the district town Banda, Kalinjar is already famous in the history of
India as a seat of the Chandela power. An Upper Paleolithic factory site was located on a small
hillock situated on the right bank of the river Baghain nearly three kilometers west of the Kalinjar
fort and township. While lower Paleolithic artefacts were found in the loose gravel spread of the
river, the adjoining hillock is littered with upper Paleolithic material (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14: Upper Paleolithic tools from Kalinjar
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Once again, the man of this late phase of the Paleolithic period seems to have patronized
the stones of the quartz group for manufacturing his implements. A total number of 1233 artefacts
were collected from the surface. It is unfortunate that no particular stratigraphical horizon can be
assigned to them at this site.
As the other Upper Paleolithic industries of southern Uttar Pradesh, the Kalinjar industry
also contains some microliths and other retouched bladelets. But their number is comparatively
limited, and the flake and blade element occupy a dominating position not only among the
finished tools but in the industry as a whole. A distinguishing typological feature of the Kalinjar
industry is a sizeable quantity of various types of bores. Nearly half of them belong to the
category of side bores. The borer point in this case located side wards, mostly on the distal and
rarely on the proximal end. It is also slightly curved and resembles to some extent with the Zinken
of the Hanburgain culture, found at Meiendorf and Stellmoor, though the curved borer point of the
Kalinjar industry is not so long as in the other one. Denticulates and notched tools, as usual, form
a considerably large group. It is important to note that none of the denticulates is made on
bladelet, though notched bladelets makes their apperarnce. A majority of the denticulates is on
the flakes, and in three cases, core-rests have been converted into them. Among the side scrapers,
simple concave and convex types predominate. Surprisingly, flakes with retouched top form a
sizeable proportion. End scrapers, both typical and atypical, also make their presence felt. Though
there are many types of backed specimen in the industry, their percentage is rather small. The
type turned as backed blade with concave side is of particular interest. In this case the working
edge has been turned concave by small marginal retouch on the dorsal or the ventral surface.
There are three Federmessers in the industry, two of them being atypical. Several types of burins
form another interesting feature. Attention may also be drawn to the fact that various types of
axial burins, and not the offset varieties, appear in large proportion.
More than a thousand blanks and one hundred and seventy-one cores give a fairly good
idea about the blank-detaching techiques adopted in the Kalinjar industry.
The analysis of tools reveals that the various types of flakes account for the majority; on the
other hand, there are only two flake cores and the other remaining one hundred and sixty nine
were used for detaching blades and bladelets. It may be recalled that the similar position existed
in other industries like Ainchwara also. A plausible explanation of this anomaly, as mentioned
earlier with reference to other industries, appears to be that almost all the flakes were taken off
during the process of core-dressing. The unprepared and partly prepared ones are the first few
flakes from the nodules, while the prepared varieties must have been detached during the final
dressing of the cores. Thus in spite of large proportion of the flakes, it basically remains a bladebladelet industry. The blade-bladelet cores fall under three broad categories viz. prismatic, those
with flat under surface and conical. They contain one; two or more thoroughly prepared striking
platforms. These platforms and the surface from which blade/ bladelets have been removed form
an acute angle as also observed in some other industeis, like Ainchwara and Siddhapur.
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The retouch is almost abrupt (about 750) or at a considerably low angle (below 50 0). It is
mostly on the dorsal surface, but specimens having alternate retouch also form a sizeable
proportion. In the case of denticulates, both the types of retouches were adopted. When it was
done unifacially, a narrow gap was left between the two chips of the retouch, resulting in micro or
macro-denticulation, depending upon the size and intervening gaps among the chips. Retouch by
pressure technique was not observed on any specimen.
From the point of view of size, the artefacts are clearly divisible into two groups. In the first
group may be placed the large flakes of the unprepared and partially prepared types. Rests of the
specimens are shorter. It is interesting to note that the blades and the prepared flakes are more or
less identical in length. In fact, had we not struck to the precise length-breadth ratio of the blanks,
many of these prepared flakes would have been classified as blades, since quite a few of them
only slightly shorter in length than double their width. The bladelets are generally short.
The village Lodhawara is situated at a distance of nearly five kilometres north-east of Karwi,
close to a hill of the same name in Banda district. From east to west this hill is more than a
kilometer long. The actual site is situated at the western foot of the Lodhawara hill, hardly five
hundred metres away from the river Paisani. Once again it is a factory site, very rich in all sorts of
artefacts. It appears that there is a definite cultural layer at the site which is covered by a thin layer
of the hill detritus. The tools are mostly found on the eroded surface. As usual they are made of
the rocks of the quartz group.
It is clear that flakes and not blades and bladelets, occupy a dominant position in this
industry. But a quite few of them have been detached from the bladelet-blades cores. If only the
cores are taken into consideration, the blade/ bladelet element seems to have an edge over the
flake element. Out of the five-hundred and four artefacts, one hundred and seventy-three have
been converted into various finished tools.
In general, the majority of finished tools (Fig. 15 and 16) are made on flakes and the blade/
bladelet implements occupy a secondary position.
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Fig. 15: Upper Paleolithic tools from Lodhwara
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Fig. 16: Upper Paleolithic tools from Lodhwara

But some of the common typological features of the Upper Paleolithic phase of the
southern Uttar Pradesh do appear in the industry also, though in a limited quantity. It is this
factor which has prompted us to place this industry under the head Upper Plaeolithic. The
microliths are represented by backed bladelets and an atypical triangle. Besides, there is a backed
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blade and a Federmesser. The latter is made, however, on a bladelet. The bores made on flakes
and blades, as also the atypical bores made on flake, blade and bladelet, are generally found in the
industries around Karwi. Various types of burins, both offset and axial, further add to the Upper
Paleolithic character of the industry. Then there are numerous denticulates and notched tools of
all the types, though they are mostly made on flakes. End scrapers fare comparatively better.
Mention may also be made of an unfinished bone implement (Fig. 16) found from the flat top of
the Lodhawara hill. It is thoroughly worked on the edges by pressure-technique. It is difficult to
determine whether it belongs to the Upper Paleolithic industry of this site.
Among the various other Upper Paleolithic industries of Southern Uttar Pradesh which
have been left out from the above discussion, mention may be made of at least two of them. The
first one is that of Ahirpurwa a small village in the valley, about six kilometres north-west of
Manikpur in Banda district. The industry is characterized by the dominance of bladelets and tools
made on them, though flake and blade tools are also not wanting (Fig. 17). (Pant, P.C. 1982.
Prehistoric Uttar Pradesh, Agam Kala Prakashan, Delhi. pp. 109-131).

Fig. 17: Upper Paleolithic tools from Ahirpurwa

Mesolithic: In 1890 and 1880 Carlleyle discovered great numbers of the beautiful little Indian
stone implements of the peculiar type of the crescent, triangular, scalene and rhomboidal forms
and other with one end more or less elongated to a point, but of somewhat rudes and coarser
workmanship on low ground in the present Chitrakoot district. This was the first notice of
microliths by a specialist in this area5. Siddhapur was identified as a Mesolithic site by G.R. Sharma
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in 19556. Pant discovered two Mesolithic sites namely Siddhapur and Bambhia (district
Chitrakoot)7. The microlithic assemblage of these sites includes scrapers points, borer, blades,
blunted back, lunates and occasionally triangles and trapeze. The last two are of geometric shape.

Neolithic:
GR Sharma discovered a good number of triangular Neolithic celts of ‘pointed butt variety’ from
Khoh, Marjadpur, Chakmudha and Agarhunda8. A few rounded celts having its prototype in Eastern
India, were also found from Koldihwa, Chopnimando and Mahagara, all the three situated in district
Allahabad from stratified context since no Neolithic site has been excavated in Banda so to draw the
picture of Neolithic Banda, we have to take the help of Neolithic sites situated in the neighbouring
district of Allahabad. Besides the celts the Neolithic strata has also yielded hand made corded,
rusticated and burnished ware, the last one divisible into two group, the burnished red and
burnished black ware. The corded ware appears to have been the dominant ware at these sites.
The clay used for manufacturing these pots have not been lavigated. The rice husk, straw and
gram have been used as degraisant. At Mahagara traces of circular hutments with postholes and
floors have also been identified. The other antiquities of these sites mention may be made of
microliths, bone arrow heads, bones of cattle fish, bird and tortoise shell, stone sharpener, quern,
mullar, microbeads of stone, perforated shell objects and clay dabber.
The excavations have yielded valuable evidence of cultivation and domestication of
animals. Grain and husks of rice have been found embedded in the pottery. By the 7 th millenium
B.C men had domesticated cattle, sheep, goat, horse (?). From his kitchen midden the bones of
other animals like wild cattle, antelopes, wild boar, tortoise and fish also have been found. The
thick Neolithic occupational strata of 2.25 at sites like Mahagara furnishes testimony to the
sedentry settlement [Some Aspects of Indian Archaeology]. From the above discussion, it’s
evident that this land was always inhabited by early man. Now we move on to proto-historic and
historic periods. For the accounts of proto-historic periods, we have to depend on literary
narratives.

History of Chitrakoot and Banda: The earliest mention of this area in classical literature is
in connection with Chedis, whose king Kasu Chaidya made a gift of ten kings as slaves to his priest,
was praised for his liberality9. The sacred hill of Kalinjar is mentioned as one of the tapasya sthals.
Yayati the grandson of Aila Pururva ruled this area. After his his son Yadu inherited the area
watered by shuktimati (Ken). Then this area was dominated by king of Vidarbh. They is turn were
over thrown by Vasu, a descendant of Kuru, who got the epithet of Chaidoparichar, the overcomer
of Chaidyas. His capital was located at shuktimati on the bank of the river shuktimati (modern Ken)
which flow through the district Banda. On his death, Chedi passed on to his son Pratyagraha.
Virbahu and Subahu were two important kings among chedis. Nala, the king of Nishadha Desh,
Virbahu (the king of Chedi), and Bhim, the king of Vidarbha (his father-in-law) and Rituparna, the
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king of Ayodhya were contemporaries. It was king Subhabu, the son of Virbahu under whose
protection Damayanti had passed her days of separation from Nala. According to legands it was at
Chitrakoot where king Nala found his queen, and his kingdom was restored. Valmiki lived in
village Bagrehi according to legends. He was also a contemporary of lord Ram. The places related
to the story of Ram, Sita and Laxman are Hanumandhara, Kamadgiri, Bharatkup, Laxman pahari,
Sarbhang Ashram, Kakinjar hill and Rishiyan. Madafa is associated with sage Mandawya. During
Mahabharat period Shishupal the son of Damagoha was the king of Chedi. He was invited by
Pandavas to attend Rajasuya sacrifice performed by Yudhisthir at Indraprastha. When Shishupal saw
that Krishna was given the place of honor in the assembly, he was enraged and started abusing
Krishna. Krishna killed him. Nevertheless, the Chedis supported the cause of Pandavas in the
Mahabharat war and their king Dhristakatu, the son of Late Shishupal together with his brother
Sharabha fought on their side.
Udayan, the king of Vatsa, was the son of Śatānīka. His kingdom covered the present
districts of Banda and Chitrakoot. He was a contemporary of Buddha. His story is narrated by Bhāsa
in his play Svapnavasavadatta. His son was Narvāhanadatta. He is also referred in Milindapanno. It is
said that first image of Buddha was made during his rule. The famous fortress of Kalinjar is
mentioned in the play Pratigyayaugandharayana and Brahatkathā. He gave up his life alongwith
with his wives and his prime minister by jumping from the hill of Kalinjar.
In the 6th century B.C. we get brief glimpse of Chedi. In 4th Century BC this area was
absorbed by the Nanda Empire of Magadh and find the place in the list of sixteen Mahajanpadas of
northern India. Chedi corresponds roughly with modern Bundelkhand. Suktimati was its capital
and it has been identified with Seondha Sherpur in district Banda. Sahajati (modern Bhitā district
Allahabad) was another town located on the right bank of rivery Yamuna. Buddha during his travels
visited this area. Chitrakoot is mentioned in Prakrit literature. Kalidas alludes to its location on the
bank of Mandakini in the neighborhood of Panchavati. After the death of Ashoka this region was
overrun by Pushyamitra the founder of Sunga dynasty whose son Agni Mitra fought a battle with
the Yavanās on the banks of the river Sindh. After the Sungas, this area was dominated by Kanvas.
Andhras finally extinguished Kanvas alongwith the remanants of Sungas. Andhras in turn were
displaced by Kushanas. After the end of Kushanas, the Naga power rose who succeded in capturing
Padmavati, Mathura, Vidisha and Kantipuri. The nagas of Padmavati ruled over this area. The most
important Naga rulers of this area were Bhavanaga, Ganapati naga and Nagasena. According to
Allahabad pillar inscription, Ganapati Naga and Bhavanaga were ousted by Samudragupta about the
middle of the fourth century A.D. during the Gupta period Bundelkhand was called Jejak Bhukti.
After the break up of Gupta Empire, Parivrajaka Maharajas under Hastin came to power in this
area. Hunas under Torman destroyed Gupta Empire. He was succeeded by his son Mihirkul, who
in turn was defeated by Yashodharman. During sixth century, this region was ruled by Pandu
Vanshis. Their king Udayan ruled here towards the end of fifth century as an inscription of in
Kalinjar reveals, His great grandson Tiwardev founded a principality in South Kosala, This area
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came under Harshavardhan during 606-47 A.D. The Chinese traveler Hiuen Tsang in 641-42
mentioned Jejak Bhukti with Khajuraho as its capital. After Harsh, this area was taken over by
Kalchuris of Tripuri. They ruled this area before the rise of Pratiharas. Kalchuris called themselves
the Lord of Kalinjar. The Kalchuris of southern India clamied descent from Krishna who killed the
former king of Kalinjarpur and took possession of the Chedi. This region formed the part of
Kalchuri Empire before 6th century A.D. This region came under Yashovarman of Kannauj during
first half of the 8th century.
After Yashovarman this are passed into the hands of Vatsaraj Pratihar of Kannauj his son
Nagabhatta II (808-33 A.D) was a great conqueror. He was defeated by Rashtrakuta king of Deccan.
Later on Nagabhatta recovered his losses. He was succeeded by his son Rambhadra who in turn was
succeeded by Bhoja in 836 A.D. immediately after his accession he conquered the king of
Udumbaravisaya of Kalinjar mandala. Bhoja was succeded by his son Mahendra Pal. In 890 A.D. After
Pratiharas rose Chandelas. They started from a humble beginning at Khajuraho as feudatories of
Pratiharas. Harsha, a chandel ruler helped Mahipal a Pratihar aspirant to the throne of Kannauj. In
916-917 AD, the Rashtrakutas under their king Indra III defeated Pratihars. Mahipal reconqured
Kannauj with the help of Harsha. Rashtrakutas defeated Pratiharas in 940 AD under the leadership
of Krishna II and took possession of this area. Yashovarman the son of Harsa established himself at
Kalinjar and Chitrakoot by forging an alliance with Pratiharas. Dhanga succeeded him in this area.
The important event of Dhang's reign was the final severance of all connections with the
Pratiharas. Dhanga annexed the fort of Gwalior. Jayapal the shahi ruler of Bhatinda was helped by the
forces of Dhanga in his war against Mahmud Ghazanawi. He helped Jayapal second time against
Mahmud Ghaznawi. Dhanga was succeded by Ganda (10008-17 A.D) who had a short reign. He was
succeded by Vidyadhara. Chandel kingdom was attacked by Mahmud in 1019 when Vidyadhar, the
chandel king killed Rajyapala who had already lost to Mahmud. In 1022 AD Mahmud attacked
Kalinjar but could not conquer it. The reign of Vijaypal, the son of vidyadhar marked the decline of
Chandel rule. His son Devavarman (1050-1060 AD) was defeated by Kalchuris who took
considerable part of the present day Chitrakoot district. His successor Kirtivarman (1060-1100 AD)
defeated Kalchuris many times. His son Sallaksana Varman (1100-1115 AD) successfully opposed
Gahalwalas of Kannauj. The two kings namely Jayavarman and Prithvivarman followed him. The
second ruler’s son Madanvarman (1129-1163) expanded his territories in the kingdoms of Kashi,
Kannauj and Malwa. His reign was a prosperous one. He was succeeded by his son Yashovarman,
who ruled only for two years. His son Parmardidev (1165-1202) succeeded him. Prithviraj Chauhan
defeated Parmardidev although he met with a stiff resistance from legendry heroes, Alha, and Udal.
The Madanpur (district. Lalitpur) inscription proclaims Prithiviraj’s victory on Jejakbhukti. Chandels
reasserted in 1204 AD after Prithviraj was defeated by Mohammed Ghori. Beginning of thirteenth
century saw the decline of Chandel power. The fort of Kalinjar was taken by Kutub-ud-din Aibak, the
general of Mohammed Ghori in 1202 AD. The two districts became part of the Muslim Kingdom of
Delhi. Trailokyavarman, the son of Parmardideva again took Kalinjar as he calls himself the Lord of
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Kalinjar in an inscription dated 1206 A.D. Malik Tayasai, the commandant of Bayana and Gwalior
attacked Kalinjar in 1233-34. This expedition was followed by another one lead by Balban, the chief
minister of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud. Both these expeditions were plundering raids only. This area
was again raided by Turks in 1251 AD but the two districts were again occupied by Viravarman,
the son of Trailokyavarman, and his successor Hammirvarman, who claimed to be the Lord of
Kalinjar after sometime. From 1252 to 1280 the two districts were ruled by Bhars. After the
invasion of Timur Mahoba was occupied by Mahmud Khan, son of Malikzada Firoz. The Baghels
maintained some sort of independence in Chitrakoot district till 1479 A.D. Raja Bhedachand Baghel
supported Husain Shah Sharqi of Jaunpur to get back his lost dominos. Sikandar Lodi attacked
Vahararaya Dev son of Bhedchandra and occupied Bandhogarh and defeated Baghel King and
established Salivahan on the throne. Later on Sultan, Sikandar Lodi tried to dislodge Salivahan
unsuccessfully. Jalal Khan revolted against Sikandar Lodi and occupied Kalpi and Kalinjar but was
defeated by Sultan. Humayun laid siege to Kalinjar but returned back after the death of Babar. After
accession he again attacked Kalinjar and forced the King to surrender. Fifteen years later Shershah
(1540 AD-1545 A.D) besieged the fort of Kalinjar and defeated Raja Kirat, but died after the fort
was taken. After his death his son Islam shah ascended the throne. Afterwards Ram Chandra the
Baghel King of Rewa purchased the Kalinjar fort. He retained its possession till 1569 when Manjnun
Khan Qaqshal occupied it on behalf of the Emperor Akbar. Tulsidas the author of Ramacharitmanas
was born in Rajapur (district. Chitrakoot). During Akbar’s rule Chitrakoot fell in Sarkar of Bhatghora
and Banda fell in the Sarkar of Kalinjar in the Subah of Allahabad. During the reign of Shahjahan the
hesitant rebel khan-i-jahan passed through Kalinjar losing his son and a large baggage to Sayid
Ahmed the commander of Kalinjar fort. From this time onwards to Aurangzeb’s movement towards
south Bundela power kept on increasing. Champat Rai resisted Mughals. After his death, his son
Chhatrasal took up the arms and consolidated his power in Bundelkhand with Panna as his capital
around 1691 A.D. He conquered the fort of Kalinjar also. Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah (1707-1717
AD) recognized him as the ruler of Bundelkhand. When Farrukhsiyar ascended the throne of Delhi
in 1713, a part of district Banda was assigned as jagir to Mohammed Khan Bangal, the Nawab of
Farrukhabad. Mohammad Khan defeated Bundelas but on his moving to Malwa to prevent Maratha
invasion the two districts were again taken over by Bundelas. In 1728 AD. Mohammed Khan came
back to this area and started clearing his jagir from Bundela encroachment. His victories turned
into defeats with coming of Marathas in to this area is 1729 and this area was lost to Mughal
Empire. Chatrasal was restored to his possessions by Maratha aid. Shortly before his death he drew
up a will, bequeathing one third of his kingdom to Peshwa Baji Rao. Chitrakoot was governed from
Panna by Hirde Shah the eldest son of Chhatrasal. The forts of Bhooragarh and Ramgarh falling is
district Banda were given to Jagat Raj who governed from Jaitpur. Diwan Kirat Singh, eldest son of
Jagat Raj obtained Seondha as jagir and established Banda as capital of this portion of Bundelkhand.
The Bhuragarh fort was constructed in 1746. Jagat Raj’s reign lasted for 27 years. After his
death, family quarrel began. It led to Kirat Singh, the son of Guman Singh obtaining the largest
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share and becoming the Raja of Banda. The fortress of Kalinjar went to his cousin Hindupat. Rahim
Khan was given the jagir of Tarauhan (district. Chitrakoot) by Raja of Panna. Guman Singh’s
comparatively peaceful reign lasted from 1765 to 1781. In December 1762 Nawab of Awadh ShujaUd-Daulah dispatched a force, under the joint command of Karamat Khan and Raja Himmat Bahadur
to conquer Bundelkhand. This army encamped at the town of Tindwari (district. Banda). Guman
Singh with the help of Raja Hindupat of Panna and other Bundela chiefs faced the army and utterly
defeated them. The total defeat of Awadh Army at Buxar in 1764 saved Bundelkhand from all
immediate danger from that quarter. Relative peace intensified the struggle for power between
the kings of Panna and Banda, which finally led to the subjugation of Bundela Chiefs. Raja Hidupat
of Panna had to forcibly eject Ahmad Khan son of Rahim Khan from the jagir of Tarauhan. Raja
Hindupat had three son Aniruddh Singh, Dhaukal Singh and Sarnet Singh. Aniruddh Singh was
nominated the successor under the guardianship of Beni Huzuri, the state Kamdar and Kaimji
Chaube beame the treasures and qiledear of Kalinjar. On Aniruddh Singh death in 1780. Beni Hajuri
took the side of Dhaukal Singh and Kaimji supported Sarnet Singh. On Ghuman Singh's death, his
minor son Madhukar Singh and a nephew Bakhtwali were raised to gaddi under the guardianship of
Noni Arjun Singh. He attacked and killed Khuman Singh, the Raja of Charkhari. He sided with Sarnet
Singh and his supporter Kaimji Chaube attacked the army of Dhaukal Singh, commanded by Beni
Hazuri in which Beni Haruri was killed and Arjun Singh was severely wounded. This battle was
followed by others at Durga Tal and Chhachariha (district. Chitrakoot). In these battles almost all the
chiefs were killed, Nomi Arjun Singh annexed district Chitrakoot and southern part of district
Banda, to the dominion of his ward. The Bundela monuments are fewer in numbers. Besides
Bhuragarh and Rangarh there are many dilapidated forts in the two districts. The Bundela rule was
harsher as compared to Mughal one. There was much less peace and security under the rule of the
former. Himmat Bahadur with Ali Bahadur occupied the northern tract along Yamuna. The first
action was fought in 1791 A.D. near Ajaigarh in which Nomi Arjun Singh was killed, the two great
fortresses were not attacked for some years. It was not till the close of the century that Ali Bahadur
attacked and took Ajaigarh and reoccupied jaitpur. He died in the siege of Kalinjar in 1802 AD.
Before his death he had concluded an agreement with the court of Poona by which the sovereign
and paramount right of the Peshwa over all the conquests of Ali Bahadur is Bundelkhand was
declared and acknowledged. After his death his son Shamsher Bahadur took the command and
made Banda the chief town of his residence. The present district of Banda was ceded to the British
by the treaty of Bassein in 1803, but Shamsher Bahadur the son of Ali Bahadur and several
independent chiefs had to be separately reduced by Britishers. Himmat Bahadur on the other hand
yielded to them and received a large jagir along the Yamuna which lapsed to the British shortly
afterwards. The British force could not have so easily accomplished the occupation of Bundelkhand
had not Himmat Bahadur offered his services to them. He joined the British with a large body of
troops. The petty chieftains were defeated easily but Shamsher Bahadur held his own. British aided
by Himmat Bahadur, attacked him, the battle was fought at Kapsa, a place 15 km from Banda, in
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which Shamsher Bahadur lost. He surrendered on Jan 10, 1804. A large area near Banda was granted
to him. The British administration began with the arrival of Captain Baillie, agent for political
affairs is Bundelkhand, but Khet Singh a noted Bundela leader and several independent chief had to
be separately reduced on the death of Himmat Bahadur. His territory was incorporated in the
British Dominions. His tomb lays at Kanwara about three kilometers from Banda. The descendants
of Kaimji Chaube, the Qiledar of Kalinjar, violated the treaty with Britishers during the years 18101811 and Britishers decided to eject him. A force under Colonel Martindell marched to Kalinjar on
January 18, 1812. The next day qiledar surrenders and the fort and its surrounding villages were
incorporated in the British territory. By the capture of Kalinjar the pacification on of Bundelkhand
was effected. Shamsher Bahadur was succeeded by his younger brother Zulfiqar Ali in 1823. When
latter died in 1849 his son Ali Bahadur II became Nawab. The family of the Rao’s of Karwi (district.
Chitrakoot) which took prominent part in the freedom struggle traces its ancestry to the Peshwa of
Poona. Under an agreement of August 14, 1803, with British government, Amrit Rao, the brother of
last Peshwa Baji Rao II received a pensioner with a jagir in Banda District. He took up residence at
Karwi (district. Chitrakoot). He was succeded by his son Vinayak Rao. He left two sons by adoption,
Narayan Rao and Madhav Rao but government did not recognize them and the jagir was resumed.
The war of independence started in the district on June, 8, 1857 when a large number of
prisoners who had escaped from the central jail at Allahabad crossed over to Mau (district.
Chitrakoot) and excited the people to action. Spontaneously the villagers of Tahsil Mau rose as a
body and attacked the Thanedar, Tahsildar and their staff. The Government property was
destroyed, buildings gutted, treasure was plundered and records were destroyed. The
conflagration spread westward and tahsil Baberu was also sacked. The people of Banda and a
number of other villages in the Pailani (district. Banda) also rose in arms, the Muslim village of
Chilla being most conspicuous. The Banda town was abandoned by British residents on 14th June.
When Indian troops revolted on this day, Britishers left the district, leaving the district in charge
of Nawab Ali Bahadur of Banda. He declared himself independent and joined the war against the
British. All the buildings in the cantonments were plundered and burnt to the ground. The former
government employees were maintained, especially, Mohammed Sardar Khan, the deputy collector,
who was appointed the nazim of Banda.
Cockerell the joint magistrate of Karwi, unaware of the disturbances, reached Banda with
some of the Karwi treasures on the morning of the 15th June. He was killed by the freedom fighter.
The same day they marched to the jail, released the prisoners and took possession of the stores
and cannons, and were joined in this by the Ajaigarh Troops. Next day Bruce, Benjamin and Lloyd,
Eurasians in the Nawabs employ, as well wife of Benjamin and Bruces mother were all killed.
The Nawab of Banda attempted to organize a government and sought to pacify the Hindus
by prohibiting the slaughter of the cows. But his claims were disputed by Ranjor Dauwa of
Ajaigarh and others. Nawab Ali Bahadur, however, was not the only ruler of the district. At Karwi,
in the eastern part, Narayan Rao and Madho Rao had declared themselves as Peshwas in November,
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1857, both being second to bear these names in that illustrious line. The fort of Kalinjar, however,
was held throughout by the British forces, aided by the raja of Panna. On 29th September, when
Kunwar Singh with two thousand men reached Banda he was received with great honor and
hospitality by the Nawab. The local populace also warmly welcomed him and assisted him in
organizing troops. Numerous soldiers from Awadh came to join him. In the meantime conditions
at Delhi had changed. The freedom struggle had been quelled and British authority was
reappearing. This necessitated a change of his plans and Kunwar Singh stayed there till 18th
October when he went away towards Kalpi.
By February 1858, the revolutionary flame was in full blaze, the popular character of the
freedom struggle was manifested in the destruction of the church and the desecration of the
Christian burial ground. The Nawab has now become a prominent leader, and entered into close
correspondence with other freedom fighters. He commenced to fortify Bhuragarh fort on the Ken,
and sent a force to assist Tantia Tope in an attack on Charkhari. Meanwhile the British troops under
General Whitlock advanced towards Banda in April, 1858. On April 17th Whitlock reached Karwi,
39 km. west of Banda, and fought a small skirmish with the freedom fighters, who were driven
back. On the 19th Whitlock’s force engaged the Nawab's army at Goera Mughli, 13 km. west of
Banda, and drove them from three positions successively across the river Ken, capturing eight
guns and killing 800 men. Narayan and Madho Rao, on this surrendered unconditionally to
Whitlock but the General on entering Karwi on 6th June, 1858, found numerous proofs of their
preparation for the freedom struggle, pieces of cannon, immense quantity of shot and powder.
Thus the fire of revolution which had broken on 8th June, 1857 was extinguished
completely on 6th June 1858. The British rule once again prevailed from one end to the other in
the district. The chief freedom fighters were arrested and awarded sentences of imprisonment.
Their properties and estates were forfeited to government. The punishment awarded, however, to
the Nawab of Banda was much milder than the others. He was allowed to retire to Indore with a
small pension of rupees 36,000 per annum. Narayan Rao, who had established his rule during the
struggle over a part of the district, was sentenced to transportation for life, but the sentence was
remitted by the Governor General and he was placed under surveillance at Hazaribagh, on an
allowance of Rs. 700 a month. Madhao Rao was pardoned in consideration of his youth and he and
his two sons were educated at Bareilly and subsequently given and annual pension of rupees
25,000.
The youth of the district had remained restless for quite a long time with the result that at
the turn of the century discontentment broke out and events moved rapidly. During the antipartition agitation of 1905. The district did not lag behind in holding public meetings, in
organizing strikes and protests, and in creating heightened awareness among the people about the
oppressions of the foreign rule. Simultaneously, the movement for boycotting foreign good also
went ahead. Even in the interior of the district the Swadeshi movement struck deep roots, when
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oaths to boycott foreign articles and to deal in Swadeshi goods only were taken by the people. In
1908, Lala Lajpat Rai opened Dayanand Vedic Anathalaya at Banda.
However, in between the Swadeshi era and the advent of Gandhiji on the Indian political
scene there was no remarkable political development in the district and unlike some other places
in U.P, there was no revolutionary activity here. As a part of the state, and country, the district
was automatically drawn into the First World War. There was in the first stage, a marked
willingness to help the government and to stand by her in the hour of need. Soldiers were
recruited in Banda and a generous sum of money was contributed to the war fund.

In

the

post-war years, after the Rowlatt Bill and subsequent Jallianwalla incident in Amritsar, the Swaraj
slogan stirred up a new spirit of nationalism in the country. The British government was using the
Muslims against India's political struggle. A noticeable feature of the political life of the district,
during this period was, however, the uninterrupted agitation carried on by several leaders of the
local populace.
The non-co-operation movement started in August 1920, spread in the district. This was an
attempt to widen the Swadeshi movement from a mere boycott of British goods to a boycott of
everything British. A campaign was launched in the district for using indigenous goods,
especially khadi or homespun cloth. The people were exhorted to leave government services,
boycott the courts and children were asked not to go to English and government schools. There
was a demand to reorganize education on national lines under national control. For the first time
students, peasants and workers were drawn in large number into the fold of the national
movement when they boycotted the shops selling foreign cloths. At this time the foundation of
the District Congress Committee was laid. The short-lived Rastriya Vidyalaya was established in
1920 at Banda. The publications of Satyagrahi’s from the district headquarter marked a turning
point as it created a revolutionary stir among the masses. The public was attracted not only by the
printing of this paper but even more by the new note of strong nationalism preached by it. The
district administration imposed a ban on the sale of khadi but foreign cloth worth thousands of
rupees was daily reduced to ashes at Ram Lila ground, Maheshwari Devi crossing, Chowk bazaar, in
front of Kotwali and district courts. In the same year Purshottam Das Tandon and Jawaharlal Nehru
attended Gayaganj political conference to give and impetus to this movement. Similar meetings
were arranged in big towns. As the movement was gaining momentum in the district as
everywhere else, an outburst of violence took place on February 1922, at Chauri Chaura in
Gorakhpur district. The movement was immediately called off by Gandhiji. There after no event
worth notice seems to have taken place till 1928.
Gandhiji, Sarojini Naidu and Acharya J.B. Kripalani were on a hurricane tour of the whole of
northern India in order to get support for the newly launched Civil Disobedience Movement after
the failure of Simon Commission. They came to Banda in November 1929. Gandhiji held his prayer
meetings at Banda, Chilla, Karwi and Mataundh and enlisted the co-operation of the people in
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joining the struggle for freedom. The people of the district, including government servants
collected large sums and forwarded the same to Gandhiji for utilizing it in furthering the cause of
freedom.
In 1930, Civil Disobedience Movement was started in Banda, as in rest of the country. The
first phase of the movement comprised violation of the salt Act. Congress volunteers and other
people of the district responded by manufacturing contraband salt at Dhus ka maidan (near Karwi),
a gesture that led to salt being manufactured at hundreds of places throughout the district.
The salt Satyagraha was followed by the Civil Disobedience Movement in which people
from all walks of life participated whole heartedly. Sixty-five persons were sent to jail in 1930. The
movement spread rapidly throughout the district and many local leaders delivered
antigovernment speeches. Protest meeting and anti-government demonstrations were widely
organized and processions were taken out in the rural areas. A large number of peasants joined
the Congress, besides women also participated. The district authorities prohibited the holding of
public meeting but these orders were disregarded by Congress workers who courted arrests and
distributed anti-government leaflets. During this movement more than a hundred persons from
the district were sent to jail or fined or both. Between these years Chandra Shekhar Azad
(commander-in-chief of the Hindustan Republic Army) also visited the district. During his stay at
Banda he established contacts with the local leaders who helped him with finance, arms and
ammunition.
The district participated in the elections of 1937, which were conducted under the
Government of India Act of 1935. During the Second World War the people of the district started
a massive campaign against the war fund. The Congress workers launched an anti-recruitment
movement against the British orders to the landlords of the district to supply recruits, the
numbers being fixed according to the assessment of land revenue. In 1941, thousands of Congress
members as well as other people of the district launched individual Satyagraha against the war
fund campaign and courted arrest. The district records 59 persons as having been convicted by
the district authorities.
On August 8, 1942, the congress passed a resolution calling upon the British to relinquish
power and to quit India. With the launching of the Quit India movement the simmering feeling of
discontent among the politically conscious people of the district exploded in one great blaze of
violent action in the shape of uprooting railway tracts pulling down telegraph and telephone
wires and street light posts. After the arrest of 84 prominent leaders in the district, the tension
subsided, but political agitation in various forms continued by different parties and groups in
their own respective ways till the eve of Independence.
On August 15, 1947, the country was liberated from alien rule and declared independent.
This day has since been declared as one of the three National Days of the country. The district
celebrates the Independence Day every year in befitting glee and there is rejoicing in every home.
The national flag is hoisted on this day not only on all government but on almost all private
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building, too. The district has had its due share in the long freedom struggle. The joy of liberation
is recalled every year. The tragedy and wounds of partition which accompanied independence
brought in its wake, many displaced people from Pakistan.
On hearing the news of the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi (on January 30, 1948), the
whole district went into mourning, the markets, and offices were closed and several procession
were taken out and meeting held to mourn the tragic and irreparable loss of the Father of the
nation. Though martyred, his memory still lives fresh in the minds of the people. Every year,
October 2, is celebrated as Gandhi Jayanti, when meeting, discourses are organized all over the
district to eulogies Mahatma Gandhi's achievements. The people also renew their pledge to serve
the nation and follow his way of life.
With the enactment and adoption of the Constitution of India (on January 26, 1950),
country became a Sovereign Democratic Republic. The day was celebrated in the district by taking
out processions, holding meetings and illuminating houses, shops and government buildings.
This day is observed with enthusiasm every year all over the district as the Republic Day.

People: The percentage of Hindus in the district is 94.08. There were 5.82 percent Muslims as
compared to their state average of 15.48 percent. The remaining 0.1 percent of the district
population comprised of Sikhs, Christians Buddhists, Jains and other. The district have the
following castes, namely Chamars, Brahmans, Rajputs, Vaishyas, Koeris, Kahars, Kurmis, Ahirs, Lodhis,
Arakhs, Nais, Barhais, Dhobis, Bharbhijas, Lohars, Kumhars, Godariyas, Kol, Gond, Mawasis and
Kharwars. The following Muslim Communities found in the district are Sheikhs, Saiyyids, Mughels,
Pathan, Behnas, Julahas, Qasabs, Nais, Darzis, Chhipis, Churihars, Dhobis, Kunjras, Faqirs and Muslim
Rajputs. There are very few Sikhs, Christians, Jains and Buddhists.
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Chapter- 2
Rock Paintings: Chronology, Geographical settings and Styles
Finding Relative Chronology of Rock Paintings by Superimposition: It has been
observed that rock paintings have been made on the same place over the generations. This creates
many layers of paintings on almost the same place. Correlating the various individual
superimposed layers from different rock paintings sites as many as 16 layers of paintings can be
distinguished. On the basis of subject matter and style they can be grouped into nine phases, A to
I, and three broad periods- the prehistoric, transitional. Phases A to E belong to the prehistoric
period, phase F to the Transitional and phases G to I to the historical period (Fig. 18). It must,
however, be pointed out that since we are dealing with material which is on the surface and only
a part of it can be called ‘stratified’, there is a strong element of subjective judgment in the
demarcation of phases and styles, and no two workers fully agree on this subject10.
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Fig. 18: Superimposed layers from different rock paintings

The same principle that has been suggested by archaeologists has been applied in connection with
the rock paintings of Banda. The earliest variety of rock paintings corresponding to the first phase
of the above classification scheme is shown in the following figure (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19: Rock paintings from Badi Ari, Banda, U.P. shows many layers of paintings of different ages.

The following paintings found from Matiyahi, Banda U.P. shows a hunter accompanied by his dog
(Fig. 20). He has thrust his harpoon into the body of a gaur bison. The weapon appears to have
pierced through his heart. The weapon used by the man is interesting. It is a long stick with about
13-14 barks. It appears to be the precursor of barbed harpoons of Chalcolithic OCP culture of
Gangetic valley. These copper hoard weapons were used in the gangetic plains between 3,000 B.C.
to 1, 700 B.C. by the inhabitants of Ganga valley. Copper hoards are found from Haryana to
Bhadohi and Faizabad. The Ochre Color Pottery (OCP) is found in the same area. It appears that
the proto-historic North India was dominated by these people. The barbed Harpoons made of
copper reappears during the proto-historic period mentioned.
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Fig. 20: Rock painting from Matiyahi, Banda, U.P.

Some of the paintings show warriors wielding harpoons which were used by the people living in
the Gangetic plains during OCP (ochre color pottery) period. The real harpoon looks like the
following figure (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21: Barbed Harpoon from Rajpur, Bijnor (U.P.) presenty kept in Lucknow museum
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Fig. 22: Rock painting of Barbed Harpoon wielding horse riders, Geruhai Pahad p.s. Shankargarh, Allahabad

Fig. 23: Rock painting from Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra p.s. Mau, Chitrakoot
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In the following painting one can clearly see the battle-axe of OCP period (Fig. 24). The real OCP
battle axe is also given in the Fig. 25 and 26.

Fig. 24: Copper hoard battle axe, Bedhak Chauri, Banda

Fig. 25: Shouldered axe kept in Kailash Deep Shikhar Sangrahalaya, Meerut (Courtesy: Satish Jain, Rani Mill,
Meerut)
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Fig. 26: OCP Shouldered axe kept in Lucknow museum

Fig. 27: Battle axe on the rock painting
from Kabri Pathar

Fig. 28: Rock painting from Geruhai
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At another place the rock painting showing harpoon wielding horse and elephant riders were
found (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29: Rock painting from Barha ki Dond, Mau

In some painting the early chalocolithic pottery of middle Ganga valley namely corded ware is
visible. These paintings show leaves of some plants kept inside a water vessel. Such water vessels
are still kept on auspiscious occasions and religious ceremonies (Fig. 30-32).

Fig. 30: Beda Pahad, Majhgawan, Satna, M.P
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Fig. 31: Beda Pahad, Majhgawan, Satna, M.P
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Fig. 32: Dharkundi, Rewa, M.P.

The story of Lord Ram forms one of the major themes of modern day Hinduism. His ancestors
Anshuman and Bhagirath are mentioned in Rigveda. In the tenth mandal of Rigveda, Shantanu and
Devapi are mentioned in one sukta. There is one sukta dedicated to kasuchaidya, obviously a
misnomer for Chaidyoparicharvasu. Obviously, Rigveda mentions people who existed much before
Ram and long after him but there is no clear mention of the great hero. Obviously there was
something which the Vedic writers didn’t like about him. Rigveda has many hyms which show
popularity of witch craft with some of the Vedic tribes. Atharvaveda is a book of hyms for the
practioners of a different variety of witch craft. But all these hymns are addressed to Vedic Gods
only. Probably a group of some intelligent seers have tried to compose hymns centred around
Vedic deities to counter the witch craft centred around non Vedic gods and goddesses. This
tendency can be seen in modern days also where a full fledged tantric cult of goddess Durga with
standard Sanskrit texts is practiced by Brahmans. In contrast to this Sokha will also be practicing a
folk tradition of cult of Durga. In this cult, there is no standardized texts and there is no restriction
of castes for becoming the practioners of this cult. If you asked a Brahman he will always say that
Sokhaiti is a sort of superistition and no good Hindu believe in such things but he himself will be a
practioner of tantric cult centred around the same goddess. It is obvious that Sokhaiti is the
continuation of ancient folk traditions and the tantric tradition is an elitist tradition created by
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priestly class. This has created a monopoly of worship by Brahmans. In the epic Ramayan of
Valmiki, Ram again appears as righteous hero whose conduct is to be emulated. Puranas make him
one of the ten incarnations of Vishnu, who was a lesser known form of the great sun God. In fact in
pauranic literature the cults of different popular heroes are assimilated by making all of them
different incarnations of Vishnu. In fact the heroes like Rama and Krishna completely replace the
chief Rigvedic deities giving rise to new sects. The Jain shraman tradition makes Ram a second
fiddle by calling him a shalaka purush (great man) in contrast to their tirthankars who top the
hierarchy of great men. Jatak stories present two versions of his story. In one version he is the son
of the king of Kashi. It happens that he is exiled to the forests with Laxman and Sita. He does well
even during this period. In another version Ram of Kashi but of Koliya tribe goes to the forest after
he is inflicted with laprocy. In this story he is cured of the disease and marries his own sister and
establishes his independent kingdom. The tribals who have painted the rock shelters frequently
show the Rama-Sita-Laxman trio. In fact rock shelters at Chitahra shows a large figure of Hanuman,
armies of monkeys and humans drawn in battle array, some men blowing conches and some
persons lying dead on the ground. Many rock shelters show many headed figures of Ravana.
Earlier the village people used to get tattoes of the above metioned trio on their bodies which was
considered to bring good luck. Its clear that rock painters in some of their works, have tried to
show scenes of mythology popular in their society. In this area since the cult of Ram was popular,
his story has been painted on the rock paintings (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33: Rama-Sita-Laxman trio found on the rock shelter from Chitahra
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Fig. 34: A large figure of Hanuman found on the rock shelter from Chitahra

At one place the figure similar to Ajanta paintings was also found (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35: A deity, a horse rider and painted inscriptions, Kakredi
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The graffitti of Kushan, Gupta and early medieval periods are also found at some places (Fig. 3638).

Fig. 36: Painted inscription of Mauryan period, Bera Pahar, Majhgawan, Satna, M.P.

Fig. 37: A medieval painted inscription, Kakredi
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Fig. 38: Painted inscriptions, Kakredi

In Kalinjar, a large nuber of graffities in shankha script were found in rock shelters. They were
made by pilgrims coming to this place. Most of them marked the act of paying reverence to the
ascetic who stayed in or around these shelters for the purpose of penance (Fig. 39-40).

Fig. 39: Painted inscriptions, Nilkantha, Kalinjar
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Fig. 40: Graffitti at Mrigdhara, Kalinjar, Banda

Most of the rock shelters are located in the upper portion of sand stone scarp. Some rock shelters
are found in rocky outcrops on the plateau.

Fig. 41: Late Shri. Riyaz in front of painted rock shelter of Chitahara, Satna, M.P.
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There are cultural deposits of upper, middle and lower Paleolithic Stone Age in the valley below
the rock painting located in the scarps eg. In Siddhapur (district-Chitrakoot), Kalinjar (districtBanda)11. During my survey I could located, factory sites or habitation sites near every rock
shelters, either in the valley or at the top of the plateau. Only large rock shelters had cultural
deposits, and the shelters with not enough space had no deposit inside it. The early men has been
living near almost all of these rock shelters right from lower palaeolithic age. At some point of
time he started painting. The rock paintings of India are not considered to be older than
Mesolithic period, but with the Neolithic period going to 8th millennium B.C and the beginning of
agricultural activities going to 10 millennium B.C, there has to be revision of the date. Some of
them must be as old as the oldest rock paintings of Europe whose antiquity goes back to 30,000
B.C. Now we have to start from this point and test this hypothesis using the scientific methods of
dating rock paintings.

Antiquity of Engraved Ostrich egg shells in India: The remains of Ostriches in India
were first reported during Miocene time from the shiwaliks in North-west India. The next phase of
discoveries were made from late pleistocene (upper Palaeolithic levels: 25000-40,000 BC) at
various sites in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maharastra and Gujarat. The Ostrich reportedly
disappeared in India after the upper Palaeolithic. Its intermittent presence in the
geological/archaeological record is rather puzzling12. Surprisingly one of the earliest dates for
man's artistic activities comes from the Ostrich egg shells recovered from definite archaeological
contexts. The ostrich egg shell pieces decorated with engraved designs were discovered by S.A.
Sali from a late phase of upper palaeolithic deposits at Patne (Maharastra)13. Two Ostrich egg shell
beads were found by V.S. Wakankar14. One more Ostrich egg shell piece with engraved decoration
was reported by him from Ravishankar Nagar, Bhopal15. The ostrich egg shells have been recovered
from palaeolithic camping sites from river Ken (district. Banda UP) in Yamuna valley in the northeast, Phadgarh (district Morena, Madhya Pradesh) in Chambal valley in the north, Poona on Mula
Mutha in Bhihar valley in the south, Ruthiai (district Guna, M.P) in Parvati valley in the east,
Nimbaheda, district Chittorgarh, Rajasthan in Gambhiri valley in the west and Kunwargram-Nanukchachnama in the Rann of Kutch. It is a vast area covering the north western part of Central India,
South Rajasthan and Gujarat. The various Carbon dates available from patinae are 25000 ± 200 BP
(Sali 1978:26-27), Chandresal 38,900 ± 700 BP and 36,550 ± 600 BP, Nagda 31,000 BP and Ram Nagar
31000 BP.
A pentagonal piece of shell from Patne, Maharashtra bears two diagonal loops almost of
equal size joined together at their lower ends with a small square to which a smaller loop is
attached (Fig. 42). Just above the larger loops is a triangular shape whose point pieces the first
design and which may be a part of another square. The design resembles a combination of floral
and geometrical form. An irregular hexagonal piece bears two sets of designs. In the upper part a
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design of deep lines running almost parallel to each other in the lower part the same design is
repeated but its lower portion has broken off.

Fig. 42: The engraved Ostrich Eggshell fragment from Patne

It is really a difficult task to make designs and figures by engraving on the ostrich egg shell.
In the form of ostrich egg shell upper palaeolithic man found a durable medium on which he
could give visual form to his ideas and feelings. The Ostrich egg shell beads and decorated pieces
form the evidence of creative art in India ranging in antiquity from 40,000 ys to 25,000 yrs B.P.
They show preconceived design and decoration indicating the esthetic sense of early man16. The
engraved ostrich egg shells giving the dates before 25,000 BP proved that men could execute
abstract geometrical designs before this date. It is reasonable to surmise that he could draw on
rock surface with the help of ochre, lime, geru and green pigment before this date. This indicates
that some of the Indian rock paintings can be dated this early time period. Some rock paintings
may be much earlier to this date.

Engraved Mesolithic core from Chandrawati: The discovery of an engraved Mesolithic
core from Chandrawati, district Sirohi, Rajasthan, India indicates that humans could execute
complex helical lines on a piece of stone. This site is located on the confluence of Banas and
Chandrawati rivers17, one of the fluted chert cores of the lithic assemblage collected from
Chandrawati has engraving executed on its flat rectangular patinated cortex. The incised design
appears to have been cut into the incrustation of opaline silica, whose hardness is less than that of
the chert. The engraved design consists of a spiraling rhomboid formed by a pair of parallel lines
moving clockwise from the centre. The design appears to be the result of two intertwining
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spiraling arms. One of these arms bears a series of short diagonal lines, where as the other one is
left plain. The engraved design is partially damaged especially near the flaked periphery of the
core. The design was engraved on the nodule prior to its use as a core. The scratching was
produced by sharp stone blades. The engraving shows that Mesolithic man had ability to create
sharp and accurate motif on stone. He had the knowledge of various geometrical patterns. Similar
designs were found from various rock shelters like Kathotia Karad, Chiklod and Bhimbetka. Some
engraved bones were found from Bhimbetka. The rock paintings, particularly those assigned to the
Mesolithic are rich is intricate geometrical designs. The unformity of designs is found over a major
portion of South Asia. The engraved Mesolithic core conclusively proved that many rock
paintings showing intricate geometrical designs have the antiquity of Mesolithic period18. This
following photograph was provided by Professor Ajit Prasad, Maharaja Sayajirao University of
Baroda, Baroda, Gujarat, India (Fig. 43).

Fig. 43: Chandrawati core

The earliest archaeological context of the painting material of rock painting: V.S
Wakankar and others while exploring the painted rock shelters at Bhimbetka, Jaora, Kathotia, Tirangi,
Mahadev, Kharwai, Bhopal, Pengawan, Chiklod, Amargarh, Raison, Narwar, Momammadpur etc. in the
Vindhya in central India observed that the earliest painting were invariabnly painted in green
colour and occasionally with mauve red, ochre colour19. Both of these colours particularly green
come from habitation layers yielding upper palaeoliothic industry represented by Lunates, blades,
burins scrappers. Points, obliquely fluted cores etc.20. These early painting depict only the human
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figures in dynamic action of dancing and hunting of bovids. Animals figures have been made is
natural forms while human figures have been made in abstract style. G.S. Tyagi observed the
early dynamic dancers in green preceded by intricate designs of non-iconic form of rock art in
central India particular at Jaora21.

Geographical Setting of painted rock shelters:
Almost all of the rock shelters are located near parenial sources of water. The source of water is
adjacent to the rock shelters located in the scarp. The painted shelters situated in a rocky out crop
on the plateau are at a short distance from the nearby water source. They are mostly located on
long verandah like structure called Ari near the top of the scrap which were created by erosion
and weathering of the stone by ground water seeping out near the top of the hill.

Fig. 44: Rock shelters of Keorahai Khol, Mahuwa Dandi, district Panna (standing from right to left are Bablu of
Kalinjar, Banda; Kallu Yadav of Unaya Banna, Ganiwa Farm, Chitrakoot; seventh inumber is B. D. Gupta of
Banda; Others are Policemen from Banda district; Sitting in front from right to left are Arvind Chhirauliya of
Kalinjar; Bhagwandin of Kalinjar; third is a school teacher from village Bihara near Kauhari, Panna, M.P.)
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Fig. 45: General view of the rock shelter of Keoraha Khol, Kauhari, Panna, M.P.

Fig. 46: Rock shelter of Dhakelwa @ Bande Baba, Ranipur Geduraha, Chitrakoot
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Some rock shelters are found in saddle formed where the two mountains meet. In the local
parlance this saddle is called "Dond". Such saddles invariably have parenial springs. If there is a
Mushroom shaped rock or a pile of boulders providing shade from rain, it was used for making
paintings. One such example in Chitrakoot is Dond rock shelters located north-west of Manikpur on
the edge of the plateau (Fig. 47).

Fig. 47: One of the rock shelters of Dond, Manikpur district Chitrakoot

Some rock shelters were situated near perennial pools of water called "Beehar". Some rock shelters
were located near the point where the ground water trickled out of the hill. These spots were
called "Chui" or "Chua". Most of the rock shelters give a panoramic view of the valley. If there was
an isolated hillock or an isolated outcrop of rock having a secured place where the rock paintings
wiil not get spoiled during rainy season. Bariyari Bhaunti located east of Mau district Chitrakoot is
one example of the first type of rock shelters (Fig. 48).

Fig. 48: Bariyari Bhaunthi, Mau, Chitrakoot
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The painted rock shelter of Hathini Pahari, p.s. Bargarh is the example of the second type of rock
painting. One can clearly see for kilometers sitting in these rock shelters (Fig. 49).

Fig. 49: Painted rock shelter of Hathini Pahari, Bargarh, Chitrakoot

Fig. 50: Painted rock shelter of Geruhai Pahari, Bhainsahai p.s. Lalapur
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The painted rock shelters are mostly confined to the sand stone formations only. At one place
called Dholbaja district Banda, the granite boulders and granite hills have yielded a painted rock
shelter. It was probably because the granite when painted by ground red ochre mixed with water
did not absorb it. Granite is closed grained and does not have porosity whereas sand stone surface
has porosity and absorbs paint when the same is applied on its surface. Granite and boulder fields
have abundance of rock shelters where as sand stone hills don't show as many shelters (Fig. 51).

Fig. 51: Painted rock shelter of Dholbaja near Pathar Kachhar, Banda

A large number of pre-historic tools are reported from near such fields. It shows that man lived
near there places but they preferred sand stone hills for painting because of the reasons described
above. One rare example of painted rock shelter was found in a pile of boulders situated north of
village Kartal district Banda (Fig. 52).
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Fig. 52: Chimni rock shelter situated north of village Kartal district Banda, U.P.

The deep gorges of small nala invariably have rock shelters. Such examples are Bedhak (district
Chitrakoot), Brihaspati kund (district Ajaigarh) and Sarbhanga Nala (district Satna).
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Fig. 53: Late Shri. Riyaz of Banda standing below rock shelters of Brihsapati Kund Gorge, Pahadi Khera, Panna, M.P.

Fig. 54: Late Shri. Riyaz of Banda standing below rock shelters of Brihsapati Kund Gorge, Pahadi Khera, Panna M.P.
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Place names: The names of rock shelter are significant because they throw light on some aspect
of the shelters, from there we come to know about mythological, religions, tantric, social,
ethnoarchaeological and geographical importance of these places. Some names indicate the
popular blief that there shelters are haunts of churels e.g. chureliha pathar (witches stone), Tatuniya
churelisha pathar, (witches stone), churelan tunga (witch hill), churel chua (witches spring), chureliha
ghat Delua (witches ford located near Delua). Some names signify their association with Hindu
mytology e.g. Mrigdhara (It is related to the puranic story of Jar Bharat), Nilkantha (It is related to
the story of Lord Shiva who rested here after consurning poison hence the name Nilkanth (blue
throat)), Sita Pan (spring of Sita), Sita Pahari (Sita’s hill), Sita Rasoi (Sita's kitchen), Dasrath Ghati
(Dasarath's Valley), Sarbhanga Nala (nala of Sarbhang Rishi), Anusuiya Ari (rock shelter of Anusuyia,
the wife of Sage Atri), Devangna Ghati (valley of celestial nymphs, a place mentioned in Ramayan),
Banke siddha (Unique medicant), Hanuman dhara (spring of lord Hanuman), Kalinjar (a place where
Lord Shiva made the time decay, a place mentioned in Ramayana), Devra pahad (Gods hills), Murea
Dev Bhuindhar (related to the special diety of Alha and Udal). Many names have suffix indicating
the location of rock shelters in verandah like structures in the sand stone cliff e.g. Bari Ari (Big
rock shelter), Lakhan seha Ari (Rocks shelter of Lakhan gorge), Kusmahai Ari (Kusmahai rock shelters),
Tapakwa (spring), Bhawanipur Ari (Bhawanipur rock shelter), Halua Ari (Halua rock shelter), Chunhai
Ari (Lime stone rock shelter). Some names signify their association with witchcraft and tantric
deities e.g. Tonaha (place related to witch crafts), Joginihai (place related to Yoginis, the tantric
deities). Some names signify their association with water springs eg. Panihariya (the place water
can be collected), Bandarchui (monkey spring), Churel-chua (witch’s spring), Tapakwa (a place
where water drops), Panghat (place of where water vessels can be filled), Tiptiha (the place where
water tricles) and Nauvva Bihar (the pool of the barber). Some place names indicate their
association with mountains and rocks out crops eg. Unchahra (a high place), Kuthila Pahar (a hill
resembling earthen storage bin), Saunha ka Tunga (hill of Saunha), Bhuvan Pathar (Bhuvan’s stone),
Sakro (narrow gorge), Chulihai Pathar ( an oven like stone), Majh Bhantha (the middle Hill), Kali
Patthar (Black stone), Bariyari Bhaunthi (hill named after a plant called Bariyar), Dond (saddle
between two hills), Bari Pathar (The large stone), Barui Pahar (Barui Hill), Panna Pahar (Emerald
Hill), Bhaunesh Pahar (Bhaunesh Hill), Dhakelwa Pahar (the hill from where things are pushed),
Bhuridai Pahar (the hill of Bhuridai), Bera Pahar (Transverse Hill) and Barikunri (the large pool).
Some names signify the fort eg. Bir Garh (Bir’s fort), Kalinjar Garh (Kalinjar fort), Garhi Parasan (the
fort of Parasan). Some place are named after some religions persons or sage e.g. Pujeriya Ghati
(Valley of the Preist), Siddhan Pahari (the hill of sages). Some place names indicate that figures are
drawn in the shelters e.g. Putariyan Pati (The slab on which figures have been drawn), Chitahra (a
painted place) and Tikuli Pathar (the dot marked stone). Some shelters have been named after flora
and fauna eg Richhahatha (lair of the bear), Bhainsahathi (resting place of Buffalo), Bilari Pahari (hill
of the cat), Kauvva Khoh ( the cave of crows), Bukarhain (the shelter of goat), Kathauta chauptan
(wooden plain), Kusumahai (The place where Kusum trees abound).
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The colour:
Red ochre colour is used for most of the paintings. For very few paintings yellow, purple and
white colour has been used. The reason for choosing this colouring pigment is its easy availability.
Red ochre an ore of iron is available in most of the sand stone formations. The ochre nodules can
easily be ground in the form of fine powder. This red powder mixed with ordinary water makes
very good colour which can be easily applied to sand stone surface. Sand stone surface has small
pores which can absorb this paste, once dried it can't be washed away even if the water falls on it.
The paint was probably applied by brushes made of ordinary twigs. The yellow, white and purple
coloured paintings are found where, ramraj, lime and puple coloured fragile rock is found. The
paint from these minerals can be made by grinding them into a fine powder (Fig. 55-6).

Fig. 55: Polychrome paintings of Kusumhai Ari, Pathar Kachhar, Satna
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Fig. 56: Polychrome paintings of Kusumhai Ari, Pathar Kachhar, Satna

Most of the rock shelters have paitings only, only at Bari Ari and Kalinjar engravings were found.
At Bari Ari, the rock which is almost red with various layers of rock painting has been engraved
with the figures of lyre horned bulls (Fig. 57-8).

Fig. 57: Engravings of bulls on earlier rock paintings, Magar Muha
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Fig. 58: Engravings made on rocks, Magar Muha, Fatehganj, Banda

At many places painted inscriptions were found. The oldest painted inscriptions was found at
Bera Pahar, Majhgawan. It was written in Brahmi script of Kushan period. Some graffities were
found at Kakredi also. There are hundreds of graffities of very large size at Kalinjar. They were
probably made by pilgrims who came to visit this place. It is noteworthy that Mrigdhara in Kalinjar
fort was famous as Tarpan Tirth because of its association with the story of Jar Bharat and seven
deers. The seven deers are prominently painted carved on the rock with their names outside the
room where water comes out of the hill side and than flows down the cliff on the southern face of
the Kalinjar hill.

Style: The style of paintings varies over time. In the earliest painting the style adopted is realistic.
The animals are very large in shape and human figures are not shown in them. As the
understanding of nature improves the naturalistic style changes into abstract style. In this style
the animals drawn are not as they really are. They are in a way stylized. It they want shows a deer
they will draw a rectangle and attached four legs and a head to this. The body cavity is some
times filled with cross hatches and sometimes the entire body is painted with, wash of ochre paint
making it look like a silhaulte. The human figures which are drawn are treated summarily. Some
times the details of anatomy are also visible inside the stomach of the animal. In the later period
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they started painting geometrical figure. The man was simply shown as a rectangle which were
attached a round head and match stick like limbs. In the earliest paintings the human figures were
drawn with lines only. These match stick man appear to be moving where as the later human
figures are rigid and immobile. In a very few painting of animals details are drawn. In two
painting of deers spots are clearly visible. Only in one painting the portrait of man was drawn
which shows his eyes, mouth, moustache, nose, ears, ear rings and head gear. In all other
paintings of men only head gear and ear rings are visible (Fig. 59).

Fig. 59: Potrait of a man, Beda Pahar, Majhgawan, Satna, M.P.

Some times clothes worn are also seen but is almost all figure only very scanty clothes can be seen.
Only two figures of male deity and another of a female deity, are elaborately dressed. In later
paintings the clothes shown become more. Only in one rock painting of Siddhapur, animal masks
are worn by the dancers (Fig. 60).
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Fig. 60: Rock painting showing dancers with animal mask, Siddhapur, Chitrakoot

The discs, swastik cross and wheels are shown in many paintings, but full-fledged tantric symbols
drawn elaborately are seen only at one place i.e Dhakelwa @ Bande Baba (Fig. 61).

Fig. 61: Tantric yantras painted on the rock wall along with some old painting, Dhalekwa, Ranipur Geduraha, Chitrakoot
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The flora is always drawn in a symbolic manner. At some places trees are drawn like electricity
poles with many horizontal arms. In some paintings, the trees look like dried up tree with
intricate branch structure but no leaves. At one place the palm tree was painted in a realistic
manner (Fig. 62).

Fig. 62: Trees drawn in rock shelter, Jhoora, Pathar Kachhar, Satna, M.P.

In a few paintings, flowering plants are drawn. The residential structures are generally not shown
(Fig. 63).

Fig. 63: Flowering plant, Kusumhai Tapakwa, Satna, M.P.
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In a few paintings, flagged structures on a platform are depicted. For example, the rock paintings
at Bilari Pahari and Sungra Dol show structures probably Shrines of pre-historic man (Fig. 64-5).

Fig. 64: Bilari Pahari, Mau, Chitrakoot

Fig. 65: Shrine depicted in the rock painting in Sungra Dol
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Most of the time forts and houses drawn as rectangular enclosures. The artists is showing the top
view of the fort (Fig. 66).

Fig. 66: Rock painting showing artists, Kusmor

The rock paintings are short of realism seen is western rock paintings. The paintings are treated in
an abstract way. The painter never tries to fill up details in the body of animals and human
beings. The three dimensional objects are always reduced to two dimensional equivalents. There
is no perspective in these paintings. Only the animals are shown in X-ray style depicting some
details inside their bodies. At one place, the spinal chord of a man is shown in an X-ray styled
figure. The horses shown in the later painting are sometimes shown with details (Fig. 67-8).

Fig. 67: Man painted in X-ray style, Kusmaha, Pathar Kachhar, Satna
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Fig. 68: X-ray painted pregnant animals, Brihsapati Kund, Pahari Kheda, Panna, M.P.

In some rock shelters alike Bariyari and Hathini Pahari, the cup marks were found. These cup
marks have been described as cult markings in the rock shelters. These were made by pre-historic
man (Fig. 69).

Fig. 69: Cup marks made on the stone of Hathini Pahari, Bargarh, Chitrakoot
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Chapter- 3
Realism versus Stylization, Themes and Cultural Continuation in Rock Paintings
The Beginning of Epistemology in Pre-historic period: Realistic style of Altamira
Rock Paintings versus Abstract Stylized Rock Paintings of India: The gnesis of in
pre-historic times some of the earliest paintings are drawn in realistic style but most of the
paintings all over the world have been done in stylistic way. This indicates that some of the
people wanted to reproduce the reality as they saw it in day to day life. Some of them formed a
general impression of the real objects in life and reproduced them on the walls of the caves. The
drawing thus produced resembled the real object but it was never like the real object. This
indicates that the early men imbibed the realistic attitude through socialization. This attitude was
socially transmitted as it appears to be followed by many people of that area. Other set of people
approximated the reality by drawing things in stylistic way. These people differed with the first
set of people by their attitude of seeing things in the abstract way. Most of the tribes made their
rock paintings in a stylized way. Their attitude or way of looking at things was also similarly
transmitted to the next generation and this idea was carried to the people living over a very large
area. The following paintings of Altamira has been drawn in realistic style whereas the next
picture from Siddhapur, Chitrakoot has been drawn in stylistic way. The animals shown are not
summarily treated but the artist has tried to represent them in a way which approaches Realism
but the paintings doesn’t have the details of the animal realistic posture and the expression on the
face of the animal that one sees in the Altamira painting (Fig. 70). It appears that the empirical
approach of drawing the animals continued in Europe whereas in India the painter didn’t follow
the reality he saw around him. The western realism still continues. The Greek and Roman
sculptures were created by observing the rel life models. In contrast to this, Indian sculptors
always deviated from the real life models (Fig. 71). It appears that the nascent epistemology was
born in pre-historic times. The cause for this appears to be the difference in climates of the two
areas. During the last ice-age, the climate of Europe was very harsh. The early men in this
situation was forced to see the nature in a realistic prospective. In such a harsh climate, a slight
deviation from the reality could result into annihilation of the concerned person. In contrast to
this, in India, a person could deviate from real life situation and still survive.
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Fig. 70: Altamira Rock painting

Fig. 71: Rock paintings in Bankesiddha rock shelter, Siddhapur, Chitrakoot
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Themes: In the earlier paintings, the most popular theme is herds of wild animals. The animals
depicted are lion (Panther Lio), Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros unicorns), Wild buffalo (Bubalus bubalis),
Ox (Bos Indicus), Gaur (Bos Gaurua), Nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus), Black buck (antelope
carvicapra), Goat (capra hicus), Sambhar (cervus unicolaris), Swan, Deer (Cervus divanceli),
Chital (Axis-Axis), Bear (Nelursus ursinus), Bear (Sus scrofa), Dog (Canis familiaris), Langur
(presbytis antellus), Monkey (Macaca mulatta), Elephant (elephas maximus), Horse (equus
caballua), Camel (camelus dromedarium), and crocodile. The birds depicted are peacock, cock
and duck. Fishes have also been depicted (Fig. 72).

Fig. 72: Fishes depicted in a pond, Jhoora, Pathar Kachhar, Satna, M.P.

One rock painting from Brahaspati Kund shows a pack of wild dogs chasing some animal (Fig. 73).
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Fig. 73: Pack of wild dogs chasing the herd of wild animals, Brahaspati Kund, Pahari Khera, Panna, M.P.

Later on hunters enter the pictures. There are single hunters, there are many hunters on foot
chasing herds. Some times one party is chasing the herd and cut off party is waiting for the
animals to come in the range of their arrows (Fig. 74).

Fig. 74: Hunters accompanied by their dogs chasing a herd of Gaur bison, Chauri
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At some places only large elephants are shown with their stomachs shown in X-rays style. A few
painting show battle scenes. The later paintings show two armies facing each other. The armies
are shown to have infantry, warriors riding horses and elephants. Sometimes the royal
processions are shown where king is always shown with umbrellas whether he is sitting on a
horse or an elephant (Fig. 75).

Fig. 75: Royal processions, a retainer is holding chhatra above the head of the King

One painting shows chief riding a sledge like wheel less cart pulled by bullocks, with a man
holding umbrella over his head and two escorts following the vehicle (Fig. 76).

Fig. 76: A Chieftan riding a Saggar @ Rahlu (a sledge), Malua, Gobri Gorampur, Banda, U.P.
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Sometimes the king’s retinne is shown with musicians playing dholak (a type of Indian drum).
Some paintings depict local deities e.g. a male god with his consort, a mother goddess riding a
lion, a goddess of fertility squatting and exposing her genitals. Some human figures are shown
with over sized genital. These are some sort of male fertility cult figures. In later paintings,
stylized figures of Ram, Sita and Laxman are shown (Fig. 77).

Fig. 77: Stylized figures of Ram, Sita and Laxman, Kauwa Khoh, Mau, Chitrakoot

In many figure many headed giant probably Ravana was shown (Fig. 78).
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Fig. 78: Ravana, Chulhi, Manikpur, Banda, U.P.

At two places mace bearing figure of Hauman was shown. One panel of rock painting shows
humans and monkey faced warriors attacking another army. One of the warriors is shown
blowing conch shell. This is clearly the scene of the battle between Ram and Ravana. Some figures
show scenes of siege of ferts by another army. Two painting show two armies watching a
wrestling match (Fig. 79).
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Fig. 79: Two wrestlers in a Dangal being cheered by their supporters and a scene of a household, Kakredi, district Rewa, M.P.

Many paintings showing economic activities like collecting honey, drying skins of animals,
pounding grains and cooking (Fig. 80-2).

Fig. 80: Animal figures, Chauri, Ranipur, Manikpur, Chitrakoot
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Fig. 81: A Lady doing domestic chores inside her house

Fig. 82: On the upper right side, two skins kept for drying are shown, Kali Varah, Tikariya,
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There are few copulation scenes also. There are a large number of painting in which group
dancers are shown. A man and his dog chasing a rabbit is an interesting painting (Fig. 83).

Fig. 83: Rock painting shows a group of dancers and a man chasing a rabbit with his dog, Bhonseh

In some paintings men playing with children are also shown. There was only one painting in
which fishes inside a rectangular pond are shown. The painting showing flora are very less in
number and they don't go into details of individual plants. In the large group of paintings the
weapons mainly bow and arrow, sword and spear are shown. Sometimes weapons made of metal
are also shown. In one rock painting, a boat with many sails was painted (Fig. 84).

Fig. 84: Rock painting showing a boat with many sails, Jhoora
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At many places graffiti's are shown but these paintings belong to time between Kushan and late
medieval periods.

Pre-historic dance style comes to the Modern times: One rock painting situated in the
village Sarhat near Manikpur district Chitrakoot shows paintings of three periods (Fig. 85). The
paintings of first period (Upper Paleolithic) is marked by the large Gaur Bison painted in outline.
The painting of the third period consists of geometrical human figures. The painting of the second
period is of interest to us from the point of view of interpretation of rock paintings and as an
example of how deep in time our cultural traditions go. This painting has been done in thin lines.
It belongs to Mesolithic period. This shows a dance scene. The dancers are wearing a head dress
looking like raised hair. They are wielding long sticks.

Fig. 85: Rock painting Sarhat near Manikpur district Chitrakoot

Even in modern times, the villagers particularly those belonging to castes which practice animal
husbandry perform a dance called Diwari dance. This dance is performed after the festival of
Diwali by those young men who keep vow of silence called Maun Charana on the day of Parewa i.e.
the next day after Diwali. The person wanting to observe this vow, brings five peacock feathers
and washes them on the day of Amavasya i.e Dipawali. His senior companions give more feathers
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so that the collection becomes handful. These feathers are bound by a rope made from the hairs of
the tails of the cow. The man adds one knot to this rope every year. He observes this vow which is
usually observed for thirteen years. On the day of Parewa i.e. the day after Dipawali, the troop gets
ready and moves out of the house. First they will go to the temple where the priest will do their
make-up with vermillion and white sandal paste. After this the team goes to the village pond
where a Bachhiya (she-calf) of less than three months age is brought. The new member of the troop
holds the tail of the cow after it has been worshipped according to the procedure approved by the
tradition. He takes oath that he will observe certain vows like he will not tell lies, not steal, not eat
non-vegeterian, not harm anybody and will not wear shoes. A person who does Maun Charana is
not supposed to indulge in any immoral activity. If he does something contrary, he is supposed to
confess it to the group on the day of Parewa and pay a penalty to them which is usually used to
feeding the group. After this the group shouts ‚Victory to the Bachhiya‛. Then they run to the
temple. There is a competetion in the group for reaching the temple first. After reaching the
temple, they break coconut and distribute Prasad. The length of lathi used by the dancers should
not be less than six pors (six joints). They wear colorful shorts decorated with Tassels and Red
Cross belts decorated with Pompons. In fact, these cross belts remind one of the Chhanna Veer
worn by warriors Gupta period. The following image from Vishnu temple Deogarh, Lalitpur U.P. It
is a scene from Ramayana which shows Laxman and Ram garlanding Sugriva for easy identification,
before he proceded to fight his brother Bali (Fig. 86). The cross belts (called Chhanna Veer in
Sanskrit) and the tight dhoti worn by Ram and Laxman has striking similarity with the tight shorts
and symbolic cross belts worn by Diwari dancers. At present such shorts and cross belts are not
worn by people. The attire of Diwari dancers clearly indicates that the tradition of clothes has
continued at least from 5th century.
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Fig. 86: Laxman garlanding Sugriva at the instance of Ram

The dance is done first at the temple. After this the group is supposed to visit at least five villages
of the surrounding area and perform the dance. When the two groups of dancers meet each-other,
they hug each other and meet with great joy and ceremony. The person is not supposed to speak
during the day. If he breaks this vow, he confesses and has to receive the prescribed punishement.
When they come back to the village, the women of the house come to the group and bring to them
Gur and Batasha to feed them. While coming back, the Maunias bring handful of green fodder for
the Bachhiya. It is again worshipped during the evening and given the grass. During the day, if
some dancers fells thirsty, he is offered water in a Parat (shallow basin). He has to drink water
from this parat, like a cattle. While doing this he is tied with the Noi (rope) and he has to hold one
stalk of hay as cattle do. The next day, there is Govardhan Puja. On this day, everybody can dance
even if he is not observing Maun. The dance party visits the houses of the well of people of the
village. In the evening, the dancers worship Danda/ Lathis (sticks). On the third day, the dancers
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visit the houses of those people who invite the party. On Panchmi of Bhadon, Maunias worship
Maikeshwara Baba. For this worship, flour and ghee is contributed by all the villagers. But the Rot
(very thick bread) is prepared by the dancing party. These dances are perform every night till
panchmi of Kartika. After this day, the dances are done. During the days till Makar Sankranti. On
Dwitiya of Kartika after Parewa, they play a game called Suar Gau Khel. In this a pig is tied with a
rope, the cow is brought to that place. People goad it to impale the pig to death. Maun Vrat is
observed for twelve years only but they do it for one extra year. In the thirteenth year, they go to
Mathura, Vrindawan and throw the feathers collected by them in the river Yamuna. If the daughter
of some dancers is getting married, he is supposed to invite all his team members to the function.
He organises Bhagawata Katha for them. He also organizes a special Maun Puja for them. The
group is supposed to perform the Diwari dance in the marriage (Fig. 87).

Fig. 87: Group of Diwari Dancers trained by Ramesh Pal son of Shripal, a resident of village Badokhar Khurd,
district Banda, U.P. (India)
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Chapter- 4
From Rock painting to Ritual House painting
The tradition of Ritual Paintings in rock shelters is brought to Neolithic Houses:
It appears that early man started rock painting in 30,000 years B.P. As the men evolved he painted
rock shelters in different styles. He made ritual paintings during early chalcolithic period also. In
fact, this tradition continues till 13th century. As the Indian society progressed, the venue of rock
paintings, which are in fact ritual paintings changed from hills to their houses. The present days
Hindus make these rituals paintings on the walls of their houses on the occasion of almost every
Vrat and tyohar. Normal Hindu rituals involved making geometrical figures which are considered
to be auspicious at the place of worship. A simple hawan is also marked by making of such
Rangolis or Aripan. In India, we have not yet discovered ritual paintings on the walls of dwellings
of proto-historic period. Fortunately the dwellings of the inhabitants of Neolithic Çatal Huyuk,
Konya, Turkey have been excavated and the Shrines of that period have preserved the paintings
and other devices made on the walls. On the close examination, these ritual paintings reveal the
fact that similar life cycle rituals and religious vocabulary can be traced in the socities of protohoistoric and historic periods.
Wall paintings at Çatal Huyuk (Turkey) are the earliest paintings found on a manmade
walls. The mineral colours used were yellow ochre, azurite, carbon/ bone black, malachite,
cinnabar and haematite. Subject of the wall painting at Çatal Huyuk comprise geometric patterns,
animal and human figures and landscape scenes. One painting shows vultures drawn in X-rays
style hovering over the bodies of headless dead bodies of men22. We will take every type of
Shrines one by one.

Shrine of last rites: The excavations at Çatal Huyuk have thrown considerable light on last rites
practiced by the inhabitants. The bones of the dead where first exposed (Fig. 88). After this they
were collected and buried inside the dwellings. The scenes of vultures in association with
headless human figures in the Shrine shown below, seems to indicate that the exposed bodies
were eaten by vultures and when only bones remained they were buried inside the houses23.

Fig. 88: Last rite shrine of Çatal Huyuk
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It appears that this house was a Shrine related to last rites. The inabitants practiced sky burial but
the dead were beheaded and then their bodies were left in open to be eaten by vultures and other
carrion eating birds etc. It appears that the people gave preference to the vultures. This was the
practice prevelant among inhabitants of Çatal Huyuk in around 8th millenium B.P. After this
period, this practice was discontinued in Turkey. We can see the survival of the tradition of
keeping bodies in the open for vultures to be eaten at different times and places in cultures far
removed from this site. For eg. The practice of exposing the dead body to be eaten by vultures is
found among the followers of Zoroastrian religion. This religion was was founded by Zoroaster
about 1200 B.C. According to their tradition the body of a Zoroastrians was to be exposed to sun
light and birds of prey in open circular tower of called Dakhma. When the body had been eaten by
birds and had been completely decomposed, the remains were washed into the central well inside
the tower. This practice shows a slight variation from the people of Neolithic Çatal Huyuk. The
Zorostrians living in India and elsewhere practice this type of last rite in present times. One
Dakhma located in Yazd, Iran has been given in the figure below (Fig. 89).

Fig. 89: Image of Dakhma, Yazd, Iran

In Indian tradition, Uttarkuru has been identified as the geographical area covering Laddakh and
western Tibet. According to the description given in Mahabharata, the inhabitants of Uttarkuru
were like Gods. Their ageing was very slow and they did not die. When they became very old,
they were transported to heavens by the mythical bird called Bharund24. It is a clear allusion to the
practice of exposure of corpse to be eaten by vultures in the area of Uttarkuru. The people of this
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area alongwith Chinghai, Szechuan, Mongolia, Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal and Zanskar, still practice sky
burial (Fig. 90). It is a common funerary practice in the area. This ritual involves the making
incisons in the cadaver and leavingit for the birds of prey to be eaten. After the flesh has been
eaten, the bones are pound together and mixed with barley, flour, tea, yak butter and milk. The
lumps made of this stuff are placed at specific locations on a mountain top and then vultures are
summoned. If the vultures don’t take part of this, it is considered to be bad omen. Below is shown
a sky burial in which a priest is cutting a corpse and the relatives are looking at the ceremony
solemnly.

Fig. 90: Sky Burial

The place where sky burial is performed is a labelled as charnel ground in Tibetian Vajrayana
tradition. In Tibet, this practice is known as Jhator which literally means giving alms to the birds.
Clearly this practice is an evolved form of the last rites of Neolithic Çatal Huyuk.
The Panchatantra gives a story about a double headed bird called Bharund. It is mentioned
that the bird lives on the bank of river Indus. The Panchatantra story doesn’t associate this bird
with last rites. Obviously the writer simply picks the name of the legendary bird and writes an
imaginary story.
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It is clear from the above description that the practice of sky burial was prevalent in Central
Asia, Northern middle-east, North-eastern and Eastern China. The practice of exposure evolved
into different regional varities like those practiced by ancient Anatolians (around 7,500 B.C. to
5,700 B.C.), Persians (around 1200 B.C.), and modern inhabitants of Tibeta, Szechuan and Inner
Mongolia. Over the period of time the languages spoken by the people of this area have changed.
It is very clear that the interaction and the exchange of ideas between the people living in far
removed areas was taking place since Neolithic times. It appears that this type of last rite was
adopted by the central Asian because of the following reason. This reason has been very cold
during pre-historic period. The cold climate preserved the dead bodies buried in the ground for
very long times. The site of these preserved bodies being excavated and eaten by wild animals
must have been very disturbing to the kins of the dead. To eliminate the possibility of the dead
body getting defiled, people adopted this type of disposal of the cadaver. This is a very good
example of the local climate determining the type of life cycle ritual adopted by the people.

Shrine of the Bovine deity: Another painting in one of the buildings in Çatal Huyuk shows a
large animal figure surrounded by various smaller human and animal figures (Fig. 91)25. A close
examination of this wall painting reveals that it has great similarities with pre-historic rock
paintings found all over the world. Obviously this is a magico-religious painting executed either
on the wall of a Shrine or tradition of this type of painting was brought into the dwelling places of
pre-historic man from the caves Shrines.

Fig. 91: Painting from Çatal Huyuk shows a large animal figure surrounded by various smaller human and animal figures
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Shrine of the Volcano diety: There is an interesting scene painted on one of the walls of Çatal
Huyuk houses. It shows a volcano erepting in the backdrop of the settlement of Çatal Huyuk. This
probably is the wall painting in the Shrine dedicated to then double peaked active volcano which
at present is extinct and known as Hasan Dagi, near the settlement of Çatal Huyuk. The inhabitants
of Çatal Huyuk must have been quite disturbed by the volcanic activity and they might have
thought that by worshipping it regularly they could ward off its evil effect on their community.
Some archaeologists have suggested that it is a landscape painting. This is a remote possibility
because most of the wall paintings unearthed at this site are of ritual nature. The periodic eruption
of Lava and the shaking of the earth must have caused considerable distress to the inhabitants of
this village. Something so fearful will not be made the subject of decorative painting in normal
circumstances. The painting on the wall probably represents the remaining wall of the Shrine
dedicated to this volcano (Fig. 92-3).

Fig. 92: The wall painting showing active volcano of Hasan Dagi and the settlement of Çatal Huyuk

Fig. 93: The reconstructed wall painting of active volcano of Hasan Dagi and the settlement of Çatal Huyuk
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Neolithic Shrine of the Horn Cult: The following image of a religious Shrine shows a room
having two pairs of horns fixed in squat square pillars fixed over a low parapet wall (Fig. 94).

Fig. 94: A Shrine shows a room having horns fixed on a low parapet wall

Another line drawing of one Shrine shows horns fixed on pillars and parapets. A large bowine
head is fixed between two pillars. He is flanked by two horned heads of smaller animals (Fig. 95).

Fig. 95: A line drawn Shrine shows a fixed bowine between two pillars

Another Shrine shows seven pairs of horns fixed on a low wall and three pairs of horns displayed
individually (Fig. 96) 26.
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Fig. 96: A Shrine shows seven pairs of horns fixed on a low wall

Another Shrine had horned bovine and animals of deer family painted on the walls of the Shrine.
Horns were fixed on a low parapet in the room (Fig. 97).

Fig. 97: A Shrine show horned bovine and deer painted on the wall

Another Shrine had horned bovine heads and heads of other smaller animals fixed on one wall in
addition to four pairs of horns fixed on squat pillars. The right side wall had a bovine standing in
full glory (Fig. 98).

Fig. 98: A Shrine shows horned bovine heads and heads of other smaller animals
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It appears that the people of Neolithic Çatal Huyuk practiced a cult of horns and bovine animals.
The horns symbolized the divinity. The real meaning of these cults can only be vaguely guessed
but the Bible gives a glimpse into the exact meaning and significance of these horns and the
Shrines housing them. The metaphor of horns indicating the essense of divinity and power of a
person was used frequently in Bible. In the book, a horn in figurative statements refers to power,
authority and kingship. The statement ‚Job’s horn has been defiled‛27 indicates that his power and
authority was gone. The statement ‚Horn of Moab has been cut off‛28 indicates that the Moabite
nation was humbled. The statement "Horn of Israel has been cut off‛29 indicated that pride of
Israallieds was destoryed. The statement ‚Horns of gentiles have been cast out‛30 indicates that
non Jewish enemies of Hebrew nation were defeated. The statement "Horns of Judah and Israel
were scattered‛31 indicates that kingdoms of Judah and Israel were scattered. The statement ‚Out
of the 10 horns of the beast" refer to the different kingdoms and the power of their kings32. The
reference of "David’s horn‛33 refers to the establishment of kingdom by David. The reference
"Zion’s horn like iron‛34 indicates a very strong nation. The reference "Horn of salvation‛35 refers
to Jesus Christ, the new Messiah. The reference "Horns of Joseph will push the people to the end of
the earth"36 indicates that under Josepsh will grow all powerful and defeat all his adverseries. The
reference to ‚Horns of God‛ indicates the power of God37. All these examples from Bible indicate
that the metaphor of horns was used to denote the power of God, tribes, kings and individuals.
The inhabitants of Neolithic Çatal Huyuk were literally worshipping the horns in the Shrines of
their Gods. The imagery of archaic religion practiced by Neolithic men continued to be used in
religious literature by people living in the Middle East even during more recent times.
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Chapter- 5
Living traditions of Australian and San Rock paintings
The living tradition of Australian Rock Paintings: Paintings represent Deities,
History, Cosmogony, Geology, Hydrology, Mythology, Creation myth and Fairy
Tales: In many of the rock paintings found in different parts of the world, the tribal myths and
legends are depicted. The famous Wondjina figures that are being painted by present day
Australian tribes have in their background very complex mythology which may be much complex
than Biblical, Rigvedic or Puranic myths of the origin of the world. We need to examine the rock
paintings of Australia from pre-historic to modern times to understand the real meaning and
significance of the pre-historic rock paintings.
We start with Nawarla Gabarnmung rock shelters, south western Arnhem Land, Northern
territory, Australia which has pre-historic paintings of fish, crocodiles, people, spirits and
Wallabies (small size kangaroos). Most of the paintings are located on the shelter ceilings but
many of them are found on the walls and pillars of the site. This site revealed a rock painting
made with Charcoal and dated 28,000 years BP. The hematite creyons recovered from nearby
locations in stratata dated from 45,000 to 60,000 years old which suggests that the Gabarnmung
shelters may have been decorated from the very beginning of its occupation (Fig. 99-100).

Fig. 99: The general view of Gabarnmung rock shelters
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Fig. 100: Inside Gabarnmung rock shelters

Australian rock paintings are the oldest rock painting tradition in the world. The wondjinas are
anthropomorphic figures drawn in rough outlines. Wondjinas are generally portrayed in a
horizontal position. Only the eyes and nose are painted. The mouth is missing. Beneath the
pictures, one often finds skulls painted in red ochre with the lower part of the jaw missing (Fig.
101).

Fig. 101: Wondjinas
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These mark the site of skull burials, at the spot where people found their soul home. The modern
day tribal's approach the rock painting sites by an oddly circuilous route. They were obeying the
rule that one had to follow the exact path including all detours taken by the ancestor whose image
is painted on the rock and which found its last resting place there. These paintings are found is
rock shelters. They are vehicle for the transmission of creation myths. The tribal's believe that the
world originated in what they call Lalai the dreaming a primordial state which is not confined to
the past but stands outside time. After the wondjinas were created they journeyed across the
country and shaped it in its present form. It was they who dug out the rivers, who built the
mountains and leveled the plains at a time when stones were still soft they built themselves
houses of stone. When they died they lay down on the soft rocks and left the imprint of their
bodies on the surfaces. These are marked by the rock paintings which are seen today at the exact
spot where they left their shadows. The wondjinas descended into the earth since then they have
lived on the bottom of the water source associated with each of the paintings. There they
continually produce new child seeds which are regarded as the source of all human life. The
notion that procreation is a function of dreaming rather than of sexual act was prevalent among
tribals. The father of a child has to find it in a dream, where it would appear to him in the shape of
his personal totem, usually an animal or plant. The wondjina paintings are regarded as spiritual
and biological energy on which the survival of the species depends. Great importance is always
attached to the annual task of repainting wondjinas and the accompanying animals and plants in
order to renew the spinitual energies which these images harbour. The body of wondjina is
covered with little wondjina heads. The figure is surrounded by numerous pictures of kangaroos
and other animals as well as oval figures.
The study of paintings of Baiame, the creator God of many tribes of south-east Australia is
very interesting. According to traditions, he came down from the sky to the land and created
rivers, mountains, forests and then he gave the people their laws, traditions, songs and culture.
His life story is very complex but in rock paintings, he is often depicted as a human figure with
large head-dress, with lines of footsteps nearby. He is always painted in front view. His son/
brother Daramulum is drawn in profile. He is often shown with decorations such as waist band,
vertical lines running down the body with lines and dots (Fig. 102).
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Fig. 102: Wonnarua painting of Baiame

Similarly the stories of Mimi, the fairies of aborigine of northern Australia. They are described as
having extremely thin and elongated bodies. They are so thin that they can break in high strong
winds. To avoid this, they usually spend most of their time living in rock crevices. They are said
to have taught the aborigine how to hunt and prepare Kangaroo meat. They also did the first rock
painting and taught aboriginal people how to paint. The one rock painting in Anbangbang,
Nourlangie rock, located in Arnhem Land, escarpment within the Kakadu National Park,
Northern Territory of Australia, is given below. It shows these fabtastic creatures called Mimi (Fig.
103).

Fig. 103: Rock painting showing Mimi in Anbangbang, Nourlangie rock, Arnhem Land, North Australia
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In the same place, it shows Namondjok, a creation ancestor, with his wife Barrginj below, the
Lightning Man Namarrgon to the right, and a group of men and women with ceremonial
headdresses underneath (Fig. 104).

Fig. 104: Rock painting showing Namondjok, a creation ancestor, with his wife Barrginj and the lightning man
Namarrgon in Anbangbang, Nourlangie rock, Arnhem Land, North Australia

The rainbow snake rock painting found at Ubirr is within the East Alligator region of Kakadu
National Park in the Northern Territory of Australia. It is a common deity in Australian aboriginal
mythology. When the rainbow is seen in the sky, it is said that rainbow snake is moving from one
waterhold to another. There are many names for this serpent popular with different groups of
aboriginals. This serpent represent the controlling God of local hydrology of an area. Different
stories are associated with this serpent. The rainbow serpent was the common name given to them
by Alfred Redcliff Brown (Fig. 105).
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Fig. 105: Rock painting showing Rainbow snake at Ubirr, East Alligator region of Kakadu National Park, Northern
Territory, Australia

Living tradition of San Rock Paintings of South Africa showing Shamanistic
rituals and the transformation of Shaman during trance: San or Bushman are
indigenous people in South Africa particularly in what is now South Africa and Botswana. Their
ancient paintings and carvings are found in rock shelters. The rock paintings depicts animals,
hunters, half human, half animals and objects introduced by coming of Europeans. San still do
rock paintings as part of religious rituals. The paintings basically is the process by which they
communicate with their gods and motivates them to fulfill their various needs of day to day life.
The story behind each painting gives an insight into their metaphysics, cosmogony and their
philosophy of life. By learning about these paintings, one can clearly see that human beings in
different parts of the world have developed different brands of philosophies. They have also
developed rituals commensurate with their prescribed philosophy of life. With the help of the
rituals prescribed by their belief system, they try to solve their problems, particularly those
problems about which they have limited knowledge. Following is the description of various rock
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paintings. The description threws considerable light on the interpretation of the rock paintings.
The following painting is located in Southern Drakensberg. It shows a Shaman surrounded by
clapping woman. Grotesque spirits of the dead can be seen. They are extending their talons in the
direction of the Shaman. These dances are practiced even today by San people living in Kalahari.
These dances are performed by San Shaman to heal the sick. In fact about half of the population
are practicing Shamans. This dance starts at night and is carried on till dawn the next day. It is
believed that the spirits also participate in these dances. The dance starts with a few woman
singing ritual songs (Fig. 106).

Fig. 106: Rock painting from Drakensberg, South Africa showing San people participating in the Shamanistic
rituals

These songs have a supernatural potency that permeates whole world. If you plot the potency on
the universe, it has spikes on large animals like Giraffe and Eland and the Shaman. Soon the men
start dancing around women who have seated themselves around a central fire. The Shaman
gradually reaches an altered state of consciousness. This is affected with the help of song, dance
and his own mental effort. In the trance they assume the potency of a particular animal for eg. In
the following rock painting, one Shaman has assumed the potency of an Eland (Fig. 107).
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Fig. 107: Painting showing Shaman undergoing transformation from Man to Eland in the condition of trance,
Kwa-Zuli-Natal, Drakensberg, South Africa

Sometimes the effect of this vigorous long term dance and song is out of body experience by the
Shamans. In this the Shamans is transported to the world of spirits. This process is depicted in the
following paintings (Fig. 108).

Fig. 108: Rock painting showing Shaman being transported to the world of spirits, Drakensberg, South Africa
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In the state of Shamans battles with the malevolent spirits of the dead who join the dance and try
to shoot the arrows of sickness into the people. The experienced Shaman moves from person to
person casting out sickness back into the darkness of the night (Fig. 109).

Fig. 109: Painting from KwaZulu-Natal depicts a typical San circular dance leading to healing of a patient by a
Witch Doctor

The following painting depicts a Shaman laying hands on a patient lying on the ground. He is
about to draw out the sickness and cast it into the darkness. The arrows shown in the painting are
the arrows of sickness not the real poisonous arrows. In some cases a powerful Shaman falls
unconscious under the influence of all pervading spirits, during the ceremony. When they become
unconscious their spirit leaves the body and reaches the aboad of God himself. There he
persuades the God to heal the patient. The Shaman whose body is lying at the scene of the dance
is cared for by the dancers. He then goes to sleep. After the dawn the group returns to their daily
routine. The travel to the higher world is depicted in the paintings in two styles. In the first style,
they are shown as if they are flying and their legs are spread at 1800. Their torso is at 900 with their
legs (Fig. 110).
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Fig. 110: Rock painting showing Shaman flying to the world of spirits, Eastern Cape, Drakensberg

In the second style a dying Eland which represents the Shaman becoming unconscious, his spirit
is transforming in to a bird which can fly to the other world (Fig. 111).

Fig. 111: The Shaman in the shape of Eland is transforming into a bird before he is transported to the world of
spirits, Eastern Cape, Drakensberg

The symbolism of the Shaman becoming unconscious and partly changing into Eland is very
clearly depicted in the Drakensberg game pass painted rock shelter, Drakensberg Mountains,
South Africa. In this painting hoofed Shaman is shown holding the tail of a dying Eland. Behind
him stand two Shamans half transformed into Elands (Fig. 112).
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Fig. 112: Game pass painted rock shelter, Drakensberg Mountains, South Africa

The following picture represents many Shamans causing rainfall. The Shaman were often used by
the group to cause rainfall in a particular area. San thought of rain as an animal. Whenever
Shaman wanted rainfall to occur, he captured the imaginary animal led it to the desired place and
killed. Its blood and milk would become rain (Fig. 113).

Fig. 113: Witch Doctors surrounding and taking the rain which is represented by the animal to the desired place,
KwaZulu-Natal, Drakensberg
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One more painting is shown below which represents the Shamans dancing to attain the state of
trance. In this painting, the dancers are supported by dancing sticks. Dancers often lean on sticks
to facilitate the all pervading spirits to reach the maxima. The women on the left side are clapping
with their hands to complete the process (Fig. 114).

Fig. 114. Rock painting showing Dancing Shamans from an eastern free state

One rock painting from Eastern Cape Province, South Africa shows them holding their sticks in
their hands. In this painting they are experiencing Trans. The bleeding from their noses is
depicted as a spray. The lines radiating from their finger represents sickness being cast back to the
other world (Fig. 115).

Fig. 115: Rock painting showing Shamans entering into trance, Eastern Cape Province, S.A.

One painting depicts ladies. The portrayal of ladies is very less. It may be because male played a
dominant role in their society (Fig. 116).
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Fig. 116: Rock painting depicting women from Western Cape

One painting from Waterberg Distrcit, North Province, South Africa depicts a local trance posture
called Waterberg posture (Fig. 117). Another painitng depicts the figures which a Shaman sees
when in the first stage of trance (Fig. 118). The geometrical shapes generally seen by him during
the trance are zigzags, chevrons, dots, flecks, grids and U-shapes. These figures are depicted in
paintings as well as engravings.

Fig. 117. Waterberg posture of a Shaman
Distrcit, Northern Province, South Africa
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Chapter- 6
Journey from Painted Shrines to Medieval Temples
Barabar hill caves and Ajanta Cave: Journey from painted rock shelters to rock
cut Temples and Monasteries: Buddhists, Jain and Ajivaka monks were first to convert
natural caves into temples and Viharas carved into the cliffs of the mountain. The cave of Lomasha
Rishi located in district Jehanabad, Bihar, India are the earliest rock cut caves made in the imitation
of the natural rock shelters of pre-historic men (Fig. 119).

Fig. 119: Cave of Lomasha Rishi located in district Jehanabad, Bihar, India
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These caves were made during Mauryan period and were used by Ajivaka monks. Following these
rock shelters, the caves of Ajanta were made closely imitating verandah like structures normally
found in the rock cliffs. The cliffs overlooking the rivers were choosen because the water for the
use of monks and visitors is easily available in such locations. If we see the panornic view of
Ajanta caves in semi-circular bend cut by the river in the hard rock, similarity of these painted
caves with their more humble Stone Age predecessors, the painted rock shelters is very striking.
In fact these man made painted caves have been inspired by the natural caves. Painting on the
walls of these caves were done by the monks who lived there. The subject matter of the painting
was the life of Buddha, stories of his previous birth and other themes associated with his life. The
makers of Ajanta carved the rock cut caves in the likeness of their dwellings in 2 nd century B.C. to
5th century A.D. For example, the façade of cave no. 19 is the highly ornate frontal elevation of a
chaitya griha (Fig. 120). It is datable to 5th century A.D. and could be the main century. This cave is
known for its sculptural grandeur of the façade of this chaitya has an impressive horseshoe shaped
window. Two very fine Buddhas flanked the entrance. There is a small portico in front of the main
gate. The two stories of the façade separated by double rows of the Gaja Prashthakar roofs
decorated with chaitya motifs. It has a broad depressed band in the middle which is topped by
three narrow bands of moldings. First floor has the pilasters supporting the roof described above.
The pilasters house the figures of Buddha in different postures. The first floor of this cave is
conceived as a large horseshoe shaped chaitya window flanked by two yakshas mentioned above.
Above these figures the wall is decorated with two Gaja Prashthakar roofs decorated with chaitya
motif. Between these two moldings are shown pillared niches housing images of Buddha. These
two moldings are topped by a broad molding decorated with floral motifs and dwarfs. Above this
there is another band decorated with pillared niches topped by chaitya windows. The chaitya griha
is housed in a rectangular niche. The vertical sides of the niche are decorated with sitting and
standing Buddhas. The horizontal top is similarly decorated with Buddhas and other figures. Walls
of the niche are highly decorated. Inside of this cave is conceived has long upsidal hall flanked by
pillar galleries and the end stand a chaitya carved with the image of sitting Buddha.
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Fig. 120: Cave no. 19 from Ajanta Caves, Maharashtra

The subject matter of cave paintings are Jatak tales of the previous births of Buddha. Buddhism was
an etheistic religion. It had no Gods. Like old artists of the painted rock shelters, they were
painting the life of the founder of their faith. They were also painting the subject matter of his
teachings. The sculptures and the paintings made in these caves were all related to the faith of the
monks who were also the artists of these caves. It appears that the concept of painting the sacred
caves remained popular with the adherents of new faith namely Buddhism.
One scene from Mahajanaka Jataka has been painted in Cave no. 1 of Ajanta. It is shown in
the following figure (Fig. 121).

Fig. 121: Rock painting of Mahajanaka Jataka, Cave no. 1, Ajanta Caves, district Aurangabad, Maharashtra, India
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Kailash Temple: The earlier Buddhist, Jain, Shaiva and Vaishnava temples were cave temples
only Later on Hindu broke away from the tradition of the above temples and the designers
resolved to do away with the early concept and decided to excavate the temple from the solid
rock. The new rock cut temple was fashioned after the temple of Virupaksha at Pattadakal in the
reign of Danti Lurga, the great Rathod king during 730-755 AD.) These temples have been carved
from the hill side here at Ellora during the period 6th-9th centuries A.D. The Kailashnath temple is a
colossal monolith with an ornate exterior this temple exhibits typical Dravidian features (Fig. 122).

Fig. 122: Kailash Temple

The Kailash Temple was designed to recreate Mount Kailash the abode of Shiva. It looks like a
multi storeyed temple complex, but it was carved out of one single rock. A two storeyed gate way
resembling gopuram opens to reveal a U-shaped courtyard. The courtyard is edged by columned
galleries three storeys high. The galleries are punchuated by huge sculpted panels and alcoves
contaning enormous sculptures of a variety of deities. Originally flying bridges of stone connected
these galleries to central temple structure but these have fallen down. Within the courtyard are
three structures. As is traditional in Shiva temples, first is large image of the sacred bull Nandi in
the front of the central temple. The central temple Nandi Mandap is housing the linga. Nandi
Mandap stands on 16 pillars and is 29.3 m high. The base of the Nandi Mandap has been carved to
suggest that life sized elephants are holding the structure. A living rock bridge connects the Nandi
Mandap to the Shiva temple behind it. The temple itself is a tall pyramidal structure. The Shrine is
complete with pillars, windows, inner and outer rooms, gathering hall and a shivalinga carved
from living stone. It is carved with niches, pilasters and windows as well as deities. Most of the
deities to the left of the entrance are related to shaivism while on the right hand side the deities are
related to Vaishnavis. There are two Dhawajstambhas in the courtyard. The grand sculpture of
Ravana attempting to lift mount Kailash the abode of Lord Shiva most spectacular. The construction
of this cave was a feat of human genius. It entailed removal of 2, 00,000 tonnes of rocks and took
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years to complete. The subject matter of the sculptures carved inside the temple is religious in
nature. The artists have carved Shaiva as well as Vaishnava deities. The left side of the temple is full
of Shaiva themes and the right side temple is full of Vaishnava themes. Near the entrance on the left
side is carved a panel which depicts the story of Mahabharata (Fig. 123).

Fig. 123: Left side of the Kailash Temple depicts story of Mahabharata

On the right side, the panel depicts the story of Ramayana. Obviously the builders of the temple
wanted to show their myths and deities on the walls of their rock cut Shrines like their stoneage
forebears (Fig. 124).

Fig. 124: Right side of the Kailash Temple depicts story of Ramayana
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The Man made the temples in the image of mountains and caves: Vayu Purana locates
Gods, Devas, Danavas, Pannagas, Yakshas, Rakshas, Guhyas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Siddhhas,
Kinnaras and Apsaras in mount Sitant which is full of rock and cave houses. The Vaman Purana tells
that Gods reside on mountain with many peaks. It is the description of natural caves in the
mountains. The mountain caves were regarded as ancient residences of the gods. In mounatins as
well as on the banks of rivers that they love to dwell. On the Visakha Mountain, there is a great
dwelling belonging to Kartikeya @ Guha, the god who is very fond of living in caves. Lord Shiva
lives on Kailash. Kubera also lives on the mountains38.

Fig. 125: Khajuraho Temple

The name of three first temples described is Brihat Sanhita are those of the famous mountains,
Meru, Mandara and Kailash. Another type among the twenty temples is called Guharaja, the king of
caves39. It is obvious that temples are modelled after the image of mountains and the garbhgriha is
obviously built in the imitation of rock caves where the light cannot enter very easily. The spire
built over garbhgriha is called a Shikhar literally meaning the peak of a mountain. The Andak (main
spire) represents the largest peak. Around this are made Shringas and UruShringas. The Samvarna
and fansana type roofs above Garbhagriha and Mahamandap, also represent the imagery of temple
made as mountains. Below these symbolic mountains are built Garbhagriha, Parikrama,
Mahamandap, Ardhamandap and Mukhamandap.
Some inscriptions clearly state that the temples are like mountains. The Mandsor inscription
of the temple of Surya built in 437-438 AD describes its lofty spires resembling a mountain40. This
temple was repaired in 473-74 AD and then again it was described as temple of Surya, which
touches the sky with its shikharas41. The Gangadhara stone inscription of Vishwavarman in speaks
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of a temple of Visnu temple resembling the lofty peak of Kailash42, the residence of Shiva. The
Hansot Plates of (dated 756 AD)43 designates the temple supporting the sun. According to
Prabandha Chintamani king Karna of Gujarat constructed the Karna Meru Prasad is Anhilwada. In
Vijay Sen’s inscription at Deopara44, the high temple of Pradyumneshvara is compared to the
mountain on which rests the sun at mid day. The Parvati temple Nachna Kuthara45 has outer walls
carved in the shape of rocks.

Rock shelter of Bilari Pahari: The transformation of Painted Rock Shelter into the
modern temple of Basanti Dai- To sum up this work on rock painting, it will be apt to
study the process of change in the painted rock shelter, when it is changed by the modern people
from its prehistoric state to the modern Shrine of Basanti Dai. In 1995, author found a chance to
visit this Shrine in connection with anti-decoity operations. At that time this place was called Bilari
Pahari. The literal meaning of Bilari Pahari will be Cat Hill. At that time Bilari Pahari and the rock
shelter of Kauwa Khoh situated to the west of this place was permanent shelter of a decoit gang.
Very deep crevases of Kauwa Khoh were infact lair of hynas. The cattle that ventured to come near
their lair were killed by them. The remains were a point of attraction for crows of surrounding
area giving rise to it the name Kauwa Khoh literally meaning the cave of crows. The rock shelter we
are interested in had the name of Bilari Pahari as has been mentioned. It got its name by vertical
striped look given to it by rain water. In fact the shelter consists of two huge sandstone boulders
situated on massive sand stone hill as is clear in the general view. At that time no local villager
visited this place. I found few coconut shell, insense packets of Agarbatti, match boxes etc. The left
side boulder was a painted rock shelter. There was a small spring on the western side of the spur
on which painted rock shelter is situated. When in summer of 2013, I visited this place again it has
become a popular place of worship. People from surrounding villages have started visiting this
place. Ramdas Nishad, son of Lale @ Ram Aasre, resident of Belha was the chief priest of this Shrine.
On enquiry, the villagers revealed that the present priest Ramdas moved in the company of dacoits
and bad characters in his younger days. During that period Police was constantly looking for him.
To escape the law, he frequently took shelter in this rock shelter. During that period of hardship,
he became a devotee of the goddess, Bansati. During my visit the villagers were making
preparations to build a Shrine for the goddess. I was curious to know what prompted the villagers
to make the temple. When I questioned Ramdas, he told me that he started devoting his full time
to the worship of the goddess since last Dipawali. He told me, ‚It happened like this that I went to
a Bhandara organized by Sukru son of Bhagwat of his village. Somebody from the assembly said
that Bargadh people have their own god and goddess like Paranu Baba and Basanti Dai, Barha Kotra
people have Rishian Devi. Our village doesn’t have a Shrine dedicated to an effective and powerful
deity. We will have temple of our own goddess Basanti Dai. We will make a temple and worship
her in an elaborate manner. Since I had been worshipping her since last 20 years everybody asked
me to start the Seva of Devi. The crowd decided the design of the temple, they said that a door
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should be on the southern side, it should be closed on the northern side. We should also have a
path for parambulation. I have cleared the area around the temple. The people who have
supported me in my project are Lala Rajkishor, Tribhuvan Pal, Lala Pal, Kamta Pal, Munni Lal,
Rambabu Patel, all residents of Belha. I am the head priest of this place‛. When enquired about the
mode of worship, he said, ‚I offer coconut, earthen lamp and incense sticks to the goddess‛. He
told me that on the day of Dhanteras, he hoisted a flag on the Shrine. This was done after a
procession was taken from the village. It consisted of about 250-300 persons. There was a band
party also. Everybody was singing praises of the goddess. Nannu Pandit officiated at the flag
hoisting ceremony. Ramdas told me that before this Bhandara incident once he came to this area for
cutting Barari for thatching his hut. When he went back to his home, goddess came into his dream
and told him that if he doesn’t do proper worship of the goddess, she will destroy him. After this
he was very afraid and he immediately offered coconuts and Batashas, after taking a purifying
bath, to the goddess. His devotion to the goddess increased immensely after this incidence.

Fig. 126: General view of the Bilari Pahari

The right side boulder doesn’t contain any rock painting. The visitors to the Shrine have painted
their names on the northern side of this boulder. Some persons has tried to paint rock painting
like figures on the left side of the boulder. Some less religious minded persons has painted a heart
pierced with an arrow.
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Fig. 127: Another view of Bilari Pahari

Fig. 128: Another view of Bilari Pahari
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Fig. 129: Panaromic view of the second rock shelter from the east

The left side boulder which contains the rock painting has been treated in the similar manner. The
eastern side of the second boulder has been painted with stylistic human beings. In addition to
this they have whitewashed the lower portion of the boulder and have written on it ‚Victory to
Ram‛ and ‚Victory to Bajrangbali‛.

Fig. 130: Eastern side of Bilari Pahari
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There is a human figure riding a bird. There is one more figure of a bird. On enquiry they
revealed that the person sitting on the bird is the goddess Bansati Dai. They indicated that a small
peg in her hand is a sword. In the other hand she is holding a shield which I could not make out.
Apparently they have invented the iconography of the goddess. The graffiti Pravesha Dwara and
an arrow has been painted on the white wash boulder (Fig. 131).

Fig. 131: Modern writings and rock paintings on the Bilari Pahari rock shelter, village Belha p.s. Mau district
Chitrakoot

The half of the northern side of the rock shelter has also been whitewashed. A flag has been
planted in front of it. Here also they have written Bansati Dai with red paint and her image riding
a bird has also been painted below. Sitaram and Om at two places has also been written. They have
painted two human figures and a small notice that place of Paranu Baba lies at a distance of five
kilometres from this place. The graffittis are painted with yellow paint and red paint as can be
seen in the figure below.
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Fig. 132: New writings and paintings in the rock shelter

Fig. 133: New writings and paintings in the rock shelter

The middle portion of the rock shelter were the old rock paintings exist has been left by the
villagers. The left side rock painting shows a fighting scene and the right side painting shows a
religious Shrine were some ritual is being performed. Here also the people have written Om, Maa
Durge, Jai Shri Ram, Jai Bansati Dai, Jai Rishian Devi, Jai Vidasin Maa and Jai Lakshmi Mata (Fig. 134).
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On the lower most whitewashed part they have drawn human figures in the ‘Bhangra’ posture.
There is a square divided into four parts. When I enquired the villagers about these paintings and
graffittis, they did not give satisfactory answer. It is obvious that they have tried to imitate the
rock paintings and they have written the names of the preceding diety and famous local
goddesses and the gods and goddesses like Ram, Lakshmi, Durga, and Bajrangbali having all India
followership.

Fig. 134: Old paintings, new paintings and new writings in the rock shelter

The extreme left portion of the rock shelter has also been painted with the name of Vidasin Mata
(Fig. 135).

Fig. 135: Different view of the rock shelter
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Chapter- 7
Tribal Ritual Wall Paintings
The continuation of pre-historic rock paintings in the Indian tribal society: Ritual
paintings in the house by the tribal Witch Doctor- The anthropological study of the
belief systems of Saora tribe of Bastar, India provides a large window in the religion, society and
world view of the tribals of Bastar and the way it influences the ritual paintings made by them. I
am describing the tribal world of ritual paintings in the following pages in the words of the great
humanist Verrier Elwin. The ritual paintings are drawn to protect individuals or households from
supernaturally inflicted diseases. In Saora worldview almost every disease is caused by
interference from the unseen world. Sometimes a demigod feels insulted or neglected or hungry;
sometimes a ghost is lonely and wants to take some loved one from this world to give him
company; sometimes a ghost feels famished and forsaken and sends sickness to remind his
careless heirs of their duties towards him; occasionally a wandering spirit meets a Saora on the
road and follows him home seeking food and shelter, if it doesn’t get it, it send sickness to the
house. Sometimes the painting is done to increase the fertility of the land. Saora paintings are
generally drawn by a sorcerer or ‘Kuranmaran’ also know as Ittalmaran, the professional painter
and he occupies a special position in the society. His profession is hereditary and he passes on his
knowledge and techniques of painting icon to his son (Fig. 136).

Fig. 136: Saora (Ittalmaran) at work on a picture on the wall of the house of Potta, Koraput district, Orissa
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He uses for his work a ‘twig’ slightly splayed at the ends and his canvas is the wall of the house
freshly washed with red clay. Different tribals choose different background and colour of the
painting. For example, Gonds make their pictures in red or black on a white background, the
Saoras draw in white on red background. Traditionally the eldest son of ittalmaran assumes
responsibility from his father when the father becomes too old to paint. There is a ritual of
investiture which Bhuiyan, the village priest organizes. The Kuranmaran then sacrifices a buffalo
and offers meat along with liquor to the Sun God informing him about the new appointment.
Thus in case of Saoras, it is the male person who draws the paintings. Among the Saora tribals,
priest holds very high position. Painting the icons is an act of ritual divination. The painter gets
possessed with the spirit during the process. Most painters claim that it is the deity in their body
frame which does the painting, this means during the process of painting a painter loose his social
identity till the ritual gets over. This makes him different from common people. He is a sort of a
diviner and an interpreter of supernatural phenomena. Since the painters are guided by strange
spirits from the villages, hills and forests hence the process of painting apparently becomes
sacred. The procedure of the painting is as follows. The houses hold head approaches a painter.
The painter (Ittalmaran @Kuranmaran) takes bath on an empty stomach. He invokes the village
gods or ancestral spirits of deities from near by hills and forests. After this he reaches the house
where icons are to be drawn. An animal depending on the financial ability of the house owner is
sacrificed, near the wall to be painted. Usually a fowl or goat is sacrificed and liquor is offered.
After this a plate containing a ghee lamp, incense sticks, raw rice, sindur or Vermilion and charcoal
is placed in a terracotta cup. The brushes are also placed near the wall. Then painter quietly
invokes the spirits, bows down and touches the earth with his forehead. The wife of the owner of
the house prepares the wall with coat of red ochre. Then he takes rice bear, pours it into three
cups, sprinkles a bit of it on the wall, where the painting has to be done and gulps the rest before
starting the painting. He then conceives the total layout of the painting depending on the purpose
and demand of the particular situation. The painter then tries to capture the spirit or ghost
identified. The general format of the painting is in the form of house like a 'Kothi' in a triangular
or square spaces. The drawings are made with millet-flour mixed with water and applied with a
twig-brush; sometimes the end of the twig is well splayed out and used to make the stars which
are a favourite means of decoration. The background is of smooth dark earth, only rarely cow
dunged, but sometimes washed with a red clay against which the white designs stand out
sharply. In the morning, he artist gets up early and has a wash, but he must not eat though he
may drink palm wine until he has finished. He again offers the rice and wine and then settles
down to business. He uses for his work a twig slightly splayed at the end, and his canvas, of
course, is the wall of the house freshly wased with red clay. For paint he has rice-flour and water
mixed in a small bowl; he may also use ashes and water; sometimes he emphasizes his figures
with a little soot or red ochre. When the artist has finished the first draft of the picture, the shaman
is called. He worships befor the picture and calls on the ghost or god in whose honour it was
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made to come and inspect it. He falls into a trance; the spirit comes upon him and utters its
criticisms through his lips. He takes a lamp and makes a minute examination of every figure. The
Spirit is never restrained in suggesting improvements. 'You have not given me a comb,' he may
complain, or ' There are not enough chaprasis sitting at my gates' or ' when I was alive I once rode
a bicycle; why have you forgotten it?' This is one way in which some of the pictures get so
overcrowded; But in the end the picture is pronounced satisfactory; the artist collects his
perquisites of rice and liquor; if the drawing was made at a festival a little procession takes gifts to
his house; and the shaman generally concludes the proceedings by suspending a dedicated pot
from the roof in front of the picture. The paints of Saora are white, blue, yellow and black. The ittal
is regarded as a little temple within the house. These picture are, in fact, the two dimensional
homes of the Dead, the heroes and the gods. ‘A spirit’, 'sits in his ittal as a fly settles on the wall.'
Offerings are made before the picture on every ceremonial occasion, and bunches of fruit or ears
of grain are hung round the pot at harvest festivals. In certain cases the ittal is repainted every
year, often with slight variations. In some houses an old designs show dimly behind the bright
outlines of the latest drawing. Once these paintings have been made, no one ever looks at them;
often the gods change their minds and send dreams demanding that they should be rubbed out
and new patterns prepared; the mud on a wall is so thinly plastered that it quickly peels away
during the rains; and, worst of all, the entire village is shifted every few years, the houses are
broken up, and the labour and art forgotten. Most of the paintings by the tribal communities are
related to a ritual. No one would paint unless he had to, and nearly every picture has behind it a
history of tragedy and sorrow which it was designed to cure46.

Wall painting for Good crop: a sympathetic magic: Some ittals are drawn with the simple
and direct purpose of improving the fertility of the crops. These are made every year on the wall
of a priest's house before the ceremonial bringing out of the seed for sowing. When the drawing
has been completed, the priest makes a pile of seed-grain before it and sacrifices a fowl or pig,
scattering the blood over the seed. Fig: 210 for example, shows a ploughman and his son driving a
bullock, cow and calf out to plough. They are followed by a pregnant woman with a bundle of
seed on her head, a potter and his wife laden with pots, and two gods seated on an elephant. Here
the plough, the calf, the pregnant woman, the pots ready to be filled with food, and the auspicious
elephant are symbols calculated to promote the fertility (Fig. 137).
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Fig. 137: Picture from Pandiguda, Ganjam district, Orissa

How the gods and myths come into existence: Sahibosum is the sahib-god of tribal. His story
will help the readers in the conceptualization the process of making of a new myth by a social
group. The world Sahib is a Hindi word and literally means a government official. Sahibosum is the
touring officer of the other world. He is always on tour and so he is always a nuisance to the
simple tribals. He brings every kind of epidemic.
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Fig. 138: Shrine to Sahibosum outside Liabo village, Ganjam district, Orissa47

One of his earliest manifestation was in a wild little village called Karanjaju, where he gave
everyone cholera. At that time no one had ever heard of him and when the old familiar gods,
interrogated in the usual way, denied responsibility for the disaster, the shamans were perplexed.
One night, however, Sahibosum came to one of them in a dream and declared, 'I am a new god. I
live in the land of the sahibs and go with my wife touring through the world. Now I have come to
see you Saoras. The priest replied, "then take what you will and go your way" the god replied, ' I
want no sacrifices. But make images of me and my wife and set them on the path towards the
west and sacrifice to me there. The Saoras hurriedly obeyed, and it is said that the epidemic cease.
The Saora pictograph from the wall of a house in Angda, shows sahibosum and his
friends in the top row, the Mem Sahibosum and her friends in the bottom row and in between a
criss-cross pattern which represents a bed for them to sit on (Fig. 139). The drawings were made
because 'long ago our ancestors warned us that one day the sahibs would come and give us a great
deal of trouble. But they said that if we made drawings of Sahibosum and his wife, it would not be
so bad'.
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Fig. 139: An ittal drawing representing in the top row Sahibosum and his friends and in the lower Mehmsahibosum and
her friends; in between is a bed for them to sleep on, in a Saora house at Angda, Ganjam district, Orissa48

The image of Sahibosum, therefore, has a purpose directly contrary to that of the ordinary idol. It
does not bring god near his worshipper, it shoes him off. Its aim is rather to save the devotee from
an unknown deity that has made itself most unpleasantly known, from an unreal that is all too
grimly real. The aim of the image of Sahibosum is thus to keep god out and, by the normal process
of homoeopathic magic, to keep out also those who resemble this touring officer, the inquisitive
police, lekhpal, forest official and every other kind of visitor.
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The cult of Bhimul: Hero of the epic Mahabharata becomes a deity- In the epic
Mahabharata, Bheemsen is one of the five Pandav brothers who are in fact the heroes of the book.
Among the tribals he has the status of a god. In the great tradition he is merely an inspiring
character but not a deity. The following story will illustrate his divine nature. Kiresa, the headman
of Amblibuwa, a Kond village in the east of district Korapat, had a dream, in which Bhimul came to
him and said, ' You are the leader of the village; you collect rent for the maharaja; when officials
come, you sit before them; the villagers do what you say. You have found favour with me also
and I have come to live in your house. Kiresa awoke and, as so often happens, promptly forgot his
dream, and naturally did nothing about it. A few days later his son had a nasty fall out in the
jungle and was permanently lamed. The shamans looked into the matter and discovered that it
was Bhimul who had caught the youth by the leg and thrown him down; in fact the offended deity
delared that since Kiresa had insulted him he was going to destroy his house with fire. Kiresa
begged to be forgiven and Bhimul agreed through the mouth of the shaman to overlook his
negligence if he sacrificed a goat and made suitable drawings on the wall of his house. The
resultant drawing represents Bhimul Pinnu attended by the Dead. Here, if ever, there seems to be a
recollection of a primitive nightmare inspired by the deformed son, the threat of Arson, the angry
god; the ghostly figures wave their arms, beckoning to the living with appalling gestures49.

Fig. 140: Wall painting on the verandah of Kiresa Kond’s house at Ambibuwa, Koraput, Distrcit Orissa.
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The painting on Human skin: A girl dreamt of Bhimul, who told her what he wanted to be
done.

Fig. 141: Grain bin decorated with conventional designs in honour of Bhimul Pinnu, Torgaballi, Ganjam district, Orissa50

Fig. 142: Pangia Kond girl, Nipani of Torgaballi, with tattoo marks in honour of Bhimul Pinnu
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Her parents hurriedly painted their grain-bin and arranged for her to be tattoed. When this was
done she cried, "Today I am being tattooed. Let me have no trouble. When I make a home, let
there soon be a child‛. Bhimul was not only to send the rain but also to fertilize the humans51.

Painting for Jaliyasum: Once the wife of the headman of Kattumeru had nervous break down.
Then shaman diagnosed the trouble because of the hostility of an important Saora deity called
Jaliyasum. 'Make drawing in my name’, he said, 'Sacrifice a fowl and the woman will recover'. The
headman himself had a dream which revealed the pattern of the picture which is reproduced as
the following figure.

Fig. 143: Saora drawing in honour of Jaliyasum, Kattumeru, Ganjam district, Orissa

It represents Jaliyasum’s marriage. In the centre is the place; people are dancing in it, led by the
god himself; on a tree outside monkeys too are dancing with joy. Approaching the building are
Jaliyasum's mother, sister and daughters dancing in a row. They are protected by a party of police,
carrying their guns on their shoulders. There is a comb, obviously inserted as an after thought, for
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Jaliyasum's mother. Sun, moon and stars shine down upon the scene. Sahibosum comes to the
marriage on an elephant. The potter of the gods brings pots for rice-beer. A local chieftain comes
on a mare followed by its foal; he brings two she goats for the marriage-feast. Two men bring in a
sambhar killed by the god's servants. The Range officer also attends and sits with his family on
chairs. An unwanted guest is caught by Jaliyasum's dog, a tiger and another dog attacks a lizard
while a man shoots at it with bow and arrow.
Sons of Lakkia of Angda died and their ghosts went to Assam to make their fortune. This
they did so successfully that they were able to by a car for three thousand rupees. They drove
back from Assam to the Saora hills, only to find themselves forgotten in their own home. They
made their father ill but when he made a drawing of the car (Fig. 144) they allowed him to
recover52.

Fig. 144: Saora drawing of a motor car, from the house of Lakkia at Angda, Ganjam district, Orissa

There is a curious story behind this. Tissano, a Kuranmaran of Tumulu village, went with his wife to
the tea gardens of Assam. It is easier perhaps for ghosts to do well there than for men, for Tissano
did not have the good fortune of the three ghostly sons of Lakkia. He got very little money, his
wife sickend and died and he himself fell desperately ill. A Kuranmaran told him that his illness
was caused by Karnosum and his own spirit helper, a Mannesum, which had caused the trouble.
An ittal, was made on the wall of the hut in the tea gardens and Tissano recovered sufficiently to
return home (Fig. 145).
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Fig. 145: Saora drawing from the house of Tissano of Tumulu, Ganjam district, Orissa

But after a year in Tumulu, Tissano again fell ill and now the local Kuranmaran declared that
Karnosum and the Mannesum were very angry that Tissano had left them behind sitting like flies on
the ittal of his hut in Assam. 'We had to get two aeroplanes, ' they said, ' and fly after him and
now, when we have got here, there is nowhere for us to stay.' Tissano immediately made an ittal in
his house, which exactly resembled the one, he had made in Assam and which is illustrated in Fig
above. It shows the Mannesum on an elephant, his clerk on a horse and his chaprasis in a row. At
the bottom, Karnosum appears with his chaprasis. There are two banyan trees with monkeys eating
bits of honeycomb. When the picture was ready and the two spirits came to inspect it, they
complained that it did not include the two aeroplanes which they had chartered with such great
trouble and expense. They were quickly added and all was well.
An eldery Saora called Hargu, had a regular picture gallery in his house, whenever Hargu returned
home from a drinking bout, he woke up the next morning convinced that a singularly nasty demi
god was persecuting him and had an ittal made to put him right. For example, Fig: 214 represent a
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hill on which Hargu got into trouble on his way home, his own interpretation being that he was
accosted and followed back by the gods living there. A hill god's house is, of course, a hill, and the
drawing gives an interesting idea of the Saora's symbolization of a hill house. Fig. 146 associated
with the god Borongsum; it shows the hill with the god standing below.

Fig. 146: Saora picture of the hill abode of the god Borongsum
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Fig: 147 reproduces a picture made in the house of Saitano at kamalasingi. Saitano's father was old
and ailing; one night the ghost of the grandfather appeared in a dream and announced his
intention of taking the old man to the Underworld to keep his company. Saitano protested but to
no purpose, and the following day the father died and Saitano performed the necessary rites. But a
year later he himself fell very ill, and now his own father's ghost came upon the shaman and
declared that the ordinary ceremonies were insufficient and that he must have an ittal in his
honour. ‚Draw a man on a horse‛, he said, ‚and make a cowbell for my cattle in Kinorai. Give me
a bit of honeycomb to eat, with a bee sitting on a branch, and a woman bringing me a bowl of
gruel. Do it like this, he said, tracing the pattern on the ground and you will recover‛. 'Next
morning Saitano himself made the picture and the ghost visited him again and professed himself
very pleased. The crudity of this drawing is perhaps due to the fact that when Sitano made it, he
was a very sick man.

Fig. 147: Saora picture to appease the Dead from Kamalasingi, Koraput district, Orissa

Fig: 148 comes from the house of Dalimo, the shaman of Karubai village. Following is the story of
this painting. When Dalimo first became a shaman, there was a certain spirit- helper in the under
world who earned his living as a potter. It was this spirit- helper's wife whom Dalimo 'married'
when he began his work as a shaman. But some time later another woman in the Underworld,
who had the duty of clearing away the cowdung from the sheds belonging to the wealthier
ghosts, began to make a nuisance of herself and frequently visited Dalimo in dreams, begging him
to marry her instead. At last he promised to do so; he killed a goat for her and dedicated a pot in
her hounor, hanging it up beside the pot already dedicated to his first wife. It’s a very interesting
of bygamy of Shamans in the world of spirits.
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Fig. 148: Saora picture from the house of Dalimo, the shaman of Kaubai, Koraput district, Orissa

The unfortunate Dalimo now began to suffer, in his strange other world of trance and dream, all
those embarrassments, which are so familiar to those who are a little weak in dealing with
women. It he went to diagnose the cause of a neighbor's fever, his first spirit-wife, who should
have been at his side to guide him, refused to come. It she did come, she would make herself so
unpleasant that Dalimo would run out of the house like a madman. His practice naturally began to
suffer. When he should have been listening to the words of the gods all he could hear were the
wrangling voices of jealous and possessive women. He consulted one of his colleagues who told
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him, you first married one spirit and then a second, so naturally the first is angry. You must make
these two wives friends with each other. 'Accordingly Dalimo made two sets of pictures, but the
wives were not satisfied. At last he drew one big picture of the palace in the under world where
the two of them lived together. They were pleased with this and Dalimo was able to conduct his
priestly business. It also illustrates the relation between a shaman and his spirit-wife.
Durpan, a shaman of Potta village, was visited by his spirit-wife in a dream. 'You have
married me,' she said. ‘I am your woman and you are my man. But what about my relatives?
Make them a house on the wall of your house, and then none of the demigods will be able to
trouble you or your children, that night she showed him what sort of picture he was to make, and
the next day he fasted and drew it (Fig. 149).

Fig. 149: Saora picture illustrating the relations between a shaman and his spirit wife, Potta, Koraput district, Orissa
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It is an elaborate affair, a little less detailed than the Karubai drawing, but better ordered. There is
some attempt at symmetry a tree on either side of the house, and rows of dancers above and
below it. But there is no attempt at mathematical symmetry: there are, for example, nineteen
women in the upper row of dancers and seventeen in the lower; there are ten swords on one side,
eight on the other; seven guns on the left, seen on the right. But at least there is an attempt at a
roughly equivalent balance. The picture show Durpan's spirit helper and her relatives, and with
ten Sumantisum, the god of Sumanti Hill. The people of the underworld can marry the people
living on this mountain and the drawing shows such a marriage in progress; at the bottom men
are carrying a litter followed by a marriage party on horse back. There is an elephant also, from
Sumanti Hill, and the bride's treasure is tied on its back. On either side of the picture is a banyan
tree with honeycombs hanging from the branches, and monkeys coming to steal the honey and
squirrels climbing. There are peacocks, always associated with the Saora Dead, and what was
described as the bear which acts as a priest in the Under World to show the importance of the
spirit helper's family, there are sahibs among the guests; they sit on chairs outside the house; one
smokes, another reads a book. Servants bring umbrellas; snakes and birds are the family pets.
Near the main drawing was a rather miscellaneous collection of images illustrated in Fig.
150. This includes a peacock, deer, and some animal that looks like a giraffe, a potter with his pots,
an archer shooting an arrow into the sky, a sword, a comb, a tortoise, the sun and moon. A tiger is
eating a man, and on an elaborate bed is another.

Fig. 150: Group of figures
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Fig 151 tells a vivid story of the Under World. Gamru, who drew the picture, is a shaman and his
paternal grandfather, Somra, was of the same profession. Somra had a daughter from his spiritwife who was named Daruni and who had a romantic history. After Somra died and his ghost
went to Kinorai, he took Daruni to live with him. One night he came in a dream to his grandson
Gamru and said, 'We have no one to feed us and this girl Daruni badly needs a husband of the
right type. You must marry her. Many Mennesums, this is the word used here for spirit-helper
have come to marry her, but she won't have any of them.' And Somra took Gamru's soul out of his
body and took it to Kinorai and showed it everything. When Gamru awoke he made this ittal to
protect himself against any possible danger that might arise from his daring journey and also for
the hounour of Daruni whom he now 'married.'

Fig. 151: Soara picture from the house of Gamru, Boraisingi, Ganjam district, Orissa
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The picture is said to be an exact reproduction of Gamru's dream. In the centre is the great sadru
Shrine in which the Mannesums have their home. At the top are a peacock and a snake to guard it.
To the right is a banyan tree with a sadru built in the brances, and the usual monkeys stealing
honey. On the roof of the Shrine a cock and hen are copulating, while another cock comes to
contest the union. This portably symbolizes the rivalry of Gamru and the Mannesums for Daruni's
affections. In this Shrine Daruni herself is shown hiding from the Mannesums who have come with
gifts of liquor to betroth her; two men are searching for her at the foot of the tree. Some of her
chaprasis, however, shoot at them with their guns. At the bottom of the picture are two
porcupines; these animals act as the shamans of the Mannesums, and they are now being consulted
by two visitors who have come to ask whether Daurni will be agreeable to a proposal of marriage.
Nearby Somra himself divines with a winnowing fan. Next to him, in the centre of the picture, is a
horse on which one of the mannesums is riding, and above are still other suitors for the elusive but
obviously attractive young woman. On an elephant are the two spirit children who were born to
Gamru and Dauni after their 'marriage'. Strict chronological consistency was evidently not
necessary in an ittal which was intended to flatter Daruni by showing how attractive she was
before marriage and how fertile she was after it.
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Chapter- 8
Evolution of Male Fertility Cult
Male Fertility Cult: The men with enlarged phallus are frequently depicted in rock painting.
In one rock painting a goddess is setting on haunches with her reproductive organs exposed. At
many places there are copulation scenes.

Fig. 152: Bhuvan Pathar

Fig. 153: Bhuvan Pathar

Fig. 154: Two combatants, warriors, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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All these painting show some sort of fertility cult. Some fertility cults were male centered but
other fertility cults were female centered. In the oldest Indian literary tradition we find mention of
phallus worship. The term Sisnadevaha occurs twice in Rigveda in the plural means. Those who
have the phallus for a deity, this term clearly refers to phallus worship prevalent among a group
of people53. This cult was opposed by the tribes following Rigvedic tradition.

Fig. 155: Ithyphallic diety, Chulhi, Manikpur, Chitrakoot
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The miniature phallus figures have been reported from many chalcolithic cultures of India. It
appears that fertility cult originated during prehistoric period and it further evolved during
protohistoric period.
The Harappan anthropomorphic figure sitting in padmasan and his male organ erect clearly
indicates the prevalence of yogic philosphy and cult of tiger faced, three headed buffalo horned
diety, the symbol of some sort of fertility cult in that culture (Fig. 156).

Fig. 156: Figure of Pashupati seal

Another Shivalinga of sandstone which has been carved in a realistic manner from Dholavira
district Kutch, Gujarat, presently housed in National Museum, Delhi, clearly indicates that
Harappans did not join the male fertility cult with the female fertility cult. They were
worshipping the male organ and mother goddesses separately. They made especially large images
of Linga (Fig. 157).
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The two types of fertility cults, one centred around male god and another centre around female
goddess survive as Shaiva and Shakta cults at present. Although later people
tried to reach a middle path by combining the two cults by marrying the
male God Shiva and female Goddess Sati and Parvati and propounding the
idea of Ardhanarishwara. During Sunga period phallus worship was
prevalent. During Kushan period the images of phallus were carved in stone.
Some of the coins of that period depict Shiva and his family.
Puranic story of the destruction of Daksha yajna represents an initial
clash of cults and later partial acceptaince of phallus worship by the
followers of Vedas. The preference of many tribes to Shaiva worship is shown,
when we find Bhargava Shukra, the Guru of Rakshsas being adopted by Parvati
as her son and subsequently Shukra leading Rakshsas to victory in battles
against Devas many times. Shiva is shown to be deity frequently worshiped
Fig. 157: Shivalinga,
Dholavira (Kutch,
Gujarat), National
Musuem, Delhi

by Rakshsas. The old enemocity between the cults can be seen in present days
Shiva temples which are made with only half parikrama where as other
Hindu gods require full parikrama (Fig. 158).

Fig. 158: Terracotta plaque showing destruction of Daksha Yajna from Ahichhatra, Bareilly, U.P.
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More over the Goswamis who belong to a non Brahmin caste are special priests of
Shiva.Technically the Brahmins may worship the Phallus God but should not accept the offerings
to the deity. Although in present times phallus worship again gaining currency. The Brahmins
now have started excepting the offerings presented to Lord Shiva. The difference of opinion can be
traced in the story of Sati, the dautghter of Daksha, who was aggrieved when she saw that the
offering in the name of her husband were not thrown in the sacrificial fire and the assembled gods
including her father were openly showing contempt to Mahadeva. She finally committed suicide
forcing her husband to give the severe punishment to the Vedic gods. The affort at assimilating
the so called Vedic deities Brahma and Vishnu with Saiva cult is clear in the puranic story in which
the duo wants to test the greatness of Mahadeva by measuring the length of great phallus of Shiva.
They stand humbled as they could not reach its ends. It is interesting to note that Brahma is not
mentioned in Vedas as deity and Vishnu is a mare synonym of Sun.
There is another puranic story about the birth of Kartikeya, who got his name from six
Krittikas, the wives of six of the seven rishis. The narrative shows that Mahadeva was humbled
because of the curse of seven sages. In the beginning of 16th century, Tulsidas, the saint poet tried
his hands at the assimilation of different cults by making Mahadeva look inferior to his hero Rama
when he shows that the self immolation of Sati was caused because she had assumed the from of
Sita to test the Lord Ram. Although this effort is introduced anachronism in the story but
nevertheless he created a compromise between Shiva, Shakti and Ram cults. But this exercise left
Mahadeva and his consorts at a lower place as compared to the latest avatar of Vishnu.
The followers of Jain religion worship 24 Tirthankaras. The first tirthankara was
Rishabhanatha who is also called Adinatha. Jainism as a religion started before 6th century B.C.E.
This religion was given final shape by Mahavira. The following image of some tirthankara was
recovred from Lohanipur, Patna, Bihar, India (Fig. 159). It bears the Mauryan polish and is dated to
that period. This is the oldest image of some Jain tirthankara discovered in India. The tirthankara
has been shown without clothes. The nakedness symbolizes that he is an absolute Aparigrahi i.e.
he doesn’t posses anything.
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Fig. 159: Mauryan period tirthankara image from Lohanipur, Patna, Bihar, India.

The life story of Rishabhanatha is very interesting. It is said that he acquired knowledge after
witnessing the dance of Nilanjana. Immediately after this, he disrobed and leaving his two wives,
he became an ascetic. This scene is depicted on a pillar in Shantinath temple (temple no. 30),
Deogarh, Lalitpur, U.P. India (Fig. 160). Th symbol of Rishabhanatha is bull. The mount of Shiva.
According to Jain tradition, he attained Kaivalya by doing penance at Ashtapada Parvat. This
mountain called Ashtapada Parvat has been identified with mount Kailash, the traditional abode of
Shiva. It appears that the iconography of Rishabhanatha was conceived keeping in mind the
traditional image of Shiva. In contrast to the Urdhvareta image, the Jain tirthankara is the master of
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all his senses including his reproductive organ. This fact is made obvious by the traditional Jain
iconography which shows naked tirthankaras.

Fig. 160: 10th-11th century pillar of Mukha Chatushki of Shantinatha temple (Temple no. 30), Deogarh, Lalitpur, U.P.
depicting story of Nilanjana
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The naked Jain tirthankara images were made during Kushan period also. One such example is
shown in the following figure. It was recovered from Mathura and now been kept at Lucknow
museum (Fig. 161). The Jain images appear to continue the tradition of Urdhvareta figures which
started during proto-historic period. The only change is that Jain school of thought believed in
complete suppression of libido and the person who claimed this achievement has to carry the
certificate to this affect in the form of nakedness whereas the former school believed in developing
the libido at its highest point, displaying it publically but keeping it under control.

Fig. 161: Inscribed Chaumukhi of Kushan period from Mathura kept at Lucknow Musuem
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Sunga period, Panchmukhi Shivalinga was recovered from Bhita, Allahabad (U.P.) and has been kept
in Lucknow museum. It shows four heads on the four sides of the Shivalinga and fifth head at the
top of these four. It is crude in workmanship and shows real archaic features. The Linga is
inscribed (Fig. 162).

Fig. 162: Panchmukhi Shivalinga (Sunga period) from Bhita, Allahabad (U.P.) kept in Lucknow museum
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The realistically modelled phalluses with one and four faces of Lord Shiva were made during
Kushan period also. It appears to be the continuation of the old Harappan tradition. One linga
made of red sandstone found from Mathura depicts this idea very clearly (Fig. 163). It appears that
Kushan sculptors followed the model of Harappans.

Fig. 163: Chaturmukha Shivalinga (Kushan period), National Musuem, Delhi

Another panel recoverd from Mathura and at present kept at Lucknow Museum depicts Ekmukhi
Shivalinga standing on a square platform under a Peepal tree. The platform is faced with bricks.
There is no Yoni at the base of the Linga (Fig. 164).
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Fig. 164: A panel shows Ekmukhi Shivalinga standing on a square platform under a Peepal tree from Mathura kept
at Lucknow Museum

On the obverse side of the following gold dinar of Kanishka shows a crowned, diademed king
standing facing, holding trident and sacrificing at altar at left (Fig. 165). The second trident is
above the altar. Bactrian legend reads: Saonanosao Ka … Nisko Kosano. On the reverse side twoarmed, three-headed Shiva standing facing, holding trident and diadem, bull Nandi are shown.
The Bactrian legend reads Oeso.

Fig. 165: Coin of Kanishka (Obverse: standing King; Reverse: three headed Shiva with Nandi)

The other gold dinar of Kanishka shows crowned diademed King standing holding spear and
sacrificing at altar at left on the obverse side the legend reads Saonanosao Ka … Nisko Kosano. On
the reverse side four armed Shiva standing facing, holding various attributes. The Bactrian legend
reads Oeso (Fig. 166).
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Fig. 166: Coin of Kanishka (Obverse: standing King; Reverse: four armed Shiva)

The Shiva depicted on Kushan gold coins give the reasonable account of the iconography of Shiva
popular during Kushan period. We don’t find any idols except the lingas of Shiva. The following
figure gives a large number of Shivalingas made during the same period behind the Shrine of
Nilkantha temple. This is the narrow space left between the later octagonal temple of Shiva and the
natural rock shelter. This narrow space is known as Gupta Nilkantha by locals. These Shivalingas
have been made in a realistic way. One Ekmukhi Shivalinga among them has an inscription of 7th-8th
century (Fig. 167).

Fig. 167: A large number of Shivalingas found from Nilkantha temple
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The Rigveda also speaks of a fiend who has three heads and six eyes. He appears to be the chief
deity of some tribes living in large fortified cities. The ithyphallic image of Gajantaka Shiva and
dancing Bhairava conveys the idea that the Gods mind is not excited even when he is in
copulation. This type of self-control was the litmus test of an emancipated soul. This brand of
emancipation was further developed by Tantric school who recommended for the seeker of
enlightened soul to the use Panchmakars, the five M’s Madya, Mansa, Matsya, Mudra and Mathiun.
According to Gorkhpanthi’s the truly enlightened man, when physically aroused doesn’t ejaculate.
Around 3rd-4th century A.D. the cult of Lakulisha an incarnation of Shiva was started. The
iconograpghy of Lakulish images reminds one of the Harappan Pashupati seal. One such image of
6th century Lakulish was found in Kalinjar fort (Fig. 168). The defaced image shows Lakulish sitting
in Padmasan. On his right side, two of his four disciples have been shown. There is a small
inscription below the great man. The image is ithyphallic.

Fig. 168: Image of 6th century Lakulish was found in Kalinjar fort

Another rock cut image of 7th-8th century situated north of the main Nilkantha temple above the
gate of a small chamber shows Lakulisha (Fig. 169). He is shown with his male organ erect. His two
hands are in Vyakhyana mudra and the third hand is holding a Lagud (thick club). His fourth hand
is resting on his folded legs. He is shown surrounded by his disciples.
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Fig. 169: Another rock cut image of 7th-8th century shows Lakulisha found in Nilkantha temple, Kalinjar

The Gajantaka Shiva image of Gupta period carved on the cliff below the rampart of Kalinjar fort,
district Banda, U.P. at a place called Meduki Bhairava is a striking continuation of Urdhvareta model
of imancipation (Fig. 170 A). The person shown here is Shiva killing the elephant demon Gajasur
who disturbed him when he was enjoying with Parvati. This image also recalls Harappan Pashupati
seal. During Gupta period, Yoni Peetha was added to the linga. It was a slight improvement over
the earlier linga images (Fig. 170 B).
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Fig. 170: (A) Image of Gajantaka Shiva (Gupta period) carved on the cliff below the rampart of
Kalinjar fort, district Banda, U.P. and (B) A devotee worshipping the linga kept on Yoni Peetha,
Aman Singh palace museum, Kalinjar, Banda U.P.
Another 12th century gigantic Gajantaka Shiva image carved in the premises of famous Nilkantha
temple of Kalinjar, Banda, U.P. shows a similar scene. In this image Shiva is shown in Urdhvareta
posture (Fig. 171).

Fig. 171: Image of 12th century gigantic Gajantaka Shiva carved in Nilkantha temple of Kalinjar, Banda, U.P.
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Seeing the popularity of Shaivism and allied cults, Jainas thought it prudent to include Bhairava
and Ambika as Lokpal, the guardian of cardinal directions and Yakshi, the attending deity of
Neminatha. Jain Ambika was modelled after Parvati, the consort of Shiva. To avoid the charges of
plagiarism they developed a story about Ambika who gave mangoes to her two sons when they
were hungry. They invented lion as her mount. She is shown standing below a fruiting mango
tree. Bhairava, one manifestation of Lord Shiva is also included as the guardian of one direction.
The following image shows the north side base of manastambha standing in front of temple no. 35
of Deogarh Jain temple complex, Lalitpur, U.P. (Fig. 172). Interesting fact is that the goddess is large
in size and Bhairava figure has been squeezed on the left side. He is holding a dog tied with a rope.
The Ugra form of the original prototype has been sobered down and the deity is standing in
amicable posture in consonance with the complete non violence preached by Jainism.

Fig. 172: Image from manastambha standing in front of temple no. 35 of Deogarh Jain temple complex, Lalitpur, U.P.
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Buddhists also included one form of Shiva namely Mahakal in their pantheon. He is described as
bearing the images of five Dhyani Buddhas on the crown (Fig. 173). He may have one face with
two, four or six arms or eight faces with sixteen arms. He is one of the many terrible dieties
described in Sadhan Mala with ornaments of snakes, canine teeth, protruding bally and garments
of tiger skin54.

Fig. 173: Modern day Mahakal figure

The Vajrayan Buddhism developed a complex mythology and as a result a large number of deities
came into existence. The concept of six Dhyani Buddhas namely Amitabh, Akshobhya, Vairocana,
Amoghasiddhi, Ratnasambhava and Vajrasattva was developed. The eminations of Akshobhya Dhyani
Buddhas are seven in number. One of them is Heruk. The consort of Heruk is Vajravarahi. Their
union is the cult of celebrated Chakra Samvar Tantra and Vajravarahi Tantra55. The image of the
couple is very interesting. She is shown in copulation with Heruk. This image invokes the
Harrapan Urdhvareta Pashupati and later images of Gajantaka Shiva and Lakulish (Fig. 174). It is
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obvious that the old visual image of ithyphallic deity was adopted by different religious sects far
removed from each other in time and space. There are a large number of Vajrayana Buddhist
dieties which invoke the images similar to Heruk and Vajravarahi.

Fig. 174: Heruk and Vajravarahi, deities of Vajrayana Buddhism (Tibbetan Thanka Painting)

After 12th century, the Muslim invasion virtually swept different Hindu sects off the ground. The
Shaivism was gradually giving way to Vaishnavism around 12th century A.D. but the new events
dealt a death blow to both of them. The natural reaction was that of soul searching and reform.
The royal patronage by the local Hindu ruler to these religious orders ceased. The grand religious
places were no more built in the north India. The South Indian rulers maintain some
independence but the situation in the north was considerably altered. Shaivism also took a
downward trend. This is evident from the one dated sculpture of Matsyendranath carved above the
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entrance to Sitakund located on the edge of the plataeu behind the ramparts of the Kalinjar fort,
Banda, U.P. The four line broken inscription dated Chaitra Sudi Budha Samvat 1340 is located on the
left side of the image. On the left side of the image, in a basket, a large fish has been kept (Fig.
175). Above the fish a miniature Shivalinga has been placed. Matsyendranath is in ardha matsyendra
asan. This asan was probably his favourite. It will be interesting to note that this asan activates the
pancreas and is beneficial for the patients of diabetes. The small size of shivalinga as compared to
the guru indicates that he himself was becoming more important than the deity.

Fig. 175: Sculpture of Matsyendranath, Sitakund, Kalinjar fort, Banda, U.P.

The figure of Gorakhnath carved on the wall (Fig. 176), in the middle of the rock cut staircases
leading to the underground reservoir called Patalganga is very interesting. It is situated to the east
of Sitakund behind the rampart wall. It shows him leaning on a very thick staff. A cow is jumping
up on his right side. Below the cow is a miniature Shivalinga. The four lines inscription is dated
Jyestha Sudi 14 Shani Samvat 1337. The name Goraksha is also mentioned in the 3rd and 4th lines (Fig.
177). The size of Shivaliga again indicates the increasing importance of the Gurus of Natha cult. It
appears that after the coming of Islam to India, the first efforts at religious reform were made by
various Hindu sects including Natha Panthis. The idol worship fell in disrepute and the northern
India was almost devoid of any new temple.
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Fig. 176: Image of Gorakhnath leaning on a staff
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Fig. 177: Inscription below the image of Gorakhanath

According to Shramana schools of thought, self control was the first step towards Nirvana, but the
different schools prescribed different strategies of self control. To cut the long story short it can be
concluded that the male fertility cult was integrated into the Shramana as well as non Shramanic
schools of thoughts. It appears that the concept of Urdhvareta was conceived initially sometime in
pre-harappan days. The image was used by different religious orders in different times all over
India. The only difference was in the story explaining the iconography.
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Chapter- 9
Evolution of Female Fertility Cult
Evolution of the Mother Goddess Cult: The depiction of fertility cult in some of the rock
paintings clearly indicates that the early men
practiced some sort of female oriented fertility
cult also. The earliest archaeological evidence
of mother goddess comes from the excavations
at Belan valley. The image found there has been
dated around 30,000 B.C. The rock painting
from Dharkundi shows two mother goddesses
squatting on the ground (Fig. 178 A). They are
exposing their reproductive organs. The lower
figure shows the unusually large genitals
which have been made so, to emphasize that
the goddess produces so many things. This
tradition of female fertility cult continued
during later period in the form of Lajja Gauri.
This goddess is popular in central and
southern

India.

The

6th

century

image

recovered from M.P. India and presently kept
in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, is a
good example of continuation of this cult
during later period (Fig. 178 B).

Fig. 178: (A) Rock painting from Dharkundi showing
goddess of fertility and (B) 6th century image of Lajja Gauri
recovered from M.P India and presently kept in
Metropolitan museum, New York.

Another figure from Chulhi depicts a goddess
riding a lion. It clearly reflects the later image of Durga as well as Parvati (Fig. 179).
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Fig. 179: Chulhi, Manikpur, Banda

Fig. 180: Mother goddess figure recovered from gravel of
Lohanda Nala in Belan valley from Upper Paleolithic period

These are the two rock paintings which proves that some sort of mother goddess cult were
popular among the tribals who painted these figures. In fact a large number of rock painting show
females with their pubic area shown as an especially large triangle. As mentioned in the
beginning the earliest evidence for the mother goddess cult comes from the cemented gravel of
Lohanda Nala in Belan valley which belongs to Upper Paleolithic period (30,000 B.P.)56. The photo
of mother goddess was provided by Professor J. N. Pal, Allahabad University, Allahabad, U.P. India
(Fig. 180).
Neolithic and proto-historic sites have yielded large number of ring stones. One such stone was
recovered from Chopani Mando (Sharma, G. R et al. 1980. From Hunting And Food Gathering To
Domestication Of Plants And Animals- Beginning of Agriculture. Abinash Prakashan, Allahabad. Plate
CPM XVI). These ring stones are symbolic representation of mother goddess (Fig. 181 A).
These ring stones were made during proto-historic period and later period also. One such stone is
shown in figure (Fig. 181-B).
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Fig. 181 (A): Neolithic ring stone from Chopani Mando

(B): Ring stone kept in British Musuem

The other archaeological evidences of mother goddess comes from the famous proto-historical
Harappan site, Mohenjodaro, District Larkana, Sindh, Pakistan57 (Fig. 182). Another mother goddess
has been reported from a famous OCP site Lal Qila, District Bulandshahar, U.P., India58 (Fig. 183). In
fact the excavations done at different proto-historic sites in the sub-continent have revealed a
large number of female figures. Scholars have suggested that many of these figures are of mother
goddesses.

Fig. 182: Mohenjodaro, District Larkana,
Sindh, Pakistan
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A Harappan seal (Fig. 184) depicts a mother goddess standing in the branches of a tree and she is
being worshipped by a person. Below this, there are seven females presumably goddesses
standing in a row. These goddesses have braids hanging from their heads. They also have feathers
like thing on their heads. The kneeling priest is horned and behind him stands an
anthropomorphic figure having body of a goat, human face and horns of a goat. This scene
depicts some story. Some scholars hold that these are the prototype Saptamatrikas which appear
very late during Kushan period in the shape of stone images59.

Fig. 184: Seal of seven goddess

Fig. 185: Harappan seal showing the goddess of fertility lying upside down
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Rig-Veda mentions a large number of goddesses namely Aditi, Vaka, Gungu, Svasti, Anumati,
Aapdevis, Varunani, Sachi, Sita, Rodasi, Urvara, Shraddha, Nirriti, Sunrita, Sri, Surya, Usha, Prithavi,
Diti, Ratri, Purandhi, Dhisaņa, Raka, Siniwali, Ila, Bharati, Prishni, Aaranyani and Saraswati60.
Atharva-Veda mentions a new Devi named Viraj61. Vajasaneyeisamhita and Taittiriya Brahmana
mentions Ambika as the sister of Rudra. Taittiriya Aaranyaka mentions this goddess but as the wife
of Rudra62. The other goddesses mention are Durgi, Vairokani, Katyayini and Kanyakumari. Rudra
has been called Uma-pati that implies one of the names of the goddess as Uma63. Panini in his
Astadhyayi mentions Bhavani, Sarvani, Rudrani and Mridani as the four forms of Ambika or Parvati.
The other goddesses mentioned are Prithvi, Usha, Surya, Indrani, Varunani, Aagneyi and
Vrishakapayi. Patanjali mentions Lakshmi and Ashvaghosh mentions Shri. Buddhist literature
mentions Shri, Kalakanni, Ganga Devta, Prithvi and Mani Mekhla64.

Fig. 186: Pre-Mauryan Mother goddess from Bauddha Sangrahalaya, Gorakhpur, U.P.
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Fig. 187: Mauryan Mother goddess from Mathura Museum

The earliest stone sculptures of goddesses which were made during Mauryan period were of
Yaksinis. One such famous example is that of Didarganj Yakshi (Fig. 188). The images of yaksha and
yakshinis were found all over India. It appears that the cult of Yakshas was popular at that time. It
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is also attested by early Buddhist literature which can be dated to 7 th century B.C. As the influence
of Buddhism increased, this cult gradually faded out. Yakshini, the female counter part of Yaksha
appears to be one form of mother goddess cult. At present, the folk dieites called Jakha and Jakhi
remind us of the former glorious cult of Yakshas in Pre-mauryan times.

Fig. 188: Yakshi (Mauryan period), Didarganj

The first manifestation of an identifiable female deity occurs in Sunga period. One t.c. figure of 2nd
Century B.C. (Sunga period) Durga (?) was found at Kaushambi. This is kept in Allahabad Museum
at present. Such terracotta images were made in entire Indo-gangetic plains. The cult of this
goddess was prevelant in this vast area. The goddess is having a head-dress which consists of five
ears of some cereal and five miniature weapons piercing the large headgear. She is shown
standing on a flower. At that time probably the concept of a deity with many hands was not
developed therefore instead of the goddess holding many weapons in her many hands. The
symbolic weapons are shown in the shape of hair pins.The two braids of hairs are falling on her
sides. She is wearing a short tunic. Such terracottas have been recovered in large numbers from
Chandraketugarh, Bera Champa, district North 24 Pargana, Kolkata, West Bengal, India (Fig. 189).
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Fig. 189: Terracotta image of a goddess found from Chandraketugarh, Bera Champa, district North 24 Pargana,
Kolkata, West Bengal, India kept at Allahabad museum
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Lakshmi: The evolution of cult of goddess of prosperity- The first iconographic
representation of the goddess of wealth is found in the railing pillars of Bharhut Stupa (SungaSatwahan period) as Sirima Devta (Fig. 190).

Fig. 190: Sirima Devta
(Reproduced by kind permission of Indian Musuem Kolkata)
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The other goddesses made on the Bharhut pillars are Yakshini Chanda, Chulkoka Devta and Yakshini
Sudarshana (Fig. 191-3).

Fig. 191: Yakshini Chanda
(Reproduced by kind permission of Indian Musuem Kolkata)
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Fig. 192: Chulkoka Devta
(Reproduced by kind permission of Indian Musuem Kolkata)
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Fig. 193: Yakshini Sudarshana
(Reproduced by kind permission of Indian Musuem Kolkata)
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Another terracotta triangular plaque representing Lakshmi (Sunga, 2nd Century BCE) standing on
lotus flower found at Kaushambi, issuing from a tank. Her right hand is up raised while the left
one rests at the hip. This is presently kept in Allahabad Museum (Fig. 194).

Fig. 194: Terracotta plaque showing Lakshmi, Allahabad Museum
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Another mutilated terracotta plaque representing Gajalakshmi (Sunga, 1st Century BCE) was found
at Sankisha, Farrukhabad. The goddess is being anointed by two elephants standing on pedestals on
either side of the goddess. This is also presently kept in Allahabad Museum (Fig. 195).

Fig. 195: Terracotta plaque showing Lakshmi, Allahabad Museum
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)

Another terracotta plaque depecting Lakshmi (Sunga, 2nd Century BCE) holding a lotus in her right
hand was found at Chandraketugarh, Berachampa, district North 24 Pargana, Kolkata, West Bengal.
Her left hand is resting on the waist. She wears a sari up to knees. Hair are arranged in three
foliages. There is a hole at the top of the head. This is presently kept in Allahabad Museum (Fig.
196).
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Fig. 196: Terracotta plaque showing Lakshmi, Allahabad Museum
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)

Another Gajalakshmi terracotta plaque is kept in Mathura museum (Sunga period). It depicts
Lakshmi being anointed by two elephants on lotus. The flowers are also made all over the
background (Fig. 197).
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Fig. 197: Gajalakshmi, Mathura museum

Clear depiction of Gajalakshmi on the Torana of Buddhist Stupa (dated 1st-2nd century B.C.) of Sanchi
is found (Fig. 198). It appears that Shri was a popular diety of that time. Every religious sect
prevelant during this period assimilated the goddess in its pantheon. She appears to be the
goddess of fertility and abundance. Her seat is lotus flower. The lotus grows in the ponds which
indicates the abundance of ground water and hence possibility of better agriculture, fishing and
cultivation of other crops. The goddess in some instances is shown surrounded by lotus, lotus
beads, flowers, buds and aquatic birds. In some images her genitals are shown explicitly through
the clothes. It has been done to emphasize her attribute of producing everything in abundance. On
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the south facing side of north gate on the torana, the image of Lakshmi (?) sitting in lalitasana on a
large lotus flower and being annointed by two elephants pouring water from water vessels held in
their trunks has been carved.

Fig. 198: Lakshmi found on the North gate (facing south) from Sanchi

Similarily on the south side of southern gate whole torana beam is carved with lotus leaves, lotus
buds, lotus flowers and water buds. In the middle is shown the image of Gajalakshmi standing on
lotus flower and being anointed by two elephants (Fig. 199).

Fig. 199: Lakshmi found on Torana beam (south gate, southern façade)
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Fig. 200: Lakshmi found on Southern gate from Sanchi

Another image of Gajalakshmi is carved on the western façade of western gate.

Fig. 201: Lakshmi found on the west gate (facing west) from Sanchi
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After Sunga period between 1st-3rd century A.D. the personality of Lakshmi undergoes a great
chain. The goddess who had an independent cult earlier and was the subject of a large number of
terracotta images found all over India is now shown with other gods like Kuber etc. It appears that
the popular cult of yakshas was remixed with the cult of independent goddess. During Kushan
period, it appears that people were uncertain about the status of goddess Lakshmi i.e. why in one
plaque of that period now kept in Mathura museum, the following deities are depicted as we
move from right to left- Ardhanarishwar, Vishnu, Lakshmi and Kuber (Fig. 202). The earliest Hindu
images of Lakshmi are made with Kuber. Later on, people turned her into the consort of Vishnu.
This transformation is very slow because Lakshmi as Buddhist deity is shown as an independent
goddess of wealth. It appears that later Lakshmi is modelled after Hariti, the consort of Kuber who
is shown carrying a Carnucopia in a Gandhara sculpture.

Fig. 202: Gajalakshmi with Ardhnarishwar, Vishnu and Kuber (Kushan period), Mathura museum

Another sculpture now kept in Mathura museum shows Lakshmi carrying a lotus flower. She is
flanked by Kuber and another goddess (Fig. 203).
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Fig. 203: Kuber with Lakshmi (Kushan period), Mathura museum

Another Kushan period Lakshmi from Mathura kept in Lucknow museum (Fig. 204).

Fig. 204: Lakshmi (Kushan period) from Mathura kept at Lucknow Museum
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By Early Gupta period, the marriage of goddess Lakshmi with Vishnu was finalized as revealed by
the sculptures of that period. The new Lakshmi was unlike the old independent powerful goddess
who didn’t need anybody’s help, to command attention of the devotees. Her status shown in the
famous sculptures of Deogarh Vishnu temple defines the new role of woman in the patriarchal
Indian society. She is shown pressing the feet of Vishnu sleeping on the bed of the coils of
Sheshanaga (Fig. 205). It appears that by Gupta period, the independence of women of tribal society
was substantially reduced under the influence of newly emerging patriarchal model of the society.
This temple also indicates the emergence of the cult of Vishnu which combined different cult’s for
example of Cult of Krishna and Balram, old cult of Ram, cult of mythical heroes like Vaman,
Parashuram and the Buddha.

Fig. 205: Lakshmi pressing feet of Vishnu, Sheshasayi Vishnu temple, Deogarh, Lalitpur, U.P.

The coins of Gupta kings show the iconography of the goddess in details. It appears that goddess
Lakshmi maintained her independent status as the goddess of wealth despite the marriage of
Lakshmi with Vishnu (Fig. 206). In gold dinar of Samudragupta (c. 335-375 CE), King is shown
standing on the left side. He is sacrificing at altar situated on the right and he is holding the royal
sceptre (rājadanda) with left hand. Garuda standard is shown on the right side. Brāhmī legend is
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situated on the left side which reads as ‘Samudra’. On the obverse side Lakshmi enthroned, facing
and holding cornucopia and diadem. Brāhmī legend at lef reads ‘Parākramah’.

Fig. 206: Coins of Gupta kings

Krishna, the incarnation of Vishnu was never shown with his spouse in his early images but
Krishna along with his brother Balram was shown with his sister Ekanansha in many Kushan
sculptures (Fig. 207).

Fig. 207: Figure of Kushan Ekanansha kept in Mathura museum
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The following 9th century image from Atranjikhera district Etah U.P. of the trio shows Ekanansha
flanked by Krishna and Balrama (Fig. 208).

Fig. 208: Ekanansha flanked by Krishna and Balram from Atranjikhera district Etah U.P. kept in Lucknow Musuem

Later on Ekanansha was replaced by Subhadra and this image was the special order of worship at
the temple of Jagannatha Puri, Orissa. Iskcon (The International Society for Krishna
Consciousness), the new sect of Krishna worshippers founded by Abhay Charande @ Swami
Prabhupada picked up the concept and copied the image of Puri at Iskcon temple, Pune,
Maharashtra (Fig. 209).

Fig. 209: Image of Balrama, Subhadra and Krishan from Iskcon Temple, Pune
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The cult of Radha and Krishna is immensely popular these days. Radha as lover of Krishna was
never depicted in any sculpture during the medieval period but after 13th-14th century it appears
that some people wanted to change the personality of Krishna from the great teacher to an
amorous youth. This effort culminated in the discovery of Radha, the girlfriend of Krishna.
Radhavallabha Sampradaya of devotees of Krishna especially focused on her. In the contemporary
religious literature, she is called Sriji by her devotees. She has been virtually made into the new
incarnation of Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity. A contemporary calendar showing her with
Krishna in romantic mood is shown below (Fig. 210).

Fig. 210: Image of Krishna with Radha
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Evolution of the cult of Saraswati: the goddess of Wisdom- The river goddess named
Saraswati was invoked in Rigveda many times. A male consort of Saraswati named Saraswana is also
mentioned in Rigveda. In Rigveda, the Vedic mantras were defined as Brahman. There was no deity
called Brahma in Rigveda. A sculpture found at Bharhut shows a female playing Vina. She has been
identified by many scholars as the first representation of Saraswati. An inscribed image of Jain
Saraswati of Kushan period found at Mathura is the first image of the goddess in the human form. It
is presently kept in Lucknow museum (Fig. 211). She is sitting in Utkuta Aasan. She has two hands
and in one hand she is holding a Pothi. Upper part of the image is broken. She has been portrait
without a consort. There is a Brahmi inscription on the pedestal of this image. During Gupta period
Saptamatrika images depict Saraswati as Brahmani i.e. wife of Brahma. After this she was established
as the consort of one of the god of the great triad. The concept of traid seems to assimilate the
diametrically opposite cults of Vishnu and Mahesha with the new god, Brahma.

Fig. 211: Jain Saraswati from Kankali Tila, Lucknow Museum
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Buddhists initially didn’t have many gods in their pantheon but as the time went by Vajrayan
Buddhism invented five types of Saraswatis- Maha Saraswati, Vajra Vina Saraswati, Vajra Sharda, Arya
Saraswati and Vajra Saraswati. They developed many Sadhanas connected with the cult of the
goddesses65. Hindus developed the concept of 12 Saraswatis as narrated by Diparanava and Devta
Murti Prakaran. Following is the list of Saraswatis (first name is that given in Diparanava and the
second name that is given in Devta Murti Prakaran) - Saraswati-Mahavidya, Saraswati-Mahavani,
Kamla-Bharati, Jaya-Saraswati, Vijaya-Aarya, Sarangi-Brahmi, Tumbari-Mahadhenu, Naradi-Vedgarbha,
Sarvamangala-Ishwari, Vidyadhari-Mahalakshmi, Sarvavidya-Mahakali and Sharda-Mahasaraswati.
Shwetambara as well as Digambara Jain traditions developed a pantheon of sixteen
mahavidyas namely Apratichakra / Jambunanda, Mahakali, Purusadatta / Nardatta, Manavi, Pragyapti,
Achyuta, Gauri, Gandhari, Vairotya, Kali, Rohini, Vajrankusha, Mahajvala / Jvalamalini, Manasi,
Mahamanasi and Vajrasrinkhala. Shantinatha temple of Kumbharia was built around 11th century. It
depicts the images of sixteen mahavidyas.
Although Saraswati was made the wife of Brahma but she maintained semi-indepenence.
Varaha Mandapa, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh has the image of Mahavaraha (Fig. 212-14). On the body
of all the god are carved because people believed that every part of the body of Mahavaraha is
home to some God. The myth makers of that age have identified the home of goddess Saraswati on
its snaut between the two nostrils (Fig. 215).

Fig. 212: Image of Mahavaraha at Varaha Mandapa, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh
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Fig. 213: Image of Mahavaraha at Varaha Mandapa, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh

Fig. 214: Image of Mahavaraha at Varaha Mandapa, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh
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Fig. 215: Image of Mahavaraha showing Saraswati between two nostrils at Varaha Mandapa, Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh

After 12th century Saktas didn’t want to be left behind in the field of creative writing. They
also invented 10 mahavidyas namely Kali, Tara, Shodashi, Bhuvaneshvari, Bhairavi, Chhinnamasta,
Dhumavati, Bagalamukhi, Matangi & Kamala. The new pantheon was the remix of mother goddesses
invented by different sects. The modern iconography of these mahavidyas is as follows (Fig. 216).

Fig. 216: Image of Mahavidyas

A few decades earlier, Saraswati was worshipped especially in Bengal on the day of Vasant
Panchmi. Gradually this practice spread to the other parts of the country. At present, most of the
schools and college witness this puja. People believe that this worship enhances the mental
powers of the students. This puja is also conducted at public places, in a pandal which houses the
image of the goddess. This image, made of mud and straw is painted on the exterior. The idol is
carried at the head of a procession and immersion into the river after completion of the final puja.
The space around the idol is decorated with geometrical designs and different magical yantras like
Sarvatobhadra etc. These are made with colours, paints as well as coloured flour.
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Fig. 217: Saraswati pujan in a school

Even now whenever a person is having some trouble, if he believes in tantra (Fig. 218), he goes for
the puja of Das Mahavidyas. It involves an elaborate ceremony. Das Mahavidya Yantra is drawn on
the place of worship. Mahavidya Paatha is done. At the end ‘Hawan’ is also performed. The puja
results into the removal of misfortune from the person/ household of the yajmana. This journey of
the transformation of the river goddess from its naturalistic state to the goddess of witch craft is
really interesting. This story reveals that a religious reform movement may again transform into
witch craft.

Fig. 218: Das Mahavidya Yantra
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The cult of Hariti: The earliest depiction of Buddhist goddess Hariti is done in Gandhara School
of Art as obvious from a sculpture found at Takht-e-Bahi, Peshawar, Pakistan (Fig. 219).

Fig. 219: Panchik @ Kuber and Hariti

The 2nd century imitation of the same scene has been done in the medium of red sand stone in
Mathura School of Art, Mathura, U.P. India (Fig. 220). During Kushan period, it appears that this
goddess was extremely popular because we start finding a large number of terracotta figurine of
this goddess. This image from Mathura clearly indicates that there was an established north Indian
style in the country before Mauryan period. The above Gandhara Kuber Hariti figure is influenced
by Greek style.
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Fig. 220: Kubera Hariti from Mathura

Fig. 221: T.C. Hariti image (Kushana period), Lucknow Museum
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Fig. 222: Kuber Hariti, Mathura Musuem, Mathura, U.P.

Railings post of Bharhut stupa have many goddesses like Chandra Yakshi, Sudarshana Yakshi,
Sirimaa-devta, Chullakoka-devta, Mahakoka-devta, Saraswati (?) playing Vina like instrument and
Ganga riding a crocodile. The stupa of Sanchi also shows some goddesses which have been
identified as Gaja-lakshmi, Kamla and Padma apart from many Yakshis. The terracotta art of Shunga
period has revealed many goddesses like goddess of arms which has been called Panch-chudha by
scholars. Gaja-lakshmi has been depicted on coins of Indo-Greek, Saka Pahlav and Kushan kings.
Panchal, Kuninda and Yaudheya coins also show goddess Lakshmi66. During Kushan period people
started making the stone images of Mahisasurmardini, Durga, Parvati, Ekanansha and Sashthi Bhadra.
During this period the first image of Saptamatrikas was made. The tradition of making images of
Gaja-lakshmi and Saraswati was continued during this period also67.
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Shasthi: Evolution of the cult: The earliest image of Shashthi is found on Yaudheya coins (2nd
century B.C. to 1st century A.D.) (Fig. 223).

Fig. 223: Six headed Skanda and Shasthi on Yaudheya coins (2nd century B.C. to 1st century A.D.)

The earliest references make her the foster mother of Skanda. The story of six kritikas, the wives of
six of seven Saptarishis raising Skanda gives a different version of Shashthi legend. One Kushan
sculpture shows lion faced goddess taking care of Kartikeya kept inside a vessel (Fig. 224). The
story associated with this scene is as follows. Once Shiva and Parvati were in copulation mode. At
that time, Agni entered in the form of a pigeon at the venue. This resulted into the couple getting
separated and the sperm of Shiva fell on the ground. On this, Shiva was greatly annoyed. He said,
‚Agni you have caused my sperm to be fallen on the ground, therefore you should bear it now‛.
When he wore it, he felt so hot that he transferred the sperm to river Ganges. She also could not
bear the heat, therefore she kept the sperm into a vessel called Sarvanakund. On the due date,
Skanda was born from this vessel which has a goat faced lid. On the left side of this sculpture, a
lion faced goddess is shown. A child is carved on her lap. It is said that she looked after his birth68.

Fig. 224: Scene of Skanda Janma with Skanda and lion faced mother goddesses from Mathura (Kushan period) kept in Lucknow Museum
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Many tribal coins show Kartikeya with his consort Devsena. It appears that the folk goddess
Shashthi was popular at that time and different set of people were inventing different stories about
the goddess. The status of goddess from folk deity to the great tradition level was being
upgraded.
One stone image of Shasthi kept in Mathura museum was flanked by Kartikeya and
Vishakha (Fig. 225). It clearly indicates that the personalities of Kartikeya and Vishakha was still not
completely merged into one god.

Fig. 225: Shasthi image, Mathura Museum, Mathura, U.P.

One Kushan terracotta kept in Lucknow Museum depicts three headed Shashthi (Fig. 226).

Fig. 226: 4th century Shasthi Devi image
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Another stone image of Shasthi kept in Mathura museum shows five females coming out of
the body of the goddess. It shows that the iconography of the goddess was not stabilized by that
time (Fig. 227).

Fig. 227: Shasthi Image, Mathura Museum, Mathura, U.P.

In the 7th century text of Kadambari written by Banabhatta, the image of Skanda and Shasthi are
shown painted together on the wall of Queen’s chamber. This text calls her Bahuputrika i.e. having
many children. Harshacharita also of 7th century and written by the same author calls her Jatamatra
i.e. mother of the born one.
At present, the popular versions of Shasthi in Bengal give two stories of the goddess.
The first story is as follows. There were seven daughter-in-laws in a prosperous household. One
of them was in the habit of stealing the food and blaming on a black cat which was beaten as
punishment. The black cat was the ‘Vahan’ of goddess and complained to the goddess about
undeserved bad treatment. She pledged to revenge it. When the youngest daughter-in-law gave
birth to a son, the cat stole the child and gave it to the goddess. The same thing happened with her
five sons. On the disappearance of the children, neighbors accused that the daughter-in-law was a
witch. After sometime, she again conceived and gave birth to a daughter. She remained awake
during the night to find out who stole her six sons. She saw the cat and wounded it, but cat
managed to steal the child and take her to the goddess. She could traced the cat by tracing the
blood drops of the wounded cat. When she reached the goddess, she saw that her sons were
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playing around her and she was holding her daughter in her hands. The goddess explain the act
of cat who asked the cat to forgive her. The whole story ended happily and the mother returned to
home with her children. She spread the cult of the goddess.
The second story is as follows. Once upon a time, there were seven daughter-in-laws in a
rich household. The youngest daughter-in-law ate the food offers to Shasthi and blamed the theft
on the black cat who happened to be the mount of the goddess. Angered by this, the cat ate the six
children. When the seventh daughter was born, she went to the house to eat her also. The
daughter-in-law was alert and she chased the cat fleeing with her child but during the chase she
fainted. Cat went to the goddess and narrated the whole story to her. The goddess took pity on
the woman and went to her to explain the reason for her misfortune. The woman asked the cat for
forgiveness which was duly granted. All the seven children were restored the woman and she
spread the story of the goddess. At present, Bengalis worship Shasthi on the sixth day after child
birth, Jamai Shasthi, sixth day of Shukla Paksha of Jyestha month, she is worshipped in the house in
the form of earthen ware pitcher. She may also be worshipped in the open space called Shasthi
Tala. In the honor of the goddess, woman tie a small stone wrapped in a rag to the branch of a tree
on Shasthi Tala. This is done for long life of the child and conception. The vrat performed on the
day of Jamai Shasthi is also prescribed for pregnant woman. They should do it at least once on any
Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday in the month of Jyestha. Dough images of Shasthi and her
black cat are prepared and worshipped, along with a water pitcher with a banyan tree branch
near it. Betel nuts and leaves, fruits, sweets and kheer are offered to her in the unit of six.
On the night of the sixth day after child birth, a number of items are placed in the chamber of the
mother such as earthen pitcher of water covered with a napkin offering of husked rice, cooked
rice, bananas and sweets, bangles and pieces of gold and silver. A pen and paper are also kept in
the room because it is believed that Shasthi (or according to some traditions, Chitragupta or
Brahma) comes into the home after everyone is asleep and writes the child’s fortune on the paper
with invisible ink. In some households, they put up the painting of the goddess who is shown like
a woman with two children and riding a black cat.

Fig. 228: Image of Shasthi
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In Bundelkhand, Shasthi is worship after the birth of the child. First the floor of the delivery
room is painted with cowdung. After sometime, a small place is sepatately is painted with
cowdung. On this space, Sarvatobhadra Mandal is drawn with wheat flour, this process is known as
Chauka Purna. The images of Gaura (Parvati) and Ganesha are made. These images are nothing but
lump of cowdung. After this, near this place on the wall are made the symbol of six mother
goddesses. She is collectively called Chhathi Mata. This image is worshipped by the mother.
Goddess is offered by ghee and gud. The tika of the mixture of ghee and gud is applied on the figure.
On the right side of the image, dooba grass is pasted with the help of gobar. The worship is done by
offering ghee and gud to the fire. Two cactus leaves are kept near the place of the worship. One
each is hung outside the delivery room and main gate of the house. People have really forwarding
the glory of the great goddess Shasthi. This completes the cycle of evolution of the goddess from
the stage of folk diety to a diety of a great tradition and back to the status of a folk diety. The
following image of Shasthi is supplied by Shri. Arvind Chhirouliya, Kalinjar, Banda, U.P. (Fig. 229).

Fig. 229: Chhathi Mata

Shasthi is worshipped in different parts of the country. Every region has a different story of the
goddess and the rituals are also different with some similarities. The time of vrat also differes from
region to region. The cult of Shasthi started as a folk tradition as the time went by it became an
established goddess whose idols were also made. Different versions of the Shasthi cult were
developed by the different authors. During the modern times, the goddess has lost its glorious
position and has again join the ranks of folk deities.

Evoultion of the cult of Vasudhara: - The name Vasudhara comes from the root Vasundhara
which means bearer of Vasus. Vasu, here means abundance of every type of resource. Since earth
produces everything which is needed for the support of human life. It is called the bearer of all the
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resources. One of the Buddhist goddess during Kushan period was named Vasudhara. The figure of
Kushan period goddess Vasudhara is kept in Lucknow Musuem has kept her right hand on a basin
placed on a stout pillar (Fig. 230). She is holding a fish in her left hand. Fish represents prosperity.
In modern times also seeing fish is considered to be an auspicious omen.

Fig. 230: Vasudhara image, Lucknow Musuem
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Another Vasudhara image kept in Mathura museum shows the dignified goddess in standing pose
(Fig. 231). She is flanked by two attendants, one of them is bearing umbrella over her head. Two
celestial beings, one of them a female are hovering above her shoulders.

Fig. 231: Vasudhara (Kushan period), Mathura museum
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Another image of Vasudhara accompanied by Jambhal, the yaksha is kept in Sarnath museum (Fig.
232). It shows the independent Vasudhara of Kushan period in a subordinate role with Kuber who is
also shown with Hariti, the goddess of child care.

Fig. 232: Jambhal Vasudhara (10th century) Sarnath museum
(Reproduced by kind permission of Sarnath museum)
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The image of Boar incarnation of Vishnu were first made during Gupta period. These images
invariably show the boar lifting the goddess Earth. The Vishnu and sometimes Surya images also
show the goddess Earth with a special name Mahasweta sitting between the legs of these gods.
Vajrayana Tantric text Sadhan Mala prescribes the following procedure of the worship of the
goddess. Her further manifestation was also be given in this description, ‚The goddess Vasudhara
is of golden complexion who is decked in all sorts of ornaments appear like a young girl of twice
eight years, exhibits the varada mudra in the right hand, carries the ears of corn in the left and bears
the image of Akshobhya (on the crown). In front of the goddess should be conceived Srivasu in the
right VasuShri, in the west Srivasumukhi and in the left VasumatiShri. These four goddesses
originate from the first syllables of their names and are identical in form with the principal
goddess‛69. The Tibetan Thanka showing the present day Vasudhara is being given below (Fig. 233).

Fig. 233: Vasudhara on a present day Tibetan thangka
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Evolution of the cult of Saptamatrikas: The cult of Saptamatrika is finally manifested in the
form of stone sculptures during Kushan period. One image of Saptamatrikas is kept in Mathura
museum (Fig. 234). It shows Saptamatrikas in standing position. They are wearing long skirts. On
the extreme right side, Kartikeya is also standing in this image.

Fig. 234: Standing Saptamatrikas, 1st century A.D. Government Museum, Mathura, U.P. India

Another Kushan Saptamatrika image in terracotta is kept in Patna museum. It has been made very
crudely (Fig. 235).

Fig. 235: Kushan Saptamatrika image in terracotta, kept in Patna museum

Another matrika figure shows three mother goddesses with Kuber sitting in Utkuta Aasan (Fig. 236).
On the extreme right side goddess Lakshmi is shown. It seems that many cults came into existence
which started showing various mother goddesses with male diety. This image appears to be one
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such example. It appears that this concept was borrowed from Shasthi initially six foster mothers
of war god, Kartikeya.

Fig. 236: Three matrikas with Kuber, Lucknow Museum

During early Gupta period the tradition of making Saptamatrikas was continued. In fact, in
Northern India, this tradition continues up to 12th century. One of the examples of Saptamatrika is
the following figure from Rajghati, Deogarh (Fig. 237).

Fig. 237: Saptamatrika (6th century A.D.), Rajghati, Deogarh

The following image carved on the rock near the base of staircases going from temple towards
Aman Singh gate, shows seven dancing mother goddess. They are accompanied by Lord Shiva
(Fig. 238).
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Fig. 238: Dancing Saptamatrikas (later Gupta period) from Neelkantha, Kalinjar

Another Saptamatrika image of 8th century from Mirzapur, U.P. is kept in Lucknow museum. It
shows the seven goddess sitting in lalitasana on low seats. On the extreme right side Vina playing
Shiva is shown (Fig. 239).

Fig. 239: Saptamatrikas image (8th century), Lucknow Museum (Mirzapur)

A 9th century image of six matrikas is kept in Lucknow museum. It was found from Shasra, Punjab.
All of them are horse faced (?). The third deity from the right is a male deity probably Shiva (?).
His mount is a man. He is holding a bowl and a flower in two left hands. The two right hands are
broken. The panel shows that the cults of many mother goddess other than Saptamatrikas were
prevelant during 9th century (Fig. 240).

Fig. 240: Saptamatrikas image (9th century), Lucknow Museum (Shasra, Punjab)
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Evolution of cult of Mahisasurmardini and Durga- The images of Mahisasurmardini are
found during Kushan period for the first time, in the form of small terracotta idols. In this image
the goddess has lifted the buffalo demon with two hands and she is killing it with a trident.

Fig. 241: Mahisasurmardini, Mathura Museum
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Fig. 242: Terracotta plaque showing Mahisasurmardini, village Toori, tahsil Iglas, Aligarh, U.P. (Reproduced by
kind permission of Satish Jain, Rani Mill, Meerut)

In addition to Mahisasurmardini images one finds goddess Durga riding a lion on Gupta coins also.
On Simhanihanta type coin of Samudragupta, king is standing on the right and shooting an arrow
on a lion situated at his left on the obverse side. On the reverse side, two handed goddess Durga
sitting in Utkuta Aasan on a lion has been depicted (Fig. 243).
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Fig. 243: Durga riding a lion on Gupta coin

On the gold coin of Samudragupta (c. 335-375 CE), on the obverse side the King is shown standing
at right and queen at left (Fig. 244). They are facing each other. The king is holding up his right
hand. Brāhmī legend at right reads, ‚Sri Kumaradevi‛ and Brāhmī legend at left reads,
‚Chandragupta‛. On the reverse side, the goddess Durga is seated on a lion. She is holding
cornucopia and diadem in her two hands. Brāhmī legend at the left reads, ‚Lichchhavayah‛.

Fig. 244: Coin of Samudragupta (Obverse: King and Reverse: queen)

A beautiful terracotta image showing Parvati sitting in lalitasana on a lion in a peaceful mood is the
example of high point achieved by the artists of that age (Fig. 245).
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Fig. 245: Terracotta image showing Parvati sitting in lalitasana on a lion

This 7th-8th century Mahisasuramardini who has a very large headgear on the top of her head. She as
thrown down the buffalo demon on the ground. She is holding his tail with one hand and
pressing him with her right foot. She has pierced him with a Javelin. In the other two hands, she is
holding a shield and a sword (Fig. 246).

Fig. 246: Mahisasurmardini, Siddha Ki Ghati, Deogarh
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The following Mahisasurmardini of 9th century carved on rock near Balkhandeshwar Mahadeva,
Kalinjar, Banda, U.P. shows the four handed robust goddess who has lifted the buffalo demon with
one leg. She is killing it with a Javelin (?) (Fig. 247).

Fig. 247: Mahisasurmardini, Balkhandeshwar, Kalinjar

The mother goddess cult was very popular during 7th-8th century. This gave rise to Jain tradition
adopting Yakshas and Yakshinis as attending gods for 24 Tirthankaras. Although Jainas adopted
Lakshmi and Saraswati as full-fledged goddesses in their pantheon but many other goddess were
inducted into a much inferior position. Seeing the popularity of Amba, the old mother goddess,
they grabbed the opportunity and designated Ambika as the Yakshi of tirthankara Neminatha. They
also invented a new story for her. In fact during that period she was so popular that they made a
large number of her images at Deogarh as attested by the archaeological finds at that place (Fig.
248).
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Fig. 248: The lower row shows the standing Ambikas of 9th-10th century, Deogarh

Bhavishya Purana and Devi Purana describes nine Navadurgas70. Their names are Mahalakshmi,
Nanda, Kshemankari, Shivaduti, Maharanda, Bhramari, Chandramandala, Revati and Harasiddhi. Only
Aparajita-prachchha describes the iconography of these goddesses. There are many examples of
images of this list. The followers of this school made images till about 12 th century. Agni Purana
and Garuna Purana gives a different list of Navadurgas namely Rudrachanda, Prachanda, Chandogra,
Chandanayika, Chanda, Chandawati, Chandaroopa, Atichandika and Ugrachanda. When the founder of
this school of thought was coining the names of different goddesses, it appears that he had in
mind the variety of moods, an aggressive woman can manifest in real life situation. Markandeya
Purana gives a third list with nine names- Shailaputri, Bramhacharini, Chandraghanta, Kushamanda,
Skandamata, Katyayini, Kalratri, Mahagauri and Siddhadatri (Fig. 249). The present day followers of
mother goddess cult are the adherents of this last school of thought. They worship Durga for nine
days twice in a year, first in the month of Chaitra i.e. in the month of March-April and second in
the month of Ashwin i.e. in the month of September-October. The Puja is started by making the
mandals of Navagrahas, Shodasmatrikas, Sarvatobhadra, ChausathYoginis and Saptamatrikas on the
ground in front of the image of the goddess. The worshippers also recide Durga Saptashati. On the
final day, the Puja ends by doing Hawan. The idol made of mud and straw is taken to the river and
immersed there.
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Fig. 249: The present day, Nava Durgas

If you are doing patha of Durga Saptashati on some other occasion, in addition to the above
mandals, one has to draw Navadurga Yantra on the place of the worship. If you don’t want to make
this you can simply purchase a Navadurga Yantra and keept it there (Fig. 250). The evolution of the
mother goddess cult has comeback to making geometrical ritual drawings instead of making the
rock paintings in the caves.

Fig. 250: Navadurga Yantra
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Cult of Chausatha-Yoginis: In the 9th century, the tradition of Chausatha-Yoginis was started
parallel to the earlier traditions of Saptamatrikas. This tradition assimilated local popular
goddesses into the mother goddess cult. The images of animal faced goddesses are found in
Kushan period also. A large number of votive images of animal faced goddesses were found from
Updhauliya, district Gorakhpur, U.P. One such image of lioness faced deity is kept in Bauddha
Sangrahalaya Gorakhpur, U.P. (Fig. 251).

Fig. 251. Image of lioness faced deity is kept in Bauddha Sangrahalaya Gorakhpur, U.P.
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It appears that the cult of animal mother goddesses started earlier. The earliest evidence comes
from Sunga plaque (Fig. 252). The tradition of animal faced goddesses continued during Sunga
period.

Fig. 252: Ajmukhi Devi (Allahabad), Bauddha Sangrahalaya, Gorakhpur, U.P.

Updhauliya, district Gorakhpur U.P. has yielded large number of images of goat faced diety. All
these images from Updhauliya are kept with Mr. Pratul Kumar Lahiri from Gorakhpur, U.P. (Fig.
253).
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Fig. 253: Goat faced deities Updhauliya, Gorakhpur, U.P.

In addition to these some images of other animal faced dieties were also found. The heads of deer,
snake and wolf were also found at this place (Fig. 254).

Fig. 254: Animal faced T.C. Updhauliya, Gorakhpur, U.P.
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Naigameshi and Naigamesha: The evolution of the cult of Goat faced goddess- The cult of
goat faced goddess is proven by antiquities of Sunga period (Fig: 252). A large number of votive
figures of goat faced deity recovered from Updhauliya, Gorakhpur, U.P. makes it clear that there
was a folk tradition of goat faced deity. It involved offering of votive idols of goat faced deity.
People kept on offering these idols at the Shrine of the goddess. When these images piled up at
the sites, these were ceremonially buried in a pit nearby the site. This practice is prevelant even
now. In eastern U.P., at the open air Shrines of Kali, Kotahi, Diha, Bamata, Samaya etc. devotees
offer terracotta images of elephant and horse. These images are vehicles of the deity. In addition
to this, they offer perishable offerings like Rathas, flowers, coconut, cloth, chandani and incense.
One day after worship, these perishable items are swept aside and dumped in a pit. The images
are allowed to remain standing on the platform till they breakup on their own or children break
them who usually play near the sacred place. In fact, in Jain tradition goat faced male diety is
called Naigamesha and female faced deity is called Naigameshi. The meaning of Naigamesha is the
god (Isha) of a commercial town (Nigam). Their special function in the Jain tradition is the transfer
of embrayo into the womb.
One Kushan plaque shows the God Naigamesha sitting on a throne. He is looking towards
his right and is attended by two female Chanvari (fly whisk) bearers. He has transferred embrayo
of Mahavira from the womb of Devananda, the Brahmani to the womb of Trishala, the queen, the real
mother of the Mahavira on the command of Indra. On the reverse side of this plaque is the scene of
woman dancers and musicians dancing, singing and playing musical instruments, rejoicing after
this great work has been done by the God (Fig. 255-6).

Fig. 255: Jain Naigamesh, Lucknow Museum
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Fig. 256: Jain Naigamesh

Another image of Naigameshi apparantely the wife of Naigamesha from Kushan period (presently
kept in Mathura museum) shows the goddess taking care of an infant kept on a round basket (Fig.
257).

Fig. 257: Naigameshi, Kushan period, Mathura museum
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Another image from the same museum shows the goddess Naigameshi in Varada mudra. Four
children are sitting on her shoulders with folded hands (Fig. 258).

Fig. 258: Naigameshi, Kushan period, Mathura museum

The folk tradition of animal faced deity appears to have developed into full fledged great
traditions of animal faced Chausatha-Yoginis of 9th century. In fact, the meaning of Yogini is a
female ascetic but the tantric tradition of Yoginis known as Kaul Marg defined the Yogini as the
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woman who participates with the initiates in the secret practice of the cult. The Vam Marg worship
involved offerings to the goddess Matsya, Maans, Mudra, Madya and Maithun. This tradition
recommends Maithun as a way of salvation. It’s a great shift from traditions like Buddhism and
Jainism which propounded high moral values and giving up of intoxicating drinks and luxuries of
life. It appears that the witch craft which was popular with a large number of people and was part
of folk tradition was given the name of a new cult. Even the folk cults were popular over large
area of the country. The new cult in fact filled the void created by the detereoration of Buddhism.
There are three distinct traditions of Chausatha-Yoginis. First tradition is approved by the
following texts: Agni Purana, Caturvarga Chintamani, Pratistha Laksana Sara Samuccaya, Sri Matottara
Tantra and Agni Purana. Second tradition is supported by the following texts: Catusasti Yogini
Namawali, Catusasti Yogini pujan, Catusasti Yogini puja, Catusasti Yogini puja vidhi, Kubjika puja
paddhati and Sri Tattvanidhi. The third tradition is supported by the following texts: Skanda Purana,
Sharadatilaka Tantra and Bhutalipi matrika.
The names of the Yoginis of the first traditions are as follows: Aksobhya, Rakshakarni,
Rakshashi, Kripana, Kashaya, Pingakshi, Akshaya, Ksema, Ila, Nilalaya, Lola, Alakta, Balakeshi, Lalasa,
Vimala, Hutahsha, Vishalakshi, Hunkari, Vadavamukhi, Mahakrura, Krodhana, -Bhayankari, Mahanana,
Sarvajna, Tarala, Tara, Rigveda, Hayanana, Sarakhya, Rudrasangarhi, Sambhara, Talajanghika,
Raktakashi, Suprasiddha, Vidyutjihva, Karankini, Meghananda, Prachondogra, Kalakarni, Varaprada,
Candra, Candravali, Prapancha, Pralayantika, Sisuvakrtra, Pisaci, Pisitasa, Lolupa, Dhamani, Tapani,
Ragini, Vikrtanana, Vayuvega, Brahatkuksi, Vikrta, Vishavarupika, Yamajihva, Jayanti, Durjaya,
Jayantika, Bidali, Revati, Putana and Vijayantika71.
The names of the Yoginis of the second traditions are as follows: DivyaYogini, MahaYogini,
SiddhaYogini, Ganeshvari, Pretasayi, Dakini, Kali, Kalaratri, Nishachari, Hunkari, Siddha-vaitali,
Hrinkari, Bhutadamari, Urdhvakeshi, Mahakali, Shuskangi, Narabhojini, Phetkari, Vira, Dhumrakshi,
Kalipriya, Raktakshi, Ghora-rakta, Virupakshi, Bhayankari, Veera, Kaumarika, Candi, Varahi,
Mundadharini, Bhaskari, Vajrani, Krodha, Durmukhi, Pretavahini, Kantaki, Dirghalambosthi, Malini,
MantraYogini, Kalini, Modani, Cakri, Kankali, Bhuvaneshvari, Krubhala, Taluki, Lakshmi, Yamadooti,
Karalini, Kaushiki, Bhakshini, Yakshi, Kaumari, Yantravahini, Vishaki, Kamukhi, Vyaghiri, Yakshini,
Pretabhushini, Durjati, Vikati, Ghori, Kali and Vishalanguli72.
The names of the Yoginis of the third traditions are as follows: Gajanana, Simhamukhi,
Gradrasya, Kakatundika, Ustragriva, Hayagriva, Varahi, Sarabhanana, Ulukika, Sivarava, Mayuri,
Vikatanana, Ashtavakrta, Kotarakshi, Kubja, Vikatalochana, Suskodari, Lalajjihva, Svadamastra,
Vanaranana, Rakshakshi, Kekarakshi, Brahattunda, Surapriya, Kapalahasta, Raktakshi, Suki, Syeni,
Kapotika, Pashahasta, Dandahashtra, Pracanda, Candahasta, Sishughani, Papahantri, Kali, Rudhirapayini,
Vashadhaya, Grbha-bhaksha, Shava-hasta, Antramalini, Sthula-keshi, Brahatkushi, Sarpashya,
Pretavahana, Dandashukakara, Kraunchi, Mrigshirsha, Vrishanana, Vyattasya, Dhumanishvasha,
Vyomaika, Charanordhvaduka, Tapani, Shosani-drishti, Kothari, Sthulanashika, Vidyutprabha, Balakashya,
Marjari, Kataputana, Attatahasha, Kamakshi and Mrigkashi73.
The Yoginis of Lokhari, district Karwi, Banda, U.P. have been made following the third tradition.
Most of them have animal faces. It appears that this cult wanted to bring in the mothers of all the
animals as deity into its pantheon. This cult extended the concept of human mother goddess to
the other species also and mothers of all the kinds are worshipped in this cult. Some of the images
of Lokhari are produced below74 (Fig. 259-69).
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Fig. 259: Lokahri Yogini Sasakanana (Rabbit faced)
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Fig. 260: Lokahri snake headed Yogini
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Fig. 261: Lokahri Hayagriva (Horse necked one)
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Fig. 262: Lokhari Yogini Hayanana (Horse faced)
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Fig. 263: Lokahri Yogini Ajanana (Goat faced one)
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Fig. 264: Lokahri Yogini Rakshanana (Bear faced)
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Fig. 265: Lokahri Yogini Mrigashira (Deer faced)
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Fig. 266: Lokahri Yogini Vrishanana (Buffalo faced)
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Fig. 267: Lokahri Yogini Vrishanana (Buffalo faced), National Musuem, New Delhi
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Fig. 268: Lokahri Yogini Gomukhi (Cow faced)
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Fig. 269: Lokahri Yogini Chamunda

Tibetan Buddhists developed special animal faced female deities which are twenty-eight in
numbers. They are called twenty-eight ishvaris and are composed of four groups of six Yoginis
corresponding to the four activities and of the four female outer-gate keepers. It appears that they
could not break the record of the creators of Chausatha-Yoginis and settled only for twenty-eight
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animal faced female dieties. The variety shown by the dieties matches the Chausatha-Yogini cult by
less than half.
The six Yoginis corresponding to the activity of pacifying are Rakshasi (white), Brahmi,
Mahadevi, Lobha, Kumari and Indrani (Fig. 270).

Fig. 270: (from right to left) Rakshasi (white), Brahmi, Mahadevi, Lobha, Kumari and Indrani.

The six Yoginis corresponding to the activity of increasing are Vajra, Shanti, Amrita, Chandra, Danda
and Rakshasi (dark yellow) (Fig. 271).

Fig. 271: (from right to left) Vajra, Shanti, Amrita, Chandra, Danda and Rakshasi (dark yellow)

The six Yoginis corresponding to the activity of magnetizing are Bhakshini, Rati, Mahabala,
Rakshashi (pale red), Kama and Vasuraksha (Fig. 272).

Fig. 272: (from right to left) Bhakshini, Rati, Mahabala, Rakshashi (pale red), Kama and Vasuraksha.
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The six Yoginis corresponding to the activity of subjugating (from right to left) are Vayudevi, Nari,
Varahi, Nanda, Mahahastini and Varunadevi (Fig. 273).

Fig. 273: (from right to left) Vayudevi, Nari, Varahi, Nanda, Mahahastini and Varunadevi

The last group is composed of the four female outer-gate keepers (Fig. 274).

Fig. 274: Bird faced dieties, the guardian of outer gates

The cult of Chausatha-Yogini gradually died down after 12th-13th century. Tibetans Buddhism
continues with the twenty eight Ishwaris. In the present time, Chausatha-Yoginis have been reduced
to the status of insignificant dieties. Now-a-days, they are invoked before any yajna is started. In
fact, a symbolic Mandal (Chatura Shasthi Yogini Mandal) (Fig. 275) is drawn on the ground
alongwith other devices like Sarvatobhada Mandal, Vaastu Mandal and Navagraha Mandal. At
present, the following drawing is prescribed for such occasions.
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Fig. 275: ChatushthiYogini Chakra
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Chapter- 10
A Witch Doctor from Gorakhpur
Sokha: the village witch Doctor is bearer of ancient tradition of Witch Craft- Sokha
is the Indian witch doctor, popularly known by this name in the eastern U.P. and Bihar. He is also
known as Ojha. He generally invokes village dieties like Dih, Samardheer, Rahasuguru, Samaya,
Bamat, Hatthi, Phoolmati, Kandar, Bansati, Baram, Nata Baba, Churails, Hanuman, Aghori and
ancestoral ghosts etc. He will often invoked Kali, the most important village female deity. Kali is
the fearsome manifestation of Durga, the consort of Lord Shiva. Worship of mother goddess
always involved some sort of witch craft. In ancient times, people have invented different types of
mother goddess like goddesses of fertility, war, child birth, earth etc. The rock paintings show the
images of goddess of fertility. The original cults have under gone many transformations. The
present day cult of Kali, the village goddess shows the full turn in the cycle of evolution. It has
comeback to stage of witch craft of the early man to the witch craft of the modern day man living
in India. This cult involves the invocation of the goddess by a prescribed series of rituals. As the
result of music, the ritual song called Pachra combined with sufficient quantity of liquor and the
performance of Hawan etc., the Sokha enters into the state of trance. Once the goddess enters into
his body, the communication portal is opened between the men and the goddess. Following is the
description of the ‘Puja’ which was perform on 30th April, 2017 (Sunday) at village Nagahara p.s.
Sikriganj district Gorakhpur U.P. It was organized by Mr. Girijesh Shukla, the resident of the same
village for ensuring the general prosperity of the village and identifying the reason for the
troubles various residents were facing. The ritual sort of ceremony which ended with the
identification of the problems of the village as a whole and the individual citizens. Anybody could
ask for the remedies of their misfortune at these open air performances. The remedy invariably
consisted in the puja of the deities which were creating problems for the people. The present day
rituals have been derived from the tribal traditions which were prevalent during the pre-historic
period. Studying these rituals, we can have a fair idea of the old traditions. The Bushmann and
Austarlian rock paintings are the only remaining evidences of the ancient magico-religious rituals.
The modern day, white Australians and South-Africans don’t practice these magical rituals. The
local tribals in those countries still perform rituals which involves making the ritual rock
paintings. In North India, officially a Hindu may be a monotheist or polytheist but in reality many
of them will go for Tantric type of Puja for removal of their maladies. Most of the villagers take
part in such rituals especially when this puja is being done for the betterment of whole village. The
person of any caste can become a Sokha i.e. the priest for this kind of worship. Generally the
people belonging to Rajput, Brahman or Baniya caste will rarely become a Sokha but they will
organize a puja if some trouble arises in their families. The Brahmans practices a refined version of
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this ritual which is called tantric type of worship which involves drawing religious symbols,
chanting mantras and performing some prescribed rituals. The only difference in a tantric puja by a
Brahman and a Sokha type worship by the villagers is the cost involved in the ritual and the text
followed by the officiating priest. Brahman generally receives large Dakshina and he chants some
mantras written in Sanskrit. The archaic rituals can be performed by people from any castes
because they predate caste and Varna system. The Brahman specializing in Vedic rituals later on
appropriated the role of priestly class for himselves. The other type of preists for example Sokha
etc. were considered to be inferior to him. Now I proceed to describe the ritual perform on this
day. As the ritual began, the drum beaters called Nagadachi who were three in numbers started
playing drums. One person was playing one Nagada and one timki. Only two persons were
playing at a time. The Nagadachis who took their turn to playing the drums were Ramniwas, Bhaktu
and Ramsurat. All the three brothers belonging to Chamar caste are residents of Usari p.s. Uruwa
district Gorakpur U.P. The Shrine of goddess is a high cemented platform (Fig. 276). In the middle
stands the image of goddess Kali riding an elephant. In front of her three protrusions is there
which symbolize three folk goddesses.

Fig. 276: Antiquity of goddess Kali situated on a platfrom
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Fig. 277: Nagarachis, Ramsurat Chamar, Bhaktu Chamar and Ramnivas Chamar (from left to right)

Mr. Harbansh Yadav and Mr. Manoj Paswan made fire at seven places with the help of cowdung
cakes. Mr. Manoj Paswan pouredsome milk in a Patuki and two Parais/ Khosa as we move from the
right to left. He threw some rice in the milk and left these on the fire, this type of offering is called
Jeonara. The fourth vessel was Parai and the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth once were Patuki. He
threw Panchmeva (Kaju, Kishmish, Nariyal, Badam, Chuhara, Makhana etc.), Jaifal, Kapur, Launga,
MiShri, in these five vessels. They were burned by putting fire into the vessel. This type of offering
is called Khappar. In front of these vessels were kept six Metiyas full of water. Dhar a readymade
mixture was poured into these vessels. They were covered with Koshas.

Fig. 278: Musician cum Sokha, Ramnivas Chamar playing Nagada and Timuki
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Fig. 279: Metiya Fig. 280: Bharuka Fig. 281: Parai/ Kosa

Fig. 282: Patuki

Fig. 283: Ghaili

Fig. 284: Khappar, Jeonar and Dhaar being offered to the village deities
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Fig. 285: General view of the shrine and the audience

Mr. Harbansh Yadav placed two cocunuts, a dhoti dyed with Haldi and two simple dhotis on the
platform. After this he burned some insence sticks in front of the goddess.

Fig. 286: Shrine of Durga
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Then the chandani was put above the platform by tying its four corners to the iron rods coming out
of the platform.

Fig. 287: Chandani being tied over the image of the goddess

To ward off the malevolent spirits and undiserable deities, a fire was made in front of the
platform in which red chellies were thrown. This process is called giving Dhukni. On further
enquiry people revealed that in addition to minor ghosts, this ceremony especially blocked the
entry of Sursadai, an extremely malevolent goddess. Then milk was poured on the ground in the
front of the platform. Sokha Feku Prajapati wore the new dhoti dyed with haldi and stood will folded
hands chanting mantras in the honour of the goddess. He did not wear anything above his waist.
The upper clothes caused hindrance in the acrobatics that was performed by the person in the
state of trance. This is the possible reason of not wearing anything above the waist. The different
dieties are assigned different functions in the scheme of folk religion. Kali the great goddesses
protects the people inside the village. Samaya mai protects people outside the village. Sheetala
protects people from smallpox. Dih is the king of all the village deities. His wife is Dihwarin. There
are many more gods as mention in the begning. Many of them may not be present in the village.
Harbans Yadav took five rounds of the platform with folded hands. He was chanting mantras
dedicated to the deities. After this the team of Sokhas started singing Pachara, lead by Harbans
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Yadav. Pachara is a religious song sung in a chorus by sokhas participating in this ritual called
shokhaiti. The following three Pachras were sung during the complete performance. These pachras
are in Bhojpuri dialect of Hindi language.
Pachra no. 1Devī Indalpur se chanvā oghiyā mangavle bā
Devī Hamār kore khetwā oghiyā gadavle bā
Devī Hamār betwā oghiyā mangavle bā
Devī Hamār dudhwā ghariyā chanāvā sichavle bā
Devī Hamār Indalpur se badyā bolavle bā
Devī Hamār chanvā sekrā me palgā magvalevā,
Devī Hamār chāro pauvā ghughrū banavle bā,
Devī Hamār ek oghiyā suteli sāto bahiniyā,
Ek oghiyā sutelā cha dulāruyā.
Pachra no. 2Devī Hamār kaun bahiniyā pokhrā khanavle bā,
Devī Hamār kaun ghatvā khanavle bā,
Devī Hamār kaun ghatvā nahaile bā,
Devī Hamār kalikāre bahiniyā ghatvā banavle bā,
Devī Hamār sitwā nahaile bā,
Devī Hamār khapar rahasu guru uthaile bā.
Pachra no. 3Devī Hamār purabahi disā me suraj binavle bā,
Devī Hamār uttar disā me pāncho maiyā binavle bā,
Devī Hamār pachchu disā me vīr hanumanjī ke binavle bā,
Devī Hamār dakshin disā me gangājī ke binavle bā,
Devī Hamār vāsunāga devtā ke binavle bā,
Devī Hamār uprā shrī bhagwān jī ke binavle bā,
Devī tavne bichwā dihwā, sairwā binavle bā,
Devī Hamār sayar se bhedvā batavle bā.
Within five minutes Dih Baba entered the body of Feku Prajapati. This phenomenon is known as
‚Dih ka sar par ana‛ which literally means the coming of the Dih Baba on the head of a person.
Once the sokha was in trance, he started doing front roll and proceeded towards the than of Dih
Baba.
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Fig. 288: Harbans Yadav burning Red Chillies

Fig. 289: The stage is set for getting into the trance
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In a twinkling of an eye Feku reached the place Dih followed by Rajaram Maurya and Harbans
Yadav and all the people witnessing this show. He started khelna over there. Dih ka than is nothing
but a rectangular cemented patch with an image of cemented horse standing in the middle. Manoj
Paswan lighted Kapur infront of the horse. After this khelna of Feku seized. He set infront of the god
with his legs straight and he himself leaning backward on his hands. Sitting in this posture he
started Bhakhana that is the god started speaking from his mouth. The god said ‚The worship of
Dih Baba has long been neglected by the villagers. He still remains unmarried. His Dihwarin is
moving around in the jawar (area of the village). This is causing some problems to arise in the
village‛. Instantly Khappar was offered to the god and Feku again became normal.

Fig. 290: Feku Sokha under trance at the place of Dih Baba
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After this he commanded that some akshat from three different houses and peepal leaves should be
brought to him. These items were brought by the villagers to the place of worship and were
promptly placed in front of the horse symbolizing the deity. The purpose of asking for akshat was
to know whether the villagers are really worshipping Dih Baba or not. After this the whole party
returned to Kali Than.

Fig. 291: Feku Sokha divining at the place of Dih Baba
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Fig. 292: Feku Sokha under trance at the place of Durga

Then the team of Sokhas prepared Dhaar for the purpose of worshipping Kaliji in four Gagaris
(Ghailis), a type of earthen vessels. They also tied Satamahala Ratha i.e. seven tiered chariot to the
green bamboo stick called ‘Kaina’ tied to the iron rod coming out of the platform. In fact, this
seven tiered chariot is nothing but seven tiered device made of spilit bamboo and coloured paper.
Char Pahiya Ratha tied to a small bamboo stick were put around the village and than of Dih Baba.
These rathas are sipposed to protect the villagers from disasters, diseases and other malevolent
supernatural beings. Four ghailis of Dhaars which consists of water put in the vessel alongwith
Panchmeva powder, Launga and Neem leaves and this concoction is poured near the place where
Kains are planted. Goddess Kali is supposed to patrol the village in these rathas and protect the
villagers. After this Feku made preprations to worship Kali. He started the worship by holding
flowers of Gurhala which is the favourite flower of the goddess. He was also chanting mantras. At
the end of this he burnt kapura. In the background pachra singing continued.
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Fig. 293: Char Pahiya Rath

Fig. 294: General view of the ceremony
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At the end, Khappar was offered. Khappar consist of burning Panchmeva, Kapur, Laung and Ghee.

Fig. 295: Satamahala Rath
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As this material was burnt, Kali entered the body of Feku Sokha. His tongue also came out as a
symptom of this transformation.

Fig. 296: Goddess Durga has entered in the body of Feku Sokha

After this the team surrounded Feku Sokha and the whole congregation proceeded towards the
platform. In the condition of trance, he started crawling around the image.

Fig. 297: Feku Sokha crawling around the image of goddess Durga in the state of trance
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Sokha Ramlaut Chamar was interpreting Feku. He said that now the terracotta elephants and two
coconuts should be offered. The command was promptly obeyed.

Fig. 298: Feku Sokha offering terracotta elephants to the goddess

When Sokha was offering the elephant, his mood swinged towards sadness. As is apparent by the
following photographs.

Fig. 299: Feku Sokha weeping in trance
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The next moment his mood changed to happiness. When I enquired from his assistants about the
two contradictory emotions, they told me that the goddess was unhappy because her worship was
being neglected i.e. why the Sokha appeared to be unhappy. The very next moment, the goddess
said ‚Although my worship is being neglected but I still love the villagers and will protect them‛.
This was the reason for laugh.

Fig. 300: Feku Sokha laughing in trance

After the offering was completed, insence sticks were lighted and the goddess retreated from the
human body to her heavenly abode.

Fig. 301: Feku Sokha worshipping the goddess in normal state
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Suddenly the temple priest Rakesh Mishra, belonging to Brahman caste, appeared from nowhere
and pushed down Feku Sokha and slapped him two-three times. He also tried to manhandle
Nagadachis. The Timki of one Nagadachi was broken in the scuffle. Apparantly some spirit has
entered the body of the priest. Before we proceed to describe the events I would like to narrate
few facts. The persons belonging to Brahman caste generally don’t become Sokhas. They shun this
type of worship. If you ask Brahmans about Sokhaiti, they will say that this is superstition and they
don’t believe in this type of rubbish. The reason for this behavior is as follows. In the village, a
person of any caste can become a Sokha. This type of worship is more popular with Chamars. A
Brahman will go for tantric type of worship which is slightly more evolved. It consists of drawing
magical figures at the place of worship and chanting mantras in Sanskrit. Different tantric sects
follow different Sanskrit text. The folk religion priests chant Shabar Mantras which are in Hindi.
Moreover an allied religious tradition gives monopoly to the Brahmans in the matters of doing
rituals. Everytime they perform some ritual, they received Dakshina in lieu of this service. They
downplay Sokhaiti as superstition but will highly recommened other types of worship including
tantric puja which can be performed by a Brahman. The motive behind creating classical tantric
tradition appears to increase the clintage of the Brahmans and push the non-Brahmans out of the
competition of priesthood. One ancient example will illustrate my point. Vedic religion was
hanotheistic religion which involved chanting of mantras. There was a group of priests who
memorized these mantras and could chant the whole books if required. In the days of ascendency
of Vedic religion, such priests will receive large Dakshina in form of animal heads, women and
precious metal etc. The Vedic rituals involved invoking gods by doing yajna. By doing
appropriate yajna, the priest could force the deity into granting the desired wish to the yajaman. In
opposition to this, Atharvaveda is full of magical formulas which are in the nature of mantras of
witch craft. The interesting fact is that the Vedic deity are invoked to effect the magic. This strange
transformation of the great Vedic gods to the gods of witch craft seems to be brought about by
continued popularity of witch craft among the people and falling appeal of the Vedic rituals and
Vedic priests. In the days of decay of the Vedic cult, the Vedic priests thought it prudent to switch
over to the magical folk traditions. But they created an allied tradition of witch craft which used
Atharvavedic mantras. The similar process appears to have taken place in this case of Brahman
going for classical tantric tradition and Sokha following the folk tradition also known as Shabar
Tantra. Rakesh Mishra climbed the platform, pulled down the chandani and threw the offerings
lying on the platform. After he has disturbed the whole setup, he stood on one leg on the platform
with his tongue coming out of his mouth. He assumed a posture resembling some unidentified
asan of Hath Yoga. He stood on one leg, held one hand high and the other hand horizontally at the
chest level. Making himself a complete nuisense, he fell backward on the ground. Ramlaut Sokha
asked Rakesh who was he? Rakesh replied that he was the spirit of a Barama. Barama is the
especially malevolent spirit of a Brahman who has met untimely death. Before he became
unconscious, another boy appeared to be entering into trance. But this transformation ceased
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suddenly when Rakesh Mishra quietly walked away from the scene and disappeared. This state of
affairs threw the Sokhas into complete confusion. After this Feku Sokha again went into trance and
‘Aughad Baba’ whose Siddhi he had done, entered into his body. Ramlaut Sokha asked Aughad Baba
‚who has disturbed the worship of Kali and whose spirit has entered into the body of Rakesh
Mishra?‛ Feku again started Bhakhauti and told the congregation that especially vicious Baram had
entered into the body of Rakesh and he disturbed the puja of Kali. This could happened because
Dih Baba has not been worshipped properly.

Fig. 302: Rakesh Mishra under trance
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Fig. 303: Rakesh Mishra standing on one foot under trance

Fig. 304: Rakesh Mishra fall down at the end of his trance
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Fig. 305: Conclave of Sokhas after the disturbance

After the diagnosis was completed, everybody was satisfied with the explanation and they
forgave Rakesh Mishra and proceeded to do the final puja. Before Hawan the dieties living in the
sky were to be worshipped by Akashi Hawan. This Hawan is done by burning panchmeva, kapur,
launga and ghee in a patuki (basin) kept on a split bamboo. Its other end is buried into the ground.
Such split bamboos were inserted in the ground at two places in front of the platform. After
completing this, the main Hawan was started. Hawan was officiated by a Brahman, Girijesh Shukla
who organized this puja along with other Sokhas threw Hawan samagri into fire to the
accompaniment of Sanskrit shlokas.

Fig. 306: Akashi Yajna being performed by Feku Sokha
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Fig. 307: Havan at the end of the ceremony

Following is the list of the nine Sokhas and the organizer standing (from right to left in the figure
below) consisted of Mr. Rajaram Maurya resident of Asaunji p.s. Sikriganj; Mr. Manoj Paswan
resident of Asaunji p.s. Sikriganj; Mr. Harbansh Yadav resident of Pandeypur p.s. Sikriganj; Mr.
Girijesh Shukla resident of Nagahara p.s. Sikriganj organizer of the event; Mr. Ramsurat Chamar
resident of Usari p.s. Uruwa; Mr. Feku Prajapati resident of Asaunji p.s. Sikriganj; Mr. Ramchhavi
Paswan resident of Asaunji p.s. Sikriganj; Mr. Bhaktu Chamar resident of Usari p.s. Uruwa; Mr.
Ramnivas resident of Usari p.s. Uruwa and Mr. Ramlaut Chamar resident of Sohnag p.s. Belghata.

Fig. 308: Organizer Shri. Girijesh Shukla of Nagahara with the team of Sokhas
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At the end of puja, Dih was again worshipped by the team by offering Khappar and a terracotta
elephant. Dih wanted the sacrifice of an animal but Sokhas requested for a substitute which was
granted by the diety and as a compromise Jaifal was offered and the god apparently seemed to be
pacified.

Fig. 309: The shrine of Dih Baba
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Chapter- 11
Evolution of Serpent Worship
Cult of Naga from pre-historic times to the present: In whole of India snakes are
especially worshipped on Naga Panchmi. In northern India people make figures of snakes on a side
of the door, in black colour, on a square space prepared by smearing cowdung. In southern India,
there are Shrines special devoted to snakes where the idols of the snake deities are kept for the
worship. The practice of making the figures of snakes to ward off the danger of snake bite was
prevelant among pre-historic man. It is evident from the following rock paintings found at Bedhak
Chauri (Fig. 310).

Fig. 310: Rock painting show two large snakes, Bedhak Chauri

Later the people developed the concept of goddess who controls the snakes. Her timely worship
with appropriate rituals can save the human beings from snake bites. The following Mauryan
images which shows female goddesses are kept at Mathura museum. It shows snakes dangling
from her body. The first goddess is carrying a pot probably tied to her waist. A snake is coiled
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around her neck. The second goddess has got a large headgear. These images resembles the
modern serpent goddess, Manasa who is very popular in West Bengal, India (Fig. 311-12).

Fig. 311: Goddess wearing snakes as her ornament from Mathura Museum
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Fig. 312: Goddess wearing serpent as her ornament from Mathura Museum
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Another Gupta period image of a serpent goddess, now kept in Sarnath museum shows the
goddess with a earthen vessel kept in front of her and hooded Cobras around her body. She is
sitting cross legged between two thin poles. She also appears to be Manasa, the serpent goddess
(Fig. 313).

Fig. 313: Goddess with serpents, Sarnath museum (Gupta period)
(Reproduced by kind permission of Sarnath museum)

The five terracotta images of snake deities (Sunga period) kept in Allahabad museum were
recovered from Kaushambi, U.P. (Fig. 314-18). These images show the hood attached to a human
body. These example show that the images of snakes were worshipped in the form of small
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terracotta figurine also by the people. The flaring middle portion of the image indicates that this
image is of some female deity probably goddess Manasa.

Fig. 314: Mansa Devi (Snake goddess), Allahabad Museum, Kaushambi, Uttar Pradesh
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Fig. 315: Mansa Devi (Snake goddess), Allahabad Museum, Kaushambi, Uttar Pradesh
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Fig. 316: Mansa Devi (Snake goddess), Allahabad Museum, Kaushambi, Uttar Pradesh
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Fig. 317: Mansa Devi (Snake goddess), Allahabad Museum, Kaushambi, Uttar Pradesh
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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Fig. 318: Mansa Devi (Snake goddess), Allahabad Museum, Kaushambi, Uttar Pradesh
(Reproduced by kind permission of Allahabad museum)
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The earliest stone image of a Naga deity in human form was found at railing pillar of Bharhut,
Satna, Madhya Pradesh (Fig. 319). The name of the deity Nagaraja Chakrawako is written on the
railing pillar.

Fig. 319: Nagaraja Chakrawako, Bharhut railing pillar, Bharhut, Satna, Madhya Pradesh
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The Jains invented new stories making serpents subordinate to the two tirthankaras namely
Parshwanatha and Suparshwanatha. Their images are made with a serpent hood behind the head in
place of Abhamandala and coils behind the body of the Jina (Fig. 320).

Fig. 320: Parshwanatha image from Mathura kept in Lucknow museum

Another image of Tīrthankara Parshwanatha (6th–7th century) from Victoria and Albert Museum,
Mumbai, Maharashtra shows the snake Dharanendra and his wife Padmavati taking care of
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Parshwanatha (Fig. 321). Dharanendra is protecting the Jina by spreading his anoromous hood over
him. His wife is holding an umbrella above the Jina.

Fig. 321: Image of Tīrthankara Parshwanatha (6th–7th century) from Victoria and Albert Museum
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Fig. 322: Naga couple, Ellora, Maharashtra, India

Nagas were worshipped in the form of independent deities also. One 8th-9th centuy image of Naga
couple found in Kalinjar fort and kept in Aman Singh palace museum, Kalinjar, Banda, U.P. is
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shown in the following figure (Fig. 323). It depicts hooded Naga couple in standing posture. They
are surrounded by aquatic plants.

Fig. 323: A Naga couple (8th-9th century), Aman Singh palace museum, Kalinjar, Banda, U.P.
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In Indian culture Nagas are associated with water. This belief is the natural outcome of the fact
that water is the natural habitat of many types of the snakes. The following 10th century image
carved on the pillar supporting the roof of the tank known as Swargarohan, in the campus of
famous Nilkantha temple, Kalinjar fort, district Banda, U.P. (Fig. 324). It shows a Naga couple
probably the guardian of this underground tank, standing. The triple hoods are visible behind
their heads. A short pillar like object made of aquatic plants is shown between them.

Fig. 324: Figures of Naga and Nagi (10th century), Swargarohan tank, Nilkantha temple, Kalinjar

In eastern India this worship of snake has developed a detailed mythology. Goddess Manasa is the
special deity controlling snakes and other poisonous insects (Fig. 325). She is generally
worshipped during the rainy season because the snakes are more active during this time. She is
also a deity worshipped for fertility, getting cured of snake bites and also to get rid of diseases like
smallpox, chicken pox etc. Manasa is depicted as a graceful Goddess adorned with the ornaments
which are actually snakes. She sits on a lotus under a hooded canopy of the seven cobras. She is
often portrayed as a 'one-eyed Goddess' or sometimes with her son Astika on her lap.
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Fig. 325: Image of Mansa Devi

It is believed that Goddess Manasa is the one who controls all the snakes on Earth and a snake bite
can be cured by worshipping her. People also worship Goddess Manasa for fertility and
prosperity. According to the legends Goddess Manasa is the daughter of Lord Shiva. However
some literary sources suggest that she was the daughter of Sage Kashyapa and is distantly related
to Shiva. She is the sister of Vasuki and the wife to Sage Jaratkaru. She is an extremely furious
Goddess for those who refuse to worship her while extremely kind to those who worship her with
devotion. Some legends suggest that she was born to Sage Kashyap and Kadru who was the sister
of serpent-king Sesha. While some other scriptures suggest that Manasa was Lord Shiva's daughter.
But popular stories suggest that Manasa was born from Sage Kashyapa's mind. Hence her name is
'Manasa' meaning born out of mind. According to the Puranas, Sage Kashyapa married Goddess
Manasa to Sage Jaratkaru who married her on a condition. Jaratkaru said to her, ‚if you ever
disobeyed me, then i will desert you‛. Once Goddess Manasa awakened Jaratkaru very late in the
morning and he was late for his morning prayers. He became furious at Manasa and deserted her.
Later he came back and they had a son named Astika. According to the folklores of Bengal, Manasa
was the one who saved Lord Shiva from the deadly poison. She is very kind and loving towards
her devotees and is equally destructive to those who refuse to worship her.
In northern India, people generally paint the figures of snakes outside their houses to ward off the
possible snake bites. These figures (Fig. 326) drawn on the walls are supposed to protect the
members of the house from snake bites. These are made on the occasion of Nagapanchmi. The
festival is celebrated on the panchmi (fifth day) of Shukla Paksha (bright half) of the month of
Shravan (July/August). On this day people offer milk and puffed rice to the snakes which the
snake generally don’t eat. On this day the Kalbeliya’s, a caste of snake charmers display different
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type of snakes to the people. People respectfully do darshan of these snakes and offer money etc. to
them.

Fig. 326: Figures of snakes drawn on the walls of house of north India on the festival of Nagapanchmi

One more example of popularity of snake worship in the rural India is the following open air
Shrine dedicated to the snakes is located in Hampi, Karnataka (Fig. 327). It shows the broken
images of snakes. These were part of some temple when those temples were destroyed, the
fragments were collected on the platform and it became the open air snake Shrine.

Fig. 327: Broken fragments of the serpent images kept on a platform under a Peepal tree, Hampi, Karnataka, India
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Chapter- 12
Ritual Paintings by Modernized Urban Indians
Modern Hindus continues to make the ritualistic painting on their house walls:
Indian society has a
large

number

of

festivals and fasts
on different days of
the year. Some of
these events are of
regional character.
Most

of

such

festivals

involve

ritual paintings on
the

wall

of

the

house and fast for
specific

purpose.

The purpose of all
these activities is to
ensure well being
of different family
members, to ensure
prosperity,

to

ensure

good

agricultural
production,

to

facilitate

the

passage to heaven
and sometimes to
achieve

Moksha.

This practice is a
slight advancement
over

episodic

paintings

of

the

tribals who find out
among the army of

Fig. 328: Karwa Chauth

dieties, the real god
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or spirit responsible for their melodies and then they do painting to appease them. Modern Hindu
celebrates different festivals and worship different dieties on fixed dates by doing prescribed
rituals and making a stereo type painting. This practice is more like broad spectrum preventive
medican. To illustrate the process followed by main stream Hindu following I have chosen two
festivals Karwa Chauth and Ahoi Astami which are well known festivals. The description will show
that ritualistic painting of house walls is done to ensure the safety of the family members. Karwa
Chauth is celebrated on the fourth day of Shukla Paksha of the month of Kartika (July) according to
Indian calendar (Fig. 328). The fast commences from the morning.
They then wait until the night when full moon is seen in the sky. In the evening women dress in
their best clothing and adorn themselves with jewellery. On sighting the moon, they look and
offer prayers and worship it and then receive their first bite of food and water from their
husbands. Karwa (clay pots) are also exchanged with other women after that. The ritual involves
telling and listening to the stories of Karwa Chauth. Earlier the women painted the story of
Veeravati, the heroine of Karwa Chautha story on the wall along with gods and the goddess. At
present the ladies get the calenders from bazaar and put it on the wall in the place of painting and
do puja. The modern Indians have much advanced from the idea of ritual painting on stone walls
of hill caves. The idea behind putting up calenders is to attain the same result from the fast that
Veerawati or pious lady Karwa achieved
after

her

penance.

The

idea

of

sympathetic magic is working here after
many thousands of years when we have
completely

abandoned

the

use

the

Shrines of painted rock shelter for
invoking gods and working sympathetic
magic through painting, wishing success
in hunt by painting a hunting scene. Now
ladies paint the story of a pious lady who
saved

the

life

of

her

husband

to

safeguard the lives of their spouses and
ensure marital bliss for themselves.
The

Ahoi

Astami

is

usually

celebrated in the month of the kartik
Fig. 329: Ahoi Ashtami

(October-November) (Fig. 329). On this
day a fast is observed by mothers for the

well being of their sons. It is performed by people in the North India.
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The story of Ahoi Astami relates to a woman who lived in a village with her seven sons. During the
process of renovating and painting her house she went to the forest to bring clay. While digging
the clay, she accidentally killed the kids of a porcupine. She felt vory sorry and came back with
the load of clay to her house. After this her sons died she knew that it’s the fall out of what
happened in the forest. Unable to bear the guilt she confesses the sin to some of her neighbors.
The neighbors declared that the confession has negated the affect of her sins. As atonement for her
sin they suggested that she should fast and offer prayers to the goddess Ahoi. The woman did the
same on Kartik Krishna Astami. She eventually got all her seven sons back by power of her prayers.
Today the mothers fast and pray to Ahoi Mata for well being and bright future of their son.
Mothers fast all day and offer prayers to Ahoi Mata. They wake up before sunrises have some
refreshments and proceed to the temple to offer prayers for their children. The fast ends in the
evening when the moon appears. The picture of Ahoi Mata used to be painted on the wall but now
most of the people put poster of Ahoi Mata. A red colored thread is wrapped around the bowl of
water and the edges are smeared with turmeric powder and it is placed on the left side of the
picture. After this the story of Ahoi mata is read out by an elderly lady in the house hold. All the
other women sit down to listen to the story. Here also we see that the ladies hang a painting on
the wall and do fasting so that their offspring remains safe and sound. This is clearly a case of
modern Indian practicing sympathietic magic for the safety of their children.

Sanjhi, Mother Goddess image done as a part of fertility cult: Sanjhi is associated with
the festival of the same name. It is celebrated by unmarried girls in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh
and Western India. This festival lasts for sixteen days beginning with the full moon day in the
month of Bhadrapada (August-September) till the new moon day in the month of Ashwin
(September-October). This period is marked in the Hindu calendar as Pitri-paksha, i.e. a fortnight
dedicated to ancestors. During this period the ancestral spirits are believed to visit their families.
It is important to note here that only unmarried women, are allowed to make Sanjhi and after
marriage, they give up this practice as prescribed by the ritual. Though the narrative and songs
associated with Sanjhi do not make any direct reference to ancestral worship, the relationship
between the two is obvious. Married women who give up their ancestral lineage to join their
husband’s lineage are disallowed to practice Sanjhi in their paternal homes and take up the task of
transmitting this art form and the associated ritual to their daughters who worship the ancestors
of their fathers. In spite of many myths and songs that have been superimposed on the Sanjhi
ritual and image, it can be safely said that in its origin it is linked with the worship of female
ancestral spirit or goddess and is deeply associated with notions of fertility and progeny. In case
of Sanjhi also, many narratives and songs have been added and made integral to the Sanjhi image
transforming her archaic form into a folk goddess, very close and dear to young girls.
Sanjhi is drawn on walls that are first plastered with fresh cow-dung. On this surface
various motifs are made in bas-relief with cow-dung. These motifs are then decorated with
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flowers, colourful and bright strips of paper and kharia (chalk solution). A new motif is drawn
each day only to be scraped off the next day. From the thirteenth day onwards the process begins
to draw up a full blown Sanjhi with all the motifs put together in a parallelogram with four
gateways. This full blown image of Sanjhi is called Kila Kot, literally meaning ‘fortified dwelling’.

Fig. 330: Sanjhi Devi

Magical figure related to the last rites: On the last day of the funeral ceremonies of the
Gamallas (Telugu toddy drawers). It is customary to engage musicians and story tellers to recite the
story of Anakamma or some other god or goddess. After food has been offered to the dead person,
the musician and reciters turn up in the evening, and draw on the floor of the house figures
(muggu) of a male and female ancestors with powders of five colours namely red, yellow, while,
green and black (Fig. 331). To these figures a fowl and coconuts are offered, and the story-telling
in continued until dawn75.
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Fig. 331: Muggu Painting
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Ramchandra Pahadi (Naraini) – Ramchandra Pahari is the find spot of lower paleolithic tools.
This hill has been now destroyed by Miners who are digging the hill indiscriminately for granite
on all sides. The remains of a pond and a temple of Chandel period are found at the top of the hill.
There is one more temple dedicated to Chamunda Devi. It is built in Islamic style of architecture.
This temple falls in village Barua Seodha, Naraini, Banda, U.P. The priest of this temple is Parmanand
Goswami. This temple has a cupola placed on a low drum surmounting box like main chamber
(Fig. 332). The Shrine is scene of many rituals which remind one of the ritualistic paintings done
as a part of magico-religious rituals. Inside the Shrine, there are various broken idols of different
periods. On the west side wall of the Shrine particularly, the people have drawn snakes with cowdung paste. These are made on Naga-Panchmi day. When people are drawing these figures in their
houses, five snakes are made on the left side of the door and seven snakes are made on the right
side of the door of the house. On the day of the festival, the people first make these two sets of
snakes on the temple wall. After going back to their houses, they draw these figures there. These
figures are offered ghee and gud for fifteen days after Naga-Panchmi. These figures are also
sprinkled with milk. One day before following Navaratri, these figures are whitewashed. The
ritual is repeated every year.

Fig. 332: Temple dedicated to Chamunda Devi from Naraini

On the lower right side of the wall, there is a square whose diagonals have been drawn (Fig. 333).
They have placed one dot inside every triangle formed in this way. On enquiry the priest who is
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not a Brahman by caste revealed that this symbol is made by a person who has done Siddhi of
goddess Chamunda. This is made on the wall of the temple fifteen days after Diwali. He said that in
this temple Mangal Chamar does the worship of goddess and makes it every year.

Fig. 333: Square with diagonal drawn on the wall of the temple

There are a large number of square shaped human figures drawn on the western side wall
of the Shrine (Fig. 334). These represent different local dieties invoked during the worship by a
person. Whenever a man is doing Puja for general well-being of the family or some specific
purpose, he will invoke a God and make his figure on the wall of the Shrine. The figure consists of
a square torso, a head, two hands and two feet. The last two parts of the anatomy are simply thin
stumps emanating from the square body. All the gods are invoked and drawn in the similar
fashion. One need not make elaborate and distinct paintings of the different dieties. In fact this
Shrine technically is of goddess Chamunda but a worshipper can come here and invoked any local
god of the surrounding area by following the procedure described above. The temple wall is used
as a portal for connecting to any minor or major diety.

Fig. 334: Different paintings belongs to different deities inside the temple
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Chapter- 13
From Ritual Paintings to Decorative Art
Decorative Art-aesthetic Activity: The later survival of rock paintings tradition among
people for ritualistic and decorative purposes is found in Warli paintings of Maharastra, Kantha of
Bengal and Mithila paintings of Bihar. Warli paintings use a basic graphic vocabulary: a circle, a
triangle and square. The circle and triangle come from their observation of nature, the circle
representing the sun and the moon and the triangle is derived from mountains and pointed trees.
Only the square seems to obey a different logic and seems to be a human invention indicating a
sacred enclosure or a piece of land. So the central motif in each ritual painting is the square, the
chauk. Palaghata, the mother goddess, symbolizing fertility are shown in some paintings.
Significantly male gods are unusual among the warli and are frequently related to spirits which
have taken human shape. The central motif in there ritual paintings is surrounded by scenes
portraying, panting, fishing and farming festival and dances, tree and animals. Human and
animal bodies are represented by two triangles joined at the tip. The ritual paintings are usually
done inside the huts on a red ochre background for the wall paintings. The warlis used only white
colour for their paintings (Fig. 335). The wall paintings are done only for special occasions such as
weddings or harvests76.

Fig. 335: Warli Painting
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Kantha ambroidery is most popular form of embroidery practiced by the rural women of West
Bengal and Bangladesh. The resembelance between Kantha paintings and some of the rock
paintings is striking. It appears that the rock paintings have been brought down to the world of
patch work. The only difference between the rock paintings and the Kantha embroidery is that the
former is a ritual painting whereas the latter is purely is a decorative thing. The cloth has floral
motifs, animals, birds and geometrical shapes. The day to day activities are also common subjects
of the embroidery (Fig. 336).

Fig. 336: Kantha embroidery

Mithila painting is a famous folk painting made on paper, cloth, ready made garments and
movable objects etc. by the village women of all castes and communities including Muslims of
Mithila in Bihar (Fig. 337).

Fig. 337: Mithila painting
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Aripan is another type of ritual painting made on auspicious occasions and festivals in northern
India (Fig. 338). It is also made on banana leaves and wooden seals. The motif used in these
paintings are Astadala, Sarvatobhadra and Swastika.

Fig. 338: Aripan painting made on wooden floor

A room or a bed room converted during a Maithali wedding is called Kohbar (Fig. 339). It is
decorated before the wedding and is the most important part or place of Maithil's marriage. It has
a great significance during the wedding. For four-five days maximum time of bride and bride
groom is spent in the kohbar, doing rituals. The rituals of wedding starts from the kohbar and ends
in the kohbar. The walls are decorated by the women. Earlier the kohbar walls were painted by the
women and by home-made natural colors. A kind of stick and cotton was used as a brush for that
painting. Now a days the painting is done on paper sheets and by the colors available in the
market and this is put on the walls. It is easy to paint and can be kept and used afterward. The
decoration and painted walls of the kohbar was not disturbed for at least one year. One side of the
wall where most of the rituals and the customs are performed is well decorated and painted. The
aripan is made on the floor. An elephant and two pots made up of clay is also kept there. A mat is
spread there and the bride and bride groom sits on it while performing the customs and rituals.
But the actual wedding with mantras is performed on the vedi, only Chaturthi's wedding is
performed in the kohbar, which is generally made in the courtyard. For four or five days that is till
chaturthi the bride and bride groom has to sleep in the kohbar. On the fourth or fifth day early in
the morning the whole wedding process, except the pheras, is repeated in the kohbar. After this the
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wedding is complete. So, the role of the kohbar is obviously very important in Maithil marriage.
The painting which is done on the walls is also called "Kohbar" and this is one of the style of the
famous Madhubani Painting.

Fig. 339: Kohbar Mithila painting

The Mithila wall paintings are multicoloured. Pictures include those of Nayana Jogini, purain
(lotus), carrier of fish, curd, and jack fruit, trees of fruits such as mango and pomegranate and
birds like peacock. Attractive floral motifs adorn the wall on three sides of the entrance.
Decorative multicolored design made on the faces of brides and the sumangalis also fallin this
category. Many of these paintings have great tantrik significance certain rites during the marriage
ceremony practiced exclusively by the women are directly related to Mithila tantra and these
involve painting.
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Chapter- 14
Natural History of Indian Witch Craft
The natural history of Witch craft: Rigvedic tribes were generally afraid of witch craft77. It
becomes clear when Vasistha says that "If I am a sorcerer, I will die today, if a persons calls me a
sorcerer falsely, his ten sons will die. Indra will kill the persons who calls me a Yatudhan who
himself is a "Rakshasa". Vedic seer expresses their disgust towards witches, magicians,
cannibalistic persons, worshippers of false gods etc. in this Sukta78. There are only a few Vedic
Suktas which really support the witch craft. At two places in Rigveda, the seers give the formula to
be chanted to avoid snake bites and a possible threat to a woman from a co-wife. It seems that
magic and witch craft was not popular with Rigvedic tribes. In reality, Rigvedic religion
represented a reformatory movement but after sometimes the things really changed. Rigvedic
priest saw that witch craft was not completely wiped out from the Indian society. It appears that
magic and witch craft remained extremely popular with common man alongwith the Vedic
rituals. This situation apparently appears to be similar to the one that exists in the present day
Hindu society, where village Sokha, Ojha, Naut alongwith Tantriks with their source codes written
in Sanskrit co-exist with very few Brahmans practicing Vedic rituals. Jains, Buddhists and people
practicing the remix of various sects that have existed in India from time immemorial to the
present day. Atharvaveda takes up the cause of witch craft is a big way and its composers created a
large number of hyms for this purpose. It was done because witch craft was popular among
Indian people and Rigvedic ideology could not totally replace these ideas. Similar story was
repeated with the Buddhism. Mahayan Buddhism was a rational religion which preached salvation
by following the right path. It diversified into various philosophies like Mahayan, Mahasanghika
etc. and later on a new variety of Buddhism developed. It was called Vajrayan which preached
Sadhanas centred around various deities discovered by the new priestly order. They reduced
Buddhism, a great rationlist religion to mere witch craft, a really sad development. It appears that
all great traditions of India developed their own brands of magical religion. At present we have
Buddhist, Hindu and Jain tantras. Buddhism and Jainism both are the religions which preach
salvation through training of the body and the mind. But later on, various forms of witch craft
entered into these religions. The witch craft also became a way of attaining salvation. There are
three categories of Hindu Tantras: Shaiva, Shakta and Vaishava. There is a similar list of Buddhist
and Jain tantras. The aim of these magical schools is to attain Moksha or Nirvana through tantric
practies. The magical hyms are called the souls of God but Yantra the magical figures are called
the abode of Gods. By worshipping it one can achieve Siddhi. There are three types of Yantra
linear, arithmetical and algebraic. These are drawn on metal, paper or wall. People worship these
yantras which appear to be the abstract form of ritual paintings which were originally made on the
walls of caves. The purpose of this type of worship is to attain peace, to influence someone, to
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make somebody inaffective, to remove the ill-feeling harbousred by someone, to kill somebody
and to attaining inner peace through meditation. Some abstract symbols are recurring theme is
rock paintings. It seems that Yantras of tantric school have borrowed idea of homeopathic magic
from from rock paintings. The most popular yantra which is drawn in most of the household
worships and kept drawn on a metal plate in the house for well being is Sarvatobhadra. Although
it’s original meaning is missing but it is being used as good charm to ensure the well being of the
household. At present most of the Hindu ceremony involves drawing magical yantras like
Sarvatobhadra, Shodasmatrika yantra, Saptaghritamatrikas, ChausathaYoginis, Swastikas etc. The
Sarvatobharda yantra used by Jains is being given in the following figure (Fig. 340).

Fig. 340: Sarvatobhadra, a Jain Tantrik yantra

Vajrayana Buddhism popular in India, Nepal and Tibet prescribes making of charts showing
different Buddhists deities, auspicious symbols, geometrical figures. These charts are called
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Thangkas (Fig. 341). These are used to decorate the walls of Buddhist temples and the walls of
common houses also. These act as the two dimensional temples inside the house to be worshipped
by the members of the household.

Fig. 341: A Tibetan Thangka
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Following is the example of a printed Sri Yantra which devout Hindus keep in their houses for
prosperity (Fig. 342).

Fig. 342: Sri Yantra

Tattoo: The Magical Painting on human skin which ensures entry into Heaven
for Women: The Kol tribals of eastern India believe that every married woman should have
tattoo marks (godna) upon her body. Men are not tattoed. In most cases tattooing is done shortly
before the marriage. In certain cases it is done after marriage. There is a purpose behind location
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of the tattoo. These are placed on various parts of the body. It is located over the right kidney
region to take away the pain. It is put on the breasts to ensure good supply of milk. On the palms
of the hands it is believed to help in making Chapattis light and palatable, on the arms it is
supposed to benefit the husband, while on the face it is purely decorative. It is also made inside
the left wrist. Some of the designs are made on the legs to take away pain.
There are certain traditions connected with tattooing. People believe that when a Kol lady is
cremated Bhagwan (the god) catches the hand which has the tattoo and conducts here to Baikuntha
(heaven). Therefore it is exceedingly important the hands and the arms should be tattooed. In the
case the body is buried and the tattooes are on the body, when Baimata, a female demon, comes to
devour it, she can’t eat the tattoed body. Tattoing also wards of the evil eye to which womens
especially when with child are very susceptible. As stated at the beginning of this discussion, it
also has a medical significance in that it keeps the organs healthy and functioning properly. The
tattooing about the ankle are a protection against snake bite 79. It appears that people have
extended the idea of magical paintings to the human skin. As the appropriate figures on the
housewalls keep the inhabitants of the house safe, so the appropriate figures permanently made
on the human skin in the form of tattoo will also protect them in many ways.
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Chapter- 15
Interpreting the Rock Paintings and other Observations
The study of rock paintings of Chitrakoot, Australia and South-Africa leads to the following
conclusions. (1) These rock paintings are religious paintings related to healing, annual worship of
local deities, propitiation of individual deities and precautionary worship aimed at warding of
possible disasters. (2) These paintings show the mental condition of a Witch Doctor during the
trance. The painting are the work of illiterate Kafkas who paint the impressions gained during the
trance instead of writing their experiences in Black and White. (3) The paintings depicts the
process of the Witch Doctor forcing the elements to act according to his wishes. (4) Paintings and
other abstract symbols are like portals through which the Witch Doctors establish communication
with the Supernatural beings. (5) Some of the paintings are related to life cycle rituals. (6) Myths
of the people are also subject matter of the paintings. (7) Gods and Supernatural beings are also
subject matter of these paintings. (8) Ritual wall paintings in the urbanized socities are survivals
of the ancient traditions.
Indian society is a peculiar society in which most archaic religious traditions co-exist
with the state of Art, Religions and Traditions. The detailed study of the evolution of deities from
pre-historic period to the present shows the dynamic nature of Indian religious and cultural
traditions. If you talk to an Indian belonging to the self styled allied class, he will say that his
version of Indian tradition is a rigid, unchanging and timeless institution which at some time
during pre-historic days replaced the worthless tribal traditions. In reality, the situation is
different. The various tribal traditions existed right from the beginning of civilization. Some of
them gained the status of great traditions prevalent over large part of the country and followed by
a large number of people. Some of them gained the status of great traditions prevalent over large
part of the country and followed by a small number of people. Some little traditions remained
regional in character but had large followings. Other little traditions were regional in character
but small followings. With the passage of time, different traditions saw their rise and fall and they
changed into one of the four types of above described traditions. The allied among Indians guided
by opportunistic pragmatism will always declared that the most popular tradition of the time is
the one which existed from the time immemorial and the other traditons had following only
amongst most backward section of the society. In fact what has happened is that every popular
traditions which gained prominence was declared an allied tradition and was appropriated by a
few people who benifited by acting as the priest of that tradition. I would again like to quote the
example of Hanotheistic Rigvedic priest worshipping gods of nature switching over to magical
formula of Atharvaveda. More recent example is that of Buddhism. It was originally an atheistic,
rationalistic and highly moralistic religion which changed from Hinayan to Mahayan and then to
Vajrayan. Vajrayan prescribed Panchmakari Sadhana for attaining Siddhis. This change took place
because of the influence of magical folk religions prevalent in the society. Tibetan writers declared
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Chaurasi Siddhas and Buddhists. Their list of 84 Siddhas included famous Natha Panthis like
Matsyendranatha and Gorakhanatha. The present followers of this sect declare themselves as
Shaivites and deny any relation with Buddhism.
The situation can be summarized like this. Multiple religious traditions co-existed
side by side in the country. The socially and politically dominant religious traditions generally
censored or completely ignored the other parties. When the running trophy for the most popular
religion passed on to the new emerging great tradition, the older one just fades out and joins the
ranks of myriad of little traditions. The followers of the old religion switched over to the new
tradition.
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Chapter- 16
Rock Art Sites of Banda and Chitrakoot Districts
List of the Rock Art Sites in Districts Banda, Chitrakoot and surrounding AreasFollowing is the list of sites of districts Banda and Chitrakoot of Uttar Pradesh and bordering
districts of Panna, Satna and Rewa of Madhya Pradesh.
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Group

Site

Location

Latitude

Longitude

1
Risiyan

2
Tehri Pahari (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)

3
1.5 km S. of village
Barha Kotra (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
1.5 km S. of village
Barha Kotra (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
1.5 km S. of village
Bariyari Kalan (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
0.5 km E. of village
Mujra (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
1.5 km E. of village
Belha (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
1.5 km E. of village
Belha (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
2 km S. of village Barha
Kotra (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
1.5 km S. of village
Barha Kotra (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
8.3 km N. of Bargarh

4
25 15’ N

5
81 30’ E

No. of
Shelters
6
4

25015’ N

81030’ E

5

25015’ N

81028’ E

6

25013’ N

81031’ E

4

25014’ N

81029’ E

4

25014’ N

81029’ E

3

25015’ N

81030’ E

3

25015’ N

81030’ E

3

25012’42.15
‛N

81027’7‛ E

1 km S.E. of village
Hanumanganj (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
2.5 km S.W. of village
Mohanpur
(Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
1 km E. of village Burhi
Ghati
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
Distt.
Banda)

25010’ N

81015’ E

3

25010’ N

81016’ E

4

25006’ N

81006’ E

3

2.5 km N.W. of village
Manikpur
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
Distt.
Banda)
W. of village Sarhat
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)

25005’ N

81005’ E

8

25004’ N

81005’ E

2

Bhuridai Pahari (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
Bariyari Bhaupthi, Sita
Kuti (Tehsil Mau, Distt.
Banda)
Sita Pahari (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
Kauva Khoh (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
Bilari Pahari (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
Chandaha Top (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
Bhuri dai II (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)

Kota Kandaila

Hathini
Pahari
@
Dahiya Pathar (Tehsil
Mau, Distt. Banda)
Karka (Tehsil Mau,
Distt. Banda)
Dasharath Ghati (Tehsil
Mau Distt. Banda)

Manikpur

Bar
Pathar
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)

Dond (Tehsil Manikpur
Distt. Banda)

Sarhat
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
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0
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Richhatha
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
Chulhi
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
Mayur Pahari (Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)

Ranipur

Dhakelva Pahar (Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
Bhamseh Pahar (Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
Kathtauta
Cheupata
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
Siddhan Pahari (Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)

Kakredi

Kakredi (Distt. Banda)

Kusmaur (Distt. Banda)

Matihai (Distt. Banda)

Chulbul (Distt. Banda)

Jaginhai (Distt. Banda)

Kuria (Distt. Banda)
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2 km W. of village
Sarhat
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
1 km N.W. of village
Chuli
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
3.5 km N.W. of village
Church
Kaseruva
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
3.5 km W. of village
Gidraha
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
3.5 km S. of village
Girdaha
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km E. of village
Ranipur
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
4 km E. of village
Ranipur
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)
9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)
9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)
9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)
9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)
9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Kakareri (Distt. Banda)

25004’ N

81005’ E

1

25004’ N

81002’ E

4

25006’ N

81008’ E

1

24057’ N

81008’ E

6

24057’ N

81009’ E

4

25059’ N

81011’ E

3

2500’ N

81013’ E

3

25056’ N

81013’ E

10

25056’ N

81013’ E

5

25056’ N

81013’ E

5

25056’ N

81013’ E

5

25056’ N

81013’ E

4

25056’ N

81013’ E

3
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Bedhak

Chauri
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Bhainsahathi
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Jaginhai
II
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Palakiha
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Kuthilihai
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Kauva Khoh (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Mahuli
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Richhhahatha II (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Tiptiha
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Panna Pahar (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Barui Pahar (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Chureliha Ghat Delua
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District Banda)
Garhi Parasan (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Chunaha Ari (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Haula
Ari
(Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Natini Pahari (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Unchahara
(Tehsil

9 km S.E. of village
Gidharai
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
3.5 km S. of village
Nihi (Tehsil Manikpur
Distt. Banda)
5 km S. of village
Nagar
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
6 km S. of village Nihi
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
6 km S. of village Nihi
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
5 km S. of village Nihi
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
4.5 km S. of village
Nihi (Tehsil Manikpur
Distt. Banda)
5.5 km S. of village
Nihi (Tehsil Manikpur
Distt. Banda)
4.5 km S. of village
Nihi (Tehsil Manikpur
Distt. Banda)
1 km S. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
Near village Chauri
(Tehsil Manikpur Distt.
Banda)
2 km W. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
1.5 km N. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
2 km N.W. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
3 km W. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
3.5 km N.E. of village
Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
1 km N. of village

24058’ N

8107’ E

9

24057’ N

8105’ E

8

24056’ N

8106’ E

2

24056’ N

8106’ E

2

24057’ N

8106’ E

3

24057’ N

8106’ E

3

24057’ N

8106’ E

2

24057’ N

8107’ E

1

24056’ N

810 E

4

24056’ N

810 E

1

24056’ N

81057’ E

2

24057’ N

810 E

4

24057’ N

80069’ E

3

24056’ N

80058’ E

1

24057’ N

8101’ E

2

24057’ N

8100’ E

4
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Dharkundi

Sarbhanganal
a

Manikpur,
Banda)
Dharkundi
Manikpur
Banda)
Beda Pahar
Satna)

District
(Tehsil
District

(District

Sarbhanga Nala (Tehsil
Manikpur,
District
Banda)
Chitahara
Satna)
Tikariya

(District

Mangawan
Manikpur,
Banda)
Bari
Kunri
Manikpur,
Banda)

(Tehsil
District

Chhatwa
Manikpur,
Banda)
Bareghat
Satna)

(Tehsil
District

(Tehsil
District

(District

Padrahai
(District
Satna)
Bhauraha Kali Varah
Bhaunri

Kati Pathar (Tehsil
Karwi District Banda)

Siddhapur

Siddhapur
(Tehsil
Karwi District Banda)
Bukarhain
(Tehsil
Karwi District Banda)

Hanuman
Dhara
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Hanuman
(District Satna)

Dhara

Chauri
(Tehsil
Manikpur Distt. Banda)
6 km S. of village
Kalyanpur
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District
Banda)
1.5 km N.E. of village
Majhagawan
(Distt.
Satna)
3 km S. of village
Kusmi
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District
Banda)
1 km N. of village
Chitahra
(District
Satna)
Near village Tikariya
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District Banda)
1 km W. of village
Bambiha
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District
Banda)
Near village Tikariya
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District Banda)
6 km S. of village
Tikariya
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District
Banda)
Near village Barua
(District Satna)
4 km N. of Tikariya
9 km W. of Markundi
S. of village Bhaunri
(Tehsil Karwi District
Banda)
2 km S.E. of village
Siddhapur
(Tehsil
Karwi District Banda)
2 km S.E. of village
Siddhapur
(Tehsil
Karwi District Banda)
3 km S.E. of village
Sitapur
Chitrakoot
(Tehsil Karwi District
Banda)

24056’ N

8003’ E

7

24055’ N

80050’ E

3

24054’17.54
‛N

80054’14.49‛ E

3

24052’ N

80051’ E

4

250 N

80052’ E

7

24050’ N

80051’ E

9

250 N

80052’ E

3

24058’ N

80050’ E

3

2503’13.24‛
N
0
25 1’21.11‛
N
0
25 14’ N

80054’16.93‛ E

8105’ E

6

25010’ N

80056’ E

6

25010’ N

80056’ E

2

250 N

80053’ E

3

80051’39.08‛ E
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Tikuli Pathar (District
Satna)

Bandar
Satna)

Chui

(District

Markundi

Uncha Machan Karka
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District Banda)

Baraundha

Pujeriya Ghati (District
Satna)

Paughata
Jamunahai
(District Satna)
Bera Pahar Bera Jungle
(District Satna)

Bera Pahar II Lakarhai
(District Satna)

Tonaha (District Satna)

Chulihai
(District Satna)

Fatehganj

Bargarh (Tehsil Naraini
District Banda)
Kaharonwali
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Pathar

Khadan

3 km S.E. of village
Sitapur
Chitrakoot
(Tehsil Karwi District
Banda)
4 km S.E. of village
Sitapur
Chitrakkoot
(Tehsil Karwi District
Banda)
2 km S. of village
Karka
(Tehsil
Manikpur
District
Banda)
1 km N.W. of village
Baraundha
(District
Satna)
4 km S.E. of village
Geramau
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2 km W. of village
Baraundha
(District
Satna)
3.5 km W. of village
Baraundha
(District
Satna)
5 km S. of village
Geramau
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
4 km E. of village
Baraundha
(District
Satna)
4 km S. of village
Geramau
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3 km W. of village
Baraundha
(District
Satna)
4-5 km S. of village
Geramau
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
0.5 km N.EW. of
village
Baraundha
(District Satna)
4.5 km S.E. of village
Geramau
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S. of village
Fatehganj
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S.E. of village

2509’ N

80053’ E

4

2508’ N

80053’ E

2

2504’ N

80059’ E

2

2503’ N

80037’ E

3

2502’ N

80037’ E

2

2502’ N

80036’ E

3

2502’ N

80036’ E

2

2502’ N

80037’ E

3

2503’ N

80038’ E

2

2505’ N

80041’ E

4

2505’ N

80041’ E

2
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(District Banda)
Kaharonwali Khadan II
(District Satna)
Ari No. III
Satna)

(District

Bari Ari (District Satna)

Magar Muha (District
Satna)
Panihariyan
Satna)

(District

Churap Chua (District
Satna)

Kolhuwa

Majhabhaunthi (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Sakaron (District Satna)

Maluwa (District Satna)

Pathar
Kachhar

Bhuvan
Patthar
(District Satna)
Kusmahai Ari Tapakwa
(District Banda)
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Arakhahai
Satna)

(District

Chilpoka
Satna)

(District

Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S.E. of village
Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S.E. of village
Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S.E. of village
Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km S.E. of village
Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2.5 km S. of village
Madhotala
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3 km S.W. of village
Barchha Dandia (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km E. of village
Kandar (District Satna)
2 km E. of village
Kolhuwa Muafi (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3 km S.W. of village
Gurhampur
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2 km S. of village
Gurhampur
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2 km S. of village Patha
Kachhar
(District
Satna)
2 km S. of village Patha
Kachhar
(District
Satna)
1.5 km S. of village
Patha Kachhar (District
Satna)
4.5 km S. of village
Ramganj
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2 km S. of village Patha
Kachhar
(District
Satna)
5 km S. of village
Ramganj
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)

2504’ N

80040’ E

3

2504’ N

80040’ E

4

2504’ N

80040’ E

5

2504’ N

80040’ E

7

2503’ N

80040’ E

2

2504’ N

80038’ E

1

2505’ N

80045’ E

5

2503’ N

80041’ E

4

2503’ N

80042’ E

2

2501’ N

80034’ E

4

2502’ N

80033’ E

4

2502’ N

80033’ E

4

2502’ N

80034’ E

2
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Charki (District Satna)

Devra Pahar (District
Satna)

Bahadurpur

Muriyadev Bhuindhara
(District Satna)
Jhura Pahar
Satna)

(District

Senhai
Satna)

(District

Ari

Sungar Ghati (District
Satna)
Kurmanu
Satna)

(District

Am
Ghati
Satna)

(District

Sungargadoi
Satna)

(District

Panghata
Satna)

(District

Kuthila Pahar (District
Satna)
Saunha
Ka
Tunga
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Bhawanipur
Ari
(District Satna)

Kauhari
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Sarwan
Baba
ki
Bhaunthi
(District
Satna)
Ghutku (District Satna)

1.5 km N.W. of village
Patha Kachhar (District
Satna)
2.5 km S. of village
Ramganj
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2.5 km S.E. of village
Patha Kachhar (District
Satna)
5 km S.E. of village
Ramganj
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1 km N. of village
Muria Dev (District
Satna)
3.5 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3.5 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
4 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
4 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3.5 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
2 km E. of village
Baripur (Tehsil Naraini
District Banda)
3 km S.E. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
3 km S. of village
Gaddiha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km E. of village
Kattiya Purwa (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
0.5 km E. of village
Bhawanipur
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1 km W. of village
Sholbaja
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
1.5 km N. of village

2503’ N

80033’ E

3

2502’ N

80035’ E

2

2500’ N

80033’ E

4

2500’ N

80033’ E

10

2500’ N

80033’ E

7

2500’ N

80033’ E

2

2500’ N

80034’ E

3

2500’ N

80033’ E

2

2501’ N

80033’ E

4

2500’ N

80032’ E

6

2500’ N

80032’ E

2

2500’ N

80031’ E

4

2502’ N

80031’ E

2

2505’ N

80033’ E

2

2500’ N

80034’ E

3
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Paparadondi (District
Satna)
Chitakahai
(District
Satna)
Churelan
Tunga
(District Satna)
Chereliha
Pathar
Totuniya
(District
Panna)
Chureliha
Pathar
(District Satna)
Kalinjar

Patal Ganga (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Mragdhara
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Nilkantha
(Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Ari of IIIrd gate (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Mandukya
Bhairawi
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Kodara Jungle (Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)

Lakhanseha
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Keoraha Khol ( Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Rani Tunga ( Tehsil
Naraini District Banda)
Putariyan Pati (District
Panna)
Lakhanseha
Ari
(District Panna)
Rai ka Rapta (District
Panna)
Jawarin (District Satna)

Kuthal (District Satna)
1.5 km N. of village
Kuthal (District Satna)
1.5 km E. of village
Kuthal (District Satna)
Near Village Biharpur

2500’ N

80034’ E

2

24059’ N

80034’ E

2

24058’ N

80031’ E

2

5 km E. of village
Kothitola
(District
Panna)
1.5 km S. of village
Kilaura (District Satna)

25052’ N

80037’ E

1

25057’ N

80040’ E

3

Scrap of Kalinjar fort
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Scrap of Kalinjar fort
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Scrap of Kalinjar fort
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Scrap of Kalinjar fort
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Scrap of Kalinjar fort
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
Near village Kodara
(District Panna)
7.5 km S. of Kalinjar
(Tehsil Naraini District
Banda)
7 km S. of p.s. Kalinjar

2500’ N

80029’ E

5

2500’ N

80028’ E

30

2500’ N

80029’ E

4

2500’ N

80029’ E

6

2500’ N

80030’ E

2

24058’ N

80033’ E

2

24056’40.76
‛N
0
24 59’32.98
‛N
0
24 53’ N

80028’46.68‛ E

80032’ E

5

24054’ N

80030’ E

10

24053’ N

80030’ E

4

24058’ N

80034’ E

2

2.2 km S. of p.s.
Kalinjar
Near village Putariyan
peti (District Panna)
Lakhanseha
Jungle
(District Satna)
2 km N. of village
Luhari (District Panna)
Near village Jawarin
(District Panna)

80028’51.68‛ E
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(1)-Badi-Ari

Fig. 1: Two elephants and a human figure, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 2: Landscape showing rock shelters, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 3: Six dancing human figures, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 4: Figure of a horse, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 5: A horse rider, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 6: Two human figures, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 7: Five figures of deer of different periods, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 8: A large elephant, a deer and a human figure, Badi Ari, district Banda, U.P.
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(2)-Bandar Chui

Fig. 9: Two unidentified figures, Bandar Chui, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 10: One unidentified figure, Bandar Chui, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 11: One standing human figure, Bandar Chui, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 12: General view of Bandar Chui rock shelter, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 13: A large animal and a human figure, Bandar Chui, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 14: A large animal figure, Bandar Chui, district Banda, U.P.
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(3)- Barha ki Dond, Mau

Fig. 15: Horse riders, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 16: Two human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P .
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Fig. 17: Horse riders, archers, human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 18: Elephant riders and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 19: Horse rider and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 20: Horse riders, elephant riders and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 21: Animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 22: Elephant rider and an animal figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 23: An archer, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 24: Human figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 25: An animal figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 26: A battle scene, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 27: An animal, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 28: Human figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 29: Figure of a horse, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 30: Human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 31: Animal and human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 32: Dancers and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 33: Human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 34: Hunting scenes, horse riders, animal and human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 35: Human figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 36: An unidentified figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 37: An unidentified figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 38: Human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 39: Two human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 40: A horse rider, animal and human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 41: Harpoon wielding horse riders, human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 42: Harpoon wielding horse riders, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 43: Harpoon wielding horse riders, human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 44: An elephant rider and an animal figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 45: An animal and human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 46: An animal figure and head of an elephant, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 47: A warrior and an animal figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 48: Animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 49: Human figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 50: An archer and an animal figure, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 51: Human and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 52: Horse rider and animal figures, Barha ki dond Mau, Banda, U.P.
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(4)-Bari-Paathar

Fig. 53: Geometrical figures and a large animal, Bari Pathar, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 54: Miniature human figures and miniature animals, Bari Pathar, district Banda, U.P.
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(5)-Bedhak Chauri

Fig. 55: Three honey gatherers, beehives, a monkey and three animals, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 56: Three deers, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 57: Two snakes, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 58: Copper hoard Battle-axe, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 59: Three deers, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 60: Three dancers in a row, two dancers in a row and a large human figure, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 61: Overlapping figures showing animal and human beings, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 62: Herd of bisons and a hunting party with dogs, a big cat, honey gatherers and human figures, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 63: Animals and human figures, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 64: Animals and human figures, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 65: Dancers, hunters, Animals and human figures, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 66: Large animal figures, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 67: Six running deers, Bedhak Chauri, district Banda, U.P.
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(6)-Bhaunseh

Fig. 68: Two dogs, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 69: Six dancers in a row and a man and his dog chasing a rabbit, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 70: A man and a bird, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 71: Two goats and a fox, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 72: A Barasingha, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 73: A dog, Bhaunseh, p.s. Manikpur district Banda, U.P.
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(7)- Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala p.s. Markundi, Banda

Fig. 74: Animal figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 75: Animal figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 76: Animal figures and geometrical figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 77: General view of the painted rock shelter, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 78: Large cat, hunter and Animal and human figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 79: Geometrical designs and dancers in a row, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 80: Human and animal figures, a hunter and a palm print, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 81: Animal and human figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 82: Close-up of the above image, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 83: Close-up of the two hunting scenes and an Animal, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 84: Close-up of palm print animal and hunting scenes, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 85: Animals and human figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 86: Miniature human figures and Animal figures, Bhauraha Kali Varaha Nala, p.s. Markundi, district Banda, U.P.
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(8)-Bhuvan Patthar

Fig. 87: A man carrying honey and two men carrying Mingi, Bhuvan Pathar, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 88: Beehives on a tree and four honey gatherers, Bhuvan Pathar, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 89: Large human figure probably a deity, animals and human figures, Bhuvan Pathar, district Banda, U.P.
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(9)-Bilari Pahari

Fig. 90: A battle scene, Bilari Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 91: A shrine with male and female deities, human figures and animal figures, Bilari Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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(10)-Brishpati Kund

Fig. 92: Modern painting and an inscription on a medieval shrine made in place of a painted rock shelter, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 93: A Modern painting in the above mentioned shrine, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 94: Modern paintings and inscription in the same shrine, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 95: Modern paintings in the shrine, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 96: Modern paintings, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 97: Modern graffitti, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 98: Modern paintings, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 99: Modern paintings of men and animals, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 100: General view of the rock shelter in Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 101: Modern rock painting, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 102: Four riders on one horse and an elephant, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 103: Six dancers, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 104: Two riders on an elephant, a human figure and two tridents signs, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 105: Six riders on the horse, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 106: Three elephant riders, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 107: A large deer, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 108: An elephant and a human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 109: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 110: An animal and a human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 111: Six animals and human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 112: A human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 113: Four persons riding a horse, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 114: An animal, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 115: Animals and dancing human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 116: An unidentified figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 117: An unidentified figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 118: Eleven human figures and a human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 119: A man hunting an animal and an unidentified figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 120: Three human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 121: Animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 122: Five human and three animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 123: Three animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 124: A man and an animal, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 125: Two animals and a man, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 126: Two animals and one man, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 127: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 128: Four animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 129: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 130: A man and an animal, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 131: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 132: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 133: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 134: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 135: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 136: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 137: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 138: Animal figures and hunters, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 139: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 140: Late Shri. Riyaz of Banda and Arvind Chirauliya of Kalinjar in the Ari of Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 141: Late Shri. Riyaz in front of 11th century Chandel temple made in place of a painted rock shelter, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 142: Four riders on an elephant, three riders on the second animal, figures of man and animal , Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 143: An Animal figure and older rock paintings, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 144: Multiple riders on two elephants and other human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 145: Horse rider and human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 146: Horse riders, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 147: Horse rider, hunter, a warrior, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 148: Horse rider, a hunter, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 149: Horse rider, a hunter, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 150: A Horse rider, archers, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 151: A Hyena, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 152: A horse riding warrior, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 153: Horse riders, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 154: Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 155: Horse rider, a hunter, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 156: Two chieftans riding two elephants with their retainers, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 157: Nine dancers in a row and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 158: Horse rider, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 159: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 160: Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 161: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 162: Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 163: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 164: Hunter and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 165: An animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 166: Horse riders and a warrior, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 167: Horse rider and a warrior, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 168: Pack of Dhols (wild dogs), Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 169: Horse riders, elephants and pack of dogs, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 170: Three men riding a Horse, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 171: Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 172: Pentagon, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 173: Horse riders and human, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 174: A Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 175: Flower, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 176: Two men riding a Horse, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 177: Two human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 178: A warrior holding a sword, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 179: A warrior, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 180: Red dots, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 181: Flowers, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 182: Hunter, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 183: Animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 184: Two dogs and two human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 185: Animal and other figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 186: Seven human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 187: A Leopard, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 188: Horse rider, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 189: A tree, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 190: Three human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 191: A warrior, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 192: Four male deities and human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 193: Human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 194: Human figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 195: A Leopard, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 196: Horse riders and a pack of wild dogs, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 197: Elephant rider, horse riders, human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 198: Horse rider, hunters and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 199: Horse rider, musicians and human figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 200: Pregnant animals, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 201: A warrior, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 202: A Human animal figure, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 203: Horse riders and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 204: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 205: Animals figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 206: Animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 207: Human and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 208: A Horse rider, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 209: Twelve dancers and animal figures, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 210: A Horse rider, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 211: A Horse rider, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 212: The painted rock shelters have very narrow spaces, Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 213: Painted rock shelter at the base of the cliff at Brihsapati Kund, district Banda, U.P.
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(11)-Bukarhine

Fig. 214: Horse chariot driven by a man, Bukarhine, district Banda, U.P.
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(12)-Chudelan Chua p.s. Baraundha, Satna, M.P.

Fig. 215: Dancers, horse riders, elephant riders, soldiers, human and animal figures, Chudelan Chua, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 216: Dancers, horse riders, elephant riders, warriors, two women on left, human and animal figures, Chudelan Chua, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 217: General view of the rock shelter with a bovine on upper right side, Chudelan Chua, district Banda, U.P.
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(13)-Chulhi

Fig. 218: Mother goddess riding a lion, Chulhi, p.s. Manikpur, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 219: Three foxes, Chulhi, p.s. Manikpur, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 220: Ravana holding a long sword and a shield shaped like a cross, Chulhi, p.s. Manikpur, district Banda, U.P.
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(14)-Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari

Fig. 221: General view of Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 222: General view of the rock shelter, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 223: Six bulls and a human figure, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 224: Closer view of the rock shelter, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 225: Author showing the rock paintings and Chhedi Lal Dubey standing behind him, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 226: Author showing animal figure, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 227: Closer view of the Animal, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 228: Animal figures, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 229: Cup marks, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 230: Cup marks on the rock shelter, Dahia Pathari @ Hathini Pahari, district Banda, U.P.
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(15)-Dhakelwa

Fig. 231: Geometrical figures on the rock shelter, Dhakelwa, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 232: Geometrical figures on the rock shelter, Dhakelwa, district Banda, U.P.
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(16)-Dharkundi

Fig. 233: Two fighting cocks and animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 234: Chalcolithic ghata with banana leaves and an animal, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 235: A horse rider and animal figure, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 236: Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 237: Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 238: Human and Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 239: Two mother goddess and animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 240: Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 241: Human and Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 242: Animal figure, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 243: Two human figures and four spooked wheels, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 244: Boar hunts scene, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 245: Elephant and a deer, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 246: Animal figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 247: Three human figures, Dharkundi, district Banda, U.P.
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(17)- Dholbaja ki Bhauthi

Fig. 248: Human figures, Dholbaja ki Bhaunthi, district Banda, U.P.
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(18)-Dond

Fig. 249: Three persons holding the rein of horses with one hand and weapon in the other hand, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 250: A human figure, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 251: Animal figures, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 252: Herd of deers, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 253: A tree and a deity standing on mountain, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 254: An animal figure, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 255: Two elephant figures, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 256: Herd of animals and human figures, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 257: Warriors, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 258: Elephant riding warrior and foot soldiers, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 259: A horse rider and two human figures, Dond, district Banda, U.P.
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(19)-Geruhai

Fig. 260: Copper hoard Harpoon wielding horse riders, two long haired women, animal figures and hunters, Geruhai, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 261: Two female and animal figures, Geruhai, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 262: Dancers, horse riders, warriors, copper hoard battle-axe and a copper vessel, Geruhai, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 263: Dancers and human figures, Geruhai, district Banda, U.P.
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(20)-Hanuman Dhara

Fig. 264: Figure of Elephant, Hanuman Dhara, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 265: An unidentified figure, Hanuman Dhara, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 266: Figure of a sword, Hanuman Dhara, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 267: Human and geometrical figures and figure of a sword, Hanuman Dhara, district Banda, U.P.
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(21)-Jamuhara Nala Mau

Fig. 268: Three dancers, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 269: Horse riders, Javelin wielding horse riders, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 270: Standard bearer, horse rider, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 271: Horse riders, archer, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 272: Three male dancers, horse rider and an animal figure, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 273: A warrior, an animal, and human figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 274: Animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 275: An archer, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 276: Horse riders, archers, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 277: Human figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 278: An archer, human and animal figures, Jamuhara Nala, Mau, Banda, U.P.
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(22)-Jhoora

Fig. 279: A royal procession, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 280: Geometrical figures, human figures and the top view of a house, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 281: Elephant riders and warriors, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 282: A royal procession, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 283: Boat, house, three dancers, a man, trees and animals, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 284: Elephant rider, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 285: Part of procession, two houses, trees, elephant, human figures and sail boat, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 286: Human figures and a pond with fishes, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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(23)-Jhoora Pahad

Fig. 287: Human figures, animal and an unidentified figure, Jhoora Pahad, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 288: Trees, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 289: Plan of two houses, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 290: A tree, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 291: Dim human and animal figures, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 292: Elephant rider and a man, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 293: An animal, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 294: Two elephant riders and an animal, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 295: Four dancers and a big man (Closer view), Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 296: Two trees and three elephant riders, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 297: Six dancers in a row, three crosses and an elephant, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 298: Human warriors and musicians, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 299: Nine dancers in a row and a dim human figures and an elephant rider, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 300: Dancers in a row, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 301: Musicians, soldiers and elephant rider, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 302: Closer view of a palm tree, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 303: Closer view of sail boat, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 304: Human figures, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 305: Animal figures, Jhoora, district Banda, U.P.
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(24)- Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra

Fig. 306: Elephant rider, female figure and an animal figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 307: Elephant riders and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 308: Animal figure and a geometrical figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 309: Human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 310: Battle axe, an elephant and human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 311: Battle axe and animal figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 312: A peacock, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 313: Horse riders, elephant riders, sun figures, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Rock Paintings of Chitrakoot

Fig. 314: An Elephant and a dead human figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 315: Elephant rider, animal figures and a part of a large elephant, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 316: Elephant rider and a fox, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 317: A large elephant holding a log, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 318: An army, dancers, javelin holding horse riders with a palace and it;s occupants in the background, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 319: Horse riding and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 320: Close up of the earlier scene, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 321: An elephant, horse rider and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 322: Human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 323: Animal and human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 324: Human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 325: Horse riders, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 326: Scene of a siege, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 327: Combat scene, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 328: Close up of combat scene and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 329: Combat scene and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 330: Horse riders and human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 331: Human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 332: Horse riders, elephant rider, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 333: Elephant riders and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 334: Animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 335: Sun symbol, warrior, unidentified figure and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 336: Scene of combat, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 337: Human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 338: Horse riders, elephant rider and warriors, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 339: Elephant riders, horse riders and warriors, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 340: Elephant and horse riders, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 341: Sun symbols, horse riders, elephant riders, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 342: Dancers in a row, man with raised hair, an elephant, an unidentified figure, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 343: Horse rider, a female figure and dogs, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 344: Different view of the above scene including an army, dancers, javelin holding horse riders with a palace and it’s occupants in the background, Kabri
Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 345: Elephant riders, horse riders, sun symbols, swastika symbol, warriors, animal and human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 346: Two combatants, warriors, human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 347: Human and animal figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 348: Human and animal figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 349: Dancers and other human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 350: Two human figures and an animal figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 351: Human figures and an archer, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 352: An elephant rider and human figures, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 353: Elephant rider and a human figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 354: Elephant rider and a human figure, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 355: An erotic scene, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 356: An erotic scene, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 357: Human figures and erotic scenes, Kabri Pathar, Barha Kotra, Banda, U.P.
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(25)-Kakredi

Fig. 358: General view of Kakredi rock shelter, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 359: An unidentified figure, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 360: Dancers, horse riders, a deity, elephant rider, triangles in a row and other dim figures of men and animal, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 361: Men shooting at another man, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 362: Javelin wielding elephant riders and other human and animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 363: Polychrome elephant riders, yellow horse, human and animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 364: Animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 365: Animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 366: Animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 367: Elephant rider and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 368: Two dancing human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 369: Human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 370: Human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 371: Dim animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 372: Figure of some deity, five inscriptions and a horse rider with raised hairs, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 373: Closer view of the horse rider, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 374: A warrior with sword and shield, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig 375: Closer view of the inscription, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 376: Many superimposed layers of human and animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 377: Closer view of the inscriptions around the deity, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 378: Closer view of the inscription, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 379: Two warrior and a horse, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 380: Warriors and a horse, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 381: Soldiers and men, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 382: A human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 383: An elephant, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 384: A royal procession and a horse, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 385: A horse and an animal, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 386: Horse riders, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 387: A camel, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 388: Many superimposed layers of animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 389: Many superimposed layers of animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 390: Figure of a horse, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 391: Human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 392: Elephant rider, an animal and others figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 393: A human figure, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 394: Two animals, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 395: Two animals, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 396: Five deers, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 397: An animal, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 398: An animal, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 399: Four animals, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 400: Two animals, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 401: An animal, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 402: Four human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 403: An armed warrior, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 404: Animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 405: Birds and other animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 406: Animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 407: Figure of a fox, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 408: Figure of a stag, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 409: Two human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 410: Two large dogs and deers, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 411: Animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 412: A warrior and animal figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 413: Two scenes of a wrestling matches, animal and human figures, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 414: Soldiers, part of the wrestling match, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 415: Closer view of the wrestling match scene, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 416: Closer view of the wrestling match scene, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 417: Part of the wrestling match, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 418: Different view of the rock painting showing two wrestling matches, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 419: General view of the Kakredi rock shelter, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 420: Late Mr. Riyaz under Kakredi rock shelter with his companions, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 421: Closer view of the rock shelter, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 422: General view of the rock shelter, Kakredi, district Banda, U.P.
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(26)-Kali Patthar

Fig. 423: Animal and human figures, Kali Pathar, village Bhauri, district Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 424: A human figure, Kali Pathar, village Bhauri, district Banda, U.P.
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(27)- Keoraha Khol

Fig. 425: General view of the Keoraha Khol rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 426: General view of the Keoraha Khol rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 427: General view of the Keoraha Khol rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 428: Different layers of paintings on rock shelters, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 429: Unidentified figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 430: Animal figures, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 431: Dim animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 432: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 433: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 434: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 435: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 436: Dim animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 437: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 438: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 439: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 440: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 441: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 442: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 443: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 444: General view of the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 445: General view of the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 446: The panoramic view from Keoraha Khol rock shelter with Author and Mr. Arvind Chirauliya standing in the foreground, Keoraha Khol, village
Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 447: Animal figure on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 448: Animal figure on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 449: Animal figure on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 450: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Fig. 451: Animal figures on the rock shelter, Keoraha Khol, village Mahuwa dandi, p.s. Kauhari, district Panna, M.P.
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Rock Paintings of Chitrakoot

(28)-Kauwa Khoh

Fig. 452: Figure of birds, Kauwa Khoh, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 453: Two man and an animal, Kauwa Khoh, Banda, U.P.
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(29)-Kusmor

Fig. 454: Animal and human figures, Kusmor, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 455: Siege of a fort, Kusmor, Banda, U.P.
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(30)-Kusumhai

Fig. 456: A man drawn in X-ray style and two animals, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 457: Animals and an unidentified object, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 458: Unidentified flowering plants and animal figures and hunting scene, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 459: A hunter and an animal figure, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 460: Flowering plants and female figures, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 461: A big cat and a stag, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 462: A Bull, warriors and a tree, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 463: Flowering plants, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 464: Two females, bulls, warriors and a dog, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 465: Animals and human figures, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 466: Bulls, animals and human figures, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 467: A large elephant, two bullock carts, bull, hunting party six ducks followed by an animal, Kusumhai, Banda, U.P.
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(31)-Magar Muha

Fig. 468: Bulls scratched on the painting covered rock surface, Magar Muha, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 469: Bulls scratched on rock surface, Magar Muha, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 470: Fishes, dogs and human figures, Magar Muha, Banda, U.P.
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(32)-Majbhauntha

Fig. 471: Four human figures, Majbhauntha, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 472: A Javelin thrower, Majbhauntha, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 473: A Boar hunting scene, Majbhauntha, Banda, U.P.
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(33)-Majhgawan Chitara

Fig. 474: Horse riders and human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 475: Scene of the siege of a fort, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 476: Elephant riders and human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 477: Horse rider and animal figure, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 478: Human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 479: Human figures, animal figures and geometrical figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 480: Horse riders and elephant riders, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 481: Two warriors and human figure, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 482: Elephant rider, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 483: A battle scene, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 484: Closer view of the battle scene, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 485: Closer view of the battle scene, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 486: Figure of Hanuman, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 487: Animal and human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 488: Animal figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 489: Animal figure and a warrior, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 490: Two archers, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 491: Animal figure, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 492: A human figure, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 493: Closer view of warriors standing in a row, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 494: Figure of warriors standing in a row, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 495: Many superimposed animal and human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 496: An unidentified figure, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 497: Animal figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 498: An elephant, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 499: Archers, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 500: Row of warriors, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 501: Closer view of the Warriors in a row, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 502: Animal and human figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 503: A lion and other unidentified figures, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 504: A horse, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 505: Late Shri. Riyaz in front of the Chitahara rock shelter, Majhgawan Chitara, Banda, U.P.
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(34)-Majhgawan Beda Pahad

Fig. 506: An archer, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 507: A human figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 508: An unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 509: Figure of Kalash with leaves and unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 510: Kalash with leaves, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 511: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P
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Fig. 512: Human figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 513: A painted inscription in Ashokan Brahmi, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 514: An elephant and Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 515: A Crane and Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 516: Hunters and animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 517: Unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 518: A Human figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 519: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 520: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 521: Portrait of a chieftain, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 522: Unidentified figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 523: A Hunter and animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 524: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 525: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 526: Human and animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 527: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 528: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 529: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 530: Gaur Bison and a plant, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 531: Two deers, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 532: Two animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 533: An animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 534: Two animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 535: Horse rider, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 536: Hunting scene and four dancers, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 537: An archer, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 538: An animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 539: An unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 540: An archer, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 541: Battle scene and a modern graffiti, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 542: A Battle scene, a dead man and a modern graffiti, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 543: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 544: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 545: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 546: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 547: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 548: An unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 549: Animal figures, human figures and a modern graffiti, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 550: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 551: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 552: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 553: An army, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 554: Human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 555: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 556: Human figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 557: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 558: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 559: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 560: An unidentified figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 561: Human figure and a modern graffiti, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 562: An animal and human figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 563: Animal figures, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 564: Animal figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 565: General view of the rock shelter, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 566: An archer and a human figure, Majhgawan Beda Pahad, Banda, U.P.
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(35)-Malua

Fig. 567: A chieftain riding a wheel-less bullock cart with his retainers, Majbhauntha, Banda, U.P.
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(36)-Matiyahi

Fig. 568: A Fort, Matiyahi, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 569: Scene of a household, Matiyahi, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 570: A flower, Matiyahi, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 571: Four human figures, Matiyahi, Banda, U.P.
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(37)-Natini Dai

Fig. 572: General view of the rock shelter, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 573: General view of the rock shelter, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 574: General view of the rock shelter, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 575: Closer view of the rock shelter, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 576: An elephant, human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 577: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 578: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 579: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 580: Human figures and an animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 581: Horse rider and a human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 582: An elephant and two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 583: An elephant and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 584: Two Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 585: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 586: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 587: A human figure and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 588: Two animal figures and a human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 589: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 590: Figure of a horse, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 591: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 592: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 593: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 594: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 595: A human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 596: An animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 597: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 598: Human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 599: A tree and animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 600: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 601: Animal figure and a tree, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 602: General view of the rock shelter, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 603: A warrior and a human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 604: A horse rider and a human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 605: A warrior, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 606: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 607: Human figure and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 608: Human figure and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 609: Human figure and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 610: Human figure and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 611: An elephant rider, human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 612: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 613: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 614: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 615: Human and animal figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 616: Animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 617: Animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 618: Animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 619: Animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 620: Figure of a horse, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 621: Human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 622: Animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 623: Human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 624: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 625: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 626: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 627: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 628: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 629: Animal figures and a human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 630: An animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 631: Another view of the large animal, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 632: An animal figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 633: Human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 634: Two human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 635: Geometrical figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 636: Animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 637: An unidentified figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 638: Horse rider, animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 639: Animal and human figures, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 640: A human figure, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 641: Figure of a warrior, Natini Dai, Banda, U.P.
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Rock Paintings of Chitrakoot

(38) Nilkantha, Kalinjar fort, Chitrakoot

Fig. 642: Shankha lipi inscription, Nilkantha, Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 643: Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari of south-west corner of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 644: Another Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari of south-west corner of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 645: Very faded Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari of south-west corner, southern face of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 646: Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari near south-west corner, western face, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 647: Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari near south-west corner, western face, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 648: Graffiti in Sankha lipi, Ari near south-west corner, western face, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 649: Human figures, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 650: Animal figures, Ari south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 651: Closer view of an animal, Ari, south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 652: Animal figures, Ari south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 653: Very faded animal figures, Ari, south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 654: Very faded animal figures, Ari, south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 655: Animal figures, Ari, south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 656: Painted inscription, Ari, south of Nilkantha of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 657: Painted inscription, Ari, south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 658: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 659: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 660: Different view of the painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 661: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 662: Painted inscription in Sankha lipi, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 663: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 664: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 665: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 666: Painted inscription, Ari near south of Nilkantha, of the Kalinjar fort
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(39)- Padrahai

Fig. 667: Animal figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 668: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 669: Animal figure and other unidentified figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 670: A modern graffiti, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 671: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 672: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 673: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 674: Animal figures, human figures, a hunter and a triangular unidentified figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 675: Animal figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 676: A large animal figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 677: An unidentified object, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 678: Animal and human figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 679: Panoramic view of the painted rock shelter, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 680: An elephant figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 681: An elephant and a human figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 682: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 683: Hunters, animal figures and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 684: Animal figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 685: An animal figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 686: Handprints and geometrical figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 687: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 688: Different view of the above image, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 689: An unidentified figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 690: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 691: Handprints, animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 692: Different view of the earlier figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 693: Animal figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 694: Geometrical figure, human figures and handprints, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 695: Animal and human figures, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 696: A human figure, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 697: Handprints, Padrahai, Banda, U.P.
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(40)-Panchmudha

Fig. 698: Animal and human figures, Panchmudha, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 699: A human figure and animals figures, Panchmudha, Banda, U.P.
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(41)-Panihariya

Fig. 700: A peacock with a snake in his beak and human figures, Panhariya, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 701: Elephant riders and animal figures, Panhariya, Banda, U.P.
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(42) Patal Ganga, Kalinjar

Fig. 702: Painted inscription showing human figures and other unidentified figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 703: Animal figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 704: Very dim animal figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 705: Animal and human figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 706: Animal figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 707: Animal figures painted with white colour, faded overlapping figures drawn with red colour, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face
of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 708: Faded rock paintings, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 709: Human figure inside oval object, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 710: Dim animal figure, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 711: General view of rock shelter, east of Patal Ganga, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 712: Unidentified figure, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 713: Animal and human figures, near Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 714: An unidentified figure, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 715: Painted inscription, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 716: Painted inscriptions, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 717: Painted inscription, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 718: Painted inscription, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 719: Painted inscription, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 720: Human figure, east of Patal Ganga, in the Ari below rampart, north face of Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 721: Inscription, west of north-eastern of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 722; Inscription, west of north-eastern of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 723: Unidentified figures, west of north-eastern of the Kalinjar fort
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Fig. 724: Very dim unidentified figures, west of north-eastern of the Kalinjar fort
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(43)-Rishian

Fig. 725: Elephant riders and warriors, Rishian, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 726: Horse rider, Rishian, Banda, U.P.
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(44)-Sakrao

Fig. 727: Elephants, warriors, horse riders, a dead man and animal figures, Sakrao, Banda, U.P.
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(45)-Sarbhanga Ashram

Fig. 728: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 729: An animal figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 730: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 731: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 732: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 733: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 734: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 735: Animal figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 736: An unidentified figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 737: An elephant figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 738: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 739: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 740: Two elephants and other animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 741: Beehives and animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 742: An unidentified figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 743: Man hunting a large animal, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 744: An animal figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 745: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 746: An animal figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 747: An animal figure, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 748: Animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 749: Two animal figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 750: A large animal, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 751: An animal and human figures, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 752: Late Shri. Riyaz showing Sarbhanga Ashram paintings, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 753: General view of the rock shelter, Sarbhanga Ashram, Banda, U.P.
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(46)-Sarhat

Fig 754: Dancers of two different periods and a large animal figure, Sarhat, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 755: Ram, Sita and Lakshman figures, Sarhat, Banda, U.P.
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(47)-Senhai

Fig. 756: A Cheetal and human figures, Sanhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 757: Horse riders and human figures, Senhai, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 758: Another view of the above rock painting, Senhai, Banda, U.P.
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(48)-Siddhapur

Fig. 759: Herd of animals and a hunter, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 760: Herd of animals, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 761: Masked dancers, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 762: Man hunting a large animal, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 763: Masked dancers and animals, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 764: Warriors, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 765: Herd of animals, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 766: Elephant with three riders, Siddhapur, Banda, U.P.
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(49)-Sita Pahari

Fig. 767: Ram, Sita and Lakshman figure, Sita Pahari, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 768: Sun symbol, Sita Pahari, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 769: A lion figure, Sita Pahari, Banda, U.P.
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(50)-Sungara dol

Fig. 770: A female dancer, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 771: A female dancer and other human being, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 772: A hunter and a spotted deer, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 773: A human figure, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 774: A Human figure, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 775: A shrine with two deities standing at the top, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 776: A deer, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 777: Dancers, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 778: A spotted deer, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 779: Figure of a tree, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 780: Another shrine two deities standing on the platform, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 781: Two animals painted with white colour, Sungara Dol, Banda, U.P.
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(51)-Sungarahati Panghata

Fig. 782: A buffalo and other animal figures, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 783: A tree figure, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 784: A human and an unidentified figure, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 785: Warriors and human figures, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 786: An elephant and an animal figure, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 787: A human figure, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 788: A horse rider holding two Javelin, Sungarahati Panghata, Banda, U.P.
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(52)-Tatunia

Fig. 789: Two elephant riders, a horse riders and hunters killing a stag, Tatunia, Banda, U.P.
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Fig. 790: Elephants, elephant rider, warriors, dogs, human and animal figures, Tatuniya jungle, Banda, U.P.
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Black and Red Ware
Madhya Pradesh
Northern Black Polished Ware
Ochre Colour Pottery
Police Station
Uttar Pradesh
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Glossary:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Abhuana
To go into Trance
Agahani
Something which grows in the month of Agahan
Aghori
Follower of a sect called Aghor Pantha
Ahoi ashtami
A Hindu festival
Akashi hawan
Type of burnt offering
Akshat
Rice
Amavasya
Dark night
Ari
Verandah like structure in the hills
Aripan
Paintings made on the auspicious occasions
Ashwin
A Hindu month
Astadala
Magical symbols
Bachhiya
She-calf
Badi medi
The first line of hills as you proceed from river Yamuna
Baikuntha
Heaven
Bamat
Village female deity
Baniya
A Hindu caste
Baram
Spirit of a Brahman
Basanti Dai @ Bansati DaiFolk Goddess
Batasha
Hard round sweet made of sugar and empty inside
Beehar
Spring
Bhadon
A Hindu month
Bhagwan
God
Bhagwat katha Story of Bhagwat Purana narrated by a religious person
Bhakhauti
Divination
Bharuka
An earthen cup
Bhaunra
Large sized Bee
Bhaunthi
Hillock
Bhojpuri
A dialect of Hindi
Brahman
A Hindu caste
Chaitra
A Hindu month
Chamar
A Hindu caste
Chandani
A decorated cloth covering a shrine
Chapattis
Unleavened bread
Charpahiya rath Four wheeled chariot
Chaturmukhi Shivalinga- Phallus with four faces
Chaturthi
The fourth day
Chauka purana Paintings made on the auspicious occasions
Chhannaveer
A cross belt worn by Indian during ancient times
Chua
Spring (masculine)
Chudail
Malevolent Female Ghost
Chui
Spring (feminine)
Dakshina
Donations given to a Brahman
Danda
A thick staff
Devi
Goddess
Devta
God
Dhaar
Liquid offering
Dhoti
Piece of cloth rapped around lower part of the body
Dih
Village
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52.
53.
54.
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56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
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66.
67.
68.
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70.
71.
72.
73.
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77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

Dihwarin
Diwali
Dond
Doob
Durgai
Dvitiya
Ekmukhi ShivalingaGagri
Gajantakai
Garh
Garhi
Gari
Ghaili
Ghati
Ghee
Gobar
Godana
Govardhan puja Gur
Hatthi
Hawan
Hinayan
Jeonar
Jyestha
Kabar
Kachhar
Kali
Kandar
Kapur
Kartika
Kartika
Karwa chautha Khappar
Kharia
Kharif
Kismish
Kohbar
Kosa
Lakshmi
Lathi
Launga
Mahayan
MahisasurmardiniMakar SankrantiMakhana
Mantra
Mar
Mata
Maun charana -
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Wife of village god called Dih Baba
A Hindu festival
A saddle between two hills
Grass
A Goddess
The second day
Phallus with one face
An earthen vessel
Lord Shiva killing Gajasur
Large fort
Small fort
Coconut
An earthen vessel
Valley
Clarified Butter
Cow dung
Tattoo
A Hindu festival celebrating victory of Lord Krishna
Jaggery
Female Village deity
A burnt offering
A Buddhist sect
Rise cooked in milk to be offered to the deity
A Hindu month
Black Soil
Flood plain
Dark Goddess
Village female deity
Camphor
A Hindu month
A Hindu month
A Hindu festival
Burnt offering
Chalk
Harvesting season
Resins
A sacred room where rituals are performed by newly
An earthen basin
Goddess of Wealth
A long staff
Cardamom
Buddhist sect
Buffalo killing Goddess
Vernal equinox
Puffed Lotus seeds
Religious Verses
Type of Soil
Mother
To remain silent
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101.
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103.
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105.
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107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
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113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.

Maunia
Metiya
Mingi
Mithila
Moksha
Naga
Nagada
Nagadchi
Nagi
Nala
Nata baba
Naut
Navaratri
Neem
Nirvana
Noi
Ojha
Pachra
Padua
Pahad
Panchamukhi ShivalingaPanchmi
Parat
Parewa
Paswan
Patha
Patuki
Peepal
Phoolmati
Pitri-paksha
Prajapati
Prasad
Puja
Rabi
Rajput
Rakar
Rakshasa
Rangoli
Rehsu guru
Rot
Sadhana
Samardheer
Samaya
Saraswati
Sarvatobhadra Satmahala rath Sheetla
Shivalinga
Shlokas
-
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Person observing the vow of silence
A small earthen vessel
Dressed bamboo used to reach the beehives
A region in the state of Bihar
Emancipation
Snake (male)
A large drum
Drum beater
Snake (female)
Rivulet
Defied person belonging to the caste of Acrobats
Witch Doctor
Nine day festival related to the mother goddess
A tree
Emancipation
Chord made of Hairs of the tail of a cow
Witch Doctor
Song sung by Witch Doctors
Type of soil
Hill
Phallus with five faces
The fifth day
A basin
The second day after Diwali
A Hindu caste
Plateau
An earthen basin
A tree
Female Village deity
Part of the month especially sacred to the manes
A Hindu caste
Offering
Worship
Harvesting season
A Hindu caste
Type of Soil
A demon
Paintings made on the auspicious occasions
Village male deity
A large sized unleavened bread
Worship
Village male deity
Village female deity
Goddess of Wisdom
Magical symbols
Seven storied chariot
A Goddess
Phallus
Verses
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150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.

Shravan
Shukla paksha
Siddhi
Sokha
Sokhaiti
Sukta
Sursa Dayin
Sursadai
Swastika
Tantra
Tari
Tehsil
Thaan
Thangka
Timki
Tyohar
Vaisakha
Vajrayan
Varaha
Vrat
Yadav
Yajmana
Yajna
Yaksh
Yakshi
Yantra
Zaid

-

A Hindu month
Lighted half of the month
Power
Witch Doctor
Witch Craft
Verse
A especially malevolent Female Ghost
A village female deity
Religious symbols
A variety of Witch craft
Wet land
Area within a District
Place of a village god
Buddhist ritual Cloth Paintings
A small metallic drum
Festival
A Hindu month
A Buddhist sect
Boar incarnation of Lord Vishnu
Vow
A Hindu caste
The person who gets a puja done
Burnt offering
A Deity
A Female Deity
Abstract symbol made as a part of Witch craft
Harvesting season
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Excavations at Eran: Study of Pottery
Prof. U. V. Singh
Introduction
Site: The ancient town of Eran lies in latitude 2405’29.46‛ north and longitude 78010’17.09‛ east, is
situated on the left and south bank of the river Bina, 16 miles above its junction with the Betwa, about
50 miles to the north-east of Vidisha, and 45 miles to north-west from Sagar. It lies in the Khurai subdivision of Sagar district in Madhya Pradesh.

Fig. Satellite view of the village Eran district Sagar, Madhya Pradesh
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The ancient name for the modern Eran as found in inscriptions is ‘Erikina’ or ‘Airikina’. On
certain coins discovered by Gen. Cunningham at Eran, the name ‘Erakana’ occurs. The place name
was possibly derived from the Sanskrit word ‘Eraka’ meaning a particular grass. The name Airikina
was applied both to the region and its capital town.
Surroundings: Near Eran, the river Bina has a perennial flow of water even in the hottest month of
May. The surrounding area containing black soil, even without any mean of irrigation, is very fertile
(a characteristic of Malwa region), and a green carpet of rich crops is spread all around in winter. A
panoramic view of this can be had from the present village standing on an ancient high mound.
Previous work at sites: The credit of discovering Eran as an archaeologically potential site goes to
General Cunningham. In 1874-75, he surveyed the area and brought to light valuable architectural,
epigraphic and numismatic evidence1.
Architectural evidence: The images of Viṣṇu, Varāha, Narsiṁhā and a Garuṇa-staṁbha (47 feet high)
surmounted by the figure of two armed Garuṇa, holding a snake are seen in Situ. The original Viṣṇu
temple is now in a dilapidated condition. Stylistically these and several other sculptures and
architectural pieces belong to the Gupta period which is supported by epigraphic evidence.
Epigraphic evidences: In all six inscriptions have so far been found at Eran. The inscription of the
Gupta emperor Samudragupta describing his various deeds refers to his chief queen, Dattadevi. It also
mentions that some religious act was performed by him at Eran, which may have been the
construction of a temple. The town in the Airikina-Pradesha has been called Swabhoganagara (pleasure
town). The second inscription dated in the Gupta era 165 (484 A.D.) inscribed on the pillar referred to
the above records the erection of a Dhvajastambha in honor of Lord Viṣṇu by the local governor of
Eran, Matriviṣṇu and his brother Dhanyaviṣṇu. The boar inscription of the first regional year of the
Huna chief Toraman mentions the construction of a temple for Varāha by Dhanyaviṣṇu. Here Toramana
has been called Mahārajādhirāja. The Goparaja Sati pillar inscription about half a mile from the temple
site bears the Gupta date 191 (510 A.D.). It records that after the death of Goparaja, commander-inchief of the Gupta king Bhanugupta, in the battle field; his devoted wife burnt herself on the funeral
pyre of her husband. The inscription can be said to be the earliest referring to the custom of Sati. A
profound sanctity was attached to this place and in later times several Sati pillars were erected here.
This very pillar bears another inscription of a Saka king Sridharavarman, dated in his seventh regional
year. Here the name of Eran is given as ‘Erikina’. The last inscription on the pedestal of another Varāha
image mentions the names of Mahesvaradatta and Varahadatta who caused the installation of the
image.
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Numismatic evidence: General Cunningham discovered a number of ancient copper coins from Eran.
These include punch-marked, die-struck and cast coins. Some of the coins are inscribed. Among
these, the most remarkable is the one bearing the name of Dharmapala. The legend ‚Rano
Dhamapalasa‛ (of king Dharmapala) is written on the coin, reversely in the Mauryan Brahmi script 2.
Dharmapala may have been the ruler of Eran region in the third century B.C. Several inscribed copper
coins bearing the name ‘Erakana’ have also been found at Eran. Cunningham surmised that the
semicircle design exhibited on such coins was representation of the old Eran town, which was
probably so shaped.
The above evidence of considerable historical importance drew the attention of the scholars to
the site. In 1960-61, the Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, University
of Sagar thoroughly explored the area and conducted excavations under the guidance of Prof. K. D.
Bajpai. The excavations were a small scale and due to paucity of funds and other reasons continued
till 1964-65. The author was throughout associated with these excavations. The results of these
excavations at Eran are discussed below3.
Excavations at the sites: At the time of General Cunningham, Indian archaeology was in its infancy.
Practically nothing was known about the importance of pottery. The pioneer archaeologist had to
content himself with the coins, inscriptions and the remains of art belonging to the historical periods.
The evidence regarding the proto-historic or Chalcolithic settlement at the site remained unknown till
it was thoroughly explored and afterwards systematically excavated. These excavations proved to be
rich both in proto-historic and historical finds.
Mounds: At Eran, the sudden curve of river Bina forms almost a half-circle. The earliest (protohistoric or Chalcolithic) habitation started here in this half circular area and probably with a gap of
about 6-7 centuries continued up to the modern times. In early historical periods, however, the
habitation area was extended towards south of the half circle resulting in the formation of low
mounds. Again in the late medieval period, the habitation became confined to the half circular area.
In the following discussions, the higher mound within the half circle will be named as ‘main-mound’,
while the low mounds to its south as ‘outer-mound’. In between these two series of mounds, a deep
and a wide ditch separating them and enclosing the half circle from south can be seen even today.
Like the main mound, the outer mounds also originally must have formed one unit, but due to later
erosions and other human disturbances, it has been divided into several isolated mounds. The
mounds are separated from each other by small and broad depressions, some of which might
represent old streets. The maximum extant height of the main mound is about 12-20 meters from the
surrounding ground level and that of the outer mounds about 6-10 meters. Out of this maximum
habitational deposit are 8.84 and 2.44 meters respectively.
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Limitations of the excavations: Although a rich site, both in proto-historic and historic periods,
excavation could be undertaken here with certain limitations. Firstly, owing to the later erosion and
other human disturbances the mounds have been very much damaged and are seen in horizontal
digging. Secondly, the earliest habitation was mostly confined to the main mound. The presence of
the modern village right over it did not leave much scope for excavating a larger area. However, the
evidence obtained from the limited digs has amply proved the importance of the site for protohistoric and early historic remains.
Cuttings: In all twenty cuttings were made in different parts of the various mounds. Out of these
several were trial cuttings to trace the limits of the proto-historic habitation or the extension of the
mud defence-wall. The evidence of the proto-historic settlement was obtained mainly from four
cuttings, all located at the main mound. The work at the outer mounds did not yield any evidence of
proto-historic habitation, excepting at one place where occurred a roughly circular fire-place sealed
by a layer containing eroded pottery of the period. In all probability, this fire-place was situated
outside of the habitation.
Stratigraphy: From the water level of the river, the thickness of yellow silt was found to be about 12
meters. This was capped by black soil which differed in thickness from 0.45 to 1.37 meters in various
cuttings. The top of this black soil was the scene of first habitation at Eran. The maximum thickness of
the habitational deposit above the black soil was 2.14 and 9.15 meters respectively at the outer and
main mounds. At the later, the maximum proto-historic deposit was 2.14 meters in thickness. As
mentioned earlier, the outer mounds did not contain any proto-historic layer except a few rolled
potsherds deposited at the top of the natural black soil. Evidently these were rolled down from the
main mound in those times, possibly before the construction of the mud defence-wall. On the outer
mounds, a habitation started in early historical periods only and continued up to the end of the Gupta
period or the invasion of the Hunas. At this stage, the site at Eran was either temporarily abandoned
or the habitation must have been very small. Again, in late medieval times, the habitation became
restricted to the semi-circle. Thus the main mound contained extra deposit of the proto-historic and
late medieval periods.
Different periods and their chronology: The excavations have brought to light remains of cultures
divisible into four periods- I to IV. Period II is again sub-divisible into A and B. Each period contains
several structural phases. On the basis of the associated finds, thickness of deposit and carbon-14
dating, the tentative chronology of the different periods is as follows:
Period I (proto-historic) -

First quarter of the second millennium B.C. to C. 700 B.C.

Period II A (Early historic I) -

C. 700 B.C to C. 200 B.C.
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Period II B (Early historic II) -

C. 200 B.C. to C. 1st century A.D.

Period III (Early historic III) -

C. 1st century A.D. to C. 6th century A.D.

Period IV (Late medieval) -

Up to C. 1800 A.D.

The antiquities of the different periods are described below. Period I will be discussed in detail
while the other periods will be briefly enumerated.
Period I- Proto-historic or Chalcolithic: The earliest inhabitants of the site settled down immediately
over the natural black soil within the semi-circle provided by the sudden curve of the river. Their
culture can justifiably be named ‚Chalcolithic‛ as it is characterized by the use of beautifully painted
and wheel-turned pottery, stone implements in the form of microliths and a few neoliths, and of
copper in meage quantity. Iron was not known to them. The material equipment of the culture in
general is comparable to that of the Chalcolithic cultures known from Maheshwar, Navdatoli, Nagda
and other contemporary sites in Central India. Of course regional differences in certain matters are
bound to be present.
The essentials of the Chalcolithic settlement, as brought to light by the excavations at Eran, are
described below.
Limits of the habitation: The trail trenches taken up at the main mound to locate the limits of the
Chalcolithic settlement revealed that the people used to live slightly away from the river and formed
another half circle within the semi-circle provided by the curve of the river. Thus, roughly they
occupied an area measuring two furlongs x one furlong.
Structures: Due to the limitations described below, not much area was available for digging in the
Chalcolithic levels and, therefore, no complete structures or plans thereof could be had. However,
available bits of evidence can be pieced together to have some idea of the structural activities of the
local Chalcolithic folk.
Floors: In all six floor levels were encountered in the Chalcolithic settlement. The flooring of the
houses was made of rammed yellow clay mixed with kankar. Sometimes burnt clods of the clay were
also crushed into the floor. The charcoal pieces found in the floors seem to have been used
intentionally in order to keep the houses damp-roof. The thickness of the floors varied from 10 cm to
20 cm. Due to non-availability of the sufficient area for digging in the Chalcolithic levels, no complete
floor and its associated post-holes could be uncovered. Therefore, the size and shape of the room is
left for guess work only.
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Hearths: Interesting evidence was forthcoming regarding the fire-places and chulhas (hearths) of the
Chalcolithic people. A roughly circular fire-pit with rammed floor and slightly raised walls made
immediately over the natural black clay was discovered. The walls of the pit had turned red due to
the fire and the pit contained ash and few animal bones. It appears as if it was a hearth meant for
cooking. Another fire-place encountered at one of the outer mounds, was quite big in size and did not
have walls. This fire-place outside the habitation seems to have been either simply a fire-place or a
community hearth for occasional use. However, the discovery of two sets of twin hearths with raised
walls ascribable to a late phase of the period was still more interesting. This shows that the practice of
making hearths with raised walls, started in the early phase, continued up to the late phase of the
period. One set of twin hearths had a circular dump of ash etc. near them. Most probably it
represented the excess fire of the twin hearths and was meant for keeping certain preparations hot as
is evident by the provision of circular big and deep holes in it.
Mud-defence-wall: The lack of full evidence about the structural activities such as the size of the
houses and individual rooms, walls and roof etc., was to some extent compensated by a new and
very important features of the settlement namely construction of the mud-defence-wall and a most.
The wall was made of black and yellow clays, enclosed the semi-circular habitation area from
the south, other sides having been enclosed by the river. Originally the wall had a basal width of
about 30.00 meters and a gap of about 16.47 meters existed between the wall and the most to its
south. Afterwards some depression was created in the intervening natural soil and it was filled up
with black and yellow clays. This filling was subsequently joined with the wall, bringing its total
width to about 46.97 meters. This filling also seems to have been done in the Chalcolithic period. The
wall was constructed originally in the middle phase of the period. The existing maximum height of
the wall is 6.41 meters.
The wall contained pottery of the Chalcolithic period only. Almost all the characteristic
ceramic wares and types of the period, except for the channel spouts and other types occurring in a
late phase in the habitation area, were encountered in the wall. Among the finds from the mud wall,
the most interesting was a piece of copper Celt. The other finds included microliths, piece of neolith,
beads in shell, paste and stone.
The rich variety and abundance of pottery and absence of Channel-spouts and other later
types occurring in the wall indicated its construction in a middle phase of the Chalcolithic period.
This was, however, confirmed by the Stratigraphy also.
The mud defence wall must have served two purposes. Firstly, it enclosed the town from the
southern side, thus providing an artificial protection from that direction. Secondly, the depression
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created by digging the nearby area for feeding the defence wall, provided another channel for
defence or for the excess water of the river to pass through it and thus save habitation from floods.
However, the excavated trenches did not reveal any trace of flood destroying the habitation.
What led the Chalcolithic folk at Eran to construct such a massive wall requiring enormous
resources cannot be correctly determined in the absence of positive evidence. But something can be
said in the form of a hypothesis. Such massive defence wall are usually constructed either as a
precaution against the enemies or as a mark of the elevated status of the township. As far as Eran is
concerned, another reason can be accounted for its construction, i.e. a measure against floods. But the
excavations could not yield evidence to prove or disapprove any of the above reasons for the
construction of the wall. The excavated trenches did not reveal any trace of floods destroying the
evidence and therefore it cannot be proved that the construction of the wall was necessitated by the
fear of the floods. In the absence of such massive wall at other important and richer Chalcolithic
settlements in Central India, such as Navdatoli, it also cannot be determined that was constructed
simply to raise the status of the township at Eran. Now the other reason left for its construction may
be that it was a protective measure against enemies. If that was so the question arises as to who the
enemies were. Where did they come from? Did they come across with the local Chalcolithic folk?
What are the evidences to show that the Chalcolithic people were annihilated or driven away by the
enemies? No answer to these questions is, however, forthcoming. But some other type of evidence is
there which can form the basis for a hypothesis and same will be discussed in connection with the
end of the Chalcolithic culture.
Moat: Immediately to the south of the mud-defence-wall and adding another line of defence in that
direction was discovered the ancient moat, caused by the digging the clay to feed the former. Its
width and the maximum extant depth being 36.60 meters and 5.49 meters respectively. That the moat
also fell in disuse with the mud defence wall in period III (C. 100 A.D. to C. 600 A.D.) was evident by
the debris deposited in it.
Lithic Industries: The site yielded two lithic industries associated with the Chalcolithic settlementNeolithic and microlithic. The valuable evidence of the Neolithic association was proved by the
discovery of three broken Neolithic pieces- one from the lower level of the mud defence wall and two
from the habitation. These are well ground and polished. One complete neolith collected from surface
can also be associated with the Chalcolithic period. In the absence of the Neolithic artifacts in
different stages of the manufacture, it is difficult to say whether the tools were manufactured locally
or not. All the four tools are finished ones.
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The microlithic industry was dominated by short parallel sided blades manufactured by
‚Crested ridge technique‛. In all 583 microliths were recorded in the excavation. The material used
for the industry is mostly chalcedony, but occasionally jasper agate (and possibly chert) was also use.
Broadly speaking the artifacts form the following groups: (1) Parallel-sited blades sometimes
serrated, (2) Pen-knife blades, (3) Points, (4) Trapezes, (5) Lunates, (6) Flakes and (7) Fluted coress.
The last group shows that the microlithic were manufactured locally.
Metal: The presence of copper justifying the name ‚Chalcolithic‛ was attested to by the occurrence of
a smaller fragment of celt in the habitation area, and a bigger piece in the mud defense wall. The use
of another metal was evident by the discovery of a thin gold disc (dia. 2.5 cm, weight 20 grams). The
exact purpose of this gold disc is difficult to guess. No iron occurred in the Chalcolithic levels.
Pottery: The proto-historic people at Eran manufactured wheel-made and beautifully decorated
pottery. They also had a variety in ware, shape and decoration which has been dealt with in detail in
Chapters V and VI.
On the basis of pottery the proto-historic period at Eran can be divided into early, middle and
late phases. In all the three phases occurred the Black-on-Red, Black and Red and Grey wares. In
addition to these, the introduction of a Red ware with dark red slip and shining surface and the
channel-spouted bowls characterized the middle and late phases respectively.
Beads: The bulk and the quantity of the evidence is helpful in having a fair idea of the mode of
personal decoration of the inhabitants of the proto-historic people at Eran. The beads were made of
terracotta, shell paste, steatite, jasper, agate, carnelian and other stones. The popular shapes in the
beads were- barrel, cylindrical, tubular, spherical and disc. A few unfinished beads recovered from
the excavations indicate that the bead-making was a flourishing local industry of the Chalcolithic
inhabitants. The variety and richness of the materials for beads reflect upon the prosperity of the
occupants.
Other Finds: Besides the pottery, lithic implements, metal objects and beads described above, the
other finds of the Chalcolithic people included terracotta animal figurines (humped animal being
more popular), fragment of a bangle, a toy cart wheel and pottery discs with or without perfection;
stone querns, rubber stones, rings, balls and other objects.
Chronology: On the basis of C-14 dates obtained for Ahar, Chandoli, Nevas, Navdatoli and Eran, the
Chalcolithic culture has been bracketed between 1750-1000 B.C.4. As far as the lower limit of the
culture is concerned, the date C. 1750 B.C. seems to be applicable to Eran also. But the upper limit of
the culture still remains controversial. One sample from a late phase of the Chalcolithic settlement at
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Eran has been dated by C-14 test to C. 700 B.C. If that is so, the gap between the end of the
Chalcolithic culture and the beginning of the iron using culture in Central India is shortened.
However, this evidence of great significance required confirmation from other sites also.
End of the Chalcolithic settlement: What circumstances brought about the end of the Chalcolithic
culture at Eran and other sites in Central India cannot be determined with certainty due to lack of
sufficient evidence. However, on the basis of the evidence available something can be postulated.
Almost on all the sites, the Chalcolithic culture is followed by the iron using folk of the early
historical period? Who were these iron using folk? Where did they come from to occupy these sites?
Whether they had any direct contact or conflict with the pre-iron Chalcolithic folk? Only further work
may answer these questions. But the recent light thrown on the use of iron in the Gangetic valley
pushes back the antiquity of iron. At Atranjikhera (district Etah in Uttar Pradesh) the middle phase of
the painted grey ware level containing finished iron implements has been dated to C. 1000 B.C. by the
carbon-14 test5. The iron implements occurred at this site in the early painted grey ware level and also
in its ulterior period characterized by the occurrence of the Black and Red ware. This means that iron
was known to the people of Atranjikhera in about 1200 B.C. In the recent excavations at Ahichchhatra,
the painted grey ware level has also yielded iron. All this shows that iron was known to the people of
the Gangetic valley earlier than the people of Central India, where it can be dated C. 600 B.C. only.
What was the connection of the iron using early historical people of Central India with those of
the early iron using communities of the Gangetic valley is yet to be determined. If at all, the iron using
people replaced the Chalcolithic cultures and a link is established between the early iron using
communities which are at present lying apart from each other both in time and space, something
could be guessed about the necessity of the construction of a massive mud defence wall at Eran. The
middle phase of the settlement in which the wall was constructed might roughly be contemporary
with the early iron using cultures of the Gangetic valley.

Proto-historic Wares, types and their functions
Wares
The proto-historic ceramic industry of eastern Malwa consists mainly of four wares:
1. Fine Red ware (mostly painted in black over red surface and, therefore, also termed ‘Black-onRed Ware’).
2. Coarse Red Ware.
3. Grey Ware.
4. Black-and-Red Ware.
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General observations: The entire pottery is wheel-turned barring a few instances of hand-made pots.
The small and medium sized pots seem to have been manufactured usually on a fast-wheel as is
evident from the close striation marks on the pots. But bigger pots were invariably turned on a slower
wheel. Few pots were partly handmade and partly wheel made. On such pots traces of luting and
finger marks are there on the interior at the joining point. The spouts also must have been made
separately and affixed to the pots later on. The fabric of the Red Ware is fine, the core in thin to
medium in thickness, and the pots are made of well levigated clay free from impurities and mostly
fired uniformly. The sherds of this fine Red ware produce a metallic clink. The fabric of the coarse
Red ware is coarse, the core is mostly thick and the sherds produce a dull sound. The fabric of the
grey and the black-and–red wares comes in between that of the fine red ware and the coarse red
ware, i.e. it is neither fine nor coarse. But in grey ware, the thinner sherds are of finer fabric and may
be compared well with their counterparts in red ware. Very few finer sherds occur in black-and-red
ware also. The pots in fine red ware coated with light red or sometimes dark red slip mostly on both
the surfaces and rarely on the exterior only. All these have a matt surface except a particular subcategory of the ware which was introduced at Eran in the middle phase of the proto-historic culture
and has a dark red slip on the exterior and shining surface produced by burnishing. The coarse red
ware was also sometimes coated with red slip and rarely burnished, while the grey ware is mostly
without a slip and burnish excepting a few cases where a whitish slip has been applied over the
exterior surface only.
For painting, on two fixed colour schemes were in vogue, i.e. black on red (in the case of all
wares except the black-and-red ware) and white on black (on the black-and-red ware). Only twothree sherds of grey ware seem to have been painted in red. Similarly, a few sherds are painted in
white on red interior but such sherds appear to be parts of the black-and-red ware pots and their
interior surfaces could not become black due to defective firing. The pots were decorated mostly with
paintings but incised, fingertip and applique decorations also occur on the fine red and coarse red
wares. Marks of graffiti are noted on the sherds of all wares excepting coarse red ware. The paintings
usually show geometrical designs and some animal motifs. The human motifs are conspicuous by
their absence. The pots were mostly painted on the upper-half of the body. The paintings on the
interior surfaces are limited to the rim portions. The other parts of the interior are painted only in the
case of shallow bowls and dishes. The painted motifs occurring on the black-and-red ware are
different from those on the other wares. These consist of short horizontals, verticals, slants, dots and
miscellaneous combinations of these. The comb, tooth-brush and floral designs also occur on the
black-and-red wares. In this ware the paintings are restricted to the black interior surfaces only.
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It seems as if the different wares were preferred for manufacturing different types of pots. In
fine red ware, usually the pots are of medium and small sizes while the coarse red ware was meant
especially for big jars and dough Plates. In grey ware mostly the pots are of medium size and very
few in small size. It may be mentioned here that the shapes and painted motifs occurring in red ware.
The black-and-red ware preferred usually for dishes (or dishes-on-stand) although, bowls and basins
also occur in the wares.
The pots in general are uniformly fired but instance of imperfect firing resulting in blotchy
surfaces, are not lacking in all the wares. Due to differential firing the pots have a difference in colour
of the surfaces especially in grey ware and different shades of red colour occur on the exterior surface
of the fine red ware. In the following pages, the term ‘red’ has been used in its broadest sense so as to
include the shades thereof.
With these general observations about the entire pottery each ware with its sub-categories will
be described.
On the basis of fabric surface treatment and differential firing resulting in different shades of
the same colour. The above mentioned four main wares are further sub-divisible as follows:
1. Fine Red Ware:
(A). Ware with light red slip.
(B). Ware with dark red slip.
(C). Ware with dark red slip but shining surface due to burnishing.
(D). Ware with orange red surface.
(E). Ware with light brown exterior.
Excepting the sub-category C, all the rest have matt surfaces.
2. Coarse Red Ware:
(A). Ware without slip.
(B). Ware with red slip.
(C). Ware without red slip and burnish.
3. Black-and-Red Ware:
(A). Thick, coarse and gritty ware.
(B). Thinner, finer and less gritty ware.
4. Grey Ware:
(A). Ware with both surfaces grey.
(B). Ware with blackish interior and grey exterior (may be called ‘’Black-and-grey ware).
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(C). Ware with light red or brownish interior and grey exterior (may be called ‘Brown-andgrey ware).
(D). Ware with whitish slip.
(E). Ware with both surfaces dark grey (or blackish and burnished exterior).
1. Fine Red Ware: As on other proto-historic sites in Central India and Deccan, the pottery of Eastern
Malwa is also dominated by the Red ware. Since it is painted in black over red surface, it is popularly
known as ‘Black-on-red ware’. The ware occurs on different sites in various fabrics and one of its
well-known fabrics is named ‘Malwa’ due to its occurrence almost all over Malwa including
Navdatoli6. The characteristics of the ‘Malwa’ ware are described as follows7: ‚In it the slip varies from
light yellowish brown to dark red. The surface is generally matt and often worn out. This exposes the
inner surface and shows besides grass and sand including particles of lime used as binding material.
The core, especially in large vessels, is blackish. This as well as the worn out surface might be due to
insufficient firing. It seems to have been made on a slow wheel as the striations are not close and
often not easily visible. The surface is further decorated with various designs in black or light reddish
black. These were painted with a brush, which though fired, shows uneven thickness of the point‛.
The fine red ware from Eran is slightly different in fabric from that of ‘Malwa ware’. Its surface
is not worn out and therefore does not expose the inner surface and in a majority of the cases it is not
insufficiently fired. In most of the cases it is not made on slow-wheel. It is of better fabric, probably
due to the suitability of the local clay for the purpose and the face that large vessels do not occur in it.
Due to its fine fabric it produces metallic clink. In spite of the above differences the red ware from
Eran shares many characteristics of the ‘Malwa ware’ and therefore can be included in that category. It
has a red slip and the surface is mostly matt. Examples of pots manufactured on a slow wheel are also
there. Above all the types of pots and the decorative motifs have a close similarly with those of the
‘Malwa ware’. Here again, the paintings have been executed with a brush showing uneven thickness
of the point.
The fine red ware at Eran was found a little over 69% of the total proto-historic pottery. The
painted sherds in the ware however, were about 78% of the total number of the sherds of all wares.
The ware is made of well-levigated clay free from impurities and usually fired uniformly. It is wheelmade and handmade examples are extremely rare. The ware was very often turned on a fast wheel as
is evident by the close striations on the vessels. But in some cases slow wheel was also used. Its core
is thin to medium and very rarely thick. It is sturdy and produces a clink, if struck. Though mostly
well-fired, instances of ill-fired pots are also there and in such cases the surfaces are blotchy. The pots
have been covered with red slip over both the surfaces and sometimes only on the interior. But the
surface is always matt barring a sub-category C which has a bright exterior due to burnishing.
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The shapes occurring in the ware are jars of different types and sizes, bowls including channelspouted ones, basins, dishes, dish-on-stand, lids and miniature vessels. The channel-spouted bowls
occur in the late levels of the proto-historic culture at Eran. The ware is painted in black over the matt
red surface, except sub-category C. The paintings have been executed with brush, but sometimes the
lines are of uneven thickness. The paintings on the exterior cover the upper half of the pot i.e. rim,
shoulder and belly. Sometimes interior surface is also painted but at the rim portion only excepting
the shallow bowls and dishes which are occasionally painted in other parts of the interior surface
also. The painted designs are usually geometrical including horizontal, vertical and oblique hands,
loops, arches, lattices, criss-cross, triangles, diamonds or lozenges, dots, stars, sigmas, chevrons etc.
Besides these some floral-like designs also occur. Among the animals, painted on the ware, antelopes
are very common.
Having described the technical aspects of the fine red ware as a whole, the characteristic
features of its sub-categories are given below:
1 A- Fine Red ware with light red slip: The ware has a light red slip on the exterior and it is matt.
The interior surface is sometimes dull red without any slip and in some cases the same slip of the
exterior has been applied on the interior surface also.
The thinner sherds of the sub-category produce a metallic sound while the thicker sherds do
not. The core of the latter is somewhat gritty and blackish. Close striation marks are visible on both
thinner and thicker sherds.
1 B- Fine red ware with dark red slip: A vast majority of the sherds may be included in this subcategory. Like the preceding sub-category, it is painted in black red and matt exterior. The colour of
the core differs from dull red to grey. In certain cases it is partly dull red and partly grey. The core is
not gritty and shows particles of mica. Close striation on the inner surface indicate the use of fast
wheel. The sherds produce a metallic clink. Most of the sherds have red slip on the interior also while
a few have dull red under surface. Sherds with blotchy surfaces showing imperfect firing are also
there.
1 C- Fine red ware with dark red slip but shinning surface (due to burnishing) – This sub-category
is different from the preceding one in producing a shining surface due to burnishing. The sherds are
of medium thickness. The core is porous due to the impure clay, mostly grey to blackish (rarely dull
red) and a little gritty. It does not produce the metallic sound. The interior is mostly unslipped and is
of dull red to dull grey in colour. No close striation marks are visible.
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This sub-category may have further three sub-divisions on the basis of the interior (a) having
red slip, (b) having a red wash and (c) without any treatment.
The fine red ware of this sub-category is absent in the early phase of the proto-historic
habitation at Eran. For the first time it occurs there in the middle phase and continues in the late
phase also.
1 D- Fine Red ware with orange red surface- The sherds of this sub-category are mostly thinner
produce a metallic sound, the core is not gritty and its colour is uniformly dull grey, the interior
surface is mostly of orange colour but in a few cases it is dull grey. Close striation are visible on most
of the sherds. Some sherds have slip on both surfaces while some have on the exterior only.
1 E- Fine Red ware with light brown exterior- Such sherds are few. The general fabric and the core
of sherds in this sub-category are similar to those of the preceding one. It has light brown exterior and
orange red interior.

2. Coarse Red Ware: The coarse red ware also occurs side by side the fine red ware in all the levels of
the proto-historic habitation at Eran but much less in quantity. The ware stands out distinctly both in
make and shapes when compared with the fine red ware. It is inferior in the purity of clay, in the
treatment of surfaces and also in firing. The shapes are strictly utilitarian with the predominance of
the jars and dough-Plates. Coarse red ware is usually preferred for cooking vessels also, but it is
surprising that none of the sherds of the ware shows any signs of contact with fire in cooking.
The clay used for making the vessels is not properly levigated and grit such as dung and husk,
seems to have been added to the clay. The vessels are porous and bear a red slip only in a few cases
and are rarely burnished. The pots are usually of thick fabric. These are rarely painted, the only motif
being simple horizontal bands or a group of long loops hanging down the rim at the exterior of the
large sized jars. Few sherds bear incised and applique decorations. The finger-tip decoration occurs
on the dough-Plates also. Besides the common shapes-jars and dough-Plates, the other shapes
occurring in small numbers are bowls, basins, dish and lids. The dough-Plates are entirely handmade.
Certain large vessels seem to have been made partly by hand and partly on wheel and then luted
together as is evident by the luting and finger marks. The striations at intervals show that the other
pots in this ware made on a slow wheel.
The characteristic features of the different sub-categories of this ware are as follows:
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2 A- Coarse Red ware without slip: In this sub-category of the coarse red ware no slip has been
applied on either side. The blotchy surface of the sherds range from dark brown to dull grey and
blackish. The core is invariably porous gritty and blackish. In some cases, the interior surface is dark
grey or blackish. The ware is rarely painted.
2 B- Coarse Red ware with red slip: Few sherds of the coarse red ware have red slip applied on the
exterior and rarely on both the surfaces. Such sherds are sometimes painted in black over the red
exterior.
2 C- Coarse Red ware with red slip and burnish: Such sherds are very few. These have dark red slip
applied on the exterior and that is burnished. The interior surface is dark grey or blackish. The
incised decoration occurs on the pots of this sub-category, but the place of incised decoration is
always left unslipped and unburnished.

3. Black-and-Red ware: This ware produced by the ‚inverted firing technique‛ occurs in different
levels ranging from Harappan times down to the period of the northern black polished ware and
even later at several sites in India. Though the technique of inverted firing is the same at all the sites
where the black-and-red ware occurs, the shapes of vessels vary from site by site but very often they
closely follow the shapes in other wares of a given site. Normally the exterior of the black-and-red
ware vessels excepting the rim and shoulder portions is fired under oxidized conditions and the
interior under reducing conditions resulting in red and black surfaces respectively. The black surface
is painted in white. The black-and-red ware from Eran has its own peculiarities. In comparison with
the black-and-red ware from other proto-historic sites, it is mostly thicker and sturdier. The shapes in
the ware are mostly dishes, few bowls and rarely basins and jars. Many of the dishes in the ware
seem to belong to ‘dishes-on-stand’. Although no complete dish on stand was found, the thick short
stem bearing traces of white paintings over the black top seems to be a part of this variety of pot. Few
channel-spouted pots also occur in this ware. Most of the dishes and bowls in black-and-red ware do
not have exact parallels in other contemporary wares art Eran. Another peculiarity of this ware from
Eran is that it has invariably been painted in white on the interior black surface only. On other sites,
paintings occur at the exterior over or below the rim also. The painted motifs also, although simple
ones such as group of short vertical, horizontal or oblique bands, dots, combination of the above,
comb, plant and tooth-brush like motifs, do not occur on other contemporary wares at the site, except
the last one, i.e. tooth-brush like motif occurring on a fine red ware sherds.
On the basis of fabric, the black-and-red ware under discussion is divisible into two subcategories.
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3 A- Thick, Coarse and Gritty Black-and-Red Ware- The exterior surface in this sub-category is
mostly dull red, without any slip, but sometimes red slip has been applied. The core is blackish and
gritty. Close striations are sometimes visible. It does produce a metallic sound. In some cases the
exterior is of dark brown colour. The interior surface is burnished (if painted) and in a majority of the
cases the black colour on the exterior forms a horizontal line showing that the potter intentionally
turned that portion black. The exterior surface also is sometimes burnished.
3 B- Thinner, finer and less gritty Black-and-Red Ware- The ware of this sub-category is thinner and
finer and less gritty. The core is blackish and the close striations are visible. It is usually burnished on
both surfaces.
4- Grey Ware– The proto-historic Grey ware from Eran does not seem to have any similarity in fabric,
shapes and painted motifs, with the well-known painted grey ware of Gangetic valley, nor with the
South Indian Neolithic grey ware which is handmade and burnished. On the other hand, it seems to
form an integral part of the proto-historic ceramic industry at the site, as well be seen later, it shares
most of the shapes and painted motifs with the contemporary red ware.
As mentioned earlier, the fabric of the grey ware may be placed in between that of the
fine red and coarse red wares. The thickness of the cores varies from thin to thick. Most of the pots in
the ware are not treated with any slip, but a few sherds bear whitish slip. This slip was not
necessarily applied to prepare a background for executing paintings, as many of the slipped sherds
are unpainted. Similarly paintings have been drawn without this slip also.
The shapes occurring in the ware are mostly jars with high neck and flaring mouths and a few
bowls. The ware is usually painted in black or dark reddish black and rarely in red, with different
motifs most of which are common to fine red ware. Like the other contemporary wares, this ware is
also wheel-turned and handmade examples are very rare.
On the basis of the thickness alone, the ware can be divided into three groups, namely, thick,
medium and thin grey wares. The thick grey ware is coarser. It is roughly made, imperfectly fired
and has a blackish core. Striations are not clearly visible. The ware is certainly sturdier than the coarse
red ware and is sometimes painted. The medium grey ware is better made and fired than the
preceding one. Close striations are visible. The core is mostly is grey and sometimes blackish. Some
painted examples also occur in this ware. It produces a dull sound. The thin grey ware is better made
than the preceding two groups. The core is unusually of the colour of the surface (showing uniform
fusion during firing) and rarely blackish. It produces a metallic clink like the fine red ware. It is
sometimes painted. Close striations are also visible.
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On the basis of the difference in the color of both surfaces due to differential firing, the grey
ware may be divided into the sub-categories:
4 A- Grey Ware with both surfaces grey- In this sub-category the pots are of grey colour on both
surfaces and so the core is showing uniform fusion.
4 B- Grey Ware with blackish interior and grey exterior- A number of sherds in grey ware have dark
grey or blackish interior, grey exterior and blackish core, evidently a result of deficient firing. This
may also be designated as ‘Black-and-Grey Ware’ but it is definitely a part of the grey ware and not
so manufactured intentionally.
4 C- Grey Ware with light red or brownish interior and grey exterior- This also is due to the
deficient firing and within the range of the grey ware, the sub-category may be called ‘Brown-andGrey Ware’.
4 D- Grey Ware with whitish slip- Very few sherds of medium and thick grey ware are treated with
a whitish slip on the exterior surface and such sherds come under this sub-category.
4 E- Ware with both surfaces dark grey (or blackish) and burnished exterior- The sherds of this
ware are also very few. Both the surfaces are of dark grey or blackish colour and the exterior is
burnished.
B- Types
1– Fine Red Ware –The following types occur in fine red ware:
(i)

Jars of various sizes and shapes.

(ii)

Miniature vessels.

(iii)

Dishes.

(iv)

Bowls.

(v)

Basins.

(vi)

Dish-on-stand.

(vii)

Lids.

These broad categories of vessels have various main types in each. Under each main type, several
examples have been illustrated to give an idea of the different sizes of vessels and also to show the
place of painted motifs occurring on them. The main type has been described first and in the
description of its similar or sub-types, only the peculiarities and the slight differences in the rim etc.
have been briefly mentioned.
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The characteristic features of each ware have already been mentioned. For the sake of brevity, this
ware number will be mentioned in each description and only the peculiar feature of the fabric, if not
covered by the description of the wares, will be mentioned separately.
As most of the pots are fragmentary, these have been divided into various types mainly on the
basis of the mouth, neck and their sides.
Type I- Jar with broad mouth and highly concave neck (Fig. 1: 1, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16; Fig. 2: 18, 26, 29; Fig.
3: 63) (The numbers before the Wares corresponds to the number in the figures referred)
1. Ware 1 B, large jar with broad flared mouth, highly concave neck and bulged body. Double row of
hatched diamonds between horizontal bands at the shoulder, a horizontal band along the edge and
two rows of interesting loops on the inside of the edge.
The others vary in size and some of them have slight difference in their rims and sides.
6. Ware 1 B, medium size, triangular arches over multiple bands at the neck and shoulder, a
horizontal band along the edges and two rows of intersecting loops on the inside of the edge.
8. Ware 1 B, small size, chequer design at the neck and a row of loops suspended below the inner
edge.
9. Ware 1 B, larger than 8, row of stylized antelopes with wavy horns and a horizontal band along the
edge.
12. Ware 1 A, small size, a groove on the inner edge, a broad horizontal band along the edge and
short vertical strokes hanging down the inner edge.
16. Ware 1 A, small size, circular wavy lines hanging down the outer edge.
18. Ware 1 A, medium size, a groove just below the inner edge, two horizontal bands at the shoulder.
26. Ware 1 A, medium size, groove just below the inner edge, a horizontal band along the edge and
two rows of intersecting loops suspended below the inner edge.
29. Ware 1 A, small size, two oblique lines above horizontal bands, short vertical strokes below a
band along the inner edge.
63. Ware 1 A, small size, arch and a vertical line of dots resting on a Nandipada like design in the
center.
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Fig. 1: Pottery shapes
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Fig. 2: Pottery shapes
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Fig. 3: Pottery shapes

Type II- Jar with broad mouth and slightly concave neck (Fig. 1: 5, 7, 13; Fig. 2: 19, 20, 24, 25, 27, 28,
32; Fig. 3: 52, 53, 54, 56, 59, 60, 68; Fig. 4: 84)
5. Ware 1 B, large jar with mouth broader but less flared than that of Type I (1: 1), slightly concave
neck and outgoing sides, row of solid diamonds below horizontal bands at the neck and shoulder.
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7. Ware 1 A, small size, broad horizontal bands at the neck and shoulder.
13. Ware 1 B, bigger than 7, multiple horizontal bands at the neck and shoulder, simple lattice design
on the inside of the rim.
19. Ware 1 B, higher than 13, part of the row of the hate head diamonds below horizontal bands at the
shoulder.
20. Ware 1 B, higher than 19, row of stylized antelopes with wavy horns, open mouth and curved tail,
a horizontal band along the edge.
24. Ware 1 C, medium size, double row of solid diamonds between horizontal bands over the
shoulder.
25. Ware 1 E, mouth broader than that of 24, stylized antelopes with wavy horns and intersecting
loops on the inside of the rim.
27, Ware 1 A, blotchy outer side, bigger than 25, plain.
28. Ware 1 A, thicker core, worn out surfaces, loops on the inside below the edge.
32. Ware 1 B, medium size, more flared mouth, thick horizontal band on the outside over the rim and
one thinner band below it, short oblique strokes of uneven thickness on the inside of the rim.
52. Ware 1 B, medium size, thick core, row of stylized antelopes with wavy horns, body and tail
formed by semi-circles and only two legs shown.
53. Ware 1 D, medium size, thin core, a groove just below the inner edge, a row of elongated hatched
triangles and criss-cross or diagonal lattice on the inside of the rim.
54. Ware 1 A, wavy vertical lines below a horizontal band along the neck.
56. Ware 1 B, medium size, groove just below the inner edge, four oblique bands below a horizontal
band along the edge.
59. Ware 1 D, groove below the inner edge, diagonally opposed two rows of short, solid and irregular
triangles between horizontal bands.
60. Ware 1 B, small size, part of triangular arch ever multiple horizontal bands.
68. Ware 1 A, slip on both surfaces, smooth outer side, arch formed by smooth outer side, arch
formed by triple diagonal bands and resting on horizontal bands, double diagonal bands out by short
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strokes, rise from the horizontal bands and join the arms of the arch making a rough diamond within
the arch, a vertical band in the center.
84. Ware 1 B, medium size, possibly globular body, triangular arch over the multiple horizontal
bands.

Fig. 4: Pottery shapes
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Type 3- Jars with short straight neck and bulged body (Fig. 1: 3; Fig. 5: 34)
3. Ware 1 A, chalcolithic slip on the outside, large jar with small mouth, beaded out rim, a groove just
below the inner edge, short straight neck and bulged body, five black horizontal bands over the
shoulder from a late level.
34. Ware 1 A, light red slip on both surfaces, shape as above but has a shorter neck and broader
mouth, three horizontal bands over the shoulder from a late level.

Fig. 5: Pottery shapes
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Type 4- Jars with broad mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 1: 4; Fig. 5: 37, 38, 50)
4.Ware 1 A, chalcolithic slip on the outside, large jar with broad mouth, flared and slight in turned
beaded rim in short concave neck and gently outgoing sides, a deep groove below the inner edge,
group of short oblique bands of uneven lengths in black over the shoulder.
37. Ware 1 A, traces of light red slip on the outer surface, broad mouth, flared rim, a broad horizontal
band along the rim on the outside and below it two vertical bands out by short horizontal strokes.
38, Ware 1 E, thinner core, row of elongated solid triangles above a horizontal band over the
shoulder.
50. Ware 1 A, slightly flared and beaded rim, a horizontal band along the neck and three short bands
below it from Besnagar.
Type 5- Jars with broad and slightly flaring mouth, incipient neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 1: 2, 10;
Fig. 5: 35, 36; Fig. 4: 72-75, 77, 78, 86, 88, 89)
2. Ware 1 B, inner deep red slipped, blotchy exterior, large jar with broad and slightly flared mouth,
incipient neck, outgoing sides, row of hatched diamonds between horizontal bands and a row of
loops suspended below the bands over the shoulder and a horizontal band along the edge.
10. Ware 1 E, light brown slipped inner side, small size, part of an animal with wavy horns, a
horizontal band below and along the edge on both sides.
35. Ware 1 A, large size, beaded out rim, short vertical strokes between horizontal bands and row of
dots above the bands.
36. Ware 1 B, red slipper inner, large size, three oblique strokes over the shoulder.
72. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, thin fabric, small size, short vertical strokes between horizontal
bands on the outer side of the neck and incised zigzag line below.
73. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, thin fabric, small size, part of a dog-like animal with raised neck and
ears and triangular muzzle over the shoulder, a horizontal band along the edge of both sides.
74. Ware 1 B, inner dull red, thin fabric, small size, neck portion of an animal with short strokes
emanating from the neck and muzzle.
75. Similar to 72 in fabric, shape and size, simple lattice on the outside of the neck and some symbol
of indeterminate nature of the shoulder.
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77. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, outer blotchy, size bigger than 75, thin fabric, a thick horizontal
band at the shoulder and a thin band along the inner edge.
78. Ware 1 B, inner dull red slipped, thin fabric, plant-like design, a cross with curved upper ends in
the center and horizontal bands below.
86. Ware 1 A, inner light brown, thin fabric, very less flared mouth, three horizontal bands below the
shoulder and another band along the edge on both sides.
88. Ware and fabric and painted motif similar to 73 but bigger in size, the legs of the dogs have not
been shown and it has a raised and curved tail with short strokes emanating from it, possibly the
animal has been drawn at the junction of two arches.
89. Ware 1 A, blotchy brown inner, very broad mouth, thin fabric, part of a cross design with oblique
band at the upper ends.

Type 6- Jars with flared mouth and short straight neck (Fig. 1: 14; Fig. 5: 46; Fig. 3: 55, 69)
14. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, small jar with flared mouth and short straight neck, two rows of
intersection loops on the inner side of the rim.
46. Ware 1 C, inner brownish, outturned rim, broad mouth.
55. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, broad mouth, groove below the inner edge, monkey-like animal and
a horizontal band on the outer edge, short vertical strokes on the inner side of the rim.

Type 7- Jars with broad mouth, constricted neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 2: 17; Fig. 1: 11. 15; Fig. 5:
30, 40, 41, 47; Fig. 3: 62)
17. Ware 1 B, inner brownish, large jar with broad flared and oblique rim, constricted neck and
outgoing sides, group of vertical curved bands of uneven thickness hanging down the outer edge,
criss-cross design below and a horizontal band along on both sides.
11. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, thin fabric, flared rim, small jar, an arch design on the outer side,
horizontal band along the edge on both sides.
15. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, thin fabric, very small vessel, flared rim, two rows of diagonally
opposed hatched triangles below horizontal bands, loops on the inner side of the rim.
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33. Ware 1 A, both surfaces worn out and show particles of mica grey in colour, jar larger than 17 but
rounded rim from Besnagar.
40. Ware 1 E, inner dull red, mouth shorter than 17, and two chain-like oblique bands below, row of
loops above a horizontal band on the inner rim.
41. Similar to the above broader mouth, one thick horizontal band on the outside of the rim and
another thinner band at the neck.
47. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, similar to 33 but has a short and beaded out rim.
62. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, smooth surfaces, similar to 11 but smaller in size.

Type 8- Jars with broad and highly flared mouth (Fig. 2: 21-23, 30, 31; Fig. 5: 39; Fig. 3: 57, 64-67, 70)
23. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped large jar with broad and highly flared mouth, narrow and possibly
concave neck, horizontal band along the edges of the rim on both sides, double rows of intersecting
loops on the inner side of the rim.
21. Ware 1 B, similar to the above but thinner core.
22. Ware 1 E, blotchy exterior, brownish interior, a groove below the inner edge, rest as above.
30. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped similar to above but has an outturned rim and is unpainted.
31. Ware 1 C, similar to above but has a narrower neck.
39. Ware 1 B, similar to 23, part of hatched triangle or diamond.
57. Ware 1 C, similar to above but has a flat outturned rim.
64. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, similar to 23 but smaller in size.
65. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, small in size, horizontal band along the edges of the rim on both
sides, short vertical strokes between horizontal bands on the inner side of the rim.
66. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, small in size, highly concave neck, hatched opposed triangles on the
outer side and short vertical strokes between horizontal bands at the inner side.
67. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, small neck piece, loops at the inner rim.
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70. Ware 1 D, inner also slipped, small vessel, thin cone, wavy horns (of antlers) on the outside and
diagonal lattice or criss-cross below a horizontal band at the inner rim.

Type 9- Jars with broad mouth and tapering sides (Fig. 5: 44, 48, 51)
44. Ware 1 A, traces of chalcolattish slip on the outside jar with broad mouth, externally beaded rim
and tapering sides. 48 (Ware 1 A) and 51 (Ware 1 E) are its variants and differ in size.

Type 10- Jars with small mouth and tall straight neck (Fig. 5: 42, 43, 45, 49)
45. Ware 1 B, worn out surfaces, jar with very small and flared mouth, outturned beaded rim and tall
straight neck.
42. Ware 1 B, differs from the above in having a broader mouth and clubbed rim.
43. Ware 1 B, mouth smaller than that of 42, beaded outer and externally beveled rim.
49. Ware 1 B, worn out surfaces, mouth broader than that of 45, beaded out rim.

Type 11- Jars with broad mouth and tall straight neck (Fig. 3: 58; Fig. 4: 76, 87)
58. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, jar with broad, slightly flared mouth and tall straight neck,
triangular arch over multiple horizontal bands on the exterior and short oblique strokes hanging
down the inner rim.
76. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, outer blotchy, thin core, arch motif on the exterior and a horizontal
band along the edge of the rim on both sides.
87. Similar to above, an arch with three solid dots on the exterior surface, horizontal band along the
edge of the rim on both sides and an oblique band on the interior.

Type 12- Small vessels with broad mouth, short concave neck and slightly concave sides (Fig. 4: 71,
79-81, 85)
71. Ware 1 A, worn out surfaces, thin core, small vessel with broad and slightly flared mouth, short
concave neck and slightly convex sides, frond-like motif on the exterior possibly at the junction of
arches and above horizontal bands, a horizontal band along the edges of the rim on both sides.
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79. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, similar to above but smaller, cross and simple lattice design on the
exterior.
80. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, smooth exterior and has fish or bird-like design and short vertical
strokes between horizontal bands at the rim.
81. Ware 1 E, similar to 71, a dog in running pose, body formed by two filled triangles and therefore
only two legs are seen, raised incurved dotted tail, multiple horizontal bands below.
85. Ware 1 C, similar to above but smaller in size, thicker core and unpainted.
Type 13- Miniature vessels (Fig. 4: 82, 83; Fig. 6: 142, 145-148)
82. Ware 1 A, inner slipped above the neck, miniature vessel with flared mouth, tall concave neck and
outgoing sides, unpainted.
83. Ware 1 B, inner slipped above the neck, less flared mouth and almost straight tall neck on the
exterior, three vertically zigzag or curved bands on the inner rim row of short vertical strokes.
142. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, flared mouth, constricted neck and outgoing sides, horizontal band
at the neck and along the edge of the rim on both sides.
145. Ware 1 A, blotchy outer surfaces, flared mouth, slightly concave neck, arch with a solid dot and
another dot below it.
146. Ware 1 A, flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides, arch and star designs, two solid
dots, one inside the arch and another below it.
147. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, flared mouth, constricted neck and possibly globular body,
unpainted.
148. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, flared mouth, concave neck, multiple vertical bands of uneven
thickness on the outside and short oblique strokes between horizontal bands on the inside at the rim.
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Fig. 6: Pottery shapes

Type 14- Shallow dishes with internally concave and tapering sides (Fig. 7: 106-108, 115, 122, 126)
106. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, shallow dish internally concave and tapering sides, pointed edge
and two irregular vertical bands on the inside.
107. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, pointed edge, deeper than 106, three vertical bands on the inside
and a horizontal band on the outside along the edge.
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108. Ware 1 A, inner slipped, outer unslipped and blotchy pointed and externally thickened edge,
unpainted.
115. Similar to 106 but smaller and unpainted.
122. Similar to the above but bigger in size and has thinner core.
126. Similar to 107 but thicker core, group of short verticals on the interior.

Fig. 7: Pottery shapes
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Type 15- Shallow dishes with straight tapering sides (Fig. 7: 110, 119, 128, 130)
110. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped outer blotchy, shallow dish with straight tapering sides, plain edge,
two groups of short vertical strokes on the inside.
119. Ware 1 B, similar to the above but smaller and is internally thickened below the edge, a
horizontal band along the edge on the outside and a line of dots between two oblique bands and two
inverted ‘T’ shaped designs below on the outside.
128. Similar to 110, but exterior also slipped and has three oblique bands below a horizontal band
along the edge on the inside a row of short vertical strokes.
130. Similar to 119 but bigger in size has a thicker core and is unpainted.

Type 16- Shallow dishes with beaded rim and possibly flat base (Fig. 7: 111, 125)
111. Ware 1 C, inner also slipped and burnished, dishes shallower than type 14 and 15, beaded rim
and possibly flat base unpainted.
125. As above but smaller and deeper on the exterior incised vertical line with short horizontal lines
to its right.

Type 17- Shallow dishes with internally concave sides and flat base (Fig. 7: 129)
129. Ware 1 B, worn out surfaces, unpainted.

Type 18- Deep dishes or bowl with outturned rim, internally tapering concave sides and rounded
base (Fig. 7: 109, 116)
109. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, slightly beaded rim, horizontal band along the edge of the rim on
both sides and loops below it on the inner side.
116. Similar to the above but smaller and rim not beaded, three zigzag bands on the interior.
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Type 19- Small dish or bowls with tapering sides (Fig. 7: 112-114, 118)
112. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, very thick core, unpainted.
113. Similar to above, but smaller and has thinner core and pointed edge, horizontal band along the
edge on the exterior.
114. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, similar to above but deeper, horizontal band along the edges on the
exterior and the inner has short vertical strokes above a horizontal band below the edge and two
oblique bands joined with short horizontal stroke.
118. Ware 1 E, coarser fabric, slip on both surfaces has faded, similar to 112 but smaller and has
thinner core, on the interior part of a dog-like animal, another animal to its right.

Type 20- Deep bowl with internally concave tapering sides (Fig. 7: 117)
117. Ware 1 B, slip on both surfaces partly faded, possibly a group of flying birds on the inner side.

Type 21- Deep bowl with nearly straight sides (Fig. 7: 120)
120. Ware 1 A, slip on both surfaces faded, deep bowl with nearly straight sides and possibly a flat
base, the core thickening from the rim towards the base, unpainted.

Type 22- Deep bowl with convex sides (Fig. 7: 121, 123, 124, 127)
121. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, deep bowl with short and internally beveled edge and convex sides,
unpainted.
123. Ware 1 A, pointed rim, smaller than the above and has less convex sides, on the exterior two
semi-circular bands (or a loop) and a short vertical stroke below.
124. Ware 1 A, possibly partly handmade, exterior even but interior smooth and dark brownish,
similar to above but has a thick core and is unpainted.
127. Similar to 123 but bigger and unpainted.
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Type 23- Deep bowls with flared mouth and tapering sides (Fig. 8: 93, 94, 98)
93. Ware 1 A, both surfaces blotchy, deep bowl with flared mouth, thin rim and tapering sides, row of
loops formed by double bands and suspended below the inner edge of the rim.
94. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, similar to above but thinner core, two horizontal bands below the
rim on the exterior and row of short oblique strokes between horizontal bands on the inner rim.
98. Ware 1 E, similar to above but bigger and has more flared mouth, arch on the exterior and loops
on the inner side of the rim.

Fig. 8: Pottery shapes
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Type 24- Deep bowls with outturned rim slightly concave-convex profile (Fig. 8: 100-102)
100. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, deep bowl with outturned beaded rim and slightly concave-convex
profile, horizontal band below the rim and two oblique bands, possibly of an arch, below it on the
exterior and two horizontal bands on the inner edge of the rim.
101. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, similar to above but with a plain rim and less convex sides, part of a
hatched triangle below horizontal bands on the exterior and row of loops below a horizontal band on
the inside of the rim.
102. Ware 1 B, inner pale red, similar to above but slightly bigger, part of an arch with solid dots on
the exterior and a vertical band on the exterior.

Type 25- Deep bowls with carinated shoulder (Fig. 8: 90, 96, 97, 103, 105)
90. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, large deep bowl with carinated shoulder, flared outturned rim and
possibly tapering sides, part of a hatched triangles above the shoulder and a horizontal band below
the rim on the exterior and loops on the inside of the rim.
96. Ware 1 C, inner also slipped and burnished, similar to above but has more flared mouth and is
similar in size, row of hatched triangles above a horizontal band at the carinated middle and loops on
the inside of the rim.
97. Similar to above but bigger in size, row of hatched triangles above the carinated middle, three
horizontal bands below the edge on the exterior and row of vertical strokes between horizontal bands
on the inside of the rim.
103. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, similar to above but bigger and deeper and is acutely carinated,
row of solid triangles at the carination and the above its two horizontal bands having a row of
stylized standing antelopes with wavy horns forward looking tall neck, upturned and pointed tail,
open mouth, body shown by two just opposed semicircles and therefore only two legs have been
shown, a horizontal band along the edge on the exterior.
106. Ware 1 E, similar to 96, but smaller in size and unpainted.
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Type 26- Shallow bowl with very acutely carinated shoulder (Fig. 8: 104)
104. Ware 1 E, inner also slipped, shallow and small bowl with flared oblique rim, short and very
acutely carinated shoulder and tapering sides, unpainted.

Type 27- Bowls with channel or open spout (Fig. 6: 136-141, 143, 144)
136. Ware 1 B, inner also slipped, bowl with internally tapering sides and open spout, horizontal base
around the base of the spout on the exterior and two short horizontal strokes on the interior.
137. Ware 1 C, inner also slipped and burnished, similar to the above but small and unpainted.
Nos. 138-141, 143 and 144 are open spouts of similar bowls. 138 and 139 are in ware 1 B and have two
bands around the base on the exterior and crossed bands on the interior. Nos. 140, 143 and 144 are in
Ware 1 E and have blotchy and unpainted surfaces. No. 141 is in Ware 1 E and has blotchy and
unpainted surfaces.

Type 28- Basins with straight tapering sides (Fig. 8: 91, 95)
91. Ware 1 A, worn out surfaces, basin with broad mouth and straight tapering sides, unpainted.
95. Ware 1 E, inner light red, similar to above but smaller in size and has externally beaded rim.

Type 29- Basins with slightly convex sides (Fig. 8: 92, 99)
92. Ware 1 C, inner also slipped and burnished, large basins with thick, externally beaded rim and
slightly convex sides, groups of short vertical strokes and a long vertical band to their left on the
exterior surfaces.
99. Ware 1 A, inner also slipped, similar to above but is smaller and thinner and has internally
concave tapering sides and is unpainted.
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Type 30- Dish-on-stand (Fig. 6: 131-135)
132. Ware 1 A, fragment of a dish-on-stand with hollow base, two sets of horizontal bands joined by
double vertical bands on the interior of the dish and two oblique bands on the exterior.
131. Ware 1 A, broad hallow base with tapering sides, possibly of a dish-on-stand.
133. Ware 1 A, worn out surfaces, miniature hollow base of a dish or bowl-on-stand with thick sides.
134-135. Ware 1 C, similar to 131 but have externally beaded edge.

Type 31- Lids (Fig. 6: 149, 150)
149. Ware 1 A, worn out surfaces, dish-like lid with central conical knob, group of short vertical
strokes below the knob.
150. Ware 1 B, slip on both surfaces but partly faded, similar to the above but smaller and unpainted.

Base (Fig. 6: 151)
151. Ware 1 A, fragment of a pot with flat base and tapering sides.

2. Coarse Red Ware (Fig. 9- Fig. 12: Nos. 1-59)
The shapes occurring in the ware are:
(i)

Jars of various sizes and types,

(ii)

Miniature vessels,

(iii)

Basins

(iv)

Bowls

(v)

Dishes

(vi)

Dough-Plates

(vii)

Lids

The different types of these are described below. The arrangement of description followed here is the
same as in Fine Red Ware.
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Type 1- Jars with relatively short mouth, short concave neck and highly bulged sides (Fig. 9: 4, 6)
4. Ware 2A, jar with mouth short in relation to the body, short concave neck, highly bulged sides and
plain rim.
6. Ware 2A, blackish interior, similar to above but thicker core.

Fig. 9: Pottery shapes
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Type 2- Jars with short mouth and tall concave neck (Fig. 9: 2, 5, 7-11; Fig. 10: 22, 24, 26, 27)
2. Ware 2 B, inner also slipped, large jar with relatively short flared mouth, tall concave neck and
plain rim, carelessly drawn intersecting loops on the interior of the rim.
5. Ware 2 A, dull grey surfaces, similar to above but smaller and unpainted.
7. Ware 2 A, brownish surfaces, similar to above but more flared mouth and thinner core.
8. Ware 2 A, similar to 5 but has a thinner core.
9. Ware 2 A, dull grey surfaces, similar to above but smaller in size.
10. Ware 2 A, dell red surfaces, similar to 2 but smaller and unpainted.
11. Ware 2 A, mostly blackish surfaces, small fragment of neck.
22. Ware 2 E, traces of dull red slip on both surfaces shape similar to 9 but smaller in size, two
horizontal lines of punctures or incised dots on the exterior of the neck.
24. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, similar to above but slightly more concave neck and
undecorated.
26. Ware 2 A, blotchy dull red surfaces, similar to 22 but smaller and undecorated.
27. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, small fragment of neck.
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Fig. 10: Pottery shapes

Type 3- Jars with flared mouth and short straight neck (Fig. 9: 12-14; Fig. 10: 25)
13. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, jar with relatively smaller and flared mouth, short straight neck, plain
rim.
Nos. 12 and 14 are similar but have more flared mouth and thinner core and 25 is small in size.
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Type 4- Jar with highly flared mouth (Fig. 9: 3)
3. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, large jar with highly flared mouth, plain rim and thick
core.

Type 5- Jar with broad flared mouth and beaded rim (Fig. 9: 1)
1. Ware 2 B, traces of red slip on both surfaces, large jar with broad slightly flared mouth and beaded
out rim, very thick and blackish core.

Type 6- Jar with constricted neck (Fig. 10: 23, 28)
23. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, small jar with broad mouth, constricted neck, broad flared rim and
outgoing straight sides.
28. Ware 2 A, dull grey surfaces, small jar with constricted neck, broad outturned rim and outgoing
shoulders.

Type 7- Jars with narrow mouth and tall concave neck (Fig. 10: 29)
29. Ware 2 A, dull red exterior and greyish interior, small jar with narrow flared mouth, mildly
beaked rim and tall concave and slightly outgoing neck.

Type 8- Large jars with broad mouth, plain rim and outgoing straight sides (Fig. 10: 15-21)
15. Ware 2 B, inner also slipped, two rows of long loops formed by multiple bands below the outer
edge.
16. Ware 2 B, inner brownish, similar to above but more outgoing sides and unpainted.
17. Ware 2 B, traces of slip on the interior also, similar to above but less outgoing sides.
18. Ware 2 A, both surfaces dull red, similar to above but less outgoing sides.
19. Ware 2 B, inner blotchy and unslipped, similar to 17 but less outgoing sides and slightly curved
edge, semi-circular arches of triple bands below horizontal bands on the exterior.
20. Similar to 15 but less outgoing sides, thicker core and unpainted.
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21. Ware 2 B, inner dull red, similar to above but smaller and has thinner core.

Type 9- Miniature vessel (Fig. 11: 48)
48. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, exterior blotchy, small lota-shaped vessel with slightly flared mouth,
plain rim, tall, externally concave shoulder and slightly convex belly.

Fig. 11: Pottery shapes
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Type 10- Deep basin with nearly straight sides (Fig. 11: 30, 33, 36)
30. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, deep basin with broad mouth, externally concave shoulder and
nearly straight sides.
33. Ware 2 A, both surfaces dull red and blotchy, deep basin (or a jar) with broad mouth, short
beaded out edge and slightly outgoing sides.
36. Ware 2 A, both surfaces dull red, deep basin with slightly convex sides and internally projecting
rim.

Type 11- Deep basin with gently tapering sides (Fig. 11: 31, 32, 34)
31. Ware 2 A, brick red surfaces, blackish core, deep basin with broad mouth, gently tapering sides
and possibly pointed or narrow base.
32. Ware 2 B, inner also slipped, similar to the above.
34. Ware 2 A, dull red surfaces, similar to the above but with a pointed edge.

Type 12- Deep basin with broad flared mouth and tapering sides (Fig. 11: 35)
35. Ware 2 B, inner dark grey, possibly a pointed or narrow base.

Type 13- Bowl with concave tapering sides (Fig. 11: 47)
47. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, bowl with broad mouth, externally projecting flat rim
and slightly tapering sides.

Type 14- Bowl with straight shoulders and tapering sides (Fig. 11: 42)
42. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, bowl with short straight shoulders, plain rim and
tapering sides.
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Type 15- Miniature Bowl (Fig. 11: 49)
49. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, miniature shallow bowl with plain rim, internally
concave sides and broad flat base.

Type 16- Shallow bowl or dish (Fig. 11: 37, 41, 44-46)
37. Ware 2 A, dull red and blotchy surfaces, shallow bowl with broad mouth, beaded rim, internally
slightly concave and tapering sides.
41. Similar to above but surface not blotchy and has slightly incurved pointed edge.
44. Similar to above is deeper and has a plain rim
45. Ware 2 B, similar to above but smaller and has a thicker core.
46. Ware 2 B, inner also slipped, similar to above but larger in size and has a thicker core, intersecting
loops on the exterior below the edge.

Type 17- Dishes (Fig. 11: 38-40, 43)
38. Ware 2 A, dull grey surfaces, dish with broad mouth and tapering sides.
39. Similar to above but shallower has a short straight shoulders and possibly flat base, thicker core.
40. Similar to above but has internally slightly concave sides.
43. Similar to above but larger and deeper and has a thicker core.

Type 18- Dough-Plates (Fig. 12: 50-53)
50. Ware 2 A, both surfaces dull red, handmade, large shallow Fig. with tapering sides and broad flat
base.
51. Similar to above but has straight sides and pointed edge.
52. Similar to 50 but much smaller.
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53. Similar to above but has an external projection at the junction of the side and the base, decorated
with finger-tip impressions on the edge.

Fig. 12: Pottery shapes
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Type 19- Plates with tapering sides flat base (Fig. 12: 54, 55)
54. Ware 2 B, worn out surfaces, Fig. with broad mouth, tapering sides and thick, relatively narrow
flat base, handmade.
55. Similar to above but thinner core.
Type 20- Lids (Fig. 12: 57-59)
57. Ware 2 A, blotchy dull red surfaces, thick lid with flat base and convex upper surfaces, sides
thickening from the edge towards the center.
59. Similar to the above but bigger.
58. Similar to the above but differs in having a short central knob and internally concave surface.

Base (Fig. 12: 56)
56. Ware 2 A, greyish surfaces, thick core, rounded base of a jar.

3. Black-and-Red Ware (Fig. 13 - Fig. 14: Nos. 1-40)
The following types of vessels have been recorded in this ware:
(i)

Jars

(ii)

Basins

(iii)

Bowls

(iv)

Dishes

One of these dishes occurs very frequently, bowls come next, basins are very few and jars rare.
Besides, a few channel spouts and a thick stem of a dish-on-stand also occur in this ware. The various
types of above vessels are described below.
Out of the two types of Black-and-Red ware (Ware 3 A and 3 B) mentioned earlier, very few
types occur in ware 3 B, i.e. thinner, finer and less gritty Black-and-Red ware.
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Type 1- Jars (Fig. 13: 1-2)
1. Ware 3 B, both surfaces smooth, exterior brownish, jar with broad mouth, flat and externally
beaked rim, outgoing sides and no neck, a hole below the rim.
2. Ware 3 B, exterior bright red and smooth, jar with outturned flat rim and slightly concave
shoulders.

Fig. 13: Pottery shapes
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Type 2- Basins (Fig. 13: 3, 4, 5; Fig. 14: 40)
3. Ware 3 A, rough surfaces, exterior light red, medium sized deep basin with broad flared rim and
slightly convex sides.
4. Ware 3 A, exterior bright red, both surfaces burnished, medium sized deep basin with short
concave shoulder and slightly convex sides, thinner core.
5. Ware 3 A, unburnished surfaces, exterior blotchy dull red, medium sized basin with internally
beveled edge and slightly tapering thick sides.
40. Ware 3 A, inner burnished, outer unslipped and dull red, medium sized basin with tapering sides,
rim under out over the upper surfaces.

Fig. 14: Pottery shapes
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Type 3- Broad, shallow bowls (Fig. 13: 6, 8)
6. Ware 3 B, exterior bright red, both surfaces burnished, broad shallow bowl with flared rim and
internally concave sides, grooves on the interior of the rim.\
8. Ware 3 A, br4ight red exterior, traces of burnishing on both surfaces has a thin edge and internally
concave tapering sides.
Type 4- Small shallow bowl (Fig. 13: 7, 23, 24)
7. Ware 3 B, both surfaces burnished, small shallow bowl with thin beaded and externally undercut
rim and internally concave tapering sides.
23. Ware 3 A, unslipped exterior, worn out surfaces, small shallow bowl with pointed rim, thick short
shoulder, tapering sides and possibly pointed base.
24. Ware 3 A, exterior dull red and blotchy, handmade, small shallow bowl with thin pointed rim,
nearly straight sides and broad flat base.

Type 5- Medium sized deep bowl (Fig. 13: 9)
9. Ware 3 B, unburnished surfaces, exterior dull red, medium sized bowl with thin edge, nearly
straight shoulder and tapering sides.

Type 6- Small deep bowl (Fig. 13: 10, 22)
10. Ware 3 A, unburnished surfaces, exterior dull red, small deep bowl with thin in turned rim, thick
tapering sides and possibly pointed base.
22. Ware 3 A, exterior red slipped, unburnished surfaces, small deep bowl with oblique and
internally out rim, tapering sides and pointed base.

Type 7- Small dish or Bowl (Fig. 13: 19-21)
19. Ware 3 A, traces of red slip on the exterior, unburnished surfaces, small dish or bowl with sharply
tapering sides.
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20. Ware 3 B, red slip on the exterior, unburnished surfaces, similar to above but with internally
thickened edge.
21. Ware 3 A, exterior dull red, unburnished surfaces, handmade, similar to above but smaller and
has incipient shoulder.

Type 8- Shallow Dish (Fig. 13: 11-15)
11. Ware 3 A, red slip on the exterior, trace of burnishing on both surfaces, shallow dish with thick
rounded edge and sharply tapering sides, grooves on the interior surfaces.
12. Ware 3 A, exterior unslipped dull red, unburnished surfaces, similar to above but deeper and has
thinner core.
13. Similar to above but blotchy exterior and externally beveled edge.
14. Ware 3 A, red slip on the exterior, inner burnished, plain rim deeper than the above, internally
slight concave tapering sides, group of finely drawn wavy vertical band in white over the black
interior surfaces.
15. Similar to above but unburnished, unpainted and smaller and has thin edge.

Type 9- Very large shallow dish (Fig. 14: 34)
34. Ware 3 A, traces of red slip on the exterior, burnished surfaces, very large and relatively shallow
dish with internally concave sides.

Type 10- Deep dish with outturned flat rim and tapering sides (Fig. 13: 16-18; Fig. 14: 39)
16. Ware 3 A, burnished surfaces, exterior blotchy brown, deep dish with broad outturned flat rim,
tapering sides and possibly base, plant-like design in white over black interior.
17. Ware 3 A, exterior unslipped blotchy dull red, burnished interior, similar to the above but larger,
oblique bands alternately out with short strokes producing the ladder-like motifs joined with a
vertical stroke on the left.
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18. Ware 3 A, red slip on the exterior, burnished surfaces, similar to the above but larger, diagonally
placed group of oblique bands in white over the black interior of the rim.
39. Ware 3 A, red slip on the exterior, interior burnished but dull black, similar to above but smaller,
group of oblique and short vertical strokes in white over black interior.

Type 10 A- Deep dish with internally out rim (Fig. 14: 25, 26)
25. Ware 3 A, burnished surfaces, large deep dish similar to type 10 but with broader and internally
sharply out rim, painted in white over the black interior with two comb motifs and group of oblique
bands at the rim.
26. Similar to above but more sharply out rim, group of oblique bands in white over the black interior
of the rim.

Type 11- Deep dish with broad rim, internally corrugated and tapering sides (Fig. 14: 27-30)
27. Ware 3 A, exterior dark brown, burnished surfaces, large deep dish with broad flared rim,
tapering sides, rim and the upper part of the sides i9nternally corrugated, painted in white over the
black interior with toothbrush-like motifs and group of short vertical strokes in rows.
28. Similar to above but has less flared rim, interior is also partly red, oblique bands in white on the
interior of the rim.
29. Similar to above but unburnished and unpainted and has less flared rim.
30. Similar to 28 but smaller and has more flared rim.

Type 12- Deep dish with outturned beaded rim (Fig. 14: 31)
31. Ware 3 A, exterior dark brown, interior burnished, large deep wish outturned beaded rim,
internally concave tapering sides and possibly pointed base, painted in white with groups of oblique
and horizontal bands over the black interior surface.
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Type 13- Deep dish with pointed rim and straight tapering sides (Fig. 14: 32, 33, 38)
32. Ware 3 A, burnished surfaces, large deep dish with externally beveled pointed edge, straight
tapering sides and two corrugations on the interior.
33. Similar to the above but smaller.
38. Similar to above but bigger and has straight edge, painted in white on the interior at the rim with
criss-cross or diagonal lattice.

Type 14- Dish-on-stand (Fig. 14: 35)
35. Ware 3 A, burnished surfaces, thick stem of a dish on stand with upper part solid and lower part
hallow, oblique bands some of them with short strokes in white over the black interior of the dish.

Channels-spouts (Fig. 14: 36, 37)
36. Ware 3 B, exterior red slipped, fragmentary channel spout of a bowl with criss bands in white on
the inner black and triple bands around the base of the spout in black over the red exterior. In Blackand-Red ware, this is the only example painted on the exterior.
37. Ware 3 B, dull red unslipped exterior, inner dull black, fragment of a channel-spout.

4. Grey Ware
In comparison with other wares, the Grey ware is poor in variety and has mostly jars and few bowls.
A funnel-shaped vessel, not found in other wares, has been recorded in this ware. The various
types of jars and bowls are described below.
Type 1- Jars with flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 15: 1, 2)
1. Ware 4 A, thick, exterior blotchy, large jar with broad, slightly flared mouth, short concave neck
and outgoing sides.
2. Ware 4 A, similar to above but much smaller mouth and thinner core, cross design of double lines
on the exterior in reddish black.
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Fig. 15: Pottery shapes

Type 2- Jars with broad flared mouth and straight narrow neck (Fig. 15: 3-5, 8-10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19,
20; Fig. 16: 21, 22, 27, 28, 35, 38)
3. Ware 4 A, jar with broad flared mouth and straight narrow neck, thick core.
The type seems to be very common and occurs in different sizes and fabrics.
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4. Ware 4 E, very thin core and fine fabric, small fragment of rim.
5. Similar to above but thicker core and thinned rim.
8. Ware 4 A, similar to 3 but has a broader neck.
9. Similar to 4 but slightly smaller.
10. Similar to 8 but less flared.
12. Ware 4 A, blotchy surfaces, similar to 8 but has a thicker core.
13. Ware 4 B, similar to 11 but larger in size and has thin core.
15. Ware 4 A, similar to above but smaller and has slightly less flared mouth.
16. Similar to 12 but thicken core.
19. Ware 4 B, exterior blotchy, similar to 3 but has thinner core and corrugated interior.
20. Ware 4 E, similar to above nut smaller and has a thicker core, intersecting loops on the interior of
the rim.
21. Similar to 19.
22. Ware 4 A, blotchy surfaces but fine fabric, similar to above but no corrugations on the interior.
27. Ware 4 D, traces of slip on both surfaces, similar to 20.
29. Ware 4 B, similar to 21 but smaller in size.
35. Ware 4 D, whitish slip on both surfaces, similar to above but larger in size.
38. Ware 4 A, similar to above but small in size, part of an arch on the exterior.
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Fig. 16: Pottery shapes

Type 3- Jar with less narrow mouth and neck (Fig. 15: 11)
11. Ware 4 E, very thin and fine fabric, jar similar to type 2 but has a much narrow mouth and neck.

Type 4- Jars with broad mouth and oblique rim (Fig. 15: 6, 7)
6. Ware 4 E, blotchy exterior, jar with broad flared mouth, outturned oblique rim.
7. Similar to above but has slightly flared oblique rim.
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Type 5- Jars with constricted neck and oblique rim (Plates 15: 14; Fig. 17: 43)
14. Ware 4 B, coarser fabric, jar with broad mouth, flared oblique rim, constricted neck and outgoing
straight sides.
43. Similar to above but small and has a globular body.

Fig. 17: Pottery shapes
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Type 6- Jars with broad mouth, short straight neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 16: 24, 26)
24. Ware 4 E, thin and fine fabric.
26. Similar to above but has slightly taller neck.
Type 7- Jar with broad flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 16: 23, 25; Fig. 17:
49-53)
23. Ware 4 B, jar with broad pronouncedly flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides.
25. Ware 4 B, exterior blotchy, similar to above but less flared mouth, row of incised triangular arches
on the exterior.
49. Similar to 23 but has a straight oblique rim, small fragment of neck.
50. Similar to above but broader mouth and thinner core.
51. Similar to above but broader mouth and thinner core, short vertical strokes in white on the
blackish interior of the rim.
52. Ware 4 A, similar to above but smaller in size and thicker core.
53. Ware 4 B, similar to above but small in size and has a thinner core.

Type 8- Jars with flared mouth, pronouncedly concave neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 15: 17, 18; Fig.
16: 29, 30, 34; Fig. 17: 45)
17. Ware 4 B, neck of a jar with flared mouth pronouncedly concave neck and possibly outgoing
sides.
18. Similar to above but bigger piece.
29. Ware 4 A, similar to above but small in size, three oblique bands on the exterior and short strokes
below a horizontal band on the inner edge.
30. Ware 4 B, similar to above but has thinner core and finer fabric.
34. Ware 4 A, small jar similar to above, arch with a dotted vertical line in its center on the exterior.
45. Ware 4 E, similar to above but less pronouncedly concave neck.
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Type 9- Jars with flared mouth and mildly concave neck (Fig. 16: 36, 37, 44, 46-48)
36. Ware 4 B, thin and fine fabric, jar with narrow and slight flared mouth and mildly concave neck.
37. Ware 4 A, similar to above but has thicker core and more flared mouth.
44. Similar to 36 but smaller.
46. Ware 4 A, similar to above but more flared mouth and thicker core.
47. Ware 4 C, similar to above but slightly bigger in size and has thin core, short vertical strokes
between horizontal bands on the exterior of the rim.
48. Ware 4 B, similar to above but smaller.

Type 10- Jars with flared mouth and tall straight neck (Fig. 16: 39-41)
39. Ware 4 B, jar with flared mouth and tall straight neck.
40. Ware 4 E, similar to above but smaller in size.
41. Ware 4 A, similar to above but bigger and has pronouncedly flared mouth.

Type 11- Jar with tall concave neck and bulged body (Fig. 16: 42)
42. Ware 4 A, blotchy surfaces jar with narrow flared mouth, concave neck and bulged body, row of
hatched diamonds between horizontal bands and three incised oblique lines on the exterior.

Type 12- Jar with highly flared mouth and tall narrow neck (Fig. 17: 55, 58)
55. Ware 4 D, whitish slip on both surfaces, jar with highly flared mouth and tall narrow neck, rows
intersecting loops below a horizontal band along the interior edge of the rim.
58. Similar to above but has slightly concave neck.
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Type 13- Jars with small and flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides (Fig. 17: 54, 56,
57, 59, 60, 61)
54. Ware 4 B, neck of a jar with small flared mouth and short concave neck.
56. Ware 4 A, jar with very small and slightly flared mouth, short concave neck and outgoing sides.
57. Ware 4 A, similar to 54, intersecting loops in black on the interior of the rim.
59. Similar to above but has a thicker core.
60. Ware 4 E, similar to above but has beaded rim and less flared mouth.
61. Ware 4 D, traces of slip on both surfaces, fragment of neck similar to above but more flared
mouth.
Type 14- Miniature vessels (Fig. 16: 31-33)
31. Ware 4 A, miniature vessel with flared mouth and short concave neck.
32. Similar to above but smaller in size and has thicker core.
33. Similar to 31, arch with dotted vertical line in its center on the exterior.

Type 15- Deep bowl with pointed and tapering sides (Fig. 17: 62-65, 71, 72)
62. Ware 4 A, deep bowl with broad mouth, pointed rim, tapering sides and narrow base, oblique
band son the exterior.
63. Ware 4 D, traces of whitish slip on both surfaces, exterior blotchy, similar to above but larger,
intersecting loop on the interior.
64. Similar to above but deeper, part of loops design on the interior.
65. Ware 4 A, blotchy exterior, similar to above but has slightly in turned and pointed edge.
71. Ware 4 A, similar to 63 but smaller.
72. Similar to 62 but smaller.
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Type 16- Deep bowl with outturned rim and tapering sides (Fig. 17: 66)
66. Ware 4 E, deep bowl with broad mouth, outturned rim and sides less tapering than in type 15.

Type 17- Deep bowl with in turned rim and tapering sides (Fig. 17: 67, 69)
67. Ware 4 A, deep bowl with broad mouth pointed and slightly in turned rim and less tapering sides
than in type 15.
69. Similar to above but is thicker and smaller.
Type 18- Deep bowl with convex sides (Fig. 17: 68)
68. Ware 4 A, blotchy surfaces, deep bowl with small mouth, pointed rim and convex sides.

Type 19- Deep bowl with beaded rim and tapering sides (Fig. 17: 70)
70. Ware 4 A, deep bowl with broad mouth, externally beaded thick rim and tapering sides.

Type 20- Funnel shaped vessel (Fig. 17: 73)
73. Ware 4 E, funnel-shaped broken at both ends, handmade, outer surfaces slipped and highly
burnished, coarse inner surfaces.
On the basis of the present day usage, the functions suggested for the different types of proto-historic
vessels are as follows:
Type

Functions

1. Large jar with broad mouth

Storage of water and grains.

2. Jars with broad mouth

Storage of water and other liquids.

3. Jars with narrow neck or Jars with

Storage of carriage of water and other

tall neck but small mouth

liquids.

4. Small Jars

Holding and serving water.

5. Basins

Storage of water or feeding of cattle.

6. Shallow bowl

Service of food, used as cover also.

7. Deep bowl

Service of liquid food.
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8. Carninated Bowl

Eating, drinking and cooking.

9. Channel-spouted bowl

Service of liquids or other purpose.

10. Shallow dish

Service of food, used as a cover also.

11. Deep dish

Service of food.

12. Dish-on-stand

Food service or ritualistic use.

13. Lid

Used as covers on pots.

14. Miniature vessels

Plaything for children.

Proto-historic Decorative Motifs
A vast majority of the pots is found decorated in different ways, usually with paintings. In this
chapter it is intended to discuss the main types of decorative motifs occurring on the proto-historic
pottery of eastern Malwa.
The purpose of decorating the pots with painted, incised and other motifs seems to be purely
decorative. The decorations occurs primarily on the exterior surface of the pots and that too above
the, preferably on the rim, neck and shoulders, but never below the belly. The inside decoration is
restricted only to the rim which could be seen. Similarly, when the bowls and dishes and such other
pots having wider mouth and less height, are decorated on the inner surface at such portions only
which could be seen. The painted motif were executed in a pre-firing stage but after the pot was
treated with a slip or wash.
The various decorations occurring on the proto-historic pottery are of following four types:
1. Painted decoration
2. Incised decoration
3. Applique decoration
4. Finger-tip decoration
Nature of designs: All the designs occurring on the proto-historic pottery are essentially geometrical
and rarely, barring a few instances, are natural. Some animal designs are also there, but human
designs are conspicuous by their absence, although these have been noted on other contemporary
sites in Central India and Deccan.
The painted designs occurring on the different ware, except the Black-and-Red ware, are more
or less similar. However, the decorative motifs will be described in the following pages according to
different wares. The paintings on the Black-and-Red ware from a separate group by themselves. The
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difference between the painted motifs on other wares is mainly that while the various motifs occur on
the fine Red ware, but only a few of these are seen on the other wares, such as, Coarse Red and Grey
wares. The restricted number of motifs occurring on these wares might be due to their lesser quantity
and variety of types.
Painted motifs on Fine Red Ware: The painted designs occurring on the fine red ware consist mainly
of horizontal, vertical and oblique bands; loops; triangular or semi-circular arches; solid dots in
combination with other motifs; hatched or solid triangles and diamonds or lozenges; cross and crisscross; lattices; semi-circles; stars; sigmas; chevrons; chequer; plants; animals and some other designs
of miscellaneous nature. Out of these, the stars, sigmas, chevrons and chequer designs occur less
frequently. These different motifs are described below. Some of the designs have already been
described while dealing with the pottery types.
While describing the painted motifs it is essential to mention the main characteristics of the
fabric of the sherd also. But this makes the descriptions lengthy. In order to make the descriptions
brief, it is proposed to mention the ware number in each description. For example, ware no. 2 C will
mean that the sherd is of Coarse Red ware having red slip and burnish on its exterior. Any other
peculiarity of the fabric of the sherd not covered by the description of the particular ware and its subcategories will be mentioned separately. Similarly the inner surface of the sherds will not be
mentioned unless it is slipped. As most of the paintings appear on the outer surface, it will not be
mentioned in every description. However, specific mention will be made if the sherd is painted on
the inner side.
I. Bands (Fig. 18: 1-19): The straight bands, horizontal or vertical, form the simplest patterns. The
single or multiple continuous bands, separating the pot into registers or panels, is the most common
motif throughout the world. Such bands have been employed as a single decoration motif in
themselves or they form the border for more complex patterns. The horizontal border forms registers
and the vertical border separates individual panel of design. It serves not only to separate scenes and
panels, but also as a frame, giving access directness, and border to the more decorative elements
within.
The bands may be horizontal or vertical or oblique. Sometimes these are found in combination
also the illustrated 19 examples of bands are described below:
Fig. 18:- 1. Sherd with neck, Ware I A, inner also slipped, a broad horizontal band around the neck
and shoulder, above it a short vertical band with two short vertical loops to its left.
2. Sherd, Ware I A, carelessly drawn five horizontal bands mixing at places.
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3. Sherd, rim, Ware I A, a thick horizontal band at the shoulder, below it two thin horizontal bands
joined by two verticals, the twin horizontal and vertical bands are crossed with short strokes.
4. Sherd, Ware I A, two parallel oblique bands joined with several short strokes given the impression
of a ladder.
5. Sherd, Ware I C, thin and fine fabric, outer worn out shown particles of mica, inner slipped and
smooth probably due to burnishing; group of three short oblique bands at the inner surface.
6. Sherd, Ware I C, three horizontal bands.
7. Sherd, probably neck portion, Ware I B, inner also slipped, three oblique bands with dots to their
left.
8. Sherd, Ware I E, inner dull red, a horizontal band at the top, below it a vertical band with a several
short horizontal bands to the right, probably a part of the ladder pattern.
9. Sherd, Ware I B, inner dull red, fine and sturdy fabric, a horizontal band probably around the neck,
accidentally scratched few zigzag lines.
10. Sherd, neck and shoulder portion, Ware I B, inner also slipped above the neck and the rest is dull
red, a horizontal band around the neck.
11. Sherd, neck and shoulder of small vessel, Ware I B, worn out surfaces, a broad horizontal band
covering the neck and shoulder and below it two thin horizontal bands, faded painting.
12. Sherd, Ware I A, four horizontal bands, the alternate bands have group of short vertical strokes
over and across them, graffiti marks the top.
13. Sherd, Ware I E, multiple short verticals with pointed ends in between two horizontal bands.
14. Sherd, Ware I C, carelessly drawn three horizontal bands meeting at both ends, a thin oblique line
below.
15. Sherd, Ware I A, two rows of triple horizontal bands forming a register and three groups of thin
short verticals, four in each, dividing the register into empty panels.
16. Sherd, Ware I C, blotchy exterior, three horizontal bands though of uniform thickness, drawn a bit
carelessly.
17. Sherd, rim, Ware I B, inner also slipped, worn out surfaces, eight oblique bands of uneven
thickness hanging down the rim.
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18. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, group of short vertical strokes thinning towards the bottom
and uneven length at the inner surface from the late level.
19. Sherd, carinated pot, Ware E, inner also slipped, a row of thin oblique lines of uneven thickness
and length in between horizontal bands above the carination and a row of loops resting on the
topmost horizontal band.

Fig. 18: Decorations on pot sherds
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II. Loops (Fig. 18: 20-25): The loops form the following categories:
A. Loops at the tim over the inner surface are either (i) interlocked or (ii) plain.
B. Broad loops at the outer surface.
C. Loops in between horizontal bands form (i) single row, (ii) double row, (iii) triple rows.
D. Loops below horizontal bands forming (i) single row, (ii) double rows.
Out of these, categories A i, A ii, B, D i and D ii have already been described along with the types
in chapter V. Categories C i-C iii are described below:
20. Sherd, Ware I E, over the shoulder a row of loops in between horizontal bands, each loop having
two smaller loops within, the irregularity and uneven thickness of bands shows that this ware darn
carelessly and with a brush not held firmly.
21. Sherd, Ware I C, inner also slipped but unburnished, single row of first short loop in between
double horizontal bands.
22. Sherd, Ware I C, four horizontal bands and a row of short loops in between the lower two bands.
23. Sherd, Ware I E, single row of loops in between three horizontal bands and group of oblique
strokes above and below the bands.
24. Sherd, Ware I A, outer blotchy, single row of loops in between horizontal bands, each loops
having another loop within.
25. Sherd, Ware I B, single row of loops in between horizontal bands and below it three diagonal lines
probably forming an arch.
III. Diamonds (Fig. 18: 26-38): This motif forms the following categories:
A. Single row of hatched diamonds.
B. Double row of hatched diamonds.
C. Triple row of hatched diamonds.
D. Hatched diamonds with hooks.
E. Carelessly drawn and joined double row of hatched diamonds.
F. Double row of solid diamonds.
G. Triple row of solid diamond.
H. Row of empty diamonds with a small circle within.
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Out of the above, categories F has already been described along with the types. The other are
described below:
26. Sherd, Ware I B, two rows of hatched diamonds in between horizontal bands.
27. Sherd, Ware I A, outer partly faded, single row of hatched diamonds in between double
horizontal bands, broad loops of single line suspended from the lower bands and group of short
obliques at the top.
28. Sherd, Ware I B, fragment probably of a hatched diamond above double horizontal bands and
double loops suspended below the bands.
29. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware I A, both surfaces too much washed, a row of hatched diamonds
below triple horizontal bands and seven oblique bands above the bands.
30. Sherd, Ware I A, slip on the out partly faded, triple row of hatched diamonds below triple
horizontal bands.
31. Sherd, Ware I B, two rows of hatched diamonds separated by triple horizontal bands and a part of
an arch formed by several oblique lines below.
32. Sherd, Ware I A, single row of hatched diamonds above triple horizontal bands, the lower two
bands are vertically crossed by short strokes.
33. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, triple rows of solid and slightly elongated diamonds in
between horizontal bands.
34. Sherd, Ware I E,

inner also slipped but blotchy, single row of empty diamonds in between

horizontal bands, each diamond having small circle within, is row of loops suspended below the
lower band.
35. Sherd, Ware I C, a vertical row of hatched diamond with hooks at their left ends and above
horizontal bands.
36. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, carelessly drawn and joined two rows of hatched diamond.
37. Same as above but the diamonds are filled leaving an empty dot within each.
38. Same as 36 but different in having the vertical lines joining the two rows of diamonds
prominently shown.
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IV. Arches (Fig. 19: 39-51, 53, 55,-61): The arches represented are mostly triangular and rarely semicircular. The different modes of their occurrence are described below:
39. Sherd, rim, Ware I B, inner slipped but brownish, an arch formed by four and five diagonal lines
above horizontals and three solid dots within the arch.
40. Sherd, rim, Ware I B, inner slipped, an arch formed by three diagonal bands resting over double
horizontal bands, double diagonal lines with short dots above them rise from the horizontal bands
and join the arms of the arched making, a rough diamond inside the arch.
41. Sherd, Ware I B, arch formed by a diagonal resting over double horizontal bands and short
strokes representing sun rays at the junction of the arches.
42. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, arch formed by a single diagonal band resting in a horizontal
band, a vertical band in the center with short horizontal strokes to its left.
43. Sherd, Ware I A, arch formed by double bands resting over double horizontal bands and a short
strokes at the junction of the arch representing sun rays.
44. Sherd, Ware I A, outer blotchy, row of semi-circular arches formed by double bands below a
horizontal band and the double bands of the arch joined by short strokes.
45. Sherd, Ware I B, row of semi-circular arches formed by two-three bands below triple horizontal
bands.
46. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, double diagonal lines forming a row of arches above double
horizontal bands.
47. Sherd, Ware I D, inner also slipped, fragmentary design similar to 43.
48. Sherd, Ware I B, similar to 43, but the sun rays are shown not only at the junction but also inside
the arch just above the horizontal bands.
49. Sherd, Ware I D, inner slipped but creamy, row of triangular arches formed by a single band
resting over horizontal bands and a row of dots over the arch.
50. Sherd, rim, Ware I E, inner also slipped, arched formed by double diagonal bands and a vertical
line of dots in its center.
51. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, outer blotchy, design is similar to 40 but the lower diagonal
bands have short strokes in place of dots.
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53. Sherd, Ware I C, inner also slipped, design similar to 43 fragmentary.
55. Sherd, Ware I C, arch formed by four diagonal bands over the background provided by multiple
bands.
56. Sherd, Ware I E, inner slipped but light red, design similar to 53.
57. Sherd, neck, Ware I D , inner also slipped, arch formed by two diagonal bands resting on double
horizontal bands and in the center of the arches a zigzig vertical line of dots resting probably on a
figure formed by a thick short vertical line with two arms.
58. Sherd, Ware I B, double oblique lines with short horizontal strokes probably a part of the arch
formed by diagonal lines, thick horizontal bands below.
59. Sherd, Ware I B, outer slip faded design similar to 55 but in addition has a row of loops resting at
the top.
60. Sherd, Ware I B, inner slipped, part of semi-circular arch formed by triple bands below horizontal
bands.
61. Sherd, Ware I B, slip on both surfaces faded, arch formed by double diagonal bands resting over
triple horizontal bands and a part of the hatched diamond below.
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Fig. 19: Decorations on pot sherds
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V. Triangles (Fig. 19: 52, 54, 62-74 and Fig. 20: 106): The motif forms the following categories:
A. Hatched triangles,
B. Solid triangles,
C. Opposed triangles or double-axe.
D. Rows of diagonally opposed triangles.
E. Triangles formed by diagonally opposed lines making a rough diamond.
F. Rows of diagonally opposed triangles and semi-circles.
These are described below:
52. Sherd, Ware I B, row of diagonally opposed triangles forming a rough diamond in the center
between horizontal bands, carelessly drawn.
54. Sherd, Ware I B, inner slipped, design similar to above but carefully drawn.
62. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, two rows of diagonally opposed hatched triangles between
horizontal bands.
63. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, outer blotchy, fragment of a design similar to above but a
zigzag line below the lower horizontal bands.
64. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped but light red, probably a row of triangles, partly filled, above
horizontal bands, the upper ends of the triangles are roundish and over one of them a band cross
hatched by short strokes.
65. Sherd, Ware I B, inner slipped, row of hatched triangles below horizontal bands.
66. Sherd, Ware I A, two rows of diagonally opposed hatched triangles below a horizontal band and
above it probably an arch similar to 40.
67. Sherd, Ware I B, a row of elongated solid triangles above horizontal bands.
68. Sherd, Ware I A, probably a row of hatched triangles above double horizontal bands and
interlocked loops below.
69. Sherd, Ware I B, row of short triangles between horizontal bands.
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70. Sherd, Ware I B, two rows of diagonally opposed hatched triangles and semi-circle between
horizontal bands.
71. Sherd, Ware I B, slip faded, two rows of solid triangles divided by two horizontal bands, the
triangles in the upper row are a bit elongated.
72. Sherd, Ware I A, two rows of diagonally opposed hatched triangles between horizontal bands, the
row separated by a zigzag line of dots.
73. Sherd, carinated vessel, Ware I C, inner slipped, a row of hatched triangles above a horizontal
band at the carination.
74. Sherd, Ware I C, a hatched and possibly elongated triangle below a horizontal band and three
oblique bands above it.
106. Sherd, Ware I D, inner slipped, two opposed triangles or ‘double-axe’ design and short
horizontal strokes at the right end.
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Fig. 20: Decorations on pot sherds
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VI. Dots (Fig. 20: 75-83): The dots alone do not make a complete motif. These have been represented
along with other motifs. The purpose of making a separate category of it is to show in what different
ways the motif has been painted. Nine sherds with this motif are described below:
75. Sherd, probably neck portion, Ware I B, three solid dots within an arch formed by triple diagonal
bands resting on double horizontal bands, two dots partly overlap with the bands.
76. Sherd, Ware I A, solid dots in horizontal bands at regular intervals producing the effect of a chain.
77. Sherd, Ware I A, inner slipped but light red, same as above but the thin bands join at the dot.
78. Sherd, carinated vessel, Ware I B, four solid dots of irregular shape below horizontal bands and
above the carination.
79. Sherd, Ware I A, three solid dots below a horizontal band.
80. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware I D, fragmentary design showing a solid dot within an arch and
partly over the horizontal band below.
81. Sherd, miniature vessel, Ware I A, inner slipped, outer blotchy, triple curved bands ending in a
solid regular dot over the inner surface.
82. Sherd, Ware I E, row of small dots between horizontal and oblique bands from the late level.
83. Sherd, Ware I C, four irregular dots above horizontal bands.
VII. Simple Lattice (Fig. 20: 84-90): This design is quite common in all the levels and consists of
horizontal and vertical parts. Seven sherds with this design are described below:
84. Sherd, Ware I A, inner slipped, simple lattice between horizontal bands from the middle level.
85. Sherd, Ware I A, outer slip, partly faded, simple lattice, from the late level.
86. Sherd, Ware I A, outer slip faded, simple lattice between horizontal bands, from the middle level.
87. Sherd, Ware I C, inner slipped, lattice design as above.
88. Sherd, Ware I B, inner slipped but light red, simple lattice between horizontal bands and two
oblique bands below.
89. Sherd, Ware I C, neatly drawn simple lattice consisting of four horizontal and several vertical
bands, above it a group of short thin zigzag lines one above the other.
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90. Sherd, Ware I A, outer blotchy carelessly drawn simple lattice, the lines are irregular and of
uneven thickness from the late level.
VIII. Criss-crosses or diagonal lattice (Fig. 20: 91-93): This design formed by diagonal lines also
occurs frequently both independently and in combination with others. Only three such sherds are
included here:
91. Sherd, Ware I C, outer slip partly faded, finely drawn criss-cross design above a horizontal
design.
92. Sherd, rim, Ware I D, criss-cross design between horizontal bands over the shoulder.
93. Sherd, Ware I C, criss-cross design between horizontal bands.
IX. Crosses (Fig. 20: 94-96, 110): The crosses occur in two ways formed by diagonal lines or by
straight horizontal and verticals lines. Four sherds containing this motif are described below:
94. Rim of a medium sized vessel with flared mouth, Ware I B, inner slipped but light red, cross
formed by triple diagonal bands over the background of multiple horizontal bands and below it a
row of short loops, over the shoulder.
95. Sherd, Ware I E, outer blotchy, row of crosses similar to above.
96. Fabric and motif similar to 94 but at the top of ends of twin diagonal bands across the background
provided by the horizontal bands.
110. Sherd, neck and shoulder of a small vessel, Ware I D, inner slipped, cross formed by thick short
vertical and horizontal bar at the shoulder and a horizontal band along the neck.
X. Circle and Sun (Fig. 20: 97-100): This motif is not very common. The sun design also consist of a
circle and, therefore, has been included in this category. Four sherds with this motif have been
included here.
97. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware I E, four curved bands possibly part of a circle, on the neck
portion.
98. Sherd, Ware I A, a small circle with rays representing ‘Sun’ inside an arch formed by diagonal
bands resting over double horizontal bands.
99. Sherd, Ware I D, inner slipped, part of a circle with rays representing ‘Sun’ and horizontal bands
below.
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100. Sherd, Ware I A, inner slipped, ‘Sun’ design as above but has a line across the circle.
XI. Sigma (Fig. 20: 101-103): This motif is rather rare. One three sherds of this motif are described
below:
101. Sherd, dish, Ware I C, inner slipped and partly burnished, on the inner surface triple sigmas one
above the other.
102. Sherd, Ware I A, inner slipped, roughly drawn triple sigmas one above the other and their ends
pointed.
103. Sherd, Ware I B, outer blotchy, triple sigmas facing to the right and below it a lattice between
horizontal bands.
XII. Chequer design (Fig. 20: 104-105): Very few examples of this design have been noted.
104. Sherd, carinated vessel, Ware I B, Chequer design alternate squares filled, above the carination.
105. Fabric and design similar to above but the inner surface is also slipped.
XIII. Chevrons (Fig. 20: 107-109): The design is more common in incised decorations but rare in
paintings.
107. Sherd, Ware I B, row of chevrons between horizontal bands, the pointed ends of the chevrons are
to right and open arms to left.
108. Sherd, Ware I D, design similar to above.
109. Sherd, Ware I C, inner also slipped and painted with two vertical rows of chevrons, their pointed
ends towards the bottom and open arms towards the top.
XIV. Plant-like design (Fig. 20: 111-122): The designs included in this category are not correctly
identifiable, but they look like plant-designs.
111. Sherd, Ware I B, worn out surfaces, some plant like design above horizontal bands, from the
mud-rampart.
112. Sherd, Ware I B, traces of slip on the inner side, outer blotchy, zigzag lines on both sides of a
vertical band resting on horizontal bands, short oblique lines at the bottom of the vertical band.
113. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, design as above but no oblique strokes at the bottom.
114. Sherd, Ware I A, some plant-like design with branches and simple lattice below.
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115. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, some flower-plant like designs formed by two zigzag
vertical lines each having a circle with short strokes at the top, possibly a representation of ‘Sunflower’.
116. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, some plant-like design formed by two diagonal lines with
short strokes above horizontal bands.
117. Sherd, Ware I D, inner also slipped, some plant-like design with branches and a simple lattice
below.
118. Sherd, Ware I D, some plant or animal like design by two curved lines in opposite directions and
having cut by short strokes at their upper half, a short and solid triangle between them.
119. Sherd, rim of a vessel with flared mouth, Ware I C, inner also slipped, some corn plant-like
design over the shoulder.
120. Sherd, Ware I A, chain like design above horizontal bands, another wavy line to the left of the
chain design.
121. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, some corn plant-like design formed by a group of short
horizontal strokes one above the other, horizontal bands below.
122. Sherd, Ware I A, some plant-like design possibly a corn-plant.
XV. Animal designs (Fig. 21: 123-148): The animals represented on the pots are usually stylized and
rarely shown in their naturalistic forms. The antelopes with wavy horns appear more frequently.
123. Sherd, Ware I C, two stylized animals facing each other over a horizontal band, the animal to left
has a low body and long neck formed by single line, tail not shown.
124. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware I B, highly stylized animal facing to left above horizontal bands,
the whole animal shown by a semi-circle with four short vertical strokes indicating legs, the mouth is
open, horns more or less horizontal, raised and incurved tail cut with short strokes at the end, the tall
part of another animal above its head.
125. Sherd, small pot, Ware I A, outer blotchy, scorpion design at the junction of two arches formed
by diagonal bands.
126. Sherd, small globular pot, Ware I A, inner also slipped, a stylized bull design with its body and
legs consisting of two cross-hatched triangles, upturned (dog-like) hairy tail and two tall out curved
horns, comparatively shorter muzzle indicated by two short straight strokes.
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127. Sherd, Ware I A, fragment of an animal design showing raised neck, straight muzzle and part of
raised ear or horn in the lower register, the upper register contains some plant-like designs, the two
registers are separated horizontal bands having a row of loops between them.
128. Sherd, possibly neck, Ware I D, inner also slipped, some goat-like animal facing to right, legs not
shown, open mouth, body resting over a horizontal band, in all probability the animal is in a seated
position.
129. Sherd, Ware I C, animal with filled body, back, sloping towards the tail, raised and almost
straight tail, mouth and head indicated by a short solid circles and raised ears by a single stroke, legs
not shown.
130. Sherd, Ware I B, duck-like animal with tall straight neck, open beak, body represented by a solid
triangle, legs not shown as the animal is possibly seated, horizontal bands below.
131. Sherd, Ware I B, stylized animal with its body and legs shown by a semi-circle resting on
horizontal bands below, incurved tail touching its back and straight neck, the hair on the tail and
neck indicated by dots.
132. Sherd, carinated bowl, Ware I B, outer blotchy, inner slipped but light red, part of a scorpion
design on the inner side.
133. Sherd, possibly bowl, Ware I B, outer blotchy, inner slipped but light red, part of a scorpion
design on the inner side.
134. Sherd, Ware I B, inner also slipped, part of an animal design with longish body formed by a thick
band, forelegs shown jointly by a single band, straight muzzle, short raised ears or horns, hind
portion missing, horizontal bands below.
135. Sherd, Ware I A, outer slip partly faded, scorpion design on the inner side which is unslipped, a
rare feature in the mode of painted decoration.
136. Sherd, Ware I C, standing antelope with wavy horns, open mouth, body and legs hatched by
short horizontal or vertical strokes, hind portion broken.
137. Sherd, Ware I D, dog-like animal with raised tail, legs shown in profile so that only two are seen,
broken at the neck, the figure is standing at the junction of two arches resting over a horizontal band.
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138. Sherd, possibly shoulder, Ware I B, inner also slipped, stylized dog-like animal with nearly
horizontal ears, upturned and incurved tail, body formed by semi-circle, so that only two legs are
shown, slightly incurved muzzle.
139. Sherd, neck, Ware I A, inner also slipped, some stylized animal at the junction of two arches.
140. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware I B, inner also slipped, row of stylized antelopes shown by two
just opposed semi-circle so the tail is raised and in curved and only two legs are shown, forward
looking neck, wavy horns, mouth not shown prominently, short strokes below the tail and the neck.
141. Sherd, shoulder, Ware I B, inner also slipped but tan red, a row of stylized antelopes with their
bodies shown by semi-circles and, therefore, only two legs shown, insignificant mouth, wavy horns,
raised tail, dots along the tail and the neck possibly indicate hair, below it two rows of diagonally
opposed hatched triangles separated by a band forming a row of arches.
142. Sherd, Ware I A, some animal-like design blurred due to worn out surface, two horizontal bands
below.
143. Sherd, Ware I A, some animal-like design, facing to left, seated pose, long curved neck, three
strokes representing mouth, neck cut by vertical strokes, body shown by a solid triangles, two
horizontal bands below.
144. Sherd, Ware I C, outer blotchy, scorpion design on the unslipped and unburnished inner side.
145. Sherd, Ware I A, row of highly stylized animals with long neck, body formed by semi-circle
resting on horizontal bands, incurved tail touching the body.
146. Sherd, Ware I B, stag possibly in a running pose, body shown by a curved line, back raised, hind
legs and dropping tail indicated by triple short vertical lines; a thick curve band below.
147. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped some highly stylized figure of indeterminate nature.
148. Sherd, Ware I B, outer blotchy, highly stylized animal possibly in a running pose with curved
body, raised neck, almost horizontal horns, dropping tail and the hind legs similar to 146.
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Fig. 21: Decorations on pot sherds
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XVI. Miscellaneous designs (Fig. 21: 149-165): This category consists of designs which cannot be
understood fully due to fragmentary nature of sherds.
149. Sherd, Ware I C, outer blotchy, three vertical bands each having a zigzag line along its side, three
hands above.
150. Sherd, Ware I D, inner also slipped, possibly part of some plant motif.
151. Sherd, Ware I C, design similar to 149 but curved bands below.
152. Sherd, Ware I A, inner also slipped, two wavy vertical lines meeting at the apex, four horizontal
bands below.
153. Sherd, Ware I C, outer blotchy, design similar to 151 but blurred.
154. Sherd, Ware I A, two small semi-circular aches (similar to ‘Nandipada’ symbol) resting on
horizontal bands, a bigger semi-circle of dots covering the arches.
155. Sherd, Ware I C, inner slipped but unburnished, possibly a part of some plant-design.
156. Sherd, Ware I C, design more or less similar to 118 but criss-cross design between horizontal
bands below it.
157. Sherd, Ware I A, part of some plant or stylized animal design.
158. Sherd, Ware I A, an irregular circle capped by dots and a short vertical band coming down from
it, three horizontal bands below.
159. Sherd, Ware I D, inner also slipped, possibly a row highly stylized antelopes above horizontal
bands.
160. Sherd, Ware I E, inner slipped but light red, two wavy vertical lines meeting at the apex and a
short wavy stroke to its left at the top.
161. Sherd, Ware I A, outer slip faded, a vertical line of dots resting on a semi-circle, horizontal bands
below.
162. Sherd, Ware I C, outer blotchy, inner slipped but unburnished, a slant out by short strokes and
horizontal bands below.
163. Sherd, Ware I B, part of some plant-design.
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164. Sherd, Ware I C, three tooth-brush or comb-like designs and part of a hatched triangle or square
below it separated by a horizontal band.
165. Sherd, Ware I C, slightly elongated empty triangle formed by wavy lines and resting over triple
horizontal bands.
Painted motifs on Coarse Red Ware: This ware is very rarely painted but incised decorations occur
on it more frequently. The paintings have been executed on the slipped surface only. Moreover, these
are confined to big jars only. The motifs consist of interlocked loops at the rim on the inner side, long
multiple loops just below the rim and semi-circular arches formed by multiple bands below
horizontal bands on the outer side. All these painted designs have been described along with the
types in chapter V. The incised and other decorations occurring on the ware will be described at the
end of this chapter.
Painted motifs on Black-and-Red Ware (Fig. 22: 1-20): The characteristic features of the paintings in
Black-and-Red Ware are:
(i)

Only the inner black surfaces are painted, the only exception being a channel spout having
a band around its base at the exterior (Fig. 14: 36).

(ii)

Paintings have been executed in white pigment only, the above mentioned channel spout
being the solitary exception which has white-painting on the inner black and on the outer
bands around the base in black pigment.

(iii)

The inner surfaces, if painted, are invariably burnished.

(iv)

The white pigment of the paintings has very much faded and in several cases only the
impressions of the paintings are left without any pigment.

(v)

The sub-category A of the ware i.e. thick, coarse and gritty Black-and-Red ware has been
painted. Sub-category B (thinner, finer and less gritty Black-and-Red ware) occurs and
small quantity and is plain.

The painting motifs occurring on the ware as described below, consist of groups of short vertical,
horizontal and oblique bands, dots, arch, comb, ladder, tooth-brush, plant-likes designs and different
combinations of bands. Some of these have been mentioned along with the types and the rest are
described below.
1. Sherd, Ware 3 A, traces of red slip on the outer, inner partly black and partly dull red due to
defective firing, painted in white on the burnished inner with groups of diagonal bands
forming an arch.
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2. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer unslipped red, inner black and burnished and painted in white with
five comb or saw-edge motifs drawn horizontally, a thin horizontal line below two of them.
3. Sherd, Ware 3 A, red slip faded on the outer, black inner burnished and painted in white
groups of short vertical or oblique strokes.
4. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer red-slipped blotchy and bear signs of burnishing, inner burnished
black and painted in white with four tooth-brush like designs.
5. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer red slipped, inner burnished black and painted in white with a group
of short oblique lines of uneven thickness.
6. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer red slipped but blotchy, inner burnished black and painted in white
with plant-like designs formed by short curved lines on both sides emanating from a
horizontal bar.
7. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer red slipped and burnished, black burnished and painted in white with
two short verticals with horizontal cut and a hook at the top, possibly a part of comb-design.
8. Sherd, Ware 3 B, outer red-slipped, inner black burnished and painted in white with two
groups of comb or tooth-brush motif.
9. Sherd, Ware 3 B, thinner core, outer brownish red and unslipped, inner black burnished and
painted in white with plant-like design.
10. Sherd, Ware 3 B, outer red-slipped burnished and blotchy, inner dull black burnished and
painted in white with short oblique and slightly curved strokes, one oblique line cut by short
strokes.
11. Sherd, carinated small vessel, Ware 3 B, outer slipped and greyish, inner dull black burnished
and painted in white with a group of wavy oblique lines of uneven thickness.
12. Sherd, Ware 3 B, outer red-slipped, inner black burnished and painted in white with four
rows of short verticals.
13. Sherd, Ware 3 B, outer bear traces of red slip and burnish, inner black burnished and painted
in white with multiple oblique lines formed by short strokes and dots, the ends of some of
them are joined on the left.
14. Sherd, Ware 3 B, outer bear traces of red slip and burnish, inner dull black burnished and
painted in white with twin oblique lines two of them joined at one end by a curve, the other
one is crossed by short strokes forming ladder-design.
15. Sherd, Ware 3 A, both surfaces well burnished, outer light red, inner black painted in white
with three wavy vertical bands.
16. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer unslipped and unburnished, inner dull black burnished and painted in
white with five horizontal lines of uneven thickness.
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17. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer red slipped and burnished, inner dull black burnished and painted in
white with group of short vertical and horizontal strokes.
18. Sherd, Ware 3 A, outer bear traces of light red slip and burnish, inner dull black burnished and
painted in white with multiple horizontal or oblique bands, the ends of three of them joined at
the left possibly due to the colour-spread.
19. Sherd, rim of deep bowl or basin, Ware 3 A, out reslipped burnished and blotchy, inner black
burnished and painted in white three ladder-like designs.
20. Sherd, rim of a deep bowl or basin, Ware 3 A, outer red slipped and burnished, inner black
burnished and painted in white with plant-like design similar to 6.

Fig. 22: Decorations on pot sherds
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Painted motifs on Grey ware (Fig. 23 - Fig. 24, 1-44): As mentioned earlier, almost all the painted
motifs occurring on Grey ware appear in fine Red ware also, but some of the motifs the latter are
totally absent in the former, such as ‘Sun-designs’, sigmas, chevrons and chequers. Even the plant
and animal-designs are very rare.
Out of the five categories of the grey ware, painted motifs occur on all excepting 4 E, which is
burnished. Paintings have been executed over the unslipped surfaces, the only exception of it being
sub-category 4 D. This is in contrast with the fine red ware in which paintings occur on the slipped
surfaces only barring a few rare instances.
The most common designs on the ware are: bands, loops, arches, hatched or solid diamonds,
simple lattice and zigzag lines. The triangles, crosses and crisscrosses or diagonal lattice also do not
occur very frequently.
Some of the painted motifs occurring on the grey ware have been described earlier, the rest are
included in the following description.
I. Bands (Fig. 23: 1-4): The bands occurring on the ware are either horizontal or wavy vertical or
oblique.
1. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 A, painted in reddish black with three uneven horizontal
bands and below these two bands of a semi-circular arch.
2. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, four wavy vertical bands in reddish black.
3. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 A, outer blotchy, three wavy vertical bands and two
horizontal bands below in reddish black.
4. Sherd, neck, medium core, Ware 4 A, three wavy oblique bands in black.
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Fig. 23: Decorations on pot sherds
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II. Loops (Fig. 23: 5-12): Almost all the categories of loop designs painted on the fine red ware
occur in this ware also. Some of these have already been mentioned along with types and the rest are
described below:
5. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy and dull grey, broad loops of four bands in
reddish black.
6. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy and dull grey, broad loop formed by four
bands suspended below horizontal bands in reddish black.
7. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 A, fine fabric, a row of loops between horizontal bands in
reddish black.
8. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 4 B, designs similar to above.
9. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 4 A, fine fabric, single row of loops suspended below
horizontal bands.
10. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 A, outer blotchy, design as above but the loops are of unequal
size.
11. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy, design similar to 9.
12. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy, double row of carefully loops suspended
below horizontal bands in reddish black.
III. Triangles (Fig. 23: 13): This design is very rare, though it occurs frequently on the fine red
ware. The solitary example is described below:
13. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, two rows of solid triangles separated by two horizontal
bands.
IV. Arches (Fig. 23: 14-17): Both triangular and semi-circular arches occurring in fine Red ware
are represented in this ware also.
14. Sherd, neck, thin to medium core, Ware 4 C, very fine fabric, part of two triangular arches
formed by double diagonal bands over double horizontal bands in reddish black.
15. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 C, outer blotchy partly grey and partly brownish, triangular
arch formed by double diagonal bands below horizontal bands in reddish black.
16. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, row of triangular arches formed by double diagonal bands
resting over horizontal bands in black, the left arm of each is hatched by short strokes.
17. Sherd of a large vessel, medium core, Ware 4 C, fine and sturdy fabric but outer blotchy,
long semi-circular arches formed by triple bands by three horizontal bands in reddish
black.
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V. Diamonds (Fig. 23: 18-22): This motif is represented frequently but solid diamonds seem to
have been given preference over the hatched ones.
18. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, row of carefully drawn solid
diamonds between horizontal bands in black.
19. Sherd of a large vessel, thick core, Ware 4 D, row of hatched diamonds between double
horizontal bands in reddish black, three oblique bands below.
20. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, outer blotchy, design similar to 18.
21. Sherd, thin core, Ware 4 B, design as about but the diamonds are smaller and a triangular
arch of double bands below.
22. Sherd, neck and shoulder, medium core, Ware 4 A, fine sturdy fabric, design as above.
VI. Cross (Fig. 24: 23): In comparison with Fine Red ware, this design is rare on Grey ware.
23. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 A, sturdy, cross design formed by double intersecting bands
in reddish black.
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Fig. 24: Decorations on pot sherds
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VII. Criss-cross or diagonal lattice (Fig. 24: 24): This design also is rare in this ware, though quite
common in Fine Red ware.
24. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, criss-cross design below two horizontal
bands.
VIII. Simple lattice (Fig. 24: 25-29): The simple lattice is one of the common designs occurring in
Grey Ware. In the perfection of execution these are comparable with similar designs in Fine Red
ware.
25. Sherd, neck and shoulder, medium core, Ware 4 A, fine fabric, simple lattice design and
below it a triangular arch formed by double diagonal bands in reddish black.
26. Sherd, thin core, Ware 4 A, fine fabric, lattice design as above.
27. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, outer blotchy, simple lattice formed by
horizontal and vertical bars in reddish black.
28. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 D, inner brownish, fine fabric, design as above.
29. Sherd, neck and shoulder, Ware 4 D, inner brownish, lattice design formed by diagonal
strokes to left.
IX. Zigzags (Fig. 24: 30-39): This is one of the commonest motifs in Grey Ware, though rare in
Fine Red Ware.
30. Sherd, neck and shoulder, medium core, Ware 4 B, a zigzag line between horizontal bands
in reddish black.
31. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 4 B, a zigzag line between horizontal bands.
32. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 4 B, a zigzag line looking like loops between horizontal
bands.
33. Sherd, neck and shoulder of a big vessel, thin core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy, design similar
to 30.
34. Sherd, Ware 4 A, inner grey and outer dark grey, double zigzag lines between horizontal
bands in black.
35. Sherd, thick core, Ware 4 B, design as above but triple oblique bands below.
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36. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 4 B, triple zigzag or wavy lines above a horizontal band
in black.
37. Sherd, thick core, Ware 4 B, a zigzag line looking like rough solid diamonds between
horizontal bands, another wavy horizontal line between horizontal bands below in black.
38. Sherd, Ware 4 C, double zigzag lines looking like rough diamonds between horizontal
bands in reddish black.
39. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 4 B, zigzag line between horizontal bands in the right
half and in the left half lattice design, broad loops below the horizontal bands in reddish black.
X. Plant Design (Fig. 24: 40): Plant design is very rare in Grey Ware.
40. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, plant-like design above horizontal
bands and a row of short loops suspended below the band.
XI. Animal Design (Fig. 24: 41): With the exception of one fragmentary design, described below,
animal designs are absent in Grey Ware.
41. Sherd, medium core, Ware 4 B, outer blotchy, two wavy horns below horizontal bands in
black.
XII. Miscellaneous Designs (Fig. 24: 42-44):
42. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, possibly part of a plant-like design.
43. Sherd, thick core, Ware 4 A, outer blotchy, one oblique and two wavy vertical lines joined
at the top and below it triple semi-circular bands.
44. Sherd, thick core, Ware 4 D, inner blackish, part of animal or plant-design in reddish black
and simple lattice below.
Other Decorations (Fig. 25: 1-27): The decorative motifs, other than painted ones, are included in this
category. These consist of incised, applique and finger-tip designs on outer side only and occur
mostly in Coarse Red ware with two exceptions in Grey Ware (Nos. 19 and 22).
The incised decorations included cross, criss-cross, chevron, puncture or dot, arch formed by
zigzag line, horizontal line of short strokes or dots, row of arches with in arches and diamonds.
A characteristic feature of the incised decoration is that if the surface is slipped and burnished
the portion containing incised decoration has not been so treated.
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The applique decoration is of two types. Usually horizontal bands have been separately
applied over the outer sides and bear line of punctures or obliques or finger-tip impressions. In the
second type of applique decoration, pallets have been fixed on the outer side and one example of this
occurs in Grey ware also.
The finger-tip decoration occurs on the applique bands as well as on the edges of a doughplate (Fig. 12: 53) without having any applique band.
These decorations are described below:
Incised Decorations:
1. Sherd, big vessel, thick core, Ware 2 C, inner blackish, incised row of crosses formed by three
and four intersecting lines below horizontal bands, the incised portion is unslipped and
unburnished.
2. Sherd, thick core, Ware 2 A, inner blackish, incised design as above.
3. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 C, outer blotchy, design as above but fragmentary.
4. Sherd, thick core, Ware 2 B, inner light red, design similar to 2.
5. Sherd, thick core, Ware 2 B, outer slip faded inner blackish, incised criss-cross design.
6. Sherd, thick to medium core, Ware 2 B, outer slip faded, inner dull red, incised oblique row of
chevrons with their open upwards.
7. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 A, inner blackish, outer brownish red, incised punctures or dots
in a horizontal line.
8. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 C, red slip on the inner mostly faded, outer deep brown and
burnished, incised row of arches formed by triple diagonal lines above triple lines of
punctures.
9. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces dull red, incised row of arches formed by a
zigzag line.
10. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, incised double row of triple wavy
horizontal lines separated by a line of punctures, further below three horizontal lines.
11. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 2 A, inner brownish, outer grayish, incised zigzag lines
forming arches with short hooks below them, two horizontal lines of punctures above.
12. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, row of incised short strokes.
13. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 B, traces of red slip on the outer, inner blackish, incised criss-cross
design.
14. Sherd, thin to medium core, Ware 2 C, traces of red slip and burnish on the outer side, inner
blackish, incised design as above but the incised portion is unslipped and unburnished.
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15. Sherd, thin core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, incised row of triangles, each triangle
having several smaller triangles within.
16. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 C, traces of red slip and burnish at the outer, inner blackish,
incised design similar to 13.
17. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, incised row of short vertical
strokes.
18. Sherd, medium core, design as above but the strokes are similar.
19. Sherd, medium to thick core, Ware 2 B, incised row of diamonds and a vertical line in the
center of each.
Applique and Finger-tip decoration
20. Sherd, big storage jar, very thick core, Ware 2 C, inner light red, horizontal applique band
triangular in section with row of punctures on its either side.
21. Sherd, very thick core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, applique horizontal band with
incised short oblique lines.
22. Sherd, thick core, Ware 4 B, four applique pellets.
23. Sherd, thick core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, applique horizontal band with fingertip impressions.
24. Sherd, very thick core, Ware 2 A, outer brownish red, inner blackish, double row of finger-tip
impressions.
25. Sherd, medium core, Ware 2 B, applique band with incised short oblique lines.
26. Sherd, very thick core, Ware 2 C, two applique pellets, of irregular shape.
27. Sherd, thick core, Ware 2 A, both surfaces brownish red, an applique band with finger-tip
impressions.
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Fig. 25: Decorations on pot sherds
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Proto-historic Graffiti (Fig. 26: 1-25)
Potsherds bearing incised or graffiti marks occur on the Harappan, Chalcolithic, Megalithic
and other sites of early historical periods8. These marks are mostly linear and rarely geometrical,
human or animal.
The precise meaning and significance of these marks is problematical in the present of our
knowledge. The possibility of their building potters and owners marks is also remote as different
marks sometimes occur on the same pot (26: 4, 9, 14) and some marks are repeated several times on
the same vessel (26: 2). Yazdani9 surmises the graffiti represent written characters like the Egyptian
hieratic script used to express ideas. At Rangpur and Rozdi, signs resembling the Indus ones have
been noted on the vessels. At Rangpur, some of the linear signs noticed on the Indus seals continued
to be used in later times also10. Some of the graffiti marks, on different sites, occur on the Harappan
seals on the one hand and in early Brahmi alphabets on the other11.
At Eran, such marks occur mostly in Fine red and Black-and-Red wares, rarely in Grey ware
and are almost absent in Coarse Red ware. The last named ware does possess some incised designs
meant specifically for decoration (Fig. 25: 1-16). The graffiti marks occurring on the pottery from Eran
(Fig. 26:) are definitely not drawn on the decorative motifs, since most of them are very irregular and
carelessly drawn and do not tally with the artistic superiority of the potter with which he used to
decorated the vessels. Sometimes the marks have been drawn exactly over the painted surfaces (Fig.
26: 7). The marks are usually linear, but other symbols, such as, trident, bow, cross and diamond with
multiple shorter diamonds within, also occur. The marks are incised on the interior surfaces in Blackand-Red ware sherds and on the exterior surfaces in other wares. All of them seem to have been
incised after firing.
The various graffiti marks occurring on the proto-historic wares at Eran are described below:
1. Ware 1 C, inner unslipped and dull red, sherd of a big vessel with incised three oblique lines
meeting at the top and three parallel lines to its right at the base, on the exterior surface.
2. Ware 3 A, traces of red slip on the exterior, inner burnished but dull black, sherd, probably of a
dish with a row of four incised trident-like symbols on the inner black surfaces.
3. Ware 3 A, burnished surfaces, sherd incised with three oblique lines meeting at one and
possibly part of a bow and two oblique lines below it, on the inner black surfaces.
4. Ware 3 A, traces of red slip on the exterior, inner burnished but dull black, sherd incise with
single, double and triple oblique lines of different lengths on the inner black surface.
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5. Ware & fabric similar to 1, sherd incised with horizontal lines and a bow-like mark below it, on
the exterior.
6. Ware 1 B, exterior blotchy, sherd incised with a part of rectangle, cross and a vertical line, on
the exterior.
7. Ware 1 C, inner dull grey, sherd incised with two obliquely placed ladder-like motifs joining
each other at the upper end, over the painted exterior.
8. Ware 3 A, worn out surfaces, sherd incised with three vertical lines, cut by a series of
horizontal and comparatively smaller lines, on the inner black surface.
9. Ware 3 A, sherd incised with two short vertical lines resting on three oblique lines and another
group of three obliques to its right, on the inner black surface.
10. Ware 3 A, worn out surfaces, sherd having half of the symbol formed by triangles emanating
from a common center and each triangle having horizontal strokes within on the inner black
surface.
11. Ware 4 AA, sherd incised with a diamond having several shorter diamonds within and drawn
over a cross formed by intersecting horizontal and vertical lines, on the exterior.
12. Ware 1 B, worn out surfaces, sherd with incised cross formed by two intersecting oblique lines,
a short oblique to its left in the middle, another longer oblique line joins the cross at the top to
its left and has a short oblique stroke at its base, on the exterior.
13. Ware 1 A, sherd with incised cross formed by two intersecting horizontal and vertical lines, on
the exterior.
14. Ware 3 A, sherd with three incised symbols, two vertical lines at the top, an irregular circle
with short oblique strokes and a triangle with two vertical lines below to its right, on the
burnished black interior.
15. Ware 3 A, sherd incised with a cross formed by two intersecting oblique lines, a vertical line in
its center, on the inner black surface.
16. Ware 3 A, sherd incised with two oblique lines on the inner black surface.
17. Ware 1 B, sherd incised with a long oblique like having several short strokes below it, another
oblique line crossing the upper one, on the exterior.
18. Ware 1 C, sherd incised with a plant-like symbol covering a part of the painted surface on the
exterior.
19. Ware 1 A, worn out surfaces, sherd incised with an arch formed by two oblique lines joined at
the top, an oblique stroke within it and another to its right.
20. Ware 1 C, sherd incised with a rectangle, on the exterior.
21. Ware 3 A, sherd incised with vertical, horizontal and oblique strokes on the inner black
surface.
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22. Ware 3 A, sherd with incised rectangle formed by double and triple lines.
23. Ware 3 A, worn out surfaces, sherd incised with overlapping oblique lines joined at the bottom
on the inner black surface.
24. Ware 1 A, sherd incised with a vertical line having a short horizontal stroke to its left in the
middle, on the exterior.
25. Ware 1 A, sherd incised with a cross formed by two intersecting oblique lines.

Fig. 26: Decorations on pot sherds
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Introduction
In Eastern India the Early Historic settlements are fairly widely distributed and scattered across the
region in varied environmental settings1. The vast mineral resources of the highland areas, the
alluvial tracts of the Gangetic and the Mahanadi deltas which favoured agricultural intensification
and expansion; the long coastal line that accommodated maritime trade as well as contemporary
socio-cultural forces must have played catalytic roles in the emergence of several urban centres in this
part of the subcontinent. Chandraketugarh, Tamluk, Mangalkot and Bangarh in West Bengal, and
Sisupalgarh, Jaugarh, Radhanagar, Manikpatana, Kharligarh and Narla Asurgarh in Odisha are few
notable Early Historic urban centers of this region frequently referred to in the literature2. The river
Mahanadi with its major and minor tributaries and the valleys and plateaus created by them
provided an atmosphere for the growth of settlements in different period of time. The physiographic
setting and availability of resources of the region3 suggested that, this geographical area had all the
ability to fulfill the requirements of the nomadic hunter-gatherers and sedentary communities of the
Quaternary era. Particularly the Mahanadi valley was surveyed since last three decades and brought
to light cultural succession right from the Paleolithic to the Early Historic period in the region4. In this
part of Odisha, both fortified and non-fortified types of Early Historic settlements have been brought
to light in the Mahanadi and its various major and minor tributaries. One of such fortified site i.e.
Manamunda on the confluence of the river Mahanadi and the Tel was subjected to several seasons’
excavations by Sambalpur University5. The excavations revealed extensive settlement remains, the
beginning of which has seen ascribed by the excavators to a time between the fourth and third
centuries BC. The findings included structures of brick and stone, plain black-and-red ware and
associated ceramic industries, iron and copper objects, beads of semi-precious stones and silver
punch-marked coin. Following the excavation at Manamunda few attempts were made by scholars to
understand the extension of culture found at Manamunda, which resulted in the discovery of a
number of proto-historic and early historic sites in the middle Mahanadi valley and its tributaries 6.
The present paper is also based on the exploration conducted on the Suktel river by the author in
March-April 2016, with a view to understand the extension of the culture represented at Manamunda
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and which resulted in the discovery of a number of settlement sites belonging to Early Historic and
Historic period (Fig. 1).
Area and its Environmental Setting
The general topography of the area is represented by undulating and rough badlands, narrow
alluvial tract along the river Suktel and small to medium sized hills, the area bounded on North by
the Bargarh uplands, on the South by the south western hills system, on the west by lofty hills ranges
of the Gandhamardan and on the east by the river Mahanadi and the Tel. The area is highly fertile
and supports rice, wheat, gram, peas, mustard and other crops. Patches of open jungles nearby also
provide ample pasture for the domestic animals of the local farmers. In spite of regular human
interference, the forest clad hilly tracts of the region still possess a rich variety of subsistence-related
flora and wild fauna. The climate of the area is characterized by hot dry summers and welldistributed rain in the southwest monsoon. The average annual rainfall ranges between1400 and 1500
mm. The climate of the area mostly supports tropical moist deciduous, riverine and tropical dry
deciduous types of natural vegetation.

Fig.1: Map Showing Explored Sites in the Suktel River along the Fortified Early Historic sites in the Mahanadi and the Tel rivers
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Methodology
During the exploration the individual sites which occur in the form of mound in the region are
measured and their exact locations and state of preservations were recorded. Since, the material
remains from each of the sites were collected from the surface, particular care was taken to make the
sample representatives. The representative samples, thus collected from explored sites were
subsequently put to close examinations. The potteries were classified on the basis of not only fabric
but data with regard to firing conditions, slips, decorations and shapes have also been taken into
consideration. As in the middle Mahanadi valley region already the culture sequence is well
established on the basis of the stratigraphic occurrence of different ceramics and other material
remains, besides a good number of radiocarbon dates. It is very helpful to us for comparison of the
ceramics and other material remains found during the exploration and to give the first hand culture
sequence of these sites on the basis of the surface remains. A detailed description on sites and
material remain is discussed below.
The Tel-Mahanadi region is investigated by several scholars to understand the early historic fort
horizon, incipient urbanization, and state formation system which was already reported in the Ganga
plain and Odisha’s Coastal region. The contexts and their finds in the highland region of Odisha
show characteristic signs of urbanization. These include a large settlement area, elaborate
fortifications, use of baked brick architecture, coinage, seals with script, imported luxury ware and
with it, evidence for trade, besides prevalence of Buddhism which at this time are related to urban
and mercantile settlements. Previously, this area was surveyed by S. Gartia7 as a part of his M. Phil
research work and he reported three ancient pottery using settlement sites i.e. Sakma, Sankarbhunji
and Khari. We revisited these reported sites and the rest of sites mentioned below are reporting for
the first time (Table-1).
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Table 1: List of Explored sties in the river Suktel.
Sl.

Site Name/

No

District

1

River/Bank

Latitudes/

Findings

Longitudes

Salipali/

Suktel/

200 48/ 36.30// N

RW, RSW, BSW and Pottery

Bolangir

Right Bank

83 00 49.04 E

disc

Khursel/

Suktel/

20 50’ 37. 78’ N

disc, Iron Slag and

Bolangir

Left Bank

83 10’ 49. 49’ E

Fragments of Animal

0

/

//

Remarks
Historic

RW, RSW, BSW, Pottery
2

0
0

Historic

Terracotta Figurine
20 50’ 09. 63”
0

3

4

5

Rengali/

Suktel/

Bolangir

Left Bank

BadTelenpali/

Suktel/

200 50’. 63” N

Bolangir

Left Bank

830 19’ 05.51” E

Candpuri/

Suktel/

830 47’ 18.27” N

Bolangir

Right Bank

830 22’ 42.16” E

Sakama /

Suktel/

20°49'8.83"N

bangle, Iron and glass Slag

Bolangir

Left Bank

83°29'55.75"E

and Fragments of Animal

N

RW, RSW, BSW

Historic

83 10’ 08. 73”E
0

RW, RSW

RW, RSW, BSW and BRW

Historic

Early Historic

RW, RSW, BSW, glass
6

Historic

Terracotta Figurine
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sankarbhunji/

Suktel/

20°48'15.58"N

Bolangir

Right Bank

83°30'7.08"E

Durgapali/

Suktel/

20º48' 45.96'' N

Bolangir

Right Bank

83º31'42.77'' E

Pipirda/

Suktel/

20º49'59.09'' N

Bolangir

Right Bank

83º32'37.33'' E

Kumunde//

Suktel/

20º51'06.09'' N

Bolangir

Left Bank

83º34'06.54'' E

Kulthipali/

Suktel/

20º49'57.45'' N

Bolangir

Right Bank

83º35'45.03'' E

Lokapara/

Suktel/

20° 49' 40" N

RW, RSW, BSW, BRW and

Bolangir

Right Bank

83° 36' 42" E

Punch-marked coins

Tentuliakanta/

Suktel/

20º49'59.09'' N

Bolangir

Right Bank

83º32'37.33'' E

Pua/

Suktel/

20º48'42.29'' N

Subarnpur

Right Bank

83º38'26.17'' E

Rambhasindol/

Suktel/

20º46'47.79'' N

Subarnpur

Right Bank

83º40'45.92'' E
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RW, RSW, BW

Historic

RW, RSW

Historic

RW, RSW, BSW and BRW

Early Historic

RW, RSW

Historic

RW, RSW

Historic
Early Historic

RW, RSW, BSW

Historic

RW, RSW

Historic

RW, RSW, BSW

Historic
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16
17

Khari/

Suktel/

20°46'24.64"N

RW, RSW, BRW, pottery

Subarnpur

Left Bank

83°43'3.73"E

disc and Iron Slag

Arhakata/

Suktel/

20º46'41.13'' N

Subarnpur

Right Bank

83º41'32.47'' E

RW, RSW and BRW

Early Historic
Early Historic

Findings
Of seventeen explored sites, only five are early historic whereas the rest are historic in nature. As in
the middle river Mahanadi black-and-red ware is mostly found with the Chalcolithic, Iron Age and
subsequently in the Early Historic phase with some changes in the typology and manufacturing
technology. But during the course of our exploration we could not found such specimen in sites of
the river Suktel. Few pieces of BRW sherds are found from some sites and their shapes, fabric and
surface treatment shows that they are mostly inferior quality in compare to the BRW pottery of
Manamunda and other Early Historic sites of Mahanadi valley. At almost all the sites the Red ware is
prolific, some are of dull red, whereas others show colours varied from dark red to brownish red.
These potteries were prepared on fast turned wheel as well as slow moving wheel. These show both
ill and well fired nature. The decorated pattern usually constitute horizontal band on the neck,
vertical line, finger-tip decoration, clay trip decoration, zigzag line, incision and triangle design. The
most dominated ware is Red Slipped Ware (RSW) which is found from all the sites in good quantity.
Both thin and thick slips of deep red and brownish to yellowish red colour are applied. The
important shapes are fragments of jar with grooved rim, bowl with an incurved beaded rim and the
bowl with convex sides and thick incurved rim, miniature pots etc. Few vessels are decorated with
incised and appliqué design before application of the slip. Among the other important remains
mention may be made of glass bangle, glass slag, Iron Slag, Pottery disc, Terracotta figurine, reed
impressed burnt clay lamps. From Lokapada the police confiscated the bulk of 800 coins around 1990,
but about 1⁄3 of them are said to have been melted down on their discovery. This hoard has not been
studied, but at least a part of them are certainly Mauryan in date. Few of these coins are now
preserved in the State Museum, Bhubaneswar and Prof. N.K. Sahu Museum, Sambalpur University.

Discussion
Since the initial archaeological investigations conducted at Sisupalgarh 8 by B.B. Lal in the late forties
of the last century and at Jaugarh9 by Beglar and D. Mitra, a large number of early habitation sites
associated with the cultural remains of the early historic period have been brought to light from
diverse physiographic regions of Odisha10. In compare to the prehistoric and protohistoric
settlements, sites belonging to the Early Historic period are fairly widespread in the present study
area. Excavations and explorations carried out during last two decades in this region brought to light
both fortified and non-fortified types of Early Historic settlements11. Material remains from the
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excavated sites of Badmal12, Kumesingha13, Kurumpadar14, Manamunda15 and Nuagarh16 established
the fact that Iron Age villages were gradually developed into the full fledge urban and semi-urban
centres in the middle Mahanadi valley region during the early historic period with new trait
elements. The evidence for bead manufacturing activities at Badmal17, the presence of a silver plated
copper punch marked coin18 and evidence of large scale glass manufacturing activities19 at
Kurumpadar and evidences of Iron smelting activities at different sites clearly suggested that there
were several industrial centres of different craft specialisation and of different levels in the middle
Mahanadi valley. The occurrence of other craft specialisations viz. ceramic industries, manufacturing
of Iron and copper implements, precious and semi-precious stone beads, presence of punch-marked
coins and inter as well as intra-regional trade network witnessed the existence of the complex
urbanised early historic settlements in this part of India. The present exploration on the river Suktel
also confirms the fact that due to the population pressure, different economic factors and increased
social complexity, settlements during late Iron Age- Early Historic periods expanded to the
tributaries of the Mahanadi. Subsequently occurrence of fortified settlements in the region suggests
that it was not only the expansion of settlements but also the emergence of urbanisation with its
concomitant trait elements.
The forgoing brief accounts of the archaeological investigations in the river Suktel provide
valuable insights into the distribution of early historic settlements and the complex urbanism
prevalent in the region. Instead of all these works our knowledge about the process of urbanisation
and city and state formation system of this region is limited because most of the studies are based on
the surface collections as well as restricted vertical excavations and also many sites are lost forever
because of the extensive modern agricultural activity and due to the repeated floods in the Mahanadi
and its tributaries. It is also observed that this region was under continuous human occupation
without any major abandonment from the Palaeolithic to the Early Medieval period. But considerable
amount of systematic work with multidisciplinary approaches are required before going into any
preliminary observation about the history and environment of human settlement and their
subsistence pattern during the Early Historic period in Western part Odisha.
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Principle: C-14 is produced by the interaction of slow neutrons from cosmic rays on nitrogen. It
mixes with C-12 and C-13 and enters life cycle via plant, animal life etc. When the sample is separated
from life cycle, sample activity decreases as a result of radioactive decay with a characteristic half-life
(T½ of 5730 years). It is not possible to replenish C-14 activity. Residual activity is measured.

Basic dating equation
T = 1/ λ ln (N0/N)

Methods Available:
1. Gas proportional counting: - Sample is converted to CO2 or C2H2 or CH4.
measured using gas proportional counter.

Radioactivity is

2. Liquid scintillation counting (LSC): - Sample is converted to C6H6. Activity is measured using
ultra low level liquid scintillation counter. Detects scintillations in the liquid produced by the beta
emissions.
3. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry dating (AMS): - where C14 atoms are directly counted in an
accelerator after converting samples to graphite targets.

Experimental procedure of LSC: As custom made equipments are not available, I am not
describing gas proportional counting method and it has also become almost obsolete. External
sample contaminants removed by viewing through a microscope. Carbonate/ Humic acid fraction is
removed by chemical pretreatment, neutralized and dried at 950 C. Sample is converted to CO2-C2H2C6H6. In this method the sample is placed in a quartz tray and kept inside a quartz tube and reusable
quartz wool is placed in both sides of the sample, so that the heat will be confined within the quartz
wool cogs. The two ends are sealed. Quartz tube is then put inside an electric heater kept at 7500 C for
CO2 preparation. Due to insufficient oxygen, sometimes, carbon mono-oxide (CO) may be formed.
Copper turnings at 5000 C are used to convert it to carbon dioxide (CO2). The evolved CO2 gas is then
passed through silver wool placed above the copper turnings to remove the halogen impurities from
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it. The carbide reaction involves two steps, both carried out in vacuum. In the first step the reaction
vessel containing half or less than half a centimeter pieces of Li rods as per stoicometry requirement
is heated in vacuum, the furnace is at 5500 C, the bottom tip of the reaction finger is heated. When the
lithium converts into molten form, the evacuation is stopped and sample CO 2 is introduced slowly
for the reduction of elemental carbon to carbide. When whole CO 2 is converted into Lithium carbide,
the pressure in the reaction vessel becomes zero. The following are the reactions.
2 CO2+ 8 Li



2 C + 4 Li2O

2C



Li2C2

+ 2 Li

2 CO2 + 10 Li 

Li2C2 + 4 Li

The formation of acetylene is accomplished by hydrolyzing Lithium carbide (Li2C2) at room
temperature by adding slowly (100ml/min) de-mineralized water. The reactions are as the following:
Li2C2 +2H2O



C2H2 + 2LiOH

2Li +2H2O



2LiOH+H2

With entire acetylene collection system under vacuum and isolated from the pump, water is allowed
to drip steadily into the reaction vessel. After the pressure in the reactor reaches about 50 cm Hg, the
generated acetylene, and the H2 produced from the hydrolysis of excess Lithium, are allowed to pass
slowly through a recirculating condenser namely through P2O5 and Ascarite (NaOH on asbestos)
column to trap water completely, then into two traps cooled by liquid Nitrogen for acetylene
collection. The pressure in the entire system including collection traps is then allowed to equilibrate
at about 50 cm Hg; and maintained at that pressure by gently pumping out H 2. Gentle pumping
continues until pressure in the reactor starts to drop. Acetylene is converted to benzene on a
vanadium activated chromium oxide catalyst or V2O5 which is first degassed for one hour in vacuum
at 4500 C and then cooled at 800 C. This dimerization reaction may be simplified as following:
3 C2H2



C6H6

Dry air is needed to get liquefied benzene. For this purpose molecular sieve of 3Å is used. The
dimerization process is done in a very controlled manner so that the temperature does not exceed
1000 C during adsorption as well as extraction otherwise yield is very low. Benzene is then collected
in a detachable vial is cooled using liquid nitrogen and kept in freezer for future assay.

Liquid Scintillation counting radioactive assay: Benzene sample is counted on Wallac 1220
ultralow level LSC to measure residual activity. Anthracite benzene activity and NBS oxalic acid
activity are measured (5570/5730 T½ used). Consistency of sample chemistry is checked by spectral
quench parameter. ðC13 correction is also carried out as per previous available data. The calibration
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of dates is also carried out. For example, if the vial is of 3mL then 0.045 gram of scintillator (Butyl
PBD) is weighed or if the vial is of 0.85mL then 0.01275 gram of scintillator sample is added.
2.634gram of benzene (3mL) is added to it and weighed once again. This would be the total target
weight. If 2.634 gram of benzene is not available then dead (radiocarbon free) scintillation grade
spectrometric benzene is added to make up.
C14 →

6

N14 + β- + ή + Q

7

Datable Materials/Amounts required in grams:
Charcoal and wood

-

25

Grains, seeds, nutshells, grasses, twigs, cloth, paper, burned bones-

25

Organic material mixed with soil-

25

Peat

-

25

Ivory

-

50

Charred bones

-

300

Bones (collagen)

-

1000

Shells (inorganic carbon)
Shell (organic carbon)

-

100
several kgs

Lake marl and deep-sea or lake sediment-

variable

Pottery & Iron –

2 to 5 kg

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry C-14 dating: Abbreviation of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry,
the technique by which a particle accelerator, usually a tandem, is configured as a mass spectrometer
to separate the carbon isotopes in a sample, allowing milligram size samples to be dated. A class of
electrostatic linear particle accelerators in which negative ions are accelerated by a high positive
potential, typically three to six million volts. Two or more electrons are then stripped from the ion,
changing it to a positive ion. The same potential is then used to accelerate the positive ions through
the second stage of the accelerator. Common types of tandem accelerator encountered in AMS work
are the Van de Graaff and the Tandetron. They differ in the means used to generate the accelerating
potential.
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When an electrically charged particle moves in a magnetic field there is a force on it which
causes its path to be curved ; the heavier the particle the less curvature. This is the basic phenomenon
by which a stream of carbon ions can be bent into separate streams of carbon 12, carbon 13 and
carbon 14. Injection into the accelerator of carbon ions is achieved by means of an ion source in which
carbon from the sample forms the target. Each carbon 14 ions entering the particle detector. Produces
an electrical pulse just as a beta particle produces a pulse in a conventional counter. Being relatively
more numerous the carbon 12 and carbon 13 ions are detected in Faraday cup and measured as
electrical current. With the accelerator technique chemical preparation represents the major part of
the time and effort involved and so it is be economic to have several preparation lines running
parallel feeding an accelerator.

Error limits-Sample size in AMS Dating: In 1 mg of 5000 year old carbon there are about 20
million atoms of C-14. to obtain 10000 counts from these by beta decay, so as to obtain ±1% precision,
would require a counting time of about 4 years but using AMS 10000 carbon-14 ions would reach the
detector in less than an hour. An accuracy of better than ± 1% i.e. ±80years in radiocarbon age can be
achieved, at any rate for samples of the last 10000 years, with ±0.5 % (40 years) for special samplesalthough not as good as the ±20 years of a high precision installations- there are strong compensatory
advantages.

Calibration of dates: Measurements of the C-14 activity of wood samples dated by
dendrochronology have shown significant variations in the initial radiocarbon content. These
variations may result from a combination of several factors, including changes in the cosmic ray flux,
changes in the Earth’s magnetic field and changes in the reservoirs of carbon on Earth. In addition to
the above, the radiocarbon content of the atmosphere has decreased in the past 100 years due to
combustion of fossil fuel and has increased because of dispersal of C-14 by nuclear explosions in the
atmosphere. Small corrections to C-14 dates are also required to eliminate the effects of fractionation
of carbon isotopes including C-14. E.g. the delta C-13 value of a specimen of wood recovered from an
archaeological site was found to have a delta C-13 value of –28.7 mil. We have to calculate a
radiocarbon date corresponding to its decrease in C-14 as a result of isotope fractionation relative to
delta C-13=-25 mil.

Fractionation correction:
δ13C values are relative to the PDB standard (a carbonate, Belemnita americana, Pee Dee
formation of south carolina) and the average value for wood is -25 mil . E.G bone collagen δ13C is -20
mil. Fractionation corrected activity is
A = A’*1- 2(25+δ13C)/1000]
Fractionation corrected depletion is
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D14C = [(A-Am)/Am]*1000
Age = -8033ln (1+D14C/1000)

Reporting: Three quantities are frequently used in 14C dating d14C. δ13C and D14C ; these are all
expressed in mil (º/ºº) rather than per cent (%). The first quantity refers to sample’s depletion in
carbon-14 before correction for fractionation.
d 14 C = {A’-Am)/Am}*1000
Where A’ is not fractionation corrected; Am is standard modern activity. e.g. for a wood sample
having an age 0 BP d14C = 0 ; for an age 5568 d14C will be -500 and for infinite age d14C will be 1000. In geochemical studies and for dendro-chronological samples per cent modern (pM) is used. It is
defined as
(pM) = (A/Ao)*100 %
This is sometimes referred to as the absolute per cent modern in contrast to former practice when the
denominator was Am rather than Ao.
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Archaeological Exploration in the Vicinity of Nalanda:
- A Brief Report
Dr. G. K. Lama
Associate Professor,
Dept. of AIHC & Archaeology,
BHU, Varanasi

During the exploration work carried out in district-Nalanda, Bihar in 2012-14 by my team, it was
decided to survey its border area too not only to discover new sites having archaeological importance
but to find out the linkages of those sites with ancient Nalanda Mahavihara and the impact of Nalanda
art on the images of these sites. In this connection the vicinity of Nalanda was surveyed in 2014-15 and
2015-16 which revealed following sites having archaeological importance. A brief report of these sites
is given below.
1. Afsadha (District-Nawadah; Lat. 250 09’N. Long.850 31’E.): The site is located on the border of Nalanda
and Nawadah districts. It is 40 km south-east to the ruins of Nalanda and 42 km south- east from the
district headquarters of Bihar Sharif. The Sakri River flows 4 km west of the village. The mound
situated to the south of the village is 60 meter long and 50 meter wide with the height of 8 meters
(Fig. 1). Brick walls are noticed in the section of the mound. Several Brahmanic and Buddhist images
are kept in Varaha Sthan, Shiva temple and Devi Sthan. Special mention may be made of the images of
Varaha, Mahishmardini, Ashtabhuji Durga and an Ekmukhi Linga (Fig. 2-5). The site was first reported by
Major Kitto in 1847. A. M. Brodley and Venglar also confirmed its archaeological importance in 1871721.

Fig. 1: Mound of the Afsadha
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Fig. 3: Mahishmardini Durga, Afsadha

Fig. 4: Ekmukhi Linga, Afsadha

Fig. 5: Ashtabhuji Durgā, Afsadha

2. Aiyar (District-Gaya; Lat. 230 74’N. Long.850 95’E.): This site is located on the border of Nalanda and
Gaya districts. It lies 37 km south-west of the ruins of Nalanda and 49 km south- west of the district
head quarter of Bihar Sharif. To the south-west of the village there is a hill having two natural grottos
(Fig. 6). A few fragment of Buddhist sculptures are kept inside the grotto. To the west of the village a
few Buddhist sculptures made of black basalt and sand stone are kept at Devi Sthan. Mention may be
made of a stone panel showing stūpa worship which is inscribed both on upper and lower portion
and deciphered as the famous Buddhist creed: “Ye dhamma hetuppabhava…”(Fig. 7-8).
The travelogue of Huien-tsang mentions that about 10 km west of Yashtivana (Jethian), Rajgir
there was a halting place of Buddha named Buddhavana2. The ancient site of Aiyar is located at the
same distance to the west of Yashtivana. So Aiyar may be identified with Buddhavana but to reach a
definite conclusion, a full-fledged excavations is needed.

Fig. 6: Natural grotto of Aiyar
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Fig. 7: Stone panel showing stūpa worship, Aiyar

Fig. 8: Buddha in Bhūmisparśa mudra, Aiyar
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3. Parvati (District-Nawadah; Lat. 290 97’N. Long.760 83’E.): This site is also located on the border of
Nalanda and Nawadah districts. It is 34 km south-east of the ruins of Nalanda and 38 km south- east of
the district headquarters of Bihar Sharif. The site was situated on the ancient bed of Sakri River; at
present it flows about 10 km west of the village. To the south-west of the village, an intact image of
Buddha in Dharmacakrapravartan mudra made of black stone is kept at Baba Sthan (Fig. 9). A hill known
as Parvati having a natural grotto named Indra-Shila is located to south-west of the village (Pl. 10)3.
Pot-sherds of Red Ware and Kushana brick-bats are noticed on the hill. A newly built Ram-Sita temple
is located on the hill.

Fig. 9: Buddha image, Parvati

Fig. 10: Indra-shila cave, Parvati

4. Samas (District-Shekhapura; Lat. 250 17’N. Long.850 71’E.): This village is located on the border of
Nalanda and Shekhpura districts. It is about 40 km east to the ruins of Nalanda and about 31 km northeast from Bihar Sharif. The river Sakri flows 15 km south of the village. There is a mound to the south
of the village near an ancient tank spread over on 26 acres (Fig. 11). A large image of Vishnu in
Sthanak mudra is kept in a temple nearby the tank. On the pedestal of the image, a one line inscription
exists (Fig. 12).

Fig. 11: The mound of Samas
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Fig. 12: Image of Vishnu, Samas
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An exploration work was also carried out at Kurkihar and its vicinity, district- Gaya, Bihar by
the author himself and his team during 2015-16. Prime objectives of our explorations in the region
are documentation of Buddhist sites in the area; re-assess the present conditions of the earlier
reported sites, comparative study of the ceramics and antiquities collected during explorations along
with other sites of the lower Ganga plain and also find out the ancient trade-route. With the above
objectives, a village to village survey in the region was conducted. In the process, about two dozen
villages were surveyed. But only four sites having archaeological potential namely Jethian, Tapovana,
Chandelagarh and Sarsoogarh are significant as per our present objectives. A brief report of these sites
is given below.

Fig. 13: Satellite map of Kurkihar and its vicinity

1. Jethian (Lat. 24° 56’N; Long. 85°20’E)
The site was first reported in 1871 by Cunningham, who identified Jethain with Yashtivana4. It is
well connected by train and road with Rajgir and Gaya. This cultural zone is divided into two pockets
i.e. Valley area and Dam area. Being located on the old route from Gaya to Rajgir, Buddha would have
passed through this valley several times. According to Mahāparinibbāṇa suţţa, once King Bimbisara
received the Buddha near Yashtivana and after hearing him, he became his disciple.
The place is well protected by the hills on two sides, and a forest towards north-east side of
Rajgir. Hiuen-tsang refers to a rich bamboo- forest in this area, from which the name Yashtivana or
modern Jethian is derived and even as late as 1871, Cunningham heard the name of Jakhtiban. He,
however, did not fully explore the area; but in 1899, Stein visited various places in the valley and on
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the hills and described about the ancient remains5. Recently A. K. Prasad has published about this
area.
A brick structure like terraced stūpa is noticed below the Shiva temple at dam. Some
fragments of sculptures of Hindu deities and broken door jambs etc. are also lying on the top of the
brick structure. Some bricks structures are exposed. The bricks are of various sizes for example,
48x28x5 cm, 50x30x7 and 23x20x16 cm. Pot sherds of BRW and NBPW are also found (Fig. 14-17).

Fig. 14: Terrace- shaped stūpa, Dam area, Jethian

Fig. 16: Buddha in Prlambasan, Jethian
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Fig. 15: Fragment of sculptures, Dam area, Jethian

Fig. 17: Fragment of sculptures, Jethian
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2. Tapovan (Lat. 24°54'45"N; Long. 85°18'50"E)
The site is located on Rajgir-Gaya road. It was noticed initially by Buchanan in about 1900 AD6.
Quoting a tradition he said that it was the birth-place of the famous epic king Jarasandha. He had also
mentioned the names of the hot-springs as Chanda-kaushik, Hansatirtha, Purna-Hanga and Sanatankundan-dasanak-tirtha. After Buchanan, A. Stein visited Tapovan and described the ruins. He, however,
names only the largest spring as Sanat-kumar-kund. All these springs are enclosed by stone walls with
stone-built steps leading down to the water. The images of Shiva, Vishnu and Hara-Gauri are kept
inside the holy tanks. Stein noticed a large mound representing a stūpa in between the largest spring
and the modern temple on the west measuring 75 feet to 81 feet in diameter at the base, about 45 feet
square at top having height of about 10 feet from the surface. He suggests that this was the stūpa
which lied on the walking-path of the Buddha as marked by Hiuen-tsang. Hiuen-tsang further informs
that people from far off places used to flock the spot for holy-bath, after which chronic diseases were
healed.
3. Chandelagarh (24o 54’ 14” N; 85o 18’8.99”E.)
The size of the huge mound is 500 x 200 meter. It is located about 1.5 km south- east of Tapovan
hot-springs and 10 miles south-east of Rajgir at the foothills of Jethian on the bank of perennial river
Mangura, which flows from west to east. The height of the mound is approximately 40 feet to 50 feet
from the river bed of Mangura (Fig. 18). The surface exploration of the mound indicates that the site
was inhabited during BRW, NBP, mature NBPW, degenerated NBPW, Sunga, Kushan, Gupta and Pala
period. The above chronology is based on the classification of potteries collected from the surface. A
number of fragments of sculptures belonging to Pala period were found scattered on the top of the
mound. These are made of black dolerite (Fig. 19).

Fig. 18: The mound of Chandelagarh
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Fig. 19: Fragments of sculptures, Chandelagarh
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4. Sarsoo (240 55’ 55.4’ N 85o 21’72 E)
This site is in Atari Police Station, Gaya located on the Rajgir- Jethian road, 10 km south-east
from Rajgir covering 1.2 km of area having height of 12 to 50 m. There is a circular mound. A number
of Brahmanical and Buddhist images including Ganesha, Vishnu, Buddha and Tara are kept inside a
modern temple. On the basis of the study of potteries and antiquities recovered from the surface of
the mound it can be assumed that the site was inhabited from Pre-Mauryan to Pala period (Fig. 20-23).

Fig. 20: General view of the mound of Sarsoo

Fig. 22: Image of Ganesha, Sarsoo

Fig. 21: Image of Vishnu, Sarsoo

Fig. 23: Image of Buddha, Sarsoo

To the east of the village, there is another modern temple in which an Uma-Maheshwara
image is installed in a niche measuring 70 x 43 x 17 cm which may belong to post- Gupta period.
Three Siva-lingas with Yonipithas are kept in the western most part of the village.
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Concluding remarks
The ancient site of Aiyar may be identified with Buddhavana as described by Huien-tsang. The
natural question arises which one is real Indra-Shila cave, the one on Parvati hill or the one near Rajgir
on the ancient site of Ghora Katora on the bank of Panchane as identified by Cunningham? The
exploration of Jethian and Chandelagarh proves that these existed during NBP period. Jethian and
Tapovan are the larger settlements and these might be connected to each other. Chandelagarh is
connected with the epic king Jarasandha. Buddha used this path while traveling from Bodhgaya to
Nalanda. The images found in this region are made of grey dolerite and belong to the Pala-Sena
period. On the basis of above investigations, it can be said that the region is full of archaeological
potential. The surrounding areas need to explore. Recent excavations done at Rajgir and its vicinity
indicate that this area has antiquity of 1200 B.C. The settlement pattern in this area can be delineated
by large scale explorations in this area.
The number of Brahmanical images is more than the Buddhist sculptures. It indicates that
Brahmanism was also surviving with the support of either of central power or local kings or society
while Buddhism was declining in spite of having patronage of Pala Kings7. Images of Buddha found at
Aiyar, Parvati and Sarsoo show the impact of Nalanda art on them. Crowned Buddha of Sarsoo is similar
to the Buddha image installed in the Sun temple of Bargaon, Nalanda.
This study raises the following questions. Why Imperialism started from Magadha? Why the
philosophies of Buddha and Mahavira took deep roots in this area? How did NBP culture originated
in this area and spread in a very large part of the country before the rise of Buddhism and so called
Second Urbanization?
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Water Bodies of Rajasthan
Dr. Krishan Pal Singh Deora
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JRN Rajasthan Vidhyapeeth University.
Udaipur-313001.

Human civilization owes its existence to water, which is the most crucial input for different activities
such as agricultural operations. Any variation or fluctuation in the availability of this precarious
resource would directly affect the society at large. The life of the people, particularly of those who
live on livestock and agriculture, revolves around this essential resource. Rajasthan has very long
tradition of hydraulic structures and several such ancient structures are still under use across the
state. Therefore it is perhaps one of the ideal geographical areas to understand the development of
traditional hydraulic civil engineering. Generally ancient folk settled closer to perennial water
sources such as rivers and streams. However, there are numerous examples of ancient sites located
away from natural water sources. At such sites, people must have built a variety of water structures.
Water must have been a precious commodity, where ground water or monsoonal rains were scarce.
This situation might have led to the innovation of tanks, step wells, dams, wells, and so on. Besides
these, specific indigenous water harvesting and collection methods were developed in direct
response to local geo-physical conditions, for example, johadas (small man-made water body), anicut,
check-dams or embankments, khadins, moat and tanks.
In the context of irrigation-related construction, the period between 1550 A.D. and 1680 A.D.
can be termed the ‘golden period’ in the history of Mewar. Udai Sagar, a well-known reservoir, located
10 km east of the city of Udaipur, was constructed in 1559-64 A.D. by Maharana Udai Singh. Later on,
two dams were built in A.D 1676 and 1678 A.D. by Maharana Raj Singh. These were the Janna Sagar
(eight km northwest of Udaipur) and the Raj Samand (located 60 km north of Udaipur). The latter one
is a magnificent and gigantic structure of South Eastern Rajasthan, which is held to be about four km
long and 18 km in circumference. Similarly, one of the largest dams, known as Jai Samand or Dhebar
Lake, was constructed between 1685 and 1687 A.D., by Maharana Jai Singh. It is located about 58 km
south of Udaipur (Fig. 1). In addition to these, four rivers, namely Gomti, Jhamri, Ruparail and Bagar
were dammed at a point thirty miles (about 45 km) southeast of Udaipur. The ancient tradition of
water harvesting and storage continued through the later centuries. Significantly, some of the major
water bodies have inscriptions, which throw light on the management systems and technical aspects
of these hydraulic structures.
There is no area in the Indian subcontinent that does not have any hydraulic structure. It may
be of interest to note that harsher the geography and climatic zone, the more ingenious have been the
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hydraulic structures. In areas of the arid Thar Desert, the ingenuity of villagers is subtly reflected in
their methods of storing and utilizing every drop of water: people have acquired and perfected that
knowledge through the experience of many millennia. The method of creating depressions, called
khadins, in the rocky region of Jaisalmer is an example of this type in this regard. In fact, there are two
terms, unav and khadin, to define depressions, but both these local terms have distinct connotations.
The former is used exclusively to define natural depression, while the latter appears to define human
effort to construct a dam, canals (both earthen and masonry), or a well that has been built by the
people. Its purpose was to bring water from the depressions to adjacent location, where it was
needed. Large numbers of khadins were made in the seventeenth century by the peasants. Those were
the finest examples of dam and canal technology of the pre-modern period in the Thar Desert. Besides
those, people also built wells and tanks in large numbers for various purposes.

Fig. 1: Water Bodies in South Rajasthan

Wells found in the Shekhawati region in the north of Rajasthan are generally very deep. These
structures are flanked by two, three and four slender towers which resemble minarets. This region
has a vast agor (catchment), which is well maintained even today by a trust, managed by the
panchayat. The people of the area tell the travellers could easily spot talaies (tanks) in the desert. Those
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talaies, known as the ‘Shekhawati’ style wells, were similar to those found at Fatehpur, Jaisalmer,
Kaushambi, Khajuraho, Gwalior and many other places.
It is interesting to note is that in the Indian subcontinent, the first major human settlements
were established in the Indus Valley (3200-1700 B.C.) in the north-western India and Pakistan.
Evidence of various water structures can be seen in both large and small Harappan sites. One can
also see the evidence of both irrigation and drinking water supply systems at a large number of
Harappan sites. Dholavira, an urban Harappan centre in Gujarat had several water reservoirs that
collected rainwater. Similar evidence is also present at the Harappan sites of Mohenjodaro and
Harappa. At Lothal (Gujarat) and other sites in north and western India, small bunds were built by the
local people to store rainwater for irrigation and drinking purposes.
The tradition of construction of hydraulic structures and their management, continued in the
following centuries. The ruler of Dhar, Bhoj Parmar, built an artificial lake at Bhojpur near Bhopal in
the middle of the 11th century A.D. The Anna Sagar at Ajmer was constructed in the 12th century A.D.
Another lake named Ghadsisar in Jaisalmer was excavated in 1367 A.D. by the Bhati ruler, Rawal
Ghadsi. After his death, Rani Vimla, his wife completed its construction. Ancient texts are filled with
information of similar efforts. There are ample examples in the Gond kingdom and in Bundelkhand
that clearly demonstrate the interest of their rulers in excavating water bodies for irrigation, as well as
for religious and other mundane purposes.
In the semi-arid zones, often storage tanks and arrangement for collection of every drop of
rainwater is found. It would have worked as a lifeline, particularly, when there was scarcity of
precipitation. Examples of this kind have been noticed at Mandu, a medieval site in Malwa (Madhya
Pradesh), Kumbhalgarh (Rajasthan), Asirgarh (Madhya Pradesh) and in many other places. The water
structures at Mandu could support a very large population even without having any perennial water
source. They worked out an excellent system of management of rainwater, which is visible even
today. The underground water conservation technique of the 'Kundi Bhandara' in Burhanpur is also
exemplary. A kund raised in the Kaliadeh Palace at Ujjain is an interesting example of its kind. Being in
this palace gives one the feeling of being near water. On the other hand, the water tank of Asirgarh
fort was the amazing example of water conservation and water management. Besides, the traditional
structures such as jhalars and chopras appear to be the legacy of this heritage.
The history of various complex water structures that were built during the medieval times
such as tanks, wells and reservoirs can be traced back to the Harappans. As far as the engineering skill
is concerned, Harappan technology appears to have survived up to the medieval times. The article,
therefore, focuses on the gradual development of these engineering techniques. In it, there is an
attempt to look at the various aspects of hydraulic engineering from the Harappan period to the 17th
century A.D. There is need to study the traditional knowledge systems, which will help us
understand the technology of the medieval structures and the contribution of the Harappans. In
addition, it also focuses on the history and development of water structures in Rajasthan between 13th
and 18th centuries A.D.
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A Bridge, Baoli and Tank on the Mughal Highway across Lower Doab
- A Report of field Survey
S. Husam Haider
A.M.U., Aligarh

Under the aegis of the Center of Advanced Study, Department of History, A.M.U., Aligarh, I
undertook surveying of the remains of some public structures including a Mughal bridge along the
famous medieval route from Agra to Kalpi via Etawah. I am beholden to Mr. M. Anis Alvi (Artist), Mr.
Zameer Ahmad (Draftsman) and Mr. Ghulam Mujtaba (senior Photographer) of archaeology section
who not only took the trouble of accompanying me to the field but also rendered all possible help in
taking measurements, photographic recording and preparation of requisite drawings comprising of
plans and elevations of the surveyed structures.
The present attempt is based on the exploration of a Mughal bridge1 on river Sirsa, a bricklined tank2 near the bridge and a stepped3 well (baoli) on the main route about a kilometer ahead of
Sari Ekdil, District Etawah, U.P. in the west. None of the structures can de dated exactly since no
inscription or literacy reference has been traced except the stepped well (baoli) which has bilingual
inscription in Persian and Hindi. The Persian inscription is in Nastaliq characters while the Hindi
portion is in Devanagari script. In this inscription, the date is given in the form of a chronogram but
unfortunately the last two lines are effaced and are illegible. However, the surviving Hindi portion
which is legible gives the names of the father of the person responsible for building the baoli. The
stepped well has been mentioned by Y.K. Bukhari4 while dealing with the inscriptions recorded at
Ekdil (Sarai and mosque). Most probably he did not visit the baoli, otherwise he would have certainly
located the fairly big slab of spotted red sandstone bearing the inscription. It is fixed over the arch
opening of a cubicle like double-storeyed structure over the landing space in the middle of the steps
leading to the well. Undoubtedly the said inscription would have been in a better state of
preservation on the eve of Mr. Bukhari’s visit in early fifties of the century.

Bridge: This small bridge of only three arched opening is in a good state of preservation. It is a
strongly built, graceful specimen bearing the architectural marks of the typical medieval style.
According to local tradition it was built by a wealthy Banjara (cattle merchant) known as Lakha
Banjara of Shahjahan’s reign. Lakha was not the name but the title since he was renowned the owner of
one lakh heads of cattle. If we go through the accounts of various travelers and other literary
references from A.D. 1556 to 1707 we come across a plethora of references regarding wealthy Banjaras
(merchants) dealing in supply of grains, cattle and salt on a large scale 5. They used to supply
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provisions and other commodities to the royal armies during their campaigns and vice-versa. They
were encouraged to join royal camps and were exempted from tolls and other taxes6. According to
the Tuzuk in supplying an army they (Banjaras) sometimes used 100,000 bullocks or more7. The chief
or Nayak of these Banjaras enjoyed a status equivalent to that of a Raja and Tavernier8 records that
once Aurangzeb called two of them (Nayaks) to his presence to settle their dispute and finally
presented them each a necklace of pearls worth Rs. 100,000/- These Banjara chiefs/ Nayaks also took
part in philanthropic works such as throwing bridges across rivers, sinking wells and making water
tanks etc. like other officials, governors and zamindars of the empire9. It is likely that the construction
of this small bridge over river Sirsa, a tributary of river Sengar along with the construction of a big
brick lined pukka tank near the bridge was a private benefaction. The tank would have been used for
providing water needed for such a huge herd of cattle. Whoever the builder, he was a successful one,
since the bridge has well faced the onslaughts of time and weather and still stands to provide passage
across the river. It has been first of all been mentioned in Early Annals edited by one Mr. Wilson10. It
also bears the mark of faulty bridge designing technology prevalent during medieval period i.e.
having the width of piers and arches being almost equal. With only minor changes the same ratio of
piers and openings has invariably been found in most of the medieval bridges. Narvar, Jaunpur and
Jajau bridges may be cited as examples attesting the ratio to be nearly 1:1.
Narvar11 arch opening is 5.40 m and pier thickness is 6.00 m, Jaunpur12 arch opening is 5.40 m
and pier thickness is 5.10 m, Jajau13 arch opening is 6.20 m and pier thickness is 5.40 m. This fault is
one of the major causes of failure of most of the medieval bridges and as a result many of them have
been deserted by the streams forcing channels around them owing to the obstruction the restricted
passages offered to flow of water. The story of the Jajau masonry bridge has exactly been the same as
reported by a British Executive Engineer14. Many such bridges have also been partially washed away
due to enormous pressure exerted by accumulation of water in the catchment area during
inundations of rainy season. One such medieval bridge can still be seen at Lujhnaur15 on SaharanpurDeoband road. In this bridge too surveyed by us the same ratio of pier and opening i.e. 1:1 has been
found except the middle opening which is broader, as is the case in most medieval bridges 16. Since
Sirsa is a small river which was difficult to ford only during rainy season, the silt accumulation was
probably small. In this bridge both ends of the piers are perfectly circular while in other medieval
bridges such as Jajau ka pul17, the piers ends were mildly pointed to break the downward pressure of
the stream, especially when the river is in spate. For decorating the brick work two layers of white
kankar blocks have been set in between the brick layers at regular intervals. Key stone of the arch
opening is also a white dressed kankar block. For further beautification, pair of turrets having an
inverted lotus design on the top, has been provided at both the entry points of the bridge.
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Measurements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Length of the bridge
Width of the bridge (excluding parapets)
Parapet thickness
Width of the each of the central piers
Span of the central arched opening
Width of each of the side piers (2 nos.)
Span of each of the side arched openings
Length of the approach road on either end of the
bridge enclosed by retaining walls
9. Size of the bricks
10. Mortar- Lime + Kankar

14.95 m
4.50 m
0.55 m
2.25 m
2.75 m
1.90 m
1.95 m
25.00 m
17x10x3 cm
17x10x3 cm

Fig. 1: A Mughal bridge on the river Sirsa near Jaswant Nagar, district Etawah

Stepped well (Baoli): This is a three storey brick structured plastered all around with lime mortar.
The lowest storey is almost submerged under water. The shaft of the masonry well has got a double
wall. Outer wall provided a raised platform all around and is octagonal in shape. After every flight
there is a covered landing except the 3rd flight of steps which leads to the water. Due to raised level of
the water, a major portion of the third flight of steps is under water. The second landing has got a
two-storey covered structure over it. The inscription slab is fixed over the arched opening of the
second storey of this covered structure in the middle of the steps. The red sandstone slab bearing the
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inscription is in bad shape. The flaking and chipping evidently due to being exposed to the sun and
rain has started in the stone. In wells or baolis, it is usually the excessive humid state which causes
such a deterioration of building material. The slab bearing inscription has developed another
problem of white spots covering a large portion of a slab. This is a sort of inherent defect is found in
red sandstone. Due to these spots the writing in relief is obliterated. The lower most line in Hindi
gave a name Jafar or Zafar, son of Najaf Khan, commander. This title does not conform to the local
tradition about the builder being a Banjara (merchant). Being on the side of the main road leading to
Bhognipur, this well would have served its purpose very well. Over the raised platform around the
well the usual fixtures necessary for drawing water with the help of rope and leather bucket
prevalent during medieval period are present. There is arrangement for at least two persons drawing
water simultaneously, besides the steps leading to the water at the bottom of the baoli.
Measurements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Diameter of masonry wall
Thickness of the parapet
Width of the octagonal raised around the wall
Length of the structure having landings and steps
leading to the water excluding the platform around the well
An octagonal tank like structure near the entrance of the Baoli
Covered landing sizes
Riser of the steps
Tread of the steps
Depth of the well up to the water level
Mortar: Lime Kankar

6.00 m
0.35 m
2.30 m
30.70 m
7x7 m
3.60 m
0.22 m
0.40 m
0.40 m

Fig. 2: Baoli near Ekdil Sarai on the main road to Bakewar district Etawah
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Tank: The tank, a fairly big one has also been mentioned in the early Annals of the English in Bengal
in 1st quarter of the eighteenth century18. Now only the remains of the corner brick work have
survived. Because of these corners the measuring of its length and breadth has been possible. The
present depth does not seem to be real one since for the purpose of farming the tank has been filled
up to get a good harvest. There is a well but it is not adjacent or so close as to be the source of water.
Most probably the bottom of the tank was brick lined and was used for storage of rain water. It
would have been filled up by the inundation from the river Sirsa.
Measurements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Length and width including wall thickness
Wall thickness
Size of the square corner platforms
Brick size
Mortar: Lime Kankar

68.20x68.20 m
1.60 m
30x3.00 m
18x12x3 cms

Fig. 3: A brick-lined tank near the bridge on river Sirsa
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